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Preface 

The role of the state in the development of the Third World countries has been an old 

and perennial debate. It has probably been the 'master debate' in development studies. 

As one looks to Third World development in the twenty-first century, the old and 

enduring issues relating to the role of the state in development have not subsided. But 

the creation of a near hegemony of pro-market development ideas in the 1990s 

brought the issues to be uncovered in new ways. 

In the immediate post-war decades, the debate centered on the nature of the 

· state and state building process. It focused on the type of state systems that would 

guarantee the coming into being of an organized nation, socially integrated and 

economically capable of ensuring rapid economic development. The state was seen as 

an entity that should, take up the responsibility for a multitude of activities or services 

- either as a liberal welfare state or a socialist state. Every where, the state assumed 

the responsibility of managing the entire society. 

This 'statist' model of development was subject to criticism increasingly since 

the 1970s. Critics challenged the view that state could act as an agent of development. 

Some have designated the Third World states as 'soft' or 'weak', in which state 

apparatus maintains only a tenuous hold over society, lacking legitimacy and 

therefore, the capacity to enforce policy. Others have seen the apparatus of state as 

being subordinated to interests of international capital. Simultaneously, with 

international recession, growing national debt in Latin America and Africa and wide 

spread military regimes, there was a deep scepticism about the state's role in 

development. 

Such debates on state's role in development questioned whether the conditions 

existed for the Third World states to operate effectively. The neo-liberal debate in the 

1980s held a deeper scepticism about the capacity of state to play a development role 

under any circumstances. The Third World states were taken at par with the states of 

the advanced capitalist countries, denying their specific historical context. The bias is . 

now against state expansion and for the market. The motto of such shift was 'public 

provision, the exception not the rule'. This neo-liberal attack on the role of the state in 
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development sparked of ideas for 'rolling back' of the state that culminated in the 

1990s with the strong support of the international financial institutions as expressed in 

'Washing to Consensus'. 

The present study is a humble attempt to explore this debate on the role of the 
I 

state in Third World countries. It seeks to locate the debate in the evolving discourses 

of the theories of development. This has been done in the light of the experience in the 

Third World with particular reference to India. It is basically an exploratory research, 

which deals with theoretical aspects of a highly cultivated area of state-development 

interface in the Third World. However, the justification is its own way of looking into 

some aspects of this vast area of academic exercise. 

Plan of the study 

The plan of the study follows the sequence of the research guided by the research 

questions. The first chapter of the thesis entitled 'State-Development Interface in the 

Third World: The Research Problem and Its Theoretical Framework' deals first with 

the statement of the research problem. It argues that though this vast area of study is 

well researched, some areas need further exploration. The research questions, the 

objectives of the research, the overview of the literature that deals with the covered 

areas of the research are presented. Also the research methodology, significance and 

limitations of the study have been delineated. 

'The Idea of Development: Critical Perspectives' is the title of the second 

chapter. It touches up on critical issues in the contemporary development discourse. It 

highlights first the contested nature of the idea of development. The evolution, 

meanings, philosophy and ideology of development are briefly explored. The question 

of agency of development has also been dealt with. 

That the Third World states need different treatment in matters of development 

policy has been denied by neo-liberalism. The third chapter of the thesis entitled. 'The 

Idea of the State: The Third World Perspective with Reference to India' seeks to 

explore nature of the third world states with particular focus on the Indian state. 

The historical contexts that shaped the emergence of theories of development 

and their basic premises are dealt with in the fourth chapter entitled 'The Theories of 

Development: Genesis, Basic Premise and Role of the State. It has spelled out that the 
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emergence a theoretical perspective is shaped by specific historical context and 

particular political economy in the back ground. The theories have got their 

ideological backups too. 

The fifth chapter entitled, 'The Role of the State in Theories of Development: 

The Indian Experience ' examines the role of the state in development practice with 

reference to theories of development. Its focal point is to show that the theoretical 

perspectives offer a broad conceptual frame work to be followed. But in practice each 

and every country has to contextualize it. The strong version with the concurrent 

ideological backup at the international level prevails over other. 

The thesis is concluded with the sixth chapter entitled 'Summary and 

Concluding Observations'. 

The purpose of the work is to make a theoretical sense of the current discourse 

of the interface between the state and development in the Third World and understand 

its distinctiveness in the field of development studies. It seeks to conceptualize the 

issue in the light of the experience of the Third World with particular reference to 
,. 

India. Thus the idea is not to go for abstract theorization as this has the tendency to 

dilute the significance of the problem and deflect it from the empirical context within 

which it is embedded. 
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Chapter- I 

State-development Interface in the Third World: 

The Research Problem and its T~eoretical Framework 

Introduction 

Development is one of the main preoccupations of the post Second World War world. 

Though its roots can be traced back to antiquity (Baeck 1993: 7-8), the concept of 

development has been widely used, with greater social legitimation, during this time. 

In spite of a 'widely shared sense that social research and theorizing about 

development had reached some kind of impasse' i (Booth 1994: 3), or a sense of the 

'irrelevance of development studies' (Edward 1989: 116) in the 1980s, and the 'post

development' assertions (Ferguson 1990; Sachs 1992; Escobar 1995; Crush 1995; 

Rahnema and Bawtree 1997; Rist 1997) in the 1990s development thinking has 

reached the twenty-first century. With much challenges ahead, development has not 

lost its unanimous acceptance of all types of political regimes. There is not a single 

government today, irrespective of its political and ideological position that does not 

assert that it is pursuing development. 'Everywhere in the world today, what divides 

left and right, however defmed, is not whether or not to develop, but which policies 

are presumed to offer most hope that this objective will be achieved' (Wallerstein 

1994:3). The Millennium Development Goals - born of the historic Millennium 

Declaration adopted at the UN Millennium Summit in September, 2000 - point to this 

ubiquitous nature of development (UNDP 2003: v). 

While as a socio-political and economic objective development has got a 

unanimous acceptance, the question of agency for implementing development 

programmes in practice has been an issue of academic debate and practical concern 

with increasing importance since the late 1970s. Till the early 1970s the importance of 
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state was visible in the theories and practice of development. Indeed, in 'those 

countries which tried to 'catch up' with the west at the end of the nineteenth century 

and in the twentieth century, it is the structure and functioning of the state which 

primarily explains both the failures and relatively few success stories' (Mouzelis 

1994: 126). In the 1970s some thinkers associated with 'another development' 

favoured the civil society organizations or the 'third system' with the agency of 

development (Nerfin 1977, 1987). However, with the emergence of neo-liberal 

'counter revolution in development theory and practice' (Toye 1993: vii), the central 

role of state in development especially in the Third World was challenged, in favour 

of the market with complementary role of the civil society organizations. The 

exponents ofneo-liberalism (Balassa 1982; Bhagwati 1982; Little 1982; Lal1983) 

advanced the thesis 'that free competition and market mechanisms, in all countries and 

under all circumstances, would bring about a more optimal allocation of production 

factors and a more optimal distribution of commodities, than a regulated economy 

with administrative control and central planning' (Martinussen 1997 : 261 ). They 

rejected the idea that any special theory or practice of development is required for the 

Third World (ibid). Neo-liberalism ushered in globalization through liberalization, 

deregulation and free market economy. Arguably, central role of the state in theory 

and practice of development became unsure. More over, as a response to the 

centripetal force of globalization, there emerged increased assertion of localization. 

This process has aptly been termed as 'glocalization' (Harris et al 2004: 8), which 

entailed in decentralization and devolution of state power. These transformations are 

reflected in theories and practices of development, 'which have increasingly turned to 

the 'local' as a prime site of development in the context of globalization' (ibid). Thus, 

it is said that the central role of the state in development is being hollowed out 'from 

above as well as from below' (Schuurman 2000:12). From the above there is the 

increasing importance of international political organizations and from the bellow 

there is the growing phenomenon of decentralization and local government. One of 

the major challenges of development research to day is, therefore, to find out the exact 

location of state in the development arena of Third World countries. However, it may 

be noted that since late 1970s some scholars (Stephan 1978; Waterbury 1983; 
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Trimberger 1978; Hamilton 1982; Evans et al 1985a; Bates 1981) have voiced 

analytical concerns and in various ways 'attempted to restore the significance of the 

autonomy of the political to their respective analyses of development issues' (Kohli 

1986: 17). The present work attempts to focus a light on the role of the state in Third 

World development vis-a-vis the theories of development. 

Statement of the Problem 

The state-development interface is a multidimensional problem having heuristic as 

well as on the ground implications. While dealing with the Third World countries it 

brings a host of issues for renewed explications. What is meant by development when 

development of the Third World is talked of? How has the idea of development been 

shaped? Are there alternatives to development? What political economies do different 

theodes of development represent? How far has the praxis of the theories of 

development been maintained in implementing development in the Third World 

countries? What exactly the state is thought of when its role becomes the centre of 

debate in Third World development? Do the theories of development contribute to 

understanding the state-development interface in the Third World? The examination 

of the role of the state in development involves two more fundamental questions: (1) 

What is the identity and ideology of the state itself? (2) What kind of development has 

been followed by the state itself? These are questions generally left out. The answers 
! 

are taken as general presuppositions in development research. The present study 
I 

humbly 1submits that they need serious attention.Indeed, these questions have assumed 

renewe4 importance in the light of the long trajectory of state's role in socio-economic 
. I 
development and its current exposition in the neo-liberal framework. 

I 

Changing contours 

In the first three quarters of the twentieth century state held clear authority in socio

economic transformations, acquired growing functions and tended to perform them on 

their own. Especially in the Third World the state was an extensive. In the 1950s and 

1960s aid programmes and academic advisers propagated the idea of the state 

. bureaucracy as the lead agent for the transition to what was then known as 

'modernization'. Aid agencies favoured large scale projects of industrial and 

agricultural development with the guidance _ of government involvement (Esman 
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1988). On the side of the new political elites, the idea of state led development was 

attractive: it apparently offered a way of satisfying popular expectations and 

demonstrating a concern with social justice and development (Bately 2002: 135). 

State directed development was not only imitative, but also local circumstances 

demanded so. Market institutions and indigenous entrepreneurs were weak and only 

state enterprises were capable of-investing or taking over foreign owned plant (ibid). 

Linked to international economy through primary goods exports, the case was made 

for the state to take the lead in restructuring the economy towards 'inward directed' 

industrial development on the basis of import substitution (Todaro 1994). 

This role of the state was, however, criticized simultaneously. The first, 

appeared in 1950s and 1960s, was based on the experience of operating aid 

programmes. Critics challenged the view that public administration could act as an 

agent of development. They argued that bureaucracies were biased to stability or only 

incremental change, were anti-developmental and suppressed entrepreneurial interests. 

Moreover, public sector agencies which on the surface looked like rational 

bureaucracies, in practice often served particular interests (Hyden 1983). The second 

criticism, referred to the softness or 'weakness' (Myrdal 1968; Migdal 1988) of the 

state, in which the state apparatus maintains a loose hold over society, lacking 

legitimacy and therefore the capacity to enforce policy (Bately 2002:136). The third 

criticism emerged from neo-Marxism and dependency theory. It saw the apparatus of 
I 

the state as being subordinated to non-national interests, particularly international 

capital. Far from being an agent of development, the state was seen an agent of 

underdevelopment or distorted development (ibid). By the end of 1970s, with 

international recession, growing national debt in Latin America and Africa, and wide 

spread military regimes, there was deep pessimism about the scope for development 

and skepticism about the state's role in development. For the Third World countries 

two ways were open: (a) the example of newly industrializing countries of East Asia 

and (b) the neo-liberal development model. The East Asi_an 'newly industrializing 

countries' (NICs) demonstrated, contrary to Left oriented dependency development 

thinking of the 1970s, that it was possible for poor nations to develop in a sustained 

and inclusive way whilst engaging with the international economy. Contrary to the 
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Right liberal thinking of the 1980s, they also showed that states could play a positive 

role in achieving development. 2 In the context of debt crisis in early 1980s, neo

liberalism was forced upon Third World countries. Thus, the earlier criticisms of the 

state's role in development questioned whether the conditions existed for Third World 

states to operate effectively. In the absence of these conditions, the tendency was for 

state agents to become self serving, patrimonial and linked to powerful, often, foreign 

interests. The neo-liberal view held a deeper skepticism about state's role and argued 

for its substitution by market. 

The neo-liberal onslaught 

The debate on the role of the state in development became pinpointed since 1980s 

when the neo-liberal policies, in the form of structural adjustment programme (SAP) 

was forced upon the debt ridden Third World countries. Thus the post- colonial states 

of Afro-Asian and Latin American countries have suffered the most severe onslaught 

of neo-liberal policy. These are states that have inherited the colonial form and 

substance and came into being as a result of decolonization through national 

liberation. Nigel Harris has summed up the precarious condition of these states under 

neo-liberal globalization. While their national liberation freed the state at the time of 

independence, now restructuring of economy and liberalization freed the capital. 

Thus, paradoxically, national economic development that was impelled by the rivalries within state 

system now produces a new component in the market system that in part contradicts the independence 

of the state. Governments preoccupied with retaining a group of powerful companies within their 

border and seeking to beg or bribe international companies to invest there in order to secure privileged 

access to the surpluses generated by world, rather than national, capital. The state moves from being 

the "executive committee of the (national) bourgeoisie" (if such a phrase was ever adequate) to a local 

authority for a world bourgeoisie, from the incubator of capitalism to one of its many and changing 

homes (Harris 1992: 78-79 emphasis added). 

Harris, however, asserts that the role of the state remains important for the 

Third World development, for world capital will locate in the country concerned only 

if the government can guarantee certain conditions of productions of_ goods, the c·, 
reproduction of labour of certain quality and price, and of effectivd:~·J:ilanagement. 

• 1 (, ~;: >~ -

Competition by states in the economic field now shifts from geo~aphfcally specific 

advantages to much less tangible elements (Harris 1992:79). De Anne Julius has 

succinctly summed up the position: 
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What is most important to competitive success is no longer a country's land or mineral endowment or 

even, in many cases, its labour costs. Rather it is a whole range of non-geographical factors: access to 

technology, flexible management techniques, marketing strategy, closeness to consumers, speed of 

response to changes in the market place etc. All these are firm specific not territorially based (Julius 

1990:82 quoted in Harris 1992:79). 

Henry Bernstein (1990:23) has noted that a central postulate of neo-liberal 

diagnosis is of 'states marked by a full misery of their own contradictions - as 

documented in the symtomology of irrationality, inefficiency, corruption, and 

authoritarianism'. On such a view the state and its activities represent the essential 

obstacle to the emergence of a vigorous rapidly growing capitalism. The state must be 

'rolled back' must be made 'leaner'. Also Bernstein notes the curious paradox that, 

where neo-liberal policies are practiced, a 'critical double contradiction' exists; 

whereby the very effort to push back the state has to be pursued via the state; while 

the necessary 'leaner state', in effect by no means a minimalist state, but one in which 

greater demands of technical expertise and efficient performance and macro economic 

management are imposed as well as greater effectiveness in terms of control. Thus, 

neo-liberalism in one sense challenged the very essence of the Third World states

their stateness. 

Probing staleness 

This precariousness calls for a probe into the 'stateness' of these states. The post

Westphalian model of nation state is indigenous to the West. The attributes of this 

model that have been ascribed upon the societies of the Third World were thought to 

be naturalized after independence through the processes of 'state building' and 'nation 

building'. But it did not tum that way. There arose new forms of legitimacy crisis or 

what Kohli (1991) calls the 'crisis of govemability'. The assertion of localization on 

the basis of implicit and explicit grounds makes the issue more complex. The 

implementation of development programmes through such states which have been 

designated as 'soft' or 'weak' (Myrdal 1968; Migdal 1988) demands a serious probe 

into the nature of the states themselves. This would help in understanding the inherent 

conflicts and contradictions by which the idea and practice of development are 

impregnated. 
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While dealing with 'stateness' of the Third Word states it is important to 

highlight the distinction between a producer state and a regulator state. When state 

intervention is talked of with reference to-development the producer state- a state that 

produces goods and services - is very much involved. The regulator state is like a 

regulating agent in its global economic activity. Despite the fact that the state's role as 

a producer and as a regulator is closely linked, the two situations create very different 

situations. J 

Globalization, state and development 

The adherents of globalization perceive that both the nature of capitalism and the role 

. of the state are being transformed. Linda Weiss (200 1 :6) has summed up the argument 

succinctly: 

On the one hand, capitalism is becoming increasingly 'ungoverned' as markets are disembedded from 

institutions. On the other hand, state power over territory is withering, giving rise to a different kind of 

state - one which has lost sovereignty, scaled back welfare programmes and industrial policy, and 

entered into multilateral governance arrangements. 

It is the declining, or at least changing, position and status of the state, which 

has been at the core of the literature on globalization. Theories of development try to 

connect, economic, political and cultural aspects of inequality and development 

trajectories. The connection between these aspects is realized by using the state as the 

linchpin. This importance of the state became visible in both modernization and neo

Marxist dependency theories. Globalization changed all that. The common perception 

of the role of the state in general and the Third World states in particular has been that 

it has been 'rolled back'. But a careful analysis demands further probe into the matter. 

Martinussen highlights the issue thus: 

As regards the role of the state, it may be true that Third World states in general have come under 

increasing external pressure and that their roles as containers of distinctive business practices and as 

regulators of economic activities within and across their borders have diminished. But to what extent 

these changes have been brought about vary significantly from country to country. Moreover it can be 

argued that all developing country states continue to critically affect, positively or negatively, both the 

attractiveness of their countries to foreign investors and the overall competitiveness of their domestic 

industries (Martinussen 1999: 11 ). 

This new reality, shaped by neo-liberal globalization, presents a new and 

exciting challenge for development studies and this has relegated the so called 
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'impasse' to a past period. This is strongly felt in studying the role of the state in 

development. This necessarily involves the clarification of the idea of development. 

Nature of development 

Development is not a simple concept to be amenable to single meaning. It involves its 

essence, goal, and strategy. Thus it is complex as well as contested. A Unesco 

document has nicely gone into the core of the problem: 

Development is a value-laden concept, with historical, philosophical and ideological dimensions. When 

we speak of development we need to reflect not only on what it is that we wish to develop, and how we 

are to do it, but also towards what we wish the process to lead (Unesco 1988:9 emphasis original). 

Hyden has identified three reasons contributing to the general disagreement on 

the meaning of development. (a) By connoting human aspirations and preferences, the 

concept of development has always been subject to domestication by specific groups 

for their particular purposes. (b) Through the single move of development a host of 

·things are attempted to get implemented and consequently, the risks of failure are 

enhanced rather than reduced. Disillusionment and eventual abandonment of a 

particular meaning silently occur. (c) Part of disagreement is associated with the 

concept's histor~cal origin. It is closely related to the conscious human choice and the 

institutional mechanisms, notably the market and bureaucracy that have been put in 

place to facilitate and regulate such choices. The controversy here is not only that the 

concept first emerged in the west. 'Equally important is that linked to the concept is an 

ontological position that is not inherent in all cultures' (Hyden 1994: 103~4). Still 

'academics and practitioners alike strive to find a holistic definition of development. 

Academics want it for research purposes; practitioners for operational reasons (ibid: 

103). 

Ever since President Truman's declaration of 'point four' in 1949, there 

emerged different notions of development. The beginning was marked by economic 

growth (Rosenstein-Rodan 1943, 1957, 1964; Nurkse 1953 ; Lewis 1954, 1955; 

Rostow 1960 ; Hirschman 1961, 1963; Kuznets 1966) and subsequently came 

modernization (Bellah 1957; Lerner 1958, Lipset 1963; Inkeles 1964; McClelland 

1964; Smelser 1964; Apter 1965; Pye 1966; Levy 1967; Coleman 1968), elimination 

of dependency (Prebish 1950 ; Baran 1952 ; Furtado 1964 ; Frank 1966 ; Cardoso 

1973 ; Aniin 1976), redistribution with growth (Chenery et al 1974), another or 
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alternative development emphasizing that development ought to be indigenous, self

reliant, need oriented, environment friendly and open to institutional change (Dag 

HammarskjOld Foundation 1975), meeting basic needs (ILO 1976, 1978; Streeten and 

Haq 1982), participation (Friere 1970 ; ILO 1978 ; Korten 1980 ; Chambers 1983 ; 

Lisk 1985 ; UNDP 1993), sustainable development (Medows etal 1972 ; World 

Commission on Environment and Development 1987 ; Redclift 1987 ), Washington 

consensus or market fundamentalism (Williamson 1990 ; World Bank 1991 ; Soros 

1998), human development (UNDP 1990 ; Streeten 1994 ; Haq 1995), fulfillment of 

human rights (UN 1986 ; Hauser Mann 1998 ; UNDP 2000), fulfillment of freedom 

(Sen 1999), empowerment (Friedman 1992), reduction of poverty (Sen1981 ; UNDP 

1997 ; World Bank 1990, 2000) and others. Despite these notions and their 

concomitant paradigms, the persistence of poverty and inequality, particularly in the . 

midst of economic affluence continues to be one of the most problematic issues in 

development to day (Hamner et al 1997). The object of the study of development that 

is 'social, economic and political inequality with respect to the third world, has made it 

to this century rather effortlessly' (Schuurman 2000: 7). There is, therefore, a serious 

need to 'explore ideas about what development constitutes and the important 

relationship between theory and practice (Kothari and Minogue 2002: 7). The present 

study attempts to perform this task with reference to the ideology and philosophy of 

development. An exploration of the theories of development is of great help in this 

context. 

Theories of development 

The notions of development are the products of overarching development thinking

development strategy, philosophy, ideology and theory (Hettne 1995: 15-16). The 

search for new theoretical conceptualizations of development has been mirrored by 

changes in the practice of development in the field. The period since the Second 

World War has seen the promotion and application of many and varied theories of 

development - the economic growth theory, modernization theory, dependency 

theory, world system theory, alternative development perspectives, the neo-liberal 

theory, and the sustainable human development school of thought. The literature on 

development theory and practice appears to have burgeoned particularly since mid -

20208G 
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1980s · (Apter 1987 ; Preston 1986; 1987; 1996; Leeson and Minogue 1988; 

Schuurman 1993; 2001; Crush 1995 ; Streeten 1995 ; Brohman 1996 ; Cowen and 

Shenton 1996; Leys 1996; Rapley 1996; Potter et al 1999; Simon and Narman 1999; 

Sklair 1991, 1994 ; Booth 1994a; Griesgraber and Gunter 1996 ; Martinussen 1997 ; 

Chakravarty 1987 ; Hunt 1989 ; Kay 1989 ; Toye 1993 ; Baeck 1993 ; Bartoli 2000 ; 

Chambers 2005 ; Rist 1997; Kothari and Minogue 2002; Nederveen Pieterese 2001). 

At the earlier stage, theorizing about development was more or less mechanical 

application of the main body of theory of what ever discipline to the countries in the 

Third World, under the assumption that the differences between the contemporary 

problems and the 'original transition' (Roxborough 1979: 1) was one of degree rather 

than of kind (Hettne 1995: 1 ). But theories of development of any shade have got their 

normative orientation. They are the meeting place of ideology, politics and 

explanation. It is in this context the genesis and the basic premises of the theories need 

to be scrutinized. 

The emergence of modernization theory in the late fifties and early sixties set 

the stage for contemplating development in the Third World. The role of 

modernization theory in stimulating and legitimating work on developing countries 

was fundamental, but dissatisfaction with the approach was as important as lessons it 

offered. Thus, beginning in the mid sixties, various alternatives to modernization 

theory became increasingly important. According to Evans and Stephens (1988), 

'These challenges involved recovering parts of the classic sociological traditions that 

had been neglected in the earlier reconstruction of modernization theorists, including 

Marx and the comparative historical side ofWeber'(ibid: 740) . 

. The challenges to modernization also involved a new emphasis on international 

factors. The dependency and world system theories turned the modernization 

theorists' emphasis on diffusion as a primary instrument of development on its head 

arguing instead that ties to 'core' countries were a principal impediment to 

development (ibid). 

By the early 1980s two important but opposite position took lead. On the one 

hand development studies mostly turned away from structural questions and political 

critiques and took different points of departure. One important new development was 
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a growing concern with social actors, agency and local expression of change. Now the 

hopes for progressive change in the context of military or authoritarian rule were 

being pinned on the new social movements and on the experiments with popular 

participation that some how or other were able to work at the "grassroots"(Wilson 

1994:5). On the other hand, the neo-liberal theory found the development of the Third 

World in the macro perspective and, contrary to the basic assumptions of dependency 

and world system theories, asserted that deregulated world economy would assume 

development of the Third World countries. 

By the 1990s neo-liberalism remained t~iumphant, especially in the wake of the 

end of the Cold War. Neo-liberals were rushing to proclaim the end of history, the 

emergence of a new world order, and as a minor foot note the irrelevance of 

development studies. However~ this self confident position has increasingly been 

questioned in the late 1990s and the early years of the twenty-first century, especially 

when the social protest against the negative consequences of the neo-liberal economic 

policies mounted. This should provide some space for alternative theoretical 

perspective (Kay 1994:10). 

The political economy of the emergence of the theories clearly indicates the 

basic purpose of a particular theory. It involves the whole gamut of development 

thinking related to a particular theory. From this point of view the present study 

focuses the position of the major theories with respect to the role they assign to the 

state as an agency for translating development strategies. 

State's role in theories of development 

The deliberate intervention of the state was taken as an indispensable development/ 

strategy in the Third World countries in the immediate post war years. The goal was to 

close the gap between them and the developed countries and articulate economic 

growth. But these countries that had just acquired political independence did not see 

clearly in what direction they should develop their economy. 

The attempts made during the 1950s to adapt Keynes's theory to their purpose soon turned out to be 

unsuccessful. Models of the Domar-Harrod type, with parameters of a cumulative character, a 

multiplier and an accelerator, were hardly appropriate to the socio-economic structure of these 

countries, where the traditional sectors predominated and market relations were almost embryonic. 

There existed no valid theory that could be applied to state intervention under conditions where a 
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traditional socio-economic structure had trade relations with world capitalism. So in the Third World 

countries, with their very complex socio-economic problems, the first stage in the history of state 

intervention was a stage of trial and error (Alechina 1982:27). 

At the same time the, the post war history of development studies offers clear 

evidence of fundamental shifts in theories of development. 'Theoretical perspectives 

on development have changed in response to the changing historical reality of the 

developmental process and of relations between developing and developed countries. 

They have also changed in response to the dialogue and debate among those engaged 

in theory building' (Evans and Stephens 1988: 739). 

The earliest theory of development - the growth theory, especially as it was 

formulated by Rosenstein-Rodan (1943), Nurkse (1953), and Hirschman (1958), did 

imply state intervention to take care of incidents of market failure, or of markets 

which are too far from perfect or too thin, or which simply do not exist (Naqvi 1993). 

Likewise the Harrod-Domar model argued that the national saving rate had to be equal 

to the product of the capital-output ratio of growth of the labour force if the economy 

was to keep its stock plant and equipment in balance with its supply of labour so that 

steady growth could occur. In this model, increasing economic growth basically 

involved increasing the savings rate, in some cases, through state budget. Thus growth 

theories of such a type established the legitimacy of state intervention into market 

economies with the aim of achieving growth rates decided on the basis of social policy 

(Peet1999: 39-40). 

The modernization theory takes development as modernization of 'traditional 

societies' through the establishment of networks and institutions similar to those of 

advanced industrial societies, including strategic norms of work, values of social 

discipline and beliefs about equity and motivations representing the internalization of 

these norms, values and beliefs in a manner ensuring role performance through 

appropriate behaviour. The political dimension of development under this 

modernization scheme involves how to create the nation by means of the state and 

how to in corporate within the state social networks that generate development (Apter 

1987: 16-17). 

The modernization perspective implicitly or explicitly opts for capitalist 

development. It is premised on the creation and maintenance of the basic structures 
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and institutions of the prevailing society. Thus, it has accorded central role to the state 

and public policy. The state has been thought of as an entity that stands out side and 

above society, an autonomous agency that is vested with an independent source of 

rationality and the capability to initiate and pursue progrmmes of development for the 

benefit of the whole society. There is an implicit disjunction between the state and 

policy. The problematic ofthe state is then narrowed down to that of the efficacy of its 

public institutions and organs to achieve objectives and programmes or modernization 

focu~ing especially on the respective roles of 'ruling elites', political parties, the 

bureaucracy and the military (Alavi 1982: 289). 

The theorists of dependency drew conclusion in respect of the appropriate 

spread of policy for local national governments committed to the pursuit of national 

development goals. The theorists of dependency looked to foster an independent· 

pattern of development. The strategic differences with modernization theory came to 

revolve around the role of the state, which was to become the key vehicle of the new 

political-cultural project of autonomous development. This was to be the overriding 

objective in the attempt to remove the damaging handicaps of dependency (Preston 

1996: 194-195) 

According to the world system theory, it is possible for a peripheral country to 

move to the semi-peripheral status. Similarly, a semi-peripheral country can move to 

the core status. This possibility is contingent upon historical moments of 

opportunities. In Wallerstein's (1979) view at this moment the economy concerned 

extracts surplus from the periphery while at the same time yields surplus to the core. 

Thus the dependent development thesis of the new dependency thinkers was 

reinforced by word system perspective. Wallerstein's (1978) analysis emphasized the 

role of the national state in carving out a space for indigenous political and economic 

actors to play a role in both the global economy, and in the international state system 

(Henderson and Appelbaum 1992:3). 

To the neo-liberal theory state involvement in the economy is inefficient, 

bureaucratic and unnecessary drain on public coffers. Hence by selling off loss

marketing and inefficient public enterprises and parastatal corporations, and restricting 

the role of the state to regulation and economic facilitation, taxes could be cut 
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substantially (Simon 2002: 87). The neo-liberal onslaught and its relentless anti

statism, was directed at advanced capitalist countries, less developed countries and 

socialist countries alike. All of these, it was postulated, were infected by the virus of 

state intervention. 

The Indian experience 

This study of state-development interface from the perspective of development 

theories in the Third World has been attempted at a rather abstract and general level. 

But in order to avoid a high level of generality, a second stage analysis has been 

pursued. The Indian experience with the praxis of the theories of development and the 

concomitant role played by the state in implementing development strategies will 

serve this purpose. It has been argued that the Indian state, having failed, should 

'retreat' from its expanded spheres of activities. Since it has failed to deliver the goods 

because of its interventionist policies of the era of economic planning, it should give 

place to market to perform its legitimate role in economy and to autonomous and 

voluntary associations of civil society to resolve socio-economic problems. Thus an 

investigation of the role of the state in India allows one to shed some light on the more 

general contemporary debates concerning the role of the state in development. 

The choice of one country as a special reference point apparently seems to be 

arbitrary. But there are some points of justification: (a) On any reckoning India is 

important within the Third World, because of its huge population and the very low 

level of consumption available to the great majority of them. (b) India is used as a 

prime example of the alleged failures of interventionist development policies. (c) India 

has nearly sixty years of development experience and the quality of basic information 

about India is relatively good by Third World standards (Toye 1993:153-154). (d) 

India's unique experience in her search for the 'middle path',(Sachs 2000:5), and 

democratic development planning for forty years along with a one and a half decades 

of explicit neo-liberal policy is helpful for examining the theories of development at 

the ground level. (e) The case of India provides a good illustration of resilience of the 

state with substantial grass-root development under taken. It is a country where the 

proportion of the poor remained desperately at the same level over the years (Auroi 

1992: 3). As India enters into the twenty-first century, the lives of a majority of its 
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citizens continue to be blighted by endemic poverty, under nutrition, ill health, 

educational deprivation, environmental degradation and wide ranging social 

inequalities (Dreze and Sen 2002: vi). In other words, India is badly in need of 

development. (f) The radical changes in the regulatory framework after 1991 provide 

another justification. By comparing the period prior to 1991 with the post 1991 period, 

it is possible to systematically analyze how different theories have shaped 

development policies and thereby the role of the state. The research does not confine 

itself, however, to analyzing the Indian case separately. Rather the basic idea is to 

study Indian experiences within a broader theoretical framework. 

The study, thus, deals with an analytic exploratory research problem. The much 

used idea of development and the idea of state are explicated in order to explore the 

complex relationship of state, development and theories of development with 

experiences of the third World countries in general and of India in particular. 

Objective of the Research Project 

The objectives of the research project are: 

(a) to explicate the idea of development in order to find out its inherent 

historical, philosophical, and ideological dimensions ; 

(b) to explicate the idea of the state in the third world with a view to shade a 

light on its development role ; 

(c) to explicate the theories of development with reference to their 

emergence and basic premises in order to find out their political

economic and ideological positions ; 

(d) to explore the positions of the theories of development with respect to 

the role they assign to the state in the third world to implement 

development policies ; 

(e) to explore the praxis of the theories of development vis-a-vis the 

developmental role played by state in the Third World countries. 

Main research questions ofthe study 

The purpose of this study is not to test a set of hypotheses, but rather to develop an 

exploratory analysis of the role of the state in theories of development. Several 

questions guided the research. The following are the main: 
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(a) How can the idea of development be conceived in the context of its 

evolution and current debates? 

(b) How can the idea of the state be conceived in the prevailing political 

economy of the third world? 

(c) How is the emergence of a particular theory of development shaped by 

the concomitant historical context? 

(d) What exact position do the theories of development take with respect to 

the role of the state in development? 

(e) What is the actual position of the theories of development vis-a-vis the 

practice of development in the third world? 

(f) What is the actual role of the state in development with reference to 

theories and their practice in the third world? 

(g) What is the contribution of the theories of development in exploring the 

nature of the debate on state-development interface? 

Research Methodology 

Considering the nature of the research problem an analytical exploratory methodology 

has been followed. Analysis .of reports and other relevant works has been under taken. 

Two types of literature have been reviewed: (i) the conceptual literature concerning 

the idea of state in general and in third world in particular, the idea of development 

and theories development; and (ii) the empirical literature consisting of studies on 

sector wise or general strategies of development in different countries. The review has 

been conducted to find out the answers to the research questions posed. 

Methodologically the important areas of the study are: (a) explication of the ideas of 

state and development; (b) exploration of the political - economy of the theories of 

development; (c) exploration of the relationship between developmental role of the 

state and theories of development; and (d) finding out the political-economy of the 

debate centred on the state-development interface. From the broader methodological 

perspectives the study follows the critical one. 

Overview of Literature 

Development research has attracted social scientists from across disciplines. 

Historians, sociologists, economists, anthropologists, political scientists and others 
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have engaged in extensive and in depth studies in this area. Indeed, 'development 

studies' abounds in a lot of literature. Given the size of the literature which impinges 

upon such a broad field, it has been necessary to be highly selective. The study is 

mainly concerned with two types of literature: (a) on the idea of development and the 

theories development; and (b) on the idea of state and its role in development. 

Considering the scope of the present research it is almost impossible to have an 

overview of the vast literature on each of the above mentioned categories. However, 

some of the major works belonging to each section have been reviewed. 

On development and theories of development 

The idea of development is the seed bed of debates in development studies. There is 

no general agreement. Since the early 1940s, when the idea of development in its 

current phase evolved, a host of ideas have gained currency and are competing 

through the early years of the twenty-first century. On each and every idea there are a 

lot of works. Development as a balanced economic growth was thought in Rosenstein

Rodan's famous article, Problems of Industrialization of Eastern and south Eastern 

Europe (1943). Similar arguments were made by W.A Lewis in his two most cited 

works, Economic Development with Unlimited Supply of Labour (1954) and The 

Theory of Economic Growth (1955). W.W. Rostow in his influential book The Stages 

of Economic Growth: A Non-Communist Manifesto (1960) provided a unilinear stage 

concept of development. In his version of growth theory each country would have to 

follow some successive stages of growth. 

The idea of economic growth was co-opted in a broad socio-cultural and 

economic concept of development. Development was conceived as modernization. 

This idea was based on a tradition-modernity dichotomy. Thus a number of writers 

dealt with different aspects of this dichotomy and attempted to find out ~ow the Thirf£~ 
World countries can achieve modernization. The most important works are Daniel 

.,,} 

Lerner's The Passing of Traditional Societies: Modernizing the Middle East (1958)~ " 

Alex Inkele's Making Men Modern: On the Causes and Consequences of Individual 

Change in Six Developing Countries (1964), David McClelland's Business Drive and 

National Achievement (1964); David Apter's The Politics of Modernization 

(1965);and James Coleman's Modernization: Political Aspects (1968). 
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As a reaction to the Euro-centric idea of modernization, many thinkers from the 

Third World, mainly from Latin America, put forward the idea of development as an 

elimination of structural dependency of the Third World or the unequal exchange in 

matters of international trade. Raul Prebisch'~ The Economic Development of Latin 

America and its Principal Problems (1950) is the pioneering work. With a different 

perspective H. Singer's The Distribution of Gains between Investing and Borrowing 

Countries (1950) puts forward similar views. Two earlier works of Andre Gunder 

Frank The Development of Underdevelopment (1966) and Latin America:· Under 

Development or Revolution: Essays on the Development and the Immediate Enemy 

(1969); Arghiri Emmanuel's Unequal Exchange: A study ofthe Imperialism of Trade 

(1972) Samir Amin's Accumulation on a World Scale: A Critique of the Theory of 

Underdevelopment (1974) and Unequal Development: An Essay on the Social 

Formations of Peripheral Capitalism (1976) are important contributions to fostering 

this idea of development. 

Modernization and economic growth as development ideas left out the question 

of redistribution of wealth and assets to those who need them very badly. This was 

highlighted in an idea of development as redistribution with growth. The work that 

pioneered the idea was by Hollis Chenery and others Redistribution with Growth 

(1974). 

Being frustrated with the failure of the growth and modernization idea different 

types of ideas of development emerged under the heading of 'Another Development'. 

The most important contribution entitled What Now? Another Development (1975), 

was made by Dag Hammarskjold Foundation. Another important contribution was by 

Marc Nerfm, Another Development: Approaches and Strategies (1977). 

Development as meeting 'basic needs', was gaining currency in the 1970s. In 

1970s ILO published two important volumes containing this idea entitled, 

Employment, Growth and Basic Needs: A One-World Problem (1976) and Popular 

Participation in Decision making and Basic Needs Approach to Development (1978). 

Another work in this area is by Paul Streeten and Mahbub Ul Haq First Things First: 

Meeting Basic Human Needs in Developing Countries (1982). 
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Inspired by the Brazilian Adult Educator Paulo Freire's work Pedagogy of the 

Oppressed (1970), some writers went to conceive development as people's 

participation. David Korten' s article, Community Organization and Rural 

Development: A Learning Process Approach (1980) is an important contribution in 

this context. Moreover, the works of Robert Chambers Putting the Last First (1983); 

Frankley Lisk (ed), Popular Participation in Planning for Basic Needs: Concepts, 

Methods and Practices (1985); and G. Esteva and M. Prakash Grassroots 

Postmodernism: Remaking the Soil of Cultures (1988) are important contributions in 

this context. 

Starting in 1970s, the idea of sustainable development gained currency in the 

1980s. It reflected increasing concern for environmental degradation and protection of 

future generation. The report of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development entitled Our Common Future (1987) dealt with concept and policy 

implications of sustainable development. 

Since 1980s idea of development as market fundamentalism was gaining 

currency mainly under the leadership of Bretton Woods institutions. The chief actor of 

development was considered the market, not the State. Two important contributions 

were by the World Bank. The first is the World Bank Report of 1991 entitled The 

Challenges of Development and the second is the World Bank Report of 1996 entitled 

From Plan to Market. 

In the early 1990s a new tum was noticed in development thinking. This was 

reflected in the idea of human development. Important contributions in this idea are by 

UNDP Human Development Report of 1990, the work of Paul Streeten entitled 

Strategies for Human Development: Global Poverty and Unemployment (1994) and of 

Mahbub ul Haq, Reflections on Human Development (1995). Another idea that gained 

currency within this area is the idea of development as human right. The United 

Nations Declaration of Right to Development (1986) is one important 

contribution. The work of J. Hausermann, A Human Rights Approach to Development 

(1998), the Human Development Report of2000 are other contributions. Amartya Sen 

in one of his important works entitled, Development as Freedom (1999) conceived 

development as achieving individual freedoms beyond the barriers of unfreedom. 
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Reduction of poverty has formed topmost position in the Millennium 

Development Goals. Also it was conceived as development of the Third World. The 

World Bank report of 1990, entitled, Poverty and that of 1999/2000 entitled, Attacking 

Poverty are important contributions in this context. 

Also development was conceived in .terms of North-South dialogue. Two 

Brandt Commission Reports, North-South: A Programme for Survival (1980) and 

Common Crisis: North-South Cooperation for World Recovery (1983) are pioneering 

contributions in this context. The Report of the South Commission ( 1990) entitled, 

The Challenge to the South also reviewed development from this perspective. The 

following South Centre publications, Facing the Challenge: Responses to the Report 

of the South Commission (1993); Liberalization and Globalization: Drawing 

Conclusions for Development (1996); Foreign Direct Investment, Development and 

the New Global Economic order: A Policy Brief for the South (1997); Financing 

Development: Key Issues for the South (1999), Financing Development Beyond 

Monterry: Contributions to a South Agenda (2002) are important contributions to 

understanding development from this perspective. 

From a complete different perspective development has been conceived as 

elimination of gender inequality. The classic contribution in this context is that of E. 

Boserup Women's Role iri Economic Development (1970). Other contributions are by 

Caroline Moser Gender Planning and Development (1993); Kate Young, Gender and 

Development Reader (1992) and Planning Development with Women (1993). 

The field of the theories of development is enriched by a vast literature. Since 

the 1980s the literature in this field has burgeoned. Ronald H.Chilcote and Dale 

Johnson edited a volume entitled Theories of Development: Mode of Production or 

Dependency? (1983). This volume plunges deeply in to the theoretical and political 

controversies surrounding dependency and modes of production. Ronald H. Chilcote 

in his book, Dependency and Marxism: Toward a Resolution of the Debate (1982) is 

another contribution dealing with the Marxist evaluation of the dependency 

perspective. Again in another volume Ronald H. Chilcote deals with the greater 

perspectives of the theories of development. It is entitled, Theories of Development 

and Underdevelopment (1984). 
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Magnus Blomstrom and Bjorn Hettne authored a very important book entitled 

Development Theory in Transition: The Dependency Debate and Beyond: Third 

World Responses (1984). It presents an elaborate account of the dependency debate in 

the third world context. It is based on the hypothesis that the traditional and still far 

from abandoned thinking on development is based on experiences which are specific 

to Western world and that the claim to universal validity must therefore be repudiated. 

Cristobal Kay provides a penetrating analysis of the Latin American theories of 

development in his book Latin American Theories of Development and 

Underdevelopment (1989). He showed in detail the various currents of thought within 

Latin American development school. He presented the ideas of the many of the less 

known thinkers who made key contributions to the thinking on underdevelopment and 

development. 

Ronaldo Munck and Denis O'Hearn edited the volume, Critical Development 

Theory: Contributions to a New Paradigm (1999). This volume outlines the different 

critical perspectives in theories of development, for example, ecology, feminism, 

counter modernism, critical holism, critical modernism etc. It argues that the main 

stream development thinking experienced a revival of the old modernization theory 

dressed in the 1990s garb of globalization and neo-liberalism, with a token nod 

towards issues of gender, ecology, and ethnicity (dressed up as culture). (p. xiv). 

John Toye presents what he calls the 'counter revolution in theories of 

development, in his book Dilemmas of Development: Reflections on the Counter 

Revolution in Developemnt Economics (1993) He analyzed the ideas of the neo

liberals with particular reference to India. While Toye provides an unfavourable 

judgment towards the neo-liberals, Paul Krugman in his book Toward a Counter 

Revolution in Development Theory (1992) provides justification for the 'Washington 

Consensus'. Frans J. Schuurman edited one volume entitled, Beyond the Impasse: 

New Directions in Development Theory (1993). The Contributions in the volume 

discuss different aspects of the impasse in development thinking that emerged in the 

mid 1980s. However, hopefully they have outlined some new directions in 

development thinking by the closing of the twentieth century. Schuurman also edited 

another volume entitled, Globalization and Development Studies (200 1 ). Some of the 
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chapters of the book have a common view of what globalization is supposed to be and 

what its significance is or could be for development studies. Some reflect more 

divergent positions and as such represent neatly and heterogeneity of the impact of 

globalization within the discipline of development studies and what kind of 

paradigmatic changes loom on the horizon. 

Colin Leys in his book The Rise and Fall of Development Theory (1996) 

discuses the decline of development practice and theory in the African context. The 

main reason of such a position, he argues, is the end of the regulated system of 

national economics formalized at Bretton Woods, which underlay the whole idea of 

'development' as it was conceived from 1950s onwards. Thus to him, a major 

challenge for development theory is to confront the problem of how it can now re

subordinate 'the market' to a new system of international and national regulation. 

Denis Goulet in his book, The Cruel Choice: A New Concept on the Theory of 

Development (1971) provides an ethical framework of thinking to the whole issue of 

development. D.Simon and A. Norman in their work, Development Theory and 

Practice (1999) provide a general discussion of the different theories and issues of 

development. R.B .Potter and others contribute to a volume entitled Geographies of 

Development (1999). This has discussed the importance of development geography 

from the perspective of the Third World. 

Bjorn Hettne in his book Development Theory and Three World: Towards an 

International Political Economy of Development (1995) argues that development 

theory can be seen as a corrective to the static and ethnocentric biases in main stream 

social sciences. He argues that development theory must draw on the international 

political economy (IPE) tradition in order to remain relevant in an increasingly 

globalised political economy. According to him there is a need for continued 

normative theorizing around the concept of alternative development. 

P. W. Preston, in a volume entitled Making Sense of Development: An 

Introduction to Classical and Contemporary Theories of Development and there 

Application to South-East Asia (1986) surveys the theories of development and 

examines their praxis in the context of developmental states of East-Asia. In another 

volume Development Theory: An Introduction (1996), Preston sketches the outline of 
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the theories of development in a broader perspective of social science theorizing. He 

argues that development theorizing is creative, complex, and problematical exercise 

rather than a technical one. And that a measure of sensitivity to the inherent 

difficulties of social theorizing is important for development theorists (p.3 ). 

David E. Apter in his book Rethinking Development: Modernization, 

Dependency, and Post Modern Politics (1987), presents two main perspectives 'for 

the state' and 'against the state'. In the first he discusses the state centric theories 

namely modernization and dependency, in the second, the challenges posed by social 

movements to the state and prevailing theories of development. 

J. Brohman presents development from people's perspective. His book Popular 

Development, Rethinking the Theory and Practice of Development (1996) discusses 

participatory development both in its theoretical and practical perspective. J. Rapley 

discusses in his book Understanding Development: Theory and Practice in the Third 

World (1996) the critical issues of development within the context of global and local 

dimensions of Third World countries. 

M. P. Cowen and are R. Shenton in their book Doctrines of Development 

(1996) present ideological evolution of the idea of development. They argue that an 

understanding of the contemporary theories and practice of development need to be 

positioned against the historical evolution of the ideas and theories of development. 

M .. Lowy in his book, The Politics of Combined and Uneven Development: The 

Theory of Permanent Revolution (1978) provides a Marxist critic of development 

theories. 

P. E. Leeson and M. M. Minogue edited a volume entitled Perspectives in 

Development: Cross Disciplinary Themes in Development (1988). It discusses the 

issues of development in cross disciplinary perspective. It highlights that development 

can not be understood and achieved in a narrow economic context. Robert N. Gwynne 

and Cristobal Kay in a volume entitled Latin America Transformed: Globalization 

and Modernity (1999), reviews the Latin American ideas and practice of development 

within the context globalization in the 1990s. Sing C. Chew and Robert A. Denemark 

have presented some rethinking on the Latin American theories of development. Their 

edited volume The Underdevelopment of Development (1996) contains as many as 
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eighteen papers on the focal theme of the contribution on Andre Gunder Frank to the 

theory of development. 

Alvin Y. So in his book, Social Change and Development: Modernization, 

Dependency, and World System Theories (1990), that the theories of development 

kept themselves alive through cognizance of their critics. They have been revitalized 

by the researchers who have listened to the strong points made by their critics and 

have incorporated suggested changes in their recent studies. Thus, So argues that 

social scientists should judge the merits of these theories by their recent publications 

rather than by their "classical" empirical studies, published before the early 1970s (p. 

8). 

Biplab Dasgupta in his book, Structural Adjustment, Global Trade and the New 

Political Economy of Development (1998) provides a comprehensive and critical 

account of the implications of the neo-liberal policies for the economies of the Third 

World Countries. Against the theoretical background of neo-liberalism, the book 

argues that in all respects the neo-liberal policies are not viable. The concluding part 

of the book focuses on India's experience with structural adjustment since 1991 in an 

effort to understand why India seems to have failed where East Asia has succeeded 

despite following more or less similar policies. 

The book by Richard Peet (with Elaine Hartwick) is an important contribution 

to an overview of the theories of development. Its title is Theories of Development 

(1999). The book is both penetrating and packed with recent ideas. It takes the reader 

through economic, sociological, Marxist, post-modernity, post-structural and critical 

realist theories. of development. It gives intellectual space for theories of development 

from a wide range of persuasions. Stuart Corbridge edited a volume, Development 

Studies: A Reader (1995). This is a good compilation of the works belonging to 

different schools of development. 'The book is clearly about development, but it is 

also about the study of development: about certain differences (and similarities) in 

approaches to development issues that have real effects on the formulation of 

development policies' (pp xvii-xviii). 

Inequalities in incomes, in health and in educational outcomes have long been 

issues of development in the Third World countries. The World Development Report 
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2006: Equity and Development (2006) advocates taking explicit account of equity in 

determining development priorities: public action should aim to expand the 

opportunities of those who, in the absences of policy inter-Ventions, have the least 

resources, voice, and capabilities. It makes the case for investing in people, expanding 

access to justice, land and infrastructure, and promoting fairness in markets. Similarly, 

the functioning of global markets and the rules that governs them, as well as the 

complimentary provisions of aid to help poor countries and poor people build greater 

endowments. 

Joseph Stiglitz has provided a penetrating analysis of the essential nature of 

neo-1il~eral theory of development through its policy formulation processes at the 

Bretton Woods Institutions. His book Globalization and its Discontents (2002) 

provides some most pressing concerns of current development thinking. He argues 

that the West has seriously mismanaged the process of privatization, liberalization and 

stabilization, and that following its advice many Third World Countries are actually 

worse off now than they were before. In another volume, The Roaring Nineties: Seeds 

of Destructions (2003), Striglitz presents coruscating analysis of the boom and bust of 

the 1990s-how and why it happened, how the seeds of destruction were shown in the 

midst of apparent prosperity. He also provides an alternative frame work of thinking. 

A number of scholars have contributed to the genesis and growth of a new 

theoretical frame work in development thinking which gained currency in the 1990s. 

This is known as the post-development theory. M. Rahnema and V. Bawtree edited a 

volume entitled, The Post Development Reader ( 1997) containing papers from the 

leading thinkers of this school of thought. Similarly, Wolfgang Sachs edited another 

volume, The Development Dictionary: A Guide to Knowledge as Power (1992) 

containing as many as twenty pieces of writing on the most used concepts in 

development discourse. Each essay examines one concept from a historical bias. The 

central message of the book is 'The idea of development stands .like a ruin in the 

intellectual landscape' (p.1 ). 

A. Escober in his book, Encountering Development: The Making and unmaking 

of the Third World (1995) provides a critique of the idea of development and what it 

actually does for the Third World countries. J. Crush, edited another volume entitled 
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Power of Development (1995) which highlights almost an ideological acceptance of 

the discourse of development. Thus, it has executed wider impact on development 

thinking and practice. R.D. Grillo and R.L. Stirrat edited a volume on a similar theme 

from anthropological perspective. Its title is Discourses of Development: 

Anthropological Perspective (1997). J. Ferguson in his book, The Anti-polics 

Machine: Development, Depoliticization and Bureaucratic Power in Lesotho (1990), 

argues that development has helped in depoliticizing the activities related to social 

change. Marshall Wolfe in his book, Elusive Development (1996) explores some of 

the very difficult questions thrown up by the development process. He sees 

development as a Sisyphean task of trying to impose value oriented rationality on 

realities that remain permanently recalcitrant to such reality precisely because its key 

actions can not be assumed to be either benevolent or consistently rational. K. Gardner 

and D. Lewis also provide similar critique of development in their volume, 

Anthropology, Development and Post modern Challenge (1996). N. Long and A. 

Long edited a volume, Battlefields of knowledge: The Interlocking of Theory and 

Practice in Social Research and Development (1992). It is a critique of development 

research and practice from anthropological perspective. T. Spybey in his book Social 

Change, Development and Dependency: Modernity, Colonialism and the Development 

of the West (1992) presents a critical review of the development discourses from a 

Third World perspective. D. K. Fieldhouse also provides critique of the current 

discourse of development in his book The West and the Third World: Trade, 

Colonialism, Dependence and Development (1999). 

Gilbert Rist in his book History of Development: From Western Origin to 

Global Faith (1997) provided a scathing attack on the prevailing discourse of 

development. He tried to show 'development as it is' as against 'development as it 

should be'. To him, the 'strength of 'development' discourse comes of its power to 

seduce, in every sense of the term: to charm, to please, to fascinate, to set dreaming, 

but also to abuse, to tum any from the truth, to deceive (p.1 ). 

On state and role of the state in development 

After several decades of neglect in the twentieth century the state as a conceptual 

category for theoretical and empirical research started coming back since the 1960s. 
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The return of the state influenced both the liberal and Marxist social science. The 

seminal article that argued the importance of state as an analytical concept was J. P 

Nettle's The State as a Conceptual Variable (1968). Another important article that 

deals with relocating state in social science in general and political science in 

particular is by Almond: The Return to the State (1988). A very important work that 

attempted to relocate state in social science studies is that of Evans et al ( eds) 

Bringing the State Back In (1985a). The book views that the state as an actor although 

obviously influenced by the society, also shapes social and political processes. It urges 

to improve conceptualizations of the structures and capacities of the states, to explain 

how states are formed and organized and explored in many settings, how state affect 

societies through their interventions. The eleven articles included in the book deal 

with general ideas and specific cases to establish the above-mentioned objectives. 

They, however, do not deal with developmental role of state with reference to 

development theories. 

From the Marxist perspective the pioneering works on state return were of 

Ralp Miliband The State in Capitalist Society (1969) and Nicos Poulantzas, Political 

Power and Social Classes (1973). 

There are some other works that not only asserted the importance of state as an 

analytical unit but also dealt with the basic idea of state and its nature in different 

contexts. Eric Nordlinger in his book On Autonomy of the Democratic State (1981) 

emphasized on the individual incumbents who officiate the positions of state in the 

context of state autonomy. He continued this argument in another article, Taking State 

Seriously (1987). Stephen Krasner in his article Approaches to the State (1984) 

reviewed the different approaches to the state in favour of his argument that the statist 

perspective is important. 

Martin Carnoy in his book The State in Political Theory (1984) deals with the 

increasing importance of politics in shaping social change in the contemporary 

world.He has focused his attention with reference to the state. He has shown also the 

relationship between capitalist development and the state. James Caporaso contributed 

very important ideas in his edited volume The Elusive State: International and 
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Comparative Perspectives (1989). The articles compiled in this book deal with states 

comparatively both in theory and geo-graphic coverage. 

The volume edited by Ali Kazancigil, entitled The State in Global Perspective 

(1986) contain as many as fourteen articles which deal with state formation, historical 

development of state, state's role in third world countries, legitimacy etc. 

Mark Neocleous, in his book Administering Civil Society: Towards a Theory of 

State Power (1996) ofters a Marxist theory of state. It deals with state power within 

the context of social power. Its focus has been reviewing capitalist state in Britain. 

Leonard Tivey edited a volume entitled The Nation State: Formation of 

Modern Politics (1981). It contains nine articles dealing with subjects like state's 

origin, role of nationalism in state formation and nation states in different regions of 

the world, and the future possibilities of nation states. 

Bob Jessop contributed an important work in understanding the state from 

Marxist perspective. Its title is State Theory: Putting the capitalist State in Its place 

(1990). The twelve chapters of the book deal with mainly three themes (1) Marxist 

theories of law, state and its relative autonomy; (2) political representation, social 

bases and state forms; and (3) the value form, the capitalist state and hegemonic 

projects. 

Andrew Vincent's book Theories of the State (1987) deals with the nature of 

state in historical perspective. Theoretically it covers the absolutist theory, 

constitutional theory, the ethical theory, the class theory and the pluralist theory of the 

state. His main purpose has been to provide an introduction to normative theories of 

the state. Peter Self in his book Political Theories of Modern Government: Its Role 

and Reform (1985) provides on over view of some leading schools of thought and 

opinion about the performance of modem democratic states. However, his focus of 

attention has remained the advanced capitalist countries. Patrick Dunleavy and 

Brendan O'Leary in their work, Theories of the State: The Politics of Liberal 

Democracy (1987) advance individual theories of the state in comparative perspective. 

The main theories dealt with·are pluralism, new right, elite theory, Marxism and neo

pluralism. 
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Gregor Mclennan, David Held and Stuart Hall edited a volume containing nine 

articles. It is entitled The Idea of the Modern State (1984). The themes covered are 

nature of the state, welfarism and state, the state in comparative perspectives, liberal 

and Marxist views of state and the future prospect of the nation state. Prakash Sarangi 

in his book Liberal Theories of the State: Contemporary Perspectives (1996) tries to 

explain the notions of state in the writings of a few of the prominent contemporary 

liberal theorists: John Rawls, Rajni Kothari, F .A Hayek and Robert Nozick. 

Erik Olin Wright in his book Class Crisis and the State (1979) provided a 

theory of the state from a Marxist perspective. However, his focus has been to make a 

comparative study of the states in advanced capitalist societies with the socialist 

states. 

John A. Hall and G. John Ikenberry in their monograph The State (1997) 

discussed the idea of the state from mainly the European perspective. However, some 

aspects of the third world states have been briefly sketched. The main themes of the 

book are: (1) capacity ofthe state (2) role of the state in historical contexts. 

Bertrand Badie and Pierre Birn Baum in their work The Sociology of the State 

(1983) discuss the state from sociological approach. There are three main themes (a) 

the state in sociological theory; (2) social history of the state; (3) power of the modem 

state vis-a-vis society. They assert 'only a thoroughly new comparative approach can 

hope to explain the evolution of the state as an actor in the social system' (p. x). 

Charles Tilly edited one important volume which has gained the standard of a 

classic in the areas of state formation. The title of the volume is The Formation of 

National States in Europe (1975). It contains nine well researched articles. They 

mainly deal with state formation in different perspectives. The book considers 'the 

historical experience to be more important than contemporary observation in the 

formulation or verification of some kinds of generalizations about large-scale political 

changes (p.3). Thus, formation of the state has remained the focus. 

Victor M. Perez-Diaz in his book State, Bureaucracy and Civil Society: A 

Critical Discussion of the Political Theory of Karl Marx (1978) presents MarX's 

theory of the State, the bureaucracy and political system. The purpose has been to 

make explicit and discuss the political theory that is merely implicit in Marx's works, 
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focusing on his political analysis rather than on his all-too-familiar general statements 

(p.l). It seeks to explore some of the tensions between Marx's empirical analysis and 

generalizations. 

David A. Smith, Do~othy J. Solinger and Steren C. Topik edited the volume 

States and Sovereignty in the Global Economy (1999). It contains as many as fourteen 

papers. Its focus has been to consider issues of state formation and the articulation of 

state with civil society in the context of global growth of multinational corporations, 

which appeared ready to challenge the nation states as principal actors in the 

international political economy. Steeped in the theories of development, including 

dependency and world system analysis the articles see states as crucial agents of social 

reform. 

Martin van Creveld in his book The Rise and Decline of the State (1999) has 

made an attempt to look into the future of the state by examining its past: that is its 

history, growth, maturation, and apotheosis, and the way in which it spread all over 

the world . According to him there are good many reasons to think that many of the 

individual states will soon no longer be either willing to control and protect the 

political, military, economic, social and cultural lives of their citizens to the extent that 

they used to (p. vii). 

Bertrand Badie in his book, The Imported State: The Westernization of the 

Political Order (2000) argues that decolonization produced the proliferation and 

uniformity of states every where in the world. However, this proliferation of the state 

was based on developmental perspective. But the post developmentalist perspective 

has made the states to decline. The westernization of the political order has not met 

the aspiration ofthe Third World. 

James Anderson has edited an important volume entitled The Rise of the 

Modern State (1986). It contains ten papers. The volume as a whole aims to provide 

an understanding of modem states by tracing how they became 'modem'. It contrasts 

them with the non modem states from which they evolved or on whose wreckage they 

were established. It traces changing relationships between state and society, and the 

institutional development of states of different types. In a rich mix of history and 

theory, it combines a discussion of political ideas and aspirations with an analysis of 
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the conditions in which they operated. Also it presents a variety of perspectives on 

controversial issues which have contemporary as well as historical significance. 

The book The Critique of the State (200 1) by J ens Bartelson is a treatise on 

political criticism. Its main object of enquiry is the concept of the state and the 

changes this concept has under gone in political discourse during the past century, 

largely as a result of the critical attention it has received within political science. It is 

also an enquiry into the politics of the modem state. Its conclusion has been: the state 

is dead, long live the state! (p. 187). 

The book Political Theory and Modern State (1989) by David Held attempts to 

map out the terms of discourse about the modem state and to offer an initial 

assessment of them. It examines the notion of modem state, the efficacy of the 

concept of sovereignty, problem of power and legitimation, sources of political 

stability and crisis, and the future of democracy. In so doing, it provides an analysis of 

the central issues of modem politics and political thought. 

Boris Frankel, in his book Beyond the State? Dominant Theories and Socialist 

Strategies (1983) attempted to develop a set of categories which go beyond 

'economism' ideologism and the reduction of state institutions to mere 

political/_administrative 'super structures'. He argues that no adequate understanding 

of current crises can be acquired or radical strategies developed, unless the complex 

roles of the state institutions are recognized. · 

Yoram Barzel, in his book A Theory of the State: Economic Rights, Legal Rights and 

the Scope ofthe State (2002), reviews the contemporary state with reference to more 

practical issues. The book is concerned with agreements, their enforcement, and 

control of the force using enforcer. In a sense the book examines the modem states in 

a non-conventional way. 

Roger King in his book The State in Modern Society: New Directions in 

Political Sociology (1986) provides an explanation of the nature ofthe state from the 

perspective of political sociology. He presents the evolution of the state with reference 

to its theories. The position of the state in the thought of the major sociologists has 

been found out. Moreover, liberalism, collectivism, and state socialism have been 

discussed to present the state in its myriad roles it performs vis-a-vis society. 
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Peter Taylor- Gooby edited a volume entitled Welfare States Under Pressure 

(200 1 ). It examines welfare policy making in detail in seven key European countries -

Finland, France, Germany, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK. The volume 

focuses on the welfare politics and on the policy making frame work in each country. 

It builds on the evidence of both the recent development of policy and changes in the 

roles and opportunities open to various political actors to construct an account of the 

factors likely to influence policy in future. Thus this volume is an important source to 

make a comparative study between the development policies of the Third World 

countries and the welfare policies of the advanced capitalist countries. 

In a similar work Duane Swank deals with the developed welfare states. It is a 

book entitled Global Capital, Political Institutions, and Policy Change in Developed 

Welfare States (2002).The book examines 'the theory of diminished democracy' with 

reference to systematic empirical analysis. It attempts to develop and asses an 

alternative theory of how globalization has shaped contemporary welfare state 

changes. Its alternative arguments bring political interests and institutions centre-stage 

to argue that democratic process and national institutions are fundamentally important 

to determining how internationalization affects domestic policy change. 

Anthony David Smith, in his book 'State and Nation in the Third World (1983) 

deals with the problems of the third world states vis-a-vis nation building with special 

focus on Africa. The Third world states have also been dealt with in the edited volume 

entitled The Study of the State (1981) by Henri J. M. Classen and Peter Skalnik. The 

articles in this volume examine the nature of state in the Third World settings with 

reference to evolution of states in the peripheral societies. Y eon-Ho Lee in his book 

The State, Society and Big Business in South Korea (1997) provides the practical 

problem of development states with reference to big business. 

There are some works which exclusively deal with the nature of the Indian 

state. The book by Ashis Nandy entitled Romance of the State (2003) examines the 

nature of the Indian state within cultural settings in India especially politics of culture. 

J.D. Sethi in his monograph Character of the Indian State: A Non-Marxist view (1992) 

provides diff~rent explanations of the nature of Indian state with reference to the 

crises it passed through. He asserts 'The model of the strong Indian state, sold to the 
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people of India in 1949 through a new constitution and by a popular leadership, has 

ended up in giving us a very soft and corrupt state in spite of the enormous 

instruments of coercion at its disposal. 

Romila Thapar in her book From Lineage to State (1984) provides a 

penetrating analysis of state formation in India. She concludes that an 'analysis of 

state formation in early Indian history can be seen as a progress of change from social 

formations which may broadly be classified as lineage systems to those dominated by 

a state system, but the nature of the domination does not fall easily into any of the 

existing models and its dynamics require a fresh reworking' Like wise Ramendra Nath 

Nandi in his book State Formation, Agrarian Growth and Social Change in Feudal 

South India (2000) deals with state ~formation in India with reference to power 

structure in agrarian settings of south India. Ram Sharan Sharma in his book The State 

and Varna Formation in Mid Ganga Plain: An Ethnoarcheological View (2001) 

argues that indication of some kind of chieftainship and social differentiation can be 

inferred from the neolithic chalcolithic phase. But the real transformation took place 

in the second stage ofthe use of iron which acted as a catalyst in material life. 

Pardeep Sahni Cl:nd Uma Medury edited a volume entitled Governance for 

Development: Issues and Strategies (2003) present as many as sixteen articles. As a 

whole the volume deals with the problems of governance in India with reference to 

globalization and other developmental issues. 

The area of state-development interface is well cultivated. One important book 

dealing with developmental role of the state is that of Kohli (ed): The State and 

Development in the Third World (1986). The essays compiled in this volume were 

published in World Politics between 1976 and 1984. The essays share three 

characteristics: (a) they tend to treat political structures and processes as significant 

independent forces: (b) they eschew grand theory for middle-level theory and for 

greater historical specificity and (c) while conceiving the state's role in the developing 

countries, the essays left out dichotomous position between liberalism and Marxism. 

The common concern with the autonomy of the political gives this volume a degree of 

analytical unity. Out often essays, five deal with conceptual issues and the others deal 
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with empirical cases. Another related book by Kohli is: The State and poverty in 

India: The Politics of Reform (1987). 

A special issue of IDS Bulletin (Vol. 21, No. 4) edited by Manor entitled: 

Reassessing Third World Politics (1990), is an important contribution in this context. 

Out of six articles two deal with theoretical issues of state's role in development and 

the remaining four presented four important case studies of India, China, Ghana and 

Ethiopia. 

An important contribution in the study of the role of the state in development is 

by Martinussen ( ed) Development theory and the Role of the State in Third World 

Countries (1991}. It is a compilation of six important articles presented in a research 

course organized by International Development studies, Roskilde University Centre. 

The focal point of the essays is the state and its role in societal development. The 

essays, however, do not deal with the role of state with reference to development 

theories. 

The World Development Reports of the 1990s have been of special 

significance both in theory and practice in the area of the role of the state m 

development. The Reports of 1991, 1996, and 1997 have been of particular interest. 

The World Development Report of 1991: The Challenges of Development is an 

important document so far as the reconceptualisation of the role of state in favour of 

market forces is concerned. The report describes a market friendly approach in which 

state allows market to function well and in which state concentrates its interventions 

in areas in which market proves inadequate. 

The 1996 World Development Report: From Plan to Market, went beyond a 

consideration of appropriate strategies of transition to market economy to set out in a 

comprehensive manner the essential institution of a market economy. Conceptualizing 

transition as 'a passage from one mode of economic organization to a thoroughly 

different one' (p. 3), it moved from reinforcing the lesion of previous reports- 'the 

utter necessity of both liberalizing economic through opening trade and market 

opportunities and stabilizing them through reducing inflation and practicing financial 

discipline' -to 'discussing the institutions that make market based economies work 

(p. iii). 
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The 1997 World Development Report entitled, The State in a Changing World 

outlined the latest World Bank vision of the good a state in a fair detail, and buttressed 

it with much anecdotal and some research material. The major premises and 

prescription of the World Bank articulated in this report were many: An effective state 

is vital of the provision of goods and services as well as the rules and institutions that 

permit markets to flourish. Without it sustainable development, both economic and 

social, may be impossible. For economic and social development, the state should not 

be a direct provider of growth but be a partner catalyst, and facilitator. It rules out 

centralized and comprehensive direction of economic activity characteristic of statist 

economies. On the one hand there is need to narrow the gave between demand on the 

state and its capabilities to meet these demands, on the other the state offload the rest, 

and involve citizen and communities in the delivery of basic public goods and 

services. It requires the enhancement of state capability, by providing incentives for 

public official to perform better while keeping arbitrary action in check by subjecting 

the state services to increased competition. Devolution of authority from the central 

government to regional and local government can be yet another affective route. 

Appelbaum and Henderson edited one important volume entitled: States and 

Development in the Asia Pacific Rim (1992). It is a compilation of eleven articles 

presented at a conference held at the University of California in March 1990. Having 

assessed the various determinants that have been advanced to explain economic 

transformation in East Asia, the papers describe the relationship between the state 

policy and economic development in the NICS in the region. However, this has not 

been dealt with in the context of development theories. 

Another important contribution in the study area is that of Auroi ( ed) The Role 

of the State in Development Process (1992). It is a compilation of nineteen articles 

presented at the 4th ICCDA Conference in Paris 1990. The papers briefly recall the 

theories, which marked the advent of the notion of the state. They also touch upon the 

problematique of the role of the state in relation to the emergence of civil society and 

the loss of institutional legitimacy. Some papers treat the effects of reforms such as 

structural adjustment programme. 
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An important assessment of neo-liberalism with reference to different policy 

perspective is an edited volume by Colclough and Manor: States or Markets: Neo

liberalism and the Development Policy Debate (1993). The papers provide an inter

disciplinary analysis ofthe achievements and limitations ofneo-liberalism. 

The book by Leftwich ( ed) Democracy and Development: Theory and Practice 

(1996), lays the emphasis of primacy of politics in the Third World development and 

democratisation. Another important contribution by Leftwich is an article: Bringing 

Politics Back in: Towards a Model of Developmental States, published in the Journal 

of Development Studies (Vol. 31 No. 3, 1995). It argues that rapid development in 

some Third World countries has been possible by the special character of their states, 

understood as developmental states. The article outlines the common characteristics of 

these states. 

One special issue of Third World Quarterly: Journal of Emerging Areas (Vol. 

17, No. 41996), edited by Gills et al, entitled: The Developmental State? Democracy, 

Reform and Economic Prosperity in the Third World in the Nineties, challenged the 

neo-liberal ideas of'Washington Consensus'. The first three essays discuss the general 

issues of state-development interface while the remaining thirteen essays present 

specific case studies. 

Another very important contribution in the area of study is by Martinussen: 

Society, State and Market: A Guide to Competing Development Theories (1997). In 

this volume Martinussen presented a comprehensive introduction to development 

theories and international debates on development, mal-development and under

development in Asia, Africa and Latin America. As many as twenty five chapters of 

the book cover from the nature of development research to theories of development, 

the nature of Third World state and politics, role of state in socio-economic 

development including the role of civil society in development process. While the 

book is very comprehensive in nature it does not deal especially with role of the state 

in development vis-a-vis the development theories. 

Tornquist contributes an important volume to this area of study. This is 

entitled: Politics and Development: A Critical Introduction (1999). The main concern 

of the author is to present symbiotic relationship between the political and economic 
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spheres in Third World development. This is done with reference to the nature of 

politics and development, the main schools in the area, and the process of 

democratization in Third World. 

One very recent addition to this area of study is an issue of International Social 

Science Journal (Vol. LII, No. 1, 2000), entitled Changing Roles of the State. The 

common ideas of the nine articles of this issue are: (a) models of governance from one 

nation cannot be applied cavalierly in another. Therefore, strategies of reforms must 

be tailored to the economic characteristics, the history and the values of each nation. 

(b) Strong national states remain highly important at the beginning of the twenty-first 

century. Setting and enforcing the rules of market competition, providing the 

infrastructure essential to the private sector, encouraging education and technology 

and assuring a social safety-net for those incapable of caring for themselves - these 

abide as crucial roles for the state. (3) Political decisions take precedence over 

economic processes. ( 4) The prevailing market economies lead to the inequality of 

social resources, so that in fact citizens are not equal politically. (5) States are losing 

power around the world at the same time that their citizens are becoming more 

demanding. 

The State and the Crisis in Africa: In Search of a Second Liberation ( 1992) is a 

conference report by Dag Hammarskjold Foundation. The report examines the almost 

constant decline of many of the African states since 1970s. It argues that the causes of 

such decline are both internal and external. Among the internal factors are: the 

absence of political stability, due primarily to the intervention of the military or bad 

leadership and others. External factors have been manifest in the ex-colonial powers' 

tendency to continue to dominate their former colonies by manipulating internal 

differences and using economic levers in order to demand concessions and, at worst, 

to foment discontent and coups d' etat. The report called for restructuring of the state 

in Africa. 

In State Strategy in the Global Political Economy (1999) Palan, Abbott and 

Deans argue that the state is not about to decline or 'wither away', but must 

restructure and evolve in response to the forces of transnationalization. The state may 

be besieged but it can fight back and reorganize itself. The nature of this 
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reorganization, the alleged shift from the welfare State to the 'competition state' is as 

much a response to changing global circumstances as it is an instrument of further 

change. The author examine the plethora of competitive strategies of most powerful 

state to the parasitical strategies of the weak state serve as tax havens flags of 

convenience; from the egalitarianism of the welfare polices of the shielders to the 

repressed and exploited labour forces of downwardly mobile Third World States; from 

the emerging continental economies of NAFT A and the EU to the utter despair of 

collapsed states structurally unable to compete in the world economy. By investigating 

these strategic responses, the authors present a comprehensive study of the tactics and 

strategies employed by states to achieve greater stability and strength within the global 

political economy. 

The role of the state is generally weighed vis-a-vis the market and the private 

sector. Claes Lindhal offers a penetrating analysis of the possibilities of development 

through market and private sector in his work Wealth of the Poor: Eliminating 

Poverty through Market and Private Sector Development (2005). He discusses key 

factors behind successful pro-poor market and private sector development which 

include equitable distribution, gender equality, human rights, and environmental 

considerations. He places market in a historical context.and observes 'there seems to 

be a movement in the donor community towards a mixed economy with a stronger 

view of the role of the state, and greater concern for distribution, similar to what might 

be called a "Scandinavian model". 

James M. Buchanan in his book, Liberty, Market and The State: Political 

Economy in the 1980s (1986), presented the picture of a neo-liberal state. He shows 

that minimum government and unfettered market follow from the moral argument that 

liberty has priority over all other values. Since only free markets, run by atomistic, 

profit maximizing economic agents, preserve individual liberty, such arrangements are 

superior to any involuntary arrangements reached through the government. 

The Companion to Development Studies (2002) edited by Vandana Desai and 

Robert B. Potter is an important contribution to development studies. More than one 

hundred articles compiled are divided into ten principal sections, dealing respectively 

with: the nature of development and development studies; theories and strategies of 
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development; rural development; industrialization and employment; urbanization; the 

environment; gender, population, and development; health and education; the political 

economy of violence and security; and agents of development. Some contributions 

deal with the issues related to the inter-face between the state and development. This 

has been done from the perspective of development theory and practice. 

Uma Kothari and Martin Minogue have edited an important volume entitled 

Development Theory and Practice: Critical Perspectives (2002) which provides a 

critical challenge to the prevailing neo-liberal orthodoxy in such areas as 

globalization, governance, social development, participation, feminism and post 

colonialism, civil society and the environment. The volume examines alternative ways 

of conceptualizing development with reference to theories of development. 

The idea of social capital is thought to be 'the missing link' in international 

development. This is posited as against the developmental role of the state and in 

exclusive favour of the civil society. John Harriss in his book Depoliticizing 

Development: The World Bank and Social Capital (2001). He asserts that the idea of 

social capital has come to play a significant part 'in the ant-politics machine' which is 

an important strategy of anti-state discourse. 

John Degnbol-Martinussen edited a volume entitled External and Internal 

Constraints on Policy Making: How Autonomous are the State? (1999), containing 

nine articles. This volume revisited theories which focus on state formation, 

embedded autonomy of the state and the constraining influences on decision making 

and policy implementation. It has particularly focused on the· impact of increased 

economic globalization and the pressure of Third World state to conform to common 

international standards for economic transactions and state interference with such 

transactions. 

Martinussen along with Laurids S. Lauridsen edited another volume entitled 

Changing Global and Regional Condition for Development in the Third World (2001), 

which nine articles. The papers deal with Global and regional conditions and how they 

have impacted upon development in the Third World countries. They highlight some 

important issues relating to state development inter-face. 
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The Poverty of the State: Reconsidering the Role of the State in the Struggle 

Against Global Poverty (2005) is an important volume in understanding the role of the 

state in development with reference to the most fundamental development problem -

poverty, edited by Alberto Cimadamore et al. The chapters found out in different ways 

factors impeding the widely accepted development Goal of poverty alleviation. The 

general conclusion is that 'a substantial part of the explanation may lie with one of the 

most important, but problematic, structures of the modem world: namely the sate' 

(p.11).The book seeks to address both 'anti-globalization' and 'anti-statism' at each of 

three different levels of analysis -the international, the national and the sub-national

generating six interlocking sub-themes that go together, provide an extensive frame 

work or debate. 

Ha-Joon Chang in his work Kicking Away the Ladder- Development Strategy in 

Historical Perspective (2002) provides the historical experience of the developed 

countries during their early days of development and reject the widely held perception 

that most of these countries developed on the basis of free-market, free-trade policies. 

He edited along with B. Rowthom another volume entitled The Role of the State in 

Economic Change (1995), exposing similar arguments. P. Deane's book entitled The 

State and Economic System (1989) also deals with state's role in economic 

development. In this area another important contribution is by Linda Weiss and J. 

Hobson entitled State and Economic Development (1995) . 

. Linda Weiss asserts that the powerlessness of the state is a myth that needs to 

be debunked. Her work, The Myth of Powerless State: Governing the Economy in the 

. Global Era (1998) is a proof to such a claim. According to her, 'states are rendered far 

from powerless and passive as they confront global market forces' (p. xi). In another 

edited volume States in Global Economy: Bringing Domestic Institutions Back In 

(2003) she compiled fifteen articles which seek to examine whether in a world of 

highly mobile capital, states, as territorially centered authorities, are still vital to the 

social and economic well being of their citizens. 

The neo-liberal ideas set on in practice in its current form of state policies in 

Britain. Andrew Gamble and Tony Wright edited an important volume entitled Re

Stating the State? (2004), which implies the hollowness of neo-liberal 
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recommendations for the Third World countries. The papers are go that the state has 

not expanded, but neither has it contracted. 'Despite rhetoric of 'rolling back of the 

state' in the Thatcher years, and New Right dreams of a return to the minimal state of 

Victorian times, the actual size of the state has remained remarkably constant'. 

Atul Kohli, Chung-in Moon and Georg Sorensen edited a volume entitled, 

States, Markets, and Just Growth: Development in the Twenty-first Century (2003). It 

explores the common concerns of Third World countries seeking just and fair growth. 

The contributors review the pressing, shared imperatives of globalization, democracy, 

poverty, and inequality. They analyze the records of different regions and countries in 

achieving just growth. As a whole the volume advances the proposition that well 

organized states that systematically incorporate popular concerns will continue to be 

fundamental to the pursuit of just growth in the twenty-first century. 

The volume, Globalization and Development Studies: Challenges for the 2F1 

Century (2001), edited by Frans J. Schuurman provides a comprehensive introduction 

to the concept of globalization and it challenges to the contemporary development in 

Third World countries. A key underlying theme is whether a seeming transition from 

development studies to global studies is offering anything new for reconsidering the 

role of the state in the context of environment, gender, human rights, multinationals or 

urban development. Another edited volume entitled Globalization and the South Asian 

State (1998) discussed the role of state with reference to globalization especially in 

South Asia. The work has been edited by B. Ramesh Babu, containing eleven articles . 

. The volume discusses how the autonomy of the nation state has been circumscribed 

by both internal and external forces long before the cotemporary era of globalization. 

The work argues: 'Critics of globalization must refrain from pointing a nostalgic 

· portrait of national autonomy in the past, for de facto sovereignty has never been cent 

per cent'. This has been examined in different ways in South Asian context. 

Pradip N. Khandwalla probes the reasons for the decline of the contemporary 

state in his book Revitializing the State: A Menu of Options (1999). The book presents 

a number of options for revitalizing the state so as to make the state more responsive 

to the needs of the people. It has outlined four principal models of the state that have 

gained currency in the twentieth century: the interventionist welfare state; the 
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'reinvented' entrepreneurial state; the developmental state; and the World Bank model 

of the humane market friendly state. Exploring the reasons of decline of the state, it 

leads to a menu of options for revitalizing the state includes: (a) fragmenting the state 

in to more or less autonomous units to enhance the innovativeness and effectiveness 

of its parts and their public accountability; (b) sliming the state through selective 

privatization, contracting out of services and deregulation; (c) strengthening the state 

by promoting mechanism of self regulation, associative and direct democracy, fair 

representation, and government stability and by guaranteeing civil rights; and (d) 

strengthening political management by ensuring the competence, probity and 

accountability of political executives. The book also illustrates the relevance of these 

possibilities by applying them to India in an international and comparative frame 

work. However the approach of the options remains largely neo-liberal. 

Recently some attempts have been made to examine the role of the state vis-a

vis the civil society. One such work is Does Civil Society Matter? (2003). It is edited 

by Rajesh Tandon and Ranjita Mohanty. This volume explores and analyses civil 

socity initiatives which address and impact on issues of good governance. It makes 

cogent case for broadening the conceptualization of governance so as to rescue it from 

the widely prevalent view that governance the sole responsibility of the state. The 

contribution argues that the people must be given space to decide what is good for 

them and for defining their version of governance. The volume edited by Deborah 

Eade and Ernst Ligteringen under the title, Debating Development: NGOs and the 

Future (200 I) is another important contribution in this context. Contributors to this 

volume reflect on what kind of development will eradicate poverty, and what types of 

agency are best suited for the task. They share the view that 'globalization 'from 

above' is not the only way in which the world can be organised' (p.l8). Rajesh Gill 

edited a similar volume entitled, State, Market, and Civil Society: Issues and Interface 

(2005). This volume examines the all pervasive role of market overshadowing both 

the state and civil society. The failure of civil society has aggravated the development 

problems. The state should play its part to overcome the uncertain future and anxieties 

of the excluded and marginalized. 
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Manoranjan Mohanty, Partha Nath Mukherji, and Olle Tornquist edited a 

valume entitled People's Rights: Social Movements and he State in the Third World 

(1998). The volume articulates the issues raised by the social movements as a 

democratic assertion of people's rights. The case studies from Asia and Africa of the 

successful and unsuccessful movements illustrate the nature of the dilemmas faced by 

them while problematising the dichotomy between class politics and social 

movements. In the process the contributions not only critique the dominant Western 

notions of rights, nationhood and civil society and citizenship but present original and . 

alternative formulations in democratic theory, transformation of the post colonial state 

through liberation from new forms of bondage in order to affirm freedom and people's 

rights and to create a more decentralized, responsive and participatory state. 

Social development forms an important component of development which is 

often neglected in narrow economic view of development. This is the area where state 

intervention is very crucial. This issue has been addressed by the Council for Social 

Development in its report: India: Social Development Report (2006). The Report 

argues the need to harness the energy of Indian nation to ensure the effective 

implementation of social policy measures by the state. It highlights in this context a . 

number of highly important and far reaching social policy measures: the Right to 

Information Act; Rural Employment Guarantee Act; the Rural Health Mission; the 

National Literacy Mission; the Sarvashiksha Mission etc. It identifies key concerns 

and proposes measures of possible intervention. 

The book entitled The Market That Failed: A Decade ofNeo-liberal Reforms in 

India (2002) by C. P. Chandrasekhar and Jayati Ghosh surveys the actual experience 

of the neo-liberal reforms in India during the last decade and argues that this strategy 

has not just failed to deliver sustained growth, but has had damaging consequences 

from the point of view of employment, poverty alleviation and equity. It covers a wide 

range of areas, including fiscal and monetary policy, privatization, and the experience 

of foreign direct investment, and analyses the political economy of the reform process. 

Shalendra D. Sharma in his work Development and Democracy in India 

(1999), presented a detailed analysis of the causes of the declining 'stateness' of the 

Indian state with reference to development. He, however, analyzed the issue within 
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the context of democratic process in India. He challenged the conventional 'economic' 

assumption that it is only through economic growth that India will be able to reduce 

poverty. His study, in high lighting the mutually conditioned, interactions among the 

multilayered structures that make up the 'state' and 'society', illustrates how India's 

rural development experiment and, in particular, the failure to reconcile economic 

growth with distribution, have been fundamentally shaped by the exigencies of state

society interactions 

Politics, Institutions and Industrial Development: Coping with Liberalization 

and International Competition in India (2001) by John Degnbol-Martinussen is an 

important contribution within the Indian context. The overriding objective of the work 

has been to contribute to acquiring a better and more systematic understanding of the 

interaction between policies, institution, and industrial development. The basic idea 

has been to study Indian experiences within a broader comparative and theoretical 

frame work. The work contributes to .the understanding of the intricate issues of state's 

role in development with reference to industrial development to India. 

Terence J. Byres in an article entitled, State, Class and Development Planning 

in India (1998) discusses the role of the state in India in the context of development 

planning in post 194 7 India from a Marxist political economy perspective. It presents 

those contradictions that were inherent in Indian development planning at its 

inception, which centred on state and class: contradictions which deepened as 

planning proceeded. In another article entitled Development Planning and the Indian 

State (1998) Partha Chatterjee exposed the problematical role the Indian state has been 

playing in development. He deals with the 'stateness' of the Indian state within greater 

borderlines of Indian planning. 

Kuldeep Mathur's edited volume Development .Policy and Administration 

(1996) brings together a set of twelve essays that combine policy perspectives with 

analysis of the Implementation of development plans in India and of institutional 

performance. It covers a wide range of relevant and important issues including the 

state and development planning, the bureaucracy and the policy apparatus . 

. The book, The State Political Processes and Identity: Reflections on Modern 

India (1989) has been edited by Zoya Hasan, S. N. Jha and Rasheeduddin Khan. The 
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seventeen essays that comprise the book focus attention on state powers, and on the 

ways in which state intervention has affected the relationship between more modern 

institutions and caste, community identities. Another edited volume, Politics and the 

state in India (2000) by Zoya Hasan deals specifically with the Indian state. Among 

others, the book explores the social and political dynamics of the- state and the major 

developments influencing the formation and transformation of the state in independent 

Indian. The other issues of focus are: the historical trajectory of modern state and its 

role as the central actor on economic development; the relationship between class and 

state power, the constraints on state intervention, and the challenges to the state from 

liberalization and globalization; the political culture of the state, particularly the 

ineffectiveness of government control etc. 

Terence J. Byres edited a volume entitled, The State, Development Planning 

and Liberalisation in India (1998) provides an analysis of India's experience with 

development planning till the 1980s. The essays in the volume constitute a base from 

which a historically informed opinion can be formed. The volume ranges form a 

treatment of plan formulation and implementation to the role and significance of the 

public sector, regional disparities, and dynamics of class formation. 

Francine R. Frankel in her book, India's Political Economy 1947-2004 (2005), 

argues that India's poverty and other development problems cannot be overcome 

solely through evolutionary growth models. Neither does she endorse that 

revolutionary social transformation is a necessary, realistic precondition for breaking 

down the social barriers of development. The book traces the relationship between the 

economic and political development strategies devised by the nationalist leaders on 

the premise that the advent of political democracy offered an alternative to 

revolutionary class struggle in equalizing society. This revised also examines the 

results of introducing macro economic reforms without the long promised 

redistributive changes. This has resulted in further aggravation of the gap between two 

economies in India: The one is the high productivity, knowledge based organized 

sector, which accounts for less than ten percent employment. The other is the 

agriculture. This is vastly the larger economy on which about seventy percent of the 

population depends for their livelihood. 
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The book, State in Society: Studying How States and Societies Transform and 

Constitute One Another (2001), by Joel S. Migdal attempts to view the state from 

'state-in-society' perspective. The focal theme of the book is that despite the triumph 

of the concept of the state in social literature, actual states have demonstrated less 

coherence than their theoretical counterparts. Despite their apparent resources, states 

have had great difficulty in transforming public policies into successful socio- . 

economic development. It argues that states are both fragmented and face a multitudes 

of social organizations - families, clans, multinational corporations, domestic 

business, tribes, political parties etc. which maintain and vie for the power to set the 

rules guiding people's behaviour. These on going and overlapping struggles shape 

both the state and society. Thus, the book argues that in the real world there actually 

exists a 'limited state'. 

The Indian State after Independence (2000) by C. P. Bhambhri deals with the 

nature of the Indian state. The Indian has been projected as a capitalist state. The 

recent pressures on the Indian state from religious fundamentalism and globalization 

have also been dealt with among other issues on the basis of Marxist theoretical 

framework. 

John Echeverri-Gent in his book, The State and the Poor: Public Policy and 

Political Development in India and the United States (1995), investigates the rural 

poverty programmes by rural development agencies in Maharashtra and West Bengal 

and by the Resettlement Administration and Firm Security Administration during the 

American New Deal. By balancing the top-down perspective with a bottom-up 

approach, the author illuminates new concepts of state autonomy and capacity. 

The widely cited book of Pranab Bardhan, The Political Economy of 

Development in India (1984) examines the political and economic constraints m 

Indian development and in the process, highlights the nature of the relationship 

between the government ~d different interest groups, and the impact of conflicting 

pressures for patronage and subsidies on the functioning of both the economy and 

polity. 

In Pursuit of Lakshmi: The political Economy of the Indian State (1987) by 

Lloyd I. Rudolph and Susanne Roeber Rudolph provide a comprehensive analysis of 
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India's political economy. According to these eminent writers India occupies a 

paradoxical place among nation states: it is both poor and rich. The Indian state is both 

strong and weak. They argue that private capital and organized labour in India face a 

'third sector' - the state. The dominance of the state makes class politics marginal. 

The state itself is an element in the creation of the centrist- oriented social pluralism 

that has characterized Indian politics since independence. 

Democracy and State: Welfare, Secularism and Development in Contemporary 

India (1999) by Niraja Gopal Jayal examines the relationship between state capacity 

and democracy in India especially during 1980s. It explores the recent careers of three 

goals that were preeminent in state's agenda at independence, and continue to inform 

contemporary debates on Indian politics and society: welfare, secularism, and 

development. These goals are illuminated through detailed case studies. Thus the book 

provides a narrative which bridges the gap between political theory and empirical 

political analysis. 

The volume entitled, Democratic Governance in India: Challenges of Poverty, 

Development and Identity (2001), edited by Niraja Gopal Jayal and Sudha Pai 

examines the challenges of development in India under pressures of globalization. 

From various disciplinary perspectives the nine chapters in this book volume reflect 

upon the challenges posed by liberalization, globalization and assertions of backward 

classes. 

Development, Politics and Social Theory: Essays in Honour of Prof S. P. 

Verma (1989), edited by Iqbal Narain brings out the interactive pattern that informs 

development, politics, and social theory in a Third World country like India. It 

contains as many as twenty- one papers in three sections. Section one deals basically 

with theories of development. Section two highlights the main rubrics of politics in 

India in the context of major thrusts of its domestic and foreign policies. Section three 

focuses on some basic theoretical issues that the politics of development in India 

highlights. The cardinal question discussed here is whether social theory today 

provides enough light to illuminate the path of development in India. 

The volume edited by G. Balachandran entitled India and the World Economy 

1850-1950 (2003), presents major debates on the subject of India's engagement with 
~- . 
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world economy, and the ways in which it was transformed and deepened during the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Thus, the volume facilitates a better 

understanding of India's past with the 'globalised' present. 

The book; India: Macroeconomics and Political Economy 1964-1991 (1994), 

by Vijay Joshi and I.M.D. Little is an analytic macroeconomic history of India from 

1964 to 1991. Moulded by economic theory, the volume pays particular attention to 

the policies pursued, assesses their successes and failures both from the point of view 

of stabilization and of growth and considers the lessons that can be drawn. These 

authors in another volume, India's Economic Reforms 1991-2001 (1996), review the 

problems and prospects of reform measures in India's economy since 1991. 

India Working: Essays on Society and Economy (2003) by B~rbara Harris- . 

White discusses among others the state development interaction at the local level or 

where the state actually exists. Of the ten chapters, the introductory chapter delineates 

the character of the Indian economy and the nature of Indian development. Some other 

chapters deal with the local state and informal economy, development and 

intermediate classes, gender and development etc. In all, the book provides the nature 

of development in India from a political economy perspective. 

Bimal Jalan's book, India's Economic Crisis: The Way Ahead (1991), attempts 

to find some practical answers to the problems of macro economic policy and strategy 

with the constraints of a multi-party parliamentary democracy of the type which 

prevails in India. Of the five chapters (excluding introduction) chapters one and three 

have dealt with the state development interface in the Indian perspective. 

India's Political Economy: Governance and Reform (1995) by John P. Lewis 

examines the political economy of development in India. The twelve chapters divided 

in four parts offer a penetrating analysis of decline experience since 1950s through the 

1990s of a 'giant size' country like India. Especially the book focuses on the 

international pressures on the economy during 1960s. 

The volume edited by Amiya Kumar Bagchi, entitled Economy and 

Organisation: Indian Institutions under the Neo-liberal Regime (1999) argues that 

good institutions are necessary to upgrade the c<:mdition of the working population, the 

majority of whom in India are engaged in informal sectors that form the micro 
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foundations of Indian capitalism. Thus the book provides an important narrative of 

political· economy in India. Because, 'micro processes and macro outcomes are 

intimately linked' (p. 61). 

Rob Jenkins in his book, Democratic Politics and Economic Reform in India 

(1999) seeks to account for the capacity of the Indian political system to sustain policy 

reform over an extended period of time in the face of formidable political obstacles. It 

argues that the Indian state is more capable of producing system maintaining change. 

The contrary view, it goes on to argue, most visibly put forward as part of the good 

government agenda, is marred by inconsistencies, naivety, and an overly schematic 

view of democratic institutions. 

Baldev Raj Nayar in his book, Globalization and Nationalism: The Changing 

Balance in India's Economic Policy, 1950-2000 (2001), focuses on the interaction 

between economic globalization and economic nationalism in a larger historical 

canvas. It examines the successive attempts over the half-century from 1950 to 2000 

to change the role of the state and market in the management of the Indian economy. 

It looks at economic policy reform against the backdrop of economic nationalism vis

a-vis globaJization. The Indian state, society and the international system constitute 

the basic explanatory framework for the study. 

Jagdish Bhagwati in his book, India in Transition: Freeing the Economy (1993) 

provides a neo-liberal explanation of the failures of the interventionist development 

strategy that India followed since 1950s. His book glanced back at what went wrong 

and attempted to reflect on the steps to be taken for the roadmap of the future. 

Subrata Roy and William E. James edited the volume, Foundations of India's 

Political Economy: Towards an Agenda for the 1990s (1992). The ten chapters that 

constitute the corpus of the volume deal with awakening, decay and regeneration of 

economic development in India. In the process they explain the foundations of 

political economy in India in the light of the liberalization programmes of the 1990s. 

The book, Poverty, Agrarian Structure, and Political Economy in India:. 

Selected Essays (2003) by Pranab Bardhan deals with some key elements in Indian 

political economy. The most prominent is the state-society interface in the light of 

decentralized development. 
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The volume, Capitalis~ Development: Critical Essays ( 1990) is an important 

contribution to the understanding of nature of capitalist development in India. It is a 

felicitation volume in honour of Prof. A. R. Desai edited by Ghanashyam Shah 

containing as many as twenty-one articles. The central theme of the book, as that of 

the writings of Prof. Desai, is the nature of capitalist development in India. Some of 

the contributions deal with the Indian state . and its role in socio-economic 

devel~pment. There is a broad consensus among the contributors of this volume is that 

India is following a capitalist path of development. Differences of opinion, however, 

do prevail regarding the nature of capitalism. 

This brief overview shows that research has been conducted in the areas of 

development, development theories and states from different perspectives and 

approaches. The relationship between the notion of development and the nature of 

development theories vis-a-vis the state as an agent in development in the Third 

World countries has been rarely touched. The research questions posed by the study 

have hardly been met out. The exact position of the state in theories of development 

has not been explicitly dealt with. 

Significance of the Study 

State - development interface in the Third World is an area of study where there is no 

· dearth of research of good quality. Despite, the present study attempts to deal with 

some aspects which are comparatively less focused. The preceding overview of 

literature bears the testimony of such a claim. Considering the current debate over the 

role of the state, an exploration of the political economy of the debate may be of 

immense use to a critical understanding of the inherent issues. Further more, the 

general and holistic nature of the study helps to understand the debat~ in proper 

contexts. Commenting on the prevailing fragmentation in development research 

Skarstein (1999: 1) deplores: 'There is an increasing fragmentation of the whole field 

and a corresponding specialization among researchers. Study of tiny details, often 

formally quite sophisticated ones, which do not clarify their relevance to the problems 

of development as a long-term process involving society as a whole, have become 

increasingly more fashionable. This trend seems to have resulted in a loss of sense of 

direction, ..... 'The present study humbly submits to have a direction. 
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Limitations of the study 

The work is basically exploratory in nature. It does not deal with primary materials. 

The works already available in this area of study provide the basis of this research. 

The analytical framework of the research has been built on the analysis of the 

literature consulted for the work. Moreover, the literature review for the study has 

remained limited considering the vast literature produced in this field of study. 

Though the Indian perspective has been focused, the general character of the study 

may seem too much abstract. Even the field of development in India demands sectoral 

study. As the research proceeded it was felt quite clearly that policy oriented studies 

are more helpful to expose the state's role in development. The theories of 

development get translated in specific policy areas. Again the theories of development 

are some times camouflaged by 'eclecticism' making it very difficult to give a clear 

judgment. Thus the conclusions of the study are general in character. Finally, 

'development studies' is a multidisciplinary field. With the researcher's background in 

Political Science, the research could not do justice in concerned areas requiring a very 

good training in Economics and Sociology. 
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Notes 

1. The contours of this impasse were sketched for the first time in a seminal article by David Booth (1985). 

According to Schuurman (2002:13) three reasons can be held responsible for this theoretical impasse. They 

are (chronologically): (1) the failure of development in the south and the growing diversity of 

(under)development experiences (2) the postmodernist critique of the social sciences and the normative 

characteristics of development studies in particular and (3) the rise of globalization in its discursive as well 

as in its ontological appearance. These three factors that cause the impasse, have also challenged the three 

post-war developmental paradigms (a) the essentialization of Third World and its inhabitants as 

homogeneous entities; (b) the unconditional belief in the enlightenment concepts of 'progress' and the 

'makeability'of society; and (c) the importance of nation state as an analytical frame of reference and a 

political and scientific confidence in the state to realize progress (ibid). 

2. Flynn ( 1999) argues, however, that this delicate balance rested more on public -private understandings 

than on transparent systems of democratic accountability and regulation. While these arrangements were 

adequate for the management of relatively closed economies, they could not cope with rapid financial and 

capital market liberalization in the 1990s. 

3. J.P. Nettl (1968) first demonstrated the usefulness of 'stateness' as a conceptual variable in comparative 

politics. He noted that 'stateness' could be developed if a politically supported regime is able to transpose 

its own norms across the high threshold of time. 'Stateness' refers to the idea of the state and should not be 

confused with 'state', as it is used to refer to institutions with public authority. From this view point, 

R.Sudarshan (2002: 162, 176) assets that when Gunnar Myrdal (1968) described India as a 'weak state', he 

implied that the idea of state was weak in India, resulting in the inability of the state to enforce its laws and 

proclivity among influential people to ignore rules and laws with impunity. He did not mean that India was 

a state that was incapable of coming down on people, or of being a 'hard state' in that sense. Instead, it is 

want of required degree of 'stateness' that results in state lawlessness. 
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Chapter- II 

The Idea of Development: 

Critical Perspectives 

Introduction 

Development is not a thing; it is an idea, an objective and an activity (Kothari and 

Miriogue 2002: 12; Williams 2003:38). It is one of the compelling ideas in the post 

Second World War era. It became not only a focus of concern within social science, 

but also ushered in a practical project of socio-economic advancement of newly 

independent countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Socio-economic and 

political problems of these countries came under the fold of 'development problems' 

and their solutions widely concerned the political leaders, the policy makers, the 

intellectuals and above all the social scientists cutting across disciplinary boundaries. 

The idea of development, therefore, is both an intellectua~ and a practical project 

which has been steeped in optimism (Tucker 1999:1). It has to be conceived and 

implemented. Thus the idea, objective and activity of development are interrelated. 

When we examine the idea of development we are exploring an area of theory. When we attempt to 

establish objective we are delineating the process by which the ideas are turned into practice. An 

examination of actual practice entails detailed analysis of the activities. Such an analysis should tell us 

whether the objectives have been met, and in tum whether the theory has been realized' (Kothari and 

Minogue 2002: 12). 

This makes development a highly contested terrain. One has to face a number 

of difficulties while dealing with such a contested idea: (1) There is not one idea or 

theory of development but a plurality; (2) The disputed territory of development 

affects one's perception of both objectives and activities; (3) The objectives of 

development must be incorporated into the idea of it; different ideas produce different 

sets of objectives; (4) Different objectives will produce different practices. Thus one is 
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faced with the possibility that not only is there more than one theory of development, 

but there is more than one practice. Practice is not a given one; it is the out come of 

the attempt to realize a particular idea (ibid: 13).The notion of development is not 

technical and certainly not obvious; it is an ethico-political notion and what is going to 

count as development, in a practical and engaged sense, will inevitably depend upon 

circumstance sensitive and problem specific analyses (Preston1996:23-24). 

The Contested Terrain of Development 

The idea of development itself and the perspectives in which it has been couched have 

been undergoing changes over time. In the immediate post war years development as 

an idea and a project for implementation was uncritically accepted. It was considered 

an imperative of the time and a desirable end. The notion of development was based 

on the belief that society needed to be guided through desired transformation. The 

kinds of doubts or alternatives subsequently put forward were certainly not a feature 

of the dominant discussion in the period (Dubois 1991; Friberg and Hettne 1988; 

Parajuli 1991; Rahnema 1988).Even in the 1970s, it proved to be rather difficult to 

treat 'development' itself as a problem. Its meaning was so self evident that it could 

not be brought into question. It defined both its own practice and the norms for 

evaluating that practice. Development was simply 'that which we all are in favour of 

(Williams 1978:925). To be opposed to the very idea of development was incredible. 

Impasse in development thinking 

Even if every one was in favour of development till the 1970s, a kind of confusion 

was incipient in development thinking. This has aptly been noted by Marshall Wolfe: 

By the 1970s, the eclecticism of international discourse, the heterogeneity of the regimes participating 

in it, the pervasive dissatisfaction with what had been done in the name of development and the quest 

for policy innovation has increasingly blurred the dividing line between developmentalist and 

revolutionary ideologies, and brought about an ambivalent receptivity to radical questioning of the 

articles of faith. The realities of the world, too harsh to be camouflaged by discreet reports, continually 

pressed the international organizations in this direction, while institutional continuity, vested interests 

in ongoing programmes, and governmental admonitions to be 'practical' continually forced them to try 

to pour the new wine into their old bottles, to assume that all states meant well, and that practically all 

ideological positions were ultimately reconcilable. Thus forms of social action that had emerged 

painfully from revolutionary struggles in specific national societies were discussed as if they were 

promising prescriptions that might be adopted at the will of any regime along with a selection from the 

more conventional tools of social action (Wolfel996:3). 
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However, in the 1980s the basic assumption of development studies that the 

Third World countries form a special case, has been undermined by the politics of 

structural adjustment and the universal claims of neoclassical economics (Pieterse 

2001:1). And many have argued that development thinking was facing an 'impasse' 

(Booth 1985) or a 'decline of optimism' (Preston 1985: 166). Troubled by this so called 

'impasse' in development thinking, curious enough, the desirability of development 

was questioned. It has been suggested to write the obituary of the idea of 

development. 'The idea of development stands like a ruin in the intellectual landscape. 

Delusion and disappointment, failures and crimes have been the steady companions of 

development and they tell a common story: it did not work' (Sachs 1992:1). Gilbert 

Rist goes a step further and says: 

'Development' (as a programme for collective happiness) no longer exists except as virtual reality, as a 

synthetic image in the full-length film of globalization. It is like a dead star whose light can still be 

seen, even though it went out for ever long ago. Because 'development' has effectively disappeared 

from reality (including the reality of what are called 'developed' countries), it plays the role of a 

compensatory fiction, a simulacrum standing in for reality. It has abandoned the place of a myth 

organizing and legitimating various practices, to play the metaphorical role of a 'revenant' unhappy at 

being left unburied because no one could risk pronouncing a grave side elegy. This is why, for the time 

being, there is no other option then to go on believing in it as one does in other things, because one 

believes that others believe in it, but without knowing where the frontier between the real and the 

virtual lies' (Rist 2002:230-31 emphasis original). 

Indeed, everything that development used to represent appears to be in 

question, in crisis. The strength of 'development' has been ascribed upon its 'seductive 

language' (Goldsmith 1991:214-15) which seduces 'in every sense of the term : to 

charm, to please, to fascinate, to set dreaming, but also to abuse, to turn away from the 

truth, to deceive' (Rist 2002: I). 1 

Reasons of the impasse 

Schuurman identified a number of reasons for the 'impasse' including the following: 

(a) the growing gap between rich and poor; (b) a preoccupation with short-term 

policies aimed at debt management; (c) the devastation of the environment in the 

pursuit of economic growth; (d) the delegitimisation of socialism; (e) the fact that the 

global economy could not be approached through national policies; (f) the recognition 

of differentiation, which reduced the usefulness of global theories or meta theory; and 
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(g) the advances made by feminism, postmodemism and post colonialism (Schuurman 

1993:10). 

However, there is close link between the crisis of development thinking and the 

crisis of development in the real world. It has been argued that crisis of development 

lies in the poverty of the masses in the large part of the world, whose most 

fundamental requirements like food, habitat, health, education are not met; it lies in 

the alienation of the masses whether in affluence or in misery; it lies in the deprivation 

of masses of the means to understand and master their social, political and physical 

environment; it lies in the growing feeling of frustration among the people whether in 

· affluence or in scarcity (Dag HammarskjOld Foundation. 1975: 5). 

Reactions to the impasse 

Jan Nederveen Pieterse has identified four types of reactions to this 'impasse' or crisis 

in development thinking: 

(a) One response to the crisis has been that the crisis should be acknowledged, 

as crisis is .intrinsic to development. Development knowledge is crisis knowledge. 

From its beginning in the nineteenth century development thinking was a reaction to 

the crises of progress, such as the social problems caused by industrialization. 'Hence 

questioning, rethinking and crisis are part of development and not external to it' 

(Pieterse 2001: 1 ). 

(b) Another response has been that mere acknowledgement of crisis in 

development is not enough. Crisis is the spearhead of development. Development 

thinking is ongoing questioning, critique and probing alternative options. 

(c) An important but negative reaction has been that since development is in 

crisis something entirely different should be thought of 'beyond development'. This is 

the position associated with 'post-development' 2 thinking (Pieterse 2001: 1 ). The post

development thinkers (for example Sachs 1992; Escober 1995; Rahnema and Bawtree 

1997; Rist 1997) suggest that 'development' is rejected not merely on account of its 

results but because of its intentions; its world view and mind set. Indeed, extreme . 

post-development position recommends 'delinking' from the 'imperialism of 

conceptual categories' of the West in favour of self reliance local know ledges (Nanda 

1999: 6). 
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(d) A mixed reaction has been to qualify the crisis, acknowledging the failures 

of the development record but also its achievements, avoiding simplistic one sided 

assessments. Mahbub ul Haq asserts that it is wrong to suggest that the development 

process has failed in most developing countries. In fact, developing countries have 

achieved in the past forty years the kind of real human progress that industrial 

countries took nearly a century .to accomplish (ulHaq 1998:26). To him, the over all 

policy conclusions is that the development process does work, that international 

development cooperation has made a difference, that the remaining agenda of 

development is manageable if development priorities are properly chosen (ibid). 

!rev or Parfitt, while providing a thought provoking critique of postdevelopment, aims 

to reconstruct an ethical foundation for development interventions, and normative 

criteria for distinguishing between acceptable and unacceptable forms of development 

(Parfitt 2002). J 

Persistence of development 

In line with such positive attitudes to development at the dawn of the twenty-first 

century, the world community of nations committed themselves to achieve 

Millennium Development Goals - born of the historic Millennium Declaration adopted 

at the Millennium Summit in September, 2000. The Millennium Development Goals 4 

are transforming visions of development. Governments, aid agencies and civil society 

organizations every where are reorienting their work around the goals (UNDP 2003: 

v). Thus, the pessimism of the post-developmentalists is balanced by the optimism of 

the visionaries. 'Every area of applied policy, including development policy in the 21st 

century, needs a vision. The vision is to extend human rights world wide, to preserve 

peace, to reduce poverty and inequality, to prevent famine, to solve the population 

problem, to combat the causes of refugee migration, to maintain the natural bases of 

life'(Bohnet 2002:153). In an editorial in the Forest Trees and People Newsletter 

Daphne Thuvesson has written 'As the existing system crumbles around us, new and 

exciting alternatives are sprouting up in the rubble' (quoted in Chambers 2005: 185). 

As early as in 1983 Paul Streeten identified as many as eight dichotomies in 

development thinking and suggested 'a combination of careful attention to detail with 
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v1s10ns for alternative ways of arrangmg and managing our affairs' (Streeten 

1983:887). s 

According to Robert Chambers, the record of development is mixed. 'Those 

who damn the errors, failures -and deficits tend to ignore the counter factual, how 

much worse things could have been if nothing had been done. Those who laud 

achievements and successes terid to overlook how much better things might have been 

even than they were. A balanced view has to recognize renewals and continuities in 

the landscape as well as ruins and rubble, and older trees as well as new sprouts' 

(Chambers 2005: 186). The relative condition of development is, rather, comparative 

and ever changing. It fluctuates according to what is needed, what is possible and 

what is desired (Ray 1995: 16). Development. then is a field in flux with rapid change 

and tum over of alternatives. Precisely because of its crisis character and predicament 

development is a high energy field (Pieterse 2001 :7). 

Normative and ideological nature of development 

This trajectory of the idea of development is marked by another area of contention. 

Development is a normative idea loaded with values of specific historicity .and not 

escaped from ·related politics. This normative and political nature of the idea of 

development gets itself involved in 'ideological function' (Alechina 1982: 10). Indeed, 

development is fundamentally an ideological project (Williams 2003:37). Thus it is to 

be noted in the early twenty-first century that while the international financial 

institutions and major multilateral and bilateral aid donors appear to accommodate 

different views of what should constitute development, they give active support to a 

particular, capitalist friendly, neo-liberal version (Kothari and Minogue 2002:2). 

Development thinking and policy is a terrain of hegemony and counter hegemony. In 

this contestation of interests there are many stakeholders and multiple centres of 

power and influence (Pieterse.2001:9). ·A proper conceptualization of the idea of 

development, then, calls for an understanding of its evolution, meaning, philosophy, 

ideology, theory and agency. 

The Evolution of the Idea of Development 

The term development in its present sense, as a desired and planned socio economic 

transformation, dates from the post Second World. War era of development thinking. 
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In hindsight, earlier ideas and practices have been viewed as antecedents of the idea of 

development though the term development was not necessarily used at that time 

(Pieterse 2001: 5). In this sense Kurt Martin ( 1991) regards the classic political 

economists, from Ricardo to Marx, as development thinkers for they addressed similar 

problems of economic development. 

The humanist tradition 

According to Louis Baeck the ide~ of development is as old as mankind. Its 

manifestations have been analysed by historians, anthropologists and sociologists not 

only in modem times but also in archaic societies. Up to the late middle ages most 

philosophers and religious leaders formulated high ideals and goals for mankind, for 

example, humanistic achievement, social and cultural cohesion and other worldly and 

transcendental ends. With a more or less out-spoken contempt for material things, they 

kept investment in material accumulation with moral bounds. Thus, in the 

Arthashastra tradition of Hindu culture, in the great Chinese tradition, in Persian, 

Greek and Roman antiquity, in Islamic civilization, the economy is embedded in 

society and its norms are subordinated to the higher standards of ethics and religion 

(Baeck 1993:7). 

The tradition of economic rationalism 

Such a view of economy started weakening with the incubation of economic 

rationalism by ascetic movement in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. It is one· of the 

historical paradoxes that a monastic order of ascetic monks contributed to its genesis 

in several ways: with their methods of efficient rural exploitation, with the judicious 

financial reinvestments, with their puritanical attack on the economic prodigality and 

by their re evaluation of manual labour, they introduced a new work ethic, in which 

the stimulus of consumption was absent. However, Max Weber (1958) claims that 

economic rationality originated in the puritanical ethics propagated by Calvinist 

church. This thesis of Weber is, intellectually speaking, tributary of the paradigm of 

liberal protestant theology at the tum of the twentieth century. In the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries, the scholastic doctrines of the urban oriented mendicant orders; 

Dominicans and Franciscans, came to acknowledge the positive role of two essential 

production factors, namely labour and capital. Both were reevaluated in their positive 
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effect on general welfare. 'Partly as a result of this more positive evaluation of things 

economic, and still more so by the drive of the up-coming commercial and industrial 

establishment, the way was morally cleared in Europe for long term development' 

(Baeck 1993:10). 

Mercantilist tradition 

With the advent of modem time new patterns of trade linked Europe, Asia and the 

Western Hemisphere into an embryonic world economy. The encompassing system of 

thought of this transnationalization is known as mercantilism. The ethical paradigm 

that reigned over the thinking about economics from the ancient Greeks to the school 

of Salamanca was dethroned by mercantilism. According to the mercantilists, the 

economy is an export oriented instrument of practical, social, and political aims. They 

drew clear demarcation lines between the proper laws of economics and the principles 

that order the broader socio-political context. 

The European Enlightenment 

The European Enlightenment can be treated as the most immediate precursor of the 

idea of development. The second half of the eighteenth century comparable to the 

second half of twentieth century in its enthusiasm for 'progress' and by concentration 

of Enlightenment intellectuals on the means to achieve it in the shortest possible time. 

Cowen and Shenton argue that in the nineteenth century England 'development' 

referred to remedies for the shortcomings and maladies of progress. This involves 

questions such as population, loss of job, the social question and urban squalor. In this 

argument, 'progress' and 'development' (which are often viewed as a seamless web) 

are contrasted and development differs from and complements progress. Thus, for , 

Hegel, progress is linear and development is curvilinear (Cowen and Shenton 1996: 

130). The Scottish Enlightenment is the seed bed of classical school of development, 

with the epoch making philosopher David Hume (1963) and Adam Smith (1983). The 

French Enlightenment engendered the physiocrats with their emphasis on agriculture. 

Reacting against the industry centred Colbartists of their time, they were concerned 

with the transformation of society from agricultural feudalism to modem capitalism. 

According to David Apter, 'thinking about development is as old as theories of 

industrialization. The pedigree, traceable to the classical English political economists, 
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the French physiocrats, and as well, to Marx, remains embedded in contemporary 

thinking about developmental growth. Despite all the changes in theoretical styles, not 

to speak of the many varieties of capitalism and socialism, the early and original 

logics of industrialism remain in place in modem developmental doctrines' (Apter 

1987:12). 

Social Darwinism 

Social Darwinism adopted the central idea of evolution based on functional 

specialization and structural differentiation. In 1859, Charles Darwin published his 

Origin of Sp~cies which rapidly became a benchmark for the study of biology. By 

analogy, it offered a new perspective to social scientists. The biological premises were 

transformed in an optimistic vision of social and cultural development. The Social 

Darwinists placed the idea of development firmly on the track of westernization 

(Baeck 1993: 15-16). 

The goal of westernization, accompanied by capitalist development, however, 

was not universally accepted goal. The leaders of the populist movements in Russia, 

China, Islamic countries and Latin America, proposed a reform on the basis of 

industrialization and modernization, assisted by state initiatives, to breakthrough the 

age-long stagnation. In 1918 Sun Yat-Sen wrote his book The International 

Development of China which can be treated as a good ancestor text book on 

development. 

Colonialism 

The immediate predecessor of the idea of development in the post Second World War 

era was colonialism. Colonial economies were managed not merely with a view to 

exploit the colonies for metropolitan benefit but allegedly also to develop the 

economies in the interest of the native population. Development in effect referred 

mainly to colonial resource management, first to make the colonies cost effective, and 

later to build . up economic resources with a view to national independence. 

'Industrialization was not part of colonial economics because the comparative 

advantage of the colonies was held to be the export of raw materials for the industries 

in the metropolitan countries. Indeed there are many episodes, amply documented, 

when European or colonial interests destroyed native manufactures (textile 
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manufacturing in India is the Classic case) or sabotaged efforts as industrialization in 

the periphery' (Pieterse 2001:5-6). 

Decolonisation 

The Second World War generated an epochal change in power relations at world level 

in which two ideologically opposed; non-European colossus emerged as super 

powers, namely the United States and the Soviet Union. These new forces could not 

tolerate the continuing dominant position of European nations in the colonies and 

hence encouraged the trend towards decolonization (Baeck 1993:20). The emergence 

of new nations and their awakened ideological, social and economic aspirations 

prepared the seed-bed for Third World development. 

Marshall Plan and Point Four 

After the Second World War, Europe embarked on a masstve programme of 

reconstruction, instrumental to which is the. Marshall plan, launched by the US 

government on 5th June 194 7. The US government also recognized the need to play an 

active role in the upliftment of poorer countries. On 20th January, 1949, US President 

Truman in Point four of his inaugural address proclaimed: 

We must embark on a bold program for making the benefits of our scientific advances and industrial 

progress available for the improvement and growth of under developed areas. More than half of the 

people of the world are living in conditions approaching misery. Their food is inadequate. They are 

victims of disease. Their economic life is primitive and stagnant. Their poverty is a handicap and a 

threat both to them and to more prosperous areas. For the first time in history, humanity possesses the 

knowledge and skill to ~;elieve the suffering of these people. . •. I believe that we should make 

available to peace loving peoples the benefits of our store of technical knowledge in order to help them 

realized their aspirations for a better life. (Public Paper of the Presidents of the United States 1964: 114-

15, quoted in Binns 2002:75). 

Relieving Third World suffering consisted of making available the western 

cornucopia of advances in agriculture, commerce, industry and health. The key to 

prosperity and peace, said Truman in his address was greater production. through a 

'wider and more vigorous application of modem scientific and technical knowledge' 

(Daniels 1951: 11 ). The out come of this proposal was called 'development' (Melkote 

1991:21). Indeed President Truman's 1949 point four programme and Kennedy's 

Alliance for Progress in Latin America and Peace Corps put development at the centre 

of political agenda for the first time. 
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I 

The United Nations 

The birth of United Nations in 1945 is another important phenomenon in nourishing 

the idea of development. After gaining independence, most of the new nations became 

members of this institution. The United Nations, was, therefore, obliged to transform 

its goals and became an international bureaucracy engaged in development. Although 

wielding no real power and limited only to the formulation of guidelines under the 

form of recommendations, the United Nations continues to influence profoundly the 

field of international development (Baeck 1993:20-21). 

The Meaning (s) of Development 

Development is one of the many words which have many different meanings. The 

context reveals the meaning (Axinn and Axinn 1997: 17). The context in which 

development occurs has many aspects. Two aspects are very important. The dominant 

economic system of the contemporary world is a capitalist system, and from a political 

point of view the world is still composed of nation states. Capitalism has generated 

massive technological and economic advances and also enormous geographical 

disparities in economic development (Brewer 1980:16). Economics and politics are 

not the whole story, but they are certainly crucial. In fact most influential frameworks 

for understanding development can be understood as sets of differing views on how 

development can be achieved, either within capitalism or in spite of capitalism, either 

through the agency of the state or against the state (Thomas and Potter 1992: 117). 

The normative and operative meaning of development 

The idea of development may have many virtues, but clarity is not one of them. One 

of the many explanations for this ambiguity of the idea of development may be that 

there are two types of conceptual constructs of development: normative and operative. 

It is one thing to specify its normative constituents and another to identify the 

operative constituents. 

At the normative level development is concerned with 'what ought to be'. Not 

all values contained in the concept are materialized yet. The concept of development 

put forward by the South Commission may be taken as an example. It conceived 

development as: 
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a process which enables human beings to realize their potential, build self-confidence, and lead lives of 

dignity and fulfillment. It is a process which frees people from the fear of want and exploitation. It is a 

movement away from political, economic, or social oppression. Through development, political 

independence acquires its true significance. And it is a process of growth, a movement essentially 

springing from within the society that is developing' (South Commission 1990: 1 0). 

At the operational level development is concerned with 'what is'. Here social 

reality does not always follow the logic of normativeness; it works according to its 

logic of exigencies, expediencies and contingences, apart from the vested interests and 

motivated moves of the social actors. In effect, the operative reality cannot always be 

explained through normative parameters. The definition of Gilbert Rist is worth 

mentioning: 

Development' consists of a set of practices, sometimes appearing to conflict with one another, which 

require - for the reproduction of society - the general transformation and destruction of the natural 

environment and of social relations. Its aim is to increase the production of commodities (goods and 

services) geared, by way of exchange, to effective demand (Rist 2002: 13). 

Michael Todaro indicates several qualities of development when he concludes 

that it is "a multidimensional process involving major changes in social structures, 

popular attitudes and national institutions as well as the acceleration of economic 

growth, the reduction of inequality and the eradication of absolute poverty" (Todaro 

1977:62). 

Development as economic growth 

The idea of development as economic growth was inspired by the work of P. 

Rosenstein-Rodan (1943). He founded development thinking on the principle that in 

human affairs, deliberate will and effort can produce a jump forward. The 

breakthrough towards sustained industrialization required an organized attack on a 

broad front. In the immediate post-war period development was conceived mainly as 

economic growth as in the growth theory and Big Push theory. These theories had 

stressed economic growth through industrialization. At the heart of such 

industrialization were technology and capital. The guiding principle seems to have 

been that the only way in which Third World countries could make development was 

by emulating the industrially advanced countries and taking the same historical path 

that they have traversed. Roy Harrod (1948) and Evsy Domar (1957), independently 

of each other, managed to show the intimate relationship between an economy's rate 
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of growth on the one hand and its level of saving and investment on the other. Their 

growth model, Harrod-domar model, later formed the basis of modem growth theory,. 

in which saving and investment are considered to be the central force behind 

economic growth. The Harrod-Domar model greatly influenced development thinking 

in the 1950s. Development and growth were considered to be synonymous in 

theoretical discussions, that is, development was more or less considered to be 

synonymous with capital formation. The problem of underdevelopment was therefore 

characterized as being one of shortage - shortage of capital. (Blomstrom and Hettne 

1984:12-13). 

Rostow's work (1960) was based on this type of development thinking. Rostow 

identified five stages: traditional society; the precondition for take off, the take off, the 

claim of maturity and the age of high-mass-consumption. His theory was predicated 

on the belief that capital accumulation through the medium of savings and investment 

was the engine of development and development was to be measured by gross 

national product (GNP). · · 

The United Nations development strategy for the First Development Decade 

beginning from 1960 had called accelerated economic growth, the effects of which 

would hopefully percolate to the masses in the developing countries. The declared aim 

was 'the attainment in each less developed country of a substantial increase in the rate 

of growth, with each country setting its own target, taking as the objective minimum 

annual rate of growth of aggregate national income of 5 percent at the end of the 

decade' (United Nations year book 1961, cited in Leys 1996:108). The growth rate 

target was increased to 6 percent per annum in the Second Development Decade, the 

1970s. Accelerated economic growth could take place with emphasis on 

industrialization and modernization. The cumulative benefits of this kind of economic 

growth were expected to 'trickle down' eventually to the larger number who lived in 

the rural areas in the Third World Countries. 

During the late 1960s and 1970s the emergence of 'political economy' 

approach to development thinking brought forth the question of distribution with 

growth. Its key point was that economic issues could only be understood in the 

context of political reality, that political questions of resources ownership, power and 
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distribution have a great influence on the process of development. Production and 

distribution are closely related. Growth was distinguished from development (Uphoff 

and Hehman 1972:78-88). 

Development as redistribution with growth 

This political economy approach to development propelled change in the growth 

oriented views. Some were convinced that redistribution was possible without 

sacrificing growth. Development was conceived to include concern for distribution. 

The argument came from mainstream growth economics and contained in the famous 

publication Redistribution with Growth (Chenery et al 1974), which grew out of a 

joint study by the World Bank's Development Research Centre and the Institute of 

Development Studies at the University of Sussex in England .. 

Development as modernization 

In the late 1950s and early 1960s the concept of economic growth as development was 

expanded. Development was conceived as modernization. Economic growth was 

combined with political modernization, that is, nation building, and social 

modernization, such as furthering entrepreneurship and achievement orientation 

(Pieterse 200 1: 6). Modernization was conceived as a homogeneous and universal 

trend of transition in which the following patterns were apparent: from primitive, 

subsistence economy to technology-intensive, industrialised economies; from passive 

to participant political cultures, from close ascriptive status systems to open, 

achievement - oriented systems, from expanded to nuclear kinship structures, religious 

super structures to secular ideologies (Baeck 1993: 13). In his influential book The 

Passing of Traditional Society (1965) D. Lerner wrote: 'Modernization entails the 

replace_ment of sacred revelation and revealed codes by secular enlightenment in 

respect of guidance in human affairs • . . it is carried through primarily by those who 

are relatively urban, literate, industrially oriented' (quoted in Baeck 1993: 61). This 

attributes of development clearly indicates that in order to get themselves developed 

the Third World Countries are to follow the path of the developed as well as 

modernized western, specially American society. S. N. Eisenstadt, for instance, 

defined modernization as: ' the process of change towards those types of social, 

economic and political systems that have developed in Western Europe and North 
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America from the seventeenth century to the nineteenth century and have then spread 

to other European countries and in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to the South 

American, Asian and African Countries' (Eisenstadt 1966: 1). 

Sometimes modernization is thought to be sequential to industrialization; but to 

David Apter it has evolved separately. It represents the recapitulation in non-industrial 

settings of the functional roles, classes, and reciprocities that appeared first in the old 

'metropoles'. Thus development is modernization of 'traditional societies' through the 

establishment of networks and institutions similar to those of advanced industrial 

societies, including strategic norms of work, values of social discipline and beliefs 

about equity and motivations representing the internalization of these norms, values 

and beliefs in a manner ensuring role performance through appropriate behaviour. The 

political dimension of development under this modernization scheme involves how to 

create the nation by means of the state and how to in corporate within the state social 

networks that generate· development (Apter 1987: 16-17). 

Development as the elimination of dependency 

The Dependency School of Latin America caused considerable rethinking about 

development. It linked the idea of development with colonialism and imperialism. 

They are the factors in the development of the present rich countries and under 

development of poor ones and the latter have continued dependency on and 

exploitation by the rich which tends to perpetuate their impoverishment (Frank 1970). 

The core meaning of development, however, was economic growth, under the heading 

accumulation. Its distorted form was dependent accumulation, which led to the 

'development of underdevelopment' and an intermediate form was 'associated 

dependent development'. The positive goal was national accumulation (or auto centric 

development) (Pieterse 2001 :6). Import-substitution-industrialization was looked 

upon as the chief vehicle for bringing about this change. 

Community development 

Unlike the modernization theorists, who asserted that all change in Third World 

countries had to be initiated and implemented by means of external forces, the 

protagonists of the community development concept attached importance to the 

development potential of the 'rural communities'. They were seen as 'natural units of 
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organization and the participation of all members of the community was to be fostered 

(Esman and Uphoff 1984:49). According to the United Nations, the strategy of 

community development implies that the. activities and efforts of the population have 

to be combined with governmental development social and cultural living conditions 

of the participation of the people and the provision of technical and other services on 

the part of the government (United Nation 1974: 2). 

On the other hand, in line with modernization, villagers were looked upon as 

back ward regarding all spheres of human life. Peter Worseley's interpretation was 

that the whole approach aimed at releasing 'popular energies on a gigantic scale' 

(Worsely 1984: 146). Long's appraisal was that: 

The general idea behind the approach was to develop programmes for mobilizing village populations so 

as to achieve fuller utilization oflocal human and natural resources (Long 1977: 149). 

The community development was elaborated as early as in the 1940's by the 

British colonial government 'to mobilize the labour of rural and urban communities in 

support of national government objectives to build social and physical infrastructures, 

and increase 'self reliance' (Pratt and Boyden: 141). It was first applied in Ghana and 

during the fifties it was extensively integrated into India's national development plans 

(Bongartz 1992: 4). 

Development as an ehthico-political notion 

With the onset of alternative thinking, new understandings of development came to 

the fore focused on social and community development. According to Preston (1982, 

1985) the history of development studies since the Second World War has been the 

story of changes to how 'development' is conceived, broadening and deepening the 

initially rather narrow technical and economistic understanding of the term. To him 

'the notion of development is not technical and certainly not obvious; it is an ethico

political notion and what is going to count as development, in a practical and engaged 

sense, will inevitably depend upon circumstance-sensitive and problem-specific 

analyses. What is going to count as development will have to be locally determined' 

(Preston 1996:23-24). Against this back ground, Wallerstein proposes that it is 

necessary to address a number of questions concerning what development is, who has 

been involved in this process, where the demands for development come from, what 
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· conditions allow for development and what the political implications of development 

are. The attempt to answer these questions reveals for Wallerstein the central tension 

which exists between development understood as growth, as 'more; and development, 

understood as 'more equal' (Wallerstein 1994:19). In contrast to the former, the latter 

offers the prospect of a transformation towards a different type of society and world 

system characterized by greater egalitarianism, treating equality as 'an objective in its 

own right' (Seers 1995:5) and as an integral element of development (Crow 1997: 

125). 

Bernstein observes that development can be taken to mean 'significantly in 

creasing the productive capacities of societies, establishing new and better ways of 

doing things and making things so as to make more wealth available. He goes on from 

this to emphasize that development is not synonymous with economic growth and he 

notes that the incorporation of qualitative as well as quantitative change in the 

meaning helps to explain why development is invariably a normative as well as 

analytical concept (Bernstein 1988:67). Jones has· elaborated this point that 

'development is more than growth, it should be social development: progress should 

also be made towards social justice and an improvement in the quality of life' (Jones 

1990:2) echoing the theme of the Brandt Commission that 'if there is no attention to 

the quality of growth and social · change one cannot speak of development' 

(Independent Commission on International Development Issues 1980:48). 

Development as human centred notion 

Concern for distribution of resources and the excluded in the process of development 

gave birth to 'human centered' development thinking. The first is the 'human needs' 

approach. The approach is exemplified in Dudley Seers' article 'The Meaning of 

Development' (1979) which points out the importance of value judgments in deciding 

what is or is not 'development'. Seers suggests that the realization of the potential 

. human personality is a universally acceptable aim and development must therefore, 

entail in ensuring the conditions for achieving this aim. The first three conditions are: 

(1) the capacity to obtain physical necessities (particularly food); (2) a job (not 

necessarily paid employment, but including studying, working on a family farm or 
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keeping house); and (3) equality, which shout be considered an objective in its own 

right. According to seers: 
The questions to ask about a country's develo~ment are, therefore: what has been happening to 

I 
poverty? What has been happening to unemployment? What has been happening to inequality? If all 

three of these have become less severe, then without doubt this has been a period of development for 

the country concerned. If one or two of these central problems have been growing worse, especially, if 

all three have, it would be strange to call the result 'development' •.. ' (Seers 1979: I 0 -12). 

Seers' formulation was designed to challenge the type of economic growth 

oriented development, with its emphasis on productivity, growth at any price, and 

increasing GNP per capita as the ultimate goal. Seers is here addressing an important 

debate in development which often referred to as the growth versus equity debate 

(Thomas and Potter 1992: 121). 

Development as meeting basic needs 

The 'human needs' approach culminated in the 'basic needs' approach. The first 

attempts to define basic needs were made by International Labour Organization (ILO) 

and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) or World Banlc 

The strategy of the latter emphasizes growth and the direct alleviation of poverty. The 

distribution of the benefits of growth is supposed to be guaranteed by governments 

concerned. Direct distribution programmes should provide every one with minimum 

food, housing, health etc. The ILO approach aims at satisfying also non-material 

needs· such as human rights, participation and autonomy. ILO stresses the 

redistribution of assets, income and power. This implies modifications in income 

distribution and changes in structure of production. At the World Employment 

Conference in 1976, this strategy was recommended to be adopted by each country. 

However, ILO did not discuss or specify implications on international relations by this 

concept (Bengtsson. 1979: 15). According to Paul Streeten, the objective of basic 

human needs approach to development is to ensure that all human beings should have 

the opportunity to live full lives. It puts emphasis on securing access to minimum 

levels of consumption of certain basic goods and services. It attaches fundamental 

importance to poverty eradication within a short period as one of the main objectives 

of development' (Streeten 1981). Thomas and Potter have identified eight conditions 

for development in the light of basic needs approach: (I) low levels of material 
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poverty; (2) low level ofunemployment; (3) relative equality; (4) democratization of 

political life; (5) 'true' national independence; (6) good literacy and educational 

levels; (7) relatively equal status of women and participation by women; and (8) 

sustainablability to meet future needs (Thomas and Potter 1992:123). 

Another development 

Under the umbrella term 'another development' a group of scholars delineated a 

pluralistic view of development in the mid 1970s. Dissatisfaction with the main 

stream development thinking crystallized into an alternative people centred approach. 

According to the 1975 report of the Dag Hammarskjold Foundation What Now?, 

development should be 'geared to the satisfaction of needs' 'endogenous and self 

reliant' and 'in harmony with the environment'. Another development also requires 

structural transformations (Dag Hammarskjold Foundation Report 1975:28). The 

concept of another development was elaborated in a subsequent publication by the 

foundation (Nerfin 1977). To Nerfin 'another development' in a nutshell could be 

described as (i) need oriented (but by no means limited to the so callea 'basic needs'); 

(ii) self reliant; (iii) endogenous; (iv) in harmony with nature and ecologically 

sustainable; and (v) going hand in hand with people empowered to make structural 

transformation (Nerfin 1987:171-72).The 'another development' perspective rather 

than submitting a priori to the thesis that 'there is development where there is growth' 

starts from the premise that 

there is development where people and there communities- whatever the space and the time span- act 

as subjects and are not acted upon as objects; assert their autonomy, self-reliance_and self- confidence 

when they set and carry out project. To develop is to be, or to become, not to have (Nerfml981:73). 

This approach ha_s been carried further both under the heading of basic needs 

and alternative development. 

Alternative development 

Seth (1987) has attempted to make an elementary distinction between two types of 

alternative development: structuralist and normative. Structuralist approaches, such as 

dependency theory and the global Keynesian reformism of the New International 

Economic Order (NIEO), emphasize macroeconomic change, on the other -hand 

normative development emphasizes agency in the sense of people's capacity to effect 

social change (Pieterse 1998:345). 
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Alternative generally refers to three spheres -agents, methods and objectives 

or values of development. According to Nerfin, alternative development is the terrain 

of citizen or 'Third System' politics, the importance of which is apparent in view of 

the failed development efforts of government (the prince or first system) and 

economic power (the merchant or second system) (Nerfin 1987:172 ). Often this 

seems to be the key point: alternative development is development from below. In this 

context 'below' refers to both 'community' and non-governmental organizations 

(NGOs). In some respects alternative development revisits community development of 

the 1950s and 1960s (Pieterse 1998:346). John Friedman (1992: 31) highlighted the 

·· essence of alternative development: 

An alternative development is centred on people and their environment rather than production and 

profits. And just as the paradigm in dominance approaches the question of economic growth from the 

perspective of the firm, which is the foundation of neo-classical economics, so an alternative 

development, based as it must be on the life spaces of livelihood from a perspective of the household. 

Development as self-help 

Development specialists who pay more attention to the rural poor and for whom the 

improvement of the situation of the poor is more than pure rhetoric stress the need for 

separate self-help groups set up and run by poor themselves. More radical 

development theorists like Harrison goes a step further when saying: 

If change is really to benefit the poor and powerless, it has to hurt the rich and powerful (Harrison 

1983: 304, quoted in Bongartz 1992:11) .. 

For such development thinkers the idea of self-help is the opposite of the idea of 

professionalism. Consequently they postulate 'dethronement of the professional' and 

dream about the development of a 'new, autonomous, creative human being able to 

live in a widely self determined and self reliant manner (ibid: 345). Most of the 

development specialists of self-help school hold participation of the local population 

as the main factor in their development strategy, although they agree that the rural 

poor themselves cannot achieve much without external support and assistance since 

their resources, material and immaterial, are too limited and have to be complemented 

by the necessary support from outside. Thus the idea of micro-credit has been 

complementary to the idea of self-help. 
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Decentralised and participatory development 

The Third Development Decade for the 1980s was ushered in along with these new 

views of development. The United Nations Research Institute for Social Development 

(UNRISD) in a study entitled "The Quest for a Unified Approach to Development" 

(1980) offered a frame work emphasizing balanced development of economic and 

social sectors through what it describes as 'authentic participation of people'. The 

principal aim was to improve not only the economic, but the social, cultural and 

environmental welfare of the nation. Decentralized, participatory development process 

came to be recognized as the need of the hour in developing nations. As Hope puts it, 

development does not start with goods; it starts with people and their education, 

organization and discipline (Hope 1986:20). This holistic conception emphasizes not 

only growth, but capacity, equity and empowerment as well. Indeed, the Third 

Development Decade of 1980s introduced greater focus on participatory decision 

making, use of pluralistic, open-ended and culture-sensitive models of development, 

and research into investigating gender gaps and ways to close them. 

Within the holistic framework, Kothari (1988) suggests that there is a need to 

go beyond the original conception of 'another development' and 'alternative 

development strategies; beyond the Brandt Commission and North-South dialogue, 

beyond Cancun and mini summits convened by Third World leaders and appeals of 

heads of states. He is of the view that there is a need to rethink the basis of 

development cooperation and technology transfers, to recapture the real basis of self 

reliance and basic needs perspective - and to do this in the context of the rise of new 

movements and new actors on the scene (Kothari 1988:68). His debate is raised above 

the level of institutional frame work of state power and its articulation is centred on 

the 'people's action' and the 'politics of the people'. 

Sustainable development 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s 'sustainable development' emerged as another 

conceptual framework to mean development without compromising needs of the 

future generations of people. Because of such factors as fragile soils, finite energy, 

limited mineral resources and pollution problems, production decisions need to take 

the future into account. The concept of sustainable development was formally 
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launched with the publication of the report of the World Commission on Environment 

and Development (1987) - Our Common Future, popularly known as, under the name 

of its chairman Mrs. Brundtland, Brundtland Commission. According to this report, 

'Sustainable development is a development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of the future generations to meet their needs (WCED 

1987: 8). The social dimension of sustainability was not neglected. In her introduction 

to the Report Mrs. Brundtland calls for 'a new era of economic growth- growth that 

is forceful and at the same time socially and environmentally sustainable' (WCED 

1987: xii). The concept of social sustain~bility covers wider dimensions. Development 

of any country, state or district must be continuously driven by people from within 

that place, not by outsiders. Equity is a necessary condition of development. If the rich 

get richer and the poor poorer and more in number, such a development will not be 

sustainable over time. If development excludes women and children,- it is not 

sustainable. And if development substitutes machines and chemicals for human 

labour, and thereby threatens to destroy the natural environment, it will not be 

sustainable (Axin and Axin 1997:38). Agenda 21, the concluding document of the 

United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), recognized 

this as a key problem in achieving sustainable development: 'Prevailing systems for 

decision making in many countries tend to separate economic, social and 

· environmental factors at the policy, planning and management levels. This influences 

the actions of all groups in society, including governments, industry and individuals, 

and has important implications for the efficiency and sustainability of development' 

(UNCED. 1992). 

Human development 

The basic focus of the idea of development in the 1970s and 1980s shifted from the 

macro to the micro level which ultimately centred on the emancipation of individuals 

who need development. Growth, self reliance, and social justice were meant for the 

individuals. Jan Pronk nicely summarised the mood of the time. 'Development is 

growth with self reliance and social justice, which means .that development is truly 

human development; the emancipation of each and every individual within a society. 

This is more important than the emancipation of a society itself (Pronk 1981:3); Ideas 
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such as this culminated in the early 1990s in conceiving development as 'human 

development'. 

Over the years, the term 'human development' has come to be accepted in the 

development literature as an expansion of human capabilities, a widening of choices, 

an enhancement of freedoms and a fulfillment of human rights. Rising incomes and 

expanding outputs, in the human development framework, are. seen as the means and 

not the ends of development. 'Indeed defming people's well-being as the end of 

development and treating economic growth as a means have been central messages of 

the annual Human Development Reports published since 1990 (Fukuda-Parr and 

Shivakumar 2003: xxi). T~e Human Development Report of 1991 states: 'the basic 

objective of human development is to enlarge the range of people's choices to make 

development more democratic and participatory. These choices should include access 

to income and employment opportunities, education and health, and a clean and safe 

physical environment. Each individual should have the opportunity to participate fully 

in community decisions and to enjoy human, economic and political freedom (UNDP 

1991: 1). Human development can be expressed as a process of enlarging people's 

choices (UNDP, 1996:49). This idea of development encompasses several 

dimensions: (1) empowerment, seen in expansion of capabilities and participation; (2) 

equity, in distribution of basic capabilities and participation; (3) sustainability, of 

people's opportunities to freely exercise their basic capabilities; (4) community 

membership belonging; and (5) security, in people's daily lives. The addition of 

community membership recognizes that human life is too complex to be captured by a 

single idea about choice or capabilities. Besides, the separate listing of security 

recognizes that this is valued in itself, not only as a condition for empowerment: 

'every one should enjoy minimum level of security' (UNDP, 1996:55-56). 

'Basic needs' is a conceptual fore runner ofhuman development (Streeten 1998: 

ix). The concept of basic needs was not centred on possession of commodities. 

Instead, it was concerned with providing all human beings, but particularly the poor 

and deprived, with opportunities for a full life. Human development goes beyond 

basic needs in t~at it is concerned with all human beings - not only the poor and not 

only in poor countries, and not only basic needs. Human development applies to the 
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advanced countries as much as· to the middle mcome and low mcome countries 

(Streeten 1998: xi). 

In the human development framework, economic growth is an essential means 

for people, and especially the poor, to realize many of the freedoms they value. A 

careful investigation into the connections between growth and human development 

shows that the connections between growth and human development are neither 

obvious nor automatic. When the links are broken, there appears five types of policy 

failures: (a) jobless growth, where the over all economy grows but does not expand 

the opportunities for employment; (b) ruthless growth, where the fruits of economic 

growth mostly benefit the rich, leaving millions of people struggling in ever 

deepening poverty; (c) voiceless growth, where growth in the economy has not been 

accompanied by an extension of democracy or empowerment; (d) rootless growth, 

which causes people's cultural identity to wither; and (e) futureless growth, where the 

present generation squanders resources needed by future generations (Fukuda-Parr 

and Kumar 2003: xxviii- xxix). 

Human development puts the human being at the centre of development as an 

idea and practice. Rather than the residual of development, human beings become its 

principal object and subject not a forgotten economic abstraction, but a living, 

operational reality, not helpless victims or slaves of the very process they have 

unleashed, but its master (ul Haq 1998:12). 

ul Haq summarised the extended version of development from the point of 

view of human development: 

The basic purpose of development is to enlarge people's choices. In. principle these choices can be 

infmite and can change over time. People often value achievements that do not show up at all, or not 

immediately in income or growth figures: greater access to knowledge, better nutrition and health 

services, more secured livelihoods, security, security against crime and physical violence, satisfying 

leisure, political and cultural freedoms and a sense of participation in community activities. The · 

objective of development is to create an enabling environment for people to enjoy long, healthy and 

creative lives (ul Haql998: 14). 

The idea of human development covers all aspects of development - whether 

economic growth or international trade, budget deficits of fiscal policy, saving or 

investment or technology, basic social services or safety nets for poor. No aspect of 

development falls outside its scope, but the vantage point is the widening of people's 
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choices and the enrichment of their lives. All aspects of life - economic, political or 

cultural - are viewed from that perspective. Human development has four pillars: 

equity, sustainability, productivity and empowerment. It regards economic growth as 

essential but emphasizes the need to pay attention to its quality and distribution, 

analyses at length its link with human lives, and questions its long term sustainability 

(ibid :20-21). 

Development as human right 

Along with the idea of human development there . emerged a right based idea of 

development. Since 1970s an attempt was made to view development from the 

perspective of human rights. Placing in the interface between human rights and 

development the idea 'right to development' was nourished which sought to promote 

development as human right and culminated in the adoption of the UN General 

Assembly the Declaration of the Right to Development in 1986. A rights based 

approach to development is a conceptual framework for the process of human 

development, which is normatively based on international human rights standards and 

operationally directed to promoting and protecting human rights. Essentially rights 

based approach integrates the norms, standards and principles of the international 

human rights system into the plans, policies and processes of development. The 

principles include equality and equity, accountability, empowerment, participation 

non-discrimination, and attention to vulnerable groups. UNDP notes that the goal of 

the approach is freedom. 'And impressing capabilities and realizing rights, this 

freedom is vital. People must be free to exercise their choices and participate in 

decision making that alters their lives. Human development and human rights are 

mutually reinforcing helping to secure the . well being and dignity of all people, 

building self respect and others' (UNDP 2001:9). The Declaration of the Right to 

Development puts development 'as a comprehensive economic, social, cultural and 

political process, which aims at a constant improvement of the well being of the entire 

population and of all individuals on the basis of their active, free and meaningful 

participation in development and is fair distribution of benefits resulting there from' 

(UN 1986). Human person is the central subject of the development process and 
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development policy should, therefore, make the human being the main participant and 

beneficiary of development (UN 1986). 

Development as freedom 

At the centre of the idea of development is the notion of overcoming of the problems 

of deprivation, destitution and oppression. Individual agency is central to overcoming 

these problems which requires the freedom of this agency. There is, however, a deep 

complementarity between individual agency and social arrangement. Therefore, 

individual freedom demands a social commitment. According to Amartya Sen 

expansion of individual freedom is development - both its end and the principal 

means. In essence, development consists of the removal of various types of un

freedoms - poverty, as well as tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as 

systematic social deprivation, neglect of public facilities as well as intolerance or over 

activity of repressive states -that leave people with little choice and little opportunity 

of exercising their reasoned agency (Sen 2000: xii). Sen views development 'as a 

process of expanding real freedoms that people enjoy'. Focusing human freedoms 

contrasts narrower views of development, such as, identifying development with the 

growth of gross national product, or with the rise in personal incomes, or with 

industrialization, or with technological advance or with social modernization (ibid: 3). 

Expanding the freedom that one has reason to value not only makes one's life richer 

and more unfettered, but also allows one to be fuller social person exercising one's 

own volitions and interacting with - and influencing - the world in which one lives. 

Five distinct types of freedoms are specially important: (1) political freedom, (2) 

freedom for economic facilities; (3) freedom for social opportunities; (4) freedom for 

transparency guarantees; and (5) freedom for protective security (ibid: 3). It is to be 

noted that Sen's idea of freedom is particularly concerned with the agency role ofthe 

individual as a member of the public and as participant in economic, social and 

political actions (ibid: 19). 

Development as market fundamentalism 

Simultaneously with these alternatives in development thinking through out the 1970s 

and 1980s the idea of modernization resurrected in the form of neo-liberalism. The 

dramatic oil price increases of 1973 and 1979 triggered a slowdown and then severe 
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recession m the developed countries and the world economy as a whole, and 

precipitated the SO"'Called 'debt crisis' in the Third World countries. Profound 

disillusionment in the developed countries with the record of state intervention led to 

the belief in 'the magic of the market'. The World Bank and its allies around the world 

have had outstanding success in adopting market friendly policies like structural 

adjustment programmes (SAPs). It became the conditionality of fmancial assistance 

from the Breton Woods institution. Other versions of SAPs are economic recovery 

programmes, (ERPs) enhanced structural adjustment facility, (ESAF) and poverty 

reduction strategy paper (PRSP). 

These strategies along with the doctrine of neo-liberal orthodoxy have been 

translated into development and aid policies. Paul Cammack has marked this change 

as 'the new politics of development'. It has transformed development into capitalism 

-(Cammack 2002: 178). 

Development with gender equality 

Since the 1970s feminists and development activists made a series of attempts at 

reformulating the idea of development. The basic issue was: given that women 

performed most of the labour in many, if not most, Third World societies, they should 

not be excluded from conceiving development. It should be reformulated to centre on 

women's experiences and gender relations. Placing gender relations at the centre of 

development thinking the feminist development theorists attempted to reorient 

development discourse. The traditional areas of developmental concern were seen 

from a different vantage point in which aspects previously treated as marginal-became 

instead the main foci of interest - for example, Third World industrialization 

employed not labour (assumed to be male) but women workers, while gender 

relations, previously, relegated to side lines, became essential to understanding 

productive activity. As a consequence, new aspects of development were brought into 

focus; for example, the informal and rural sectors of the economy, the reproductive 

sphere as a vital component of development, or the relations between production and 

reproduction. Proponents of this new view claim it does more than change the 

meaning of development; it actually improves of transforms it (Peet 1999: 177). 

Conceiving development as gender equality is a result of the interaction between 
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feminist theory and development thinking. This interaction has taken five main forms 

in the literature (ibid): 

(a) Women in development (WID) originated with the publication of Esther 

Boserup's Women's Role in Economic Development (1970). This is an early analysis 

of the sexual division of loubour in the Third World and its relation to the negative 

impact of development strategies on women. Boserup argued that women in 

agricultural societies earned status as food producers. The modernization process, 

supervised by colonial authorities imbued with western notions of the sexual division 

of labour, placed new technologies under control of men; thereby marginalizing 

women, reducing their status and under cutting their power and mcome, 

modernization was not automatically progressive. 

Caroline Moser (1993) has noted five variations within the WID perspective 

reflecting changes in the policies of the western development agencies: ( 1) The 

welfare approach' prior to 1970 focused on women's reproductive roles and related 

population issues, with programmes initiated on birth control; (2) The 'equity 

approach' reflected calls for equality coming from the UN Decade for Women. This 

met with considerable resistance from men. (3) The 'antipoverty approach' focused 

women entering the work force, or having access to in come generating activities. ( 4) 

The 'efficiency approach' was aligned with IMF structural adjustment programmes 

and stressed women's participation in newly restructured economies. (5) The 

'empowerment approach' reflected Third World feminist writings, grassroots 

organization, and women's need to transform laws and structures through a bottom -up 

approach. In all these approaches women were represented as victims. 

(b) The Women and development (WAD) perspective argued that women have 

always been part of the development process and that it was exactly their link with 

modernization that had impoverished them. Issues such as the origins of patriarchy, 

the intensification of patriarchy with the spread of capitalism, and the rise of private 

property formed the historical background for this school of thought. This perspective 

mainly focused on relations between men and women. Women always played 

important roles in the economies of their societies as both productive and reproductive 

actors. It was precisely how women were integrated into global capitalism by the core 
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countries that explained their marginalization and oppression for example, women 

used as cheap labour for multinational corporations in export processing zones 

(Visvanathan 1997). 

(c) The gender and development (GAD) perspective was interested in 

analyzing women's subordination within the development process from the vantage 

point of gender relations between men and women. This perspective rejected the 

sexual division of labour, arguing that it was a system whereby men and women 

became dependent on each other, and concluded that the allocation of tasks should be 

changed. Moreover, this perspective argued that women were not a homogeneous 

group but were divided by class, race and creed. Women's roles in society could not 

be seen as autonomous from gender relations. This became a way of looking at the 

structures and processes giving vise to women's disadvantaged position. Disadvantage 

came from the globally pervasive ideology of male superiority; men had power and 

control over women. Kate Young (1993: 134-135) pointed out that gender and 

development perspective was a holistic approach in which gender was not assumed to 

be the main ordering principle of social hierarchy; other culturally specific forms of 

inequality and divisions occurred, and gender was interrelated with this overall, 

socially created hierarchy. Consequently, gender had to be acknowledged as part of a 

wider international system. For example, capitalism used gender relations to produce a 

reserve of labours, while women's unpaid labour in the household was a way of 

creating wealth for global corporations. This, this perspective is seen as opening doors 

for women as social actors among wider structures of constraints in the development 

field. 

(d) The women, environment, and development (WED) perspective drew 

parallels between male control over nature· and men's control over women and 

connected masculine science and industrialization with assaults on the ecological 

health of the planet. The ecofeminists interested in contemporary Third World such as 

Van dana Shiva and Maria Mies, adopted a radical feminist perspective on the 

exploitation of nature. Shiva (1989) argued that science and development were not 

universal categories but were instead special projects of western patriarchy that were 

killing nature. Development activity in the Third World superimposed the scientific 
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and economic paradigms created by western, gender-based ideology on communities 

previously immersed in other cultures with entirely different relations with the natural 

world. Thus, ecological struggles can simultaneously liberate nature from ceaseless 

exploitation and women from limitless marginalization. 

(e) The postmodemism and development (PAD) perspective reacted to the 

controversial entry of post structural and post-modem critiques into feminist theory by 

asking whether a more accessible and politicized postmodem feminism had relevance 

for the problems facing women in Third World societies. This perspective criticized 

gender and development perspective view as representing Third World women as 

'other' or in case of women in development perspective, using three images, women 

as victims, women as sex objects, and women as cloistered beings. Particularly 

appealing for this perspective was post modernism's emphasis on difference, .which 

provided space for the voices of the marginalized or disrupted the representation of 

women in the South as an undifferentiated 'other'. Some of the themes coming from 

the encounter between feminism, post-modernism, and development included: a 

critique of colonial and contemporary constructions of the Third World women; an 

enhanced deconstruction of development discourse; which disempowered poor 

women in particular; the recovery of women's know ledges and voices; the 

· celebration of differences and multiple identities; and a focus on consultative dialogue 

between development practitioners and their 'clients'. Rather than rejecting 

development altogether, most postmodem feminists in this field recognized the real 

problems faced by poor women and the need for addressing developmental issues. 

Richard Peet summarized the feminist position on development as under: 

Development as a conscious practice, as a set of policies, alters gender relations in farour of men, 

shifting resources to the male sphere of control, making women more vulnerable to disasters, whether 

natural or social in origin. As feminist scholarship deepened, attempts to delineate the causes of these 

problems like wise went from considering deficiencies in the distribution of material benefits, to 

addressing inequalities in control over productive resources, to attacking the androcentrism of the 

founding Western cultural ideas about science and values (Peet 1999: 192). 

The Marxist view of development 

The Marxist view of development is significantly different from other vtews of 

development. In this perspective development is based on the materialist interpretation 
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of history. The analysis of the development of a society must begin from the·process 

of production, which, in tum, contains two crucial aspects - the forces of production 

and the relations of production. They together form the mode of production. This 

mode of production constitutes the society's economic structure. Marx used it as his 

point of departure in the analysis of the historical development. However, in order to 

provide a reasonable explanation of historical development by means of historical 

materialism, it is not sufficient to analyze the economic base. It is also important to 

study such factors as ideology, religion, laws etc. or what is usually called social 

super-structure and how it affects development. This super-structure can periodically 

precipitate the development of the base, and periodically slow it down or stop it 

completely (Blomstrom and Hettne 1984: 9-10). 

According to Marx there was no difference between the kind of capitalism 

developed in the colonies and that developed in Europe. In a famous passage from 

capital he states: 'The industrially more developed country shows the less developed 

one merely an image of its own future' (quoted in ibid: 10). Thus Marx believed the 

less developed countries would develop a more autonomous kind of capitalism and 

like Engels 'shar~d the common 19th Century view that development (capitalism) was 

universal and inevitable' (ibid). 

Thus, the Marxian scholars argue that the question on of distribution and social 

justice cannot be considered or resolved independently of the prevailing mechanisms 

governing production and distribution. The development of a country is seen 

essentially as a transformation of its mode of production. Basic shifts in any of the 

aspects of the mode of production can trigger of wide ranging changes which may 

culminate not only in transformation of the mode but also in changes in the relative 

importance of social classes. It is such a socio-economic transformation that really 

constitutes development. However, it hardly ever happens that the productive relations 

at one societal stage are completely transformed before a new mode of production is 

established. In other words, no historical epoch is the exclusive domain of one mode 

of production, even though a particular mode may be clearly dominant (Mabogunje 

1980: 43). 
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The Marxian conceptualization of development as socio-economic 

transformation has three important implications: 

1) It emphasizes that development is essentially a human issue, a concern with 

the capacity of individuals to realize their interest potential and effectively to cope 

with the changing circumstances of their lives. 

2) Development involves the total and full mobilization of a society. The task 

of changing the institutions in which the thinking fmds expression cannot be under 

taken in an adhoc, piecemeal fashion. It has to be comprehensive and to involve total 

political commitment. 

3) Development represents redefinition of a country's international relations. It 

involves a shift from an outward oriented, dependent status to self centred and self

reliant position with regard not only to the processes of decision making but more 

importantly the pattern and style of production and consumption. 

All these three dimensions-individual, societal and international-are critical for 

an appreciation of the complexity and multifaceted nature of the development process 

(ibid: 45-46), 

Also it may be noted that Marx was profoundly wary of the implications of 

development. On the one hand he could refer to the progressive nature of capitalism, 

for example, in the Grundrisse (1973), Marx writes of the great civilizing influence of 

capital. On the other he could poignantly bring out the cost of this development in 

human terms. In capital I, he writes: 

All means for the development of production transform themselves into means of domination over, and 

exploitation of the producers; they mutilate the labourer into a fragment of a man, degrade him to the 

level of an appendage of a machine, destroy every remnant of charm in his work and turn it into a 

hated toil; they estrange from him the intellectual potentialities of the labour-process in the same 

proportion as science is incorporated in it as an independent power; they distort the condition under 

which he works, subjects him during the labour process to· a despotism the more hate full for its 

meanness; they transform his life into working time, and drag his wife and child beneath the juggernaut 

of capital (Marx 1977: 604 quoted in Chandhoke 1998: 33 -34). 

With reference to such Marxian views, N eera Chandhoke points to the 

political nature of the Marxist idea of development. 

The laws of progress of capital, Marx believed, create unforeseen and unprecedented destruction - of 

communities and oftraditional ways of life. He liked for an agent who would be able to transform these 
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forces and make them serve humanity, who would be able to bring the laws of progress under control 

and in this way made us aware of the politics of development. The iron laws of development were to be 

transformed and controlled, so that their exploitative element could be regulated and even eradicated. 

As an economic project it had to be subordinated to a political project, to ensure justice. (Chandhoke 
/ 

1998: 34). 

Changing dimensions of the meaning of development 

A brief overview of the career of the idea of development and the meanings attached 

to it encourages one to agree with Hettne that: There can be no fixed meaning of 

development, only suggestions of what development imply in particular contexts 

(Hettne 1995:15). Taking into account the ideas of development, Robert Chambers 

has enlisted the important concepts that have acquired predominance in the prevalent 

development discourse. He says: 

Additions to the common lexicon of development have been prolific. New words have been added 

faster than old have fallen into disuse. Some such as integrated coordinated, planning and socialism 

have peaked and passed into decline. Others in the eclectic and perhaps ephemeral language of post

modernism such as deconstruction, narrative and meta- narrative, text and subtext have largely 

languished in academic and literary back waters. Others such as equity and poverty have been robust 

and resilient. Yet others, some old some new, which have come close to the mainstream of much 

development discourse during the past two decades include: accountability, capabilities, civil society, 

consumer, decentralization, democracy, deprivation, diversity, empowerment, entitlement, 

environment, gender, globalization, governance, human rights, livelihood, market, ownership, 

participation, partnership, pluralism, process, stakeholder, sustainability, transparency, vulnerability, 

well being' (Chambers 2005: 186). 

Implicit in the idea of development is some degree of teleology - process of 

change and transformation in a particular, purposeful direction (Annak 1993: 16). This 

direction is context based. Some have argued that this open-ended ness and plurality 

in meanings of development indicates feebleness, fragility and incapacity to grasp 

social reality. For example, Esteva argues that development occupies the centre of an 

incredibly powerful semantic constellation. There is nothing in modem mentality 

comparable to it as a force guiding thought and behaviour. At the same time very few 

words are as feeble, as fragile as incapable of giving substance and meaning to 

thought and behaviour· as this one (Esteva 1992:8). 

But the diversity and plurality in meaning of development does not indicate its 

poverty, rather it forces one to reckon with its richness in that it copes with and 

attempts to shape the changing social reality. The meaning of development is context 
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based and should be open ended, to be rethought as one's understanding of the process 

deepens, and as new problems to be solved by development emerge (Hettne 1995:15). 

As Streeeten has observed, there is a solution to every problem, but also a problem, to 

every solution (Streeeten 1979:34). Searching the meaning of development is, 

therefore, a never ending task. 

The Philosophy of Development 

Philosophy, by definition, is a system of motivating beliefs, concepts and principles. It 

is a critical examination of the grounds for fundamental beliefs and an analysis of the 

basic concepts employed in the expression of such beliefs. The philosophy of 

development is thus the values and theory determining the sphere of activity called 

development. The philosophy of development is more reflective and systematic than 

the common theme of development. It raises questions about what one does and why 

one does something in the field of development and goes beyond individual ca~es and 

phenomena to treat questions of a general nature. 'The point of philosophical enquiry 

is to clarify issues so that decisions can be made on proper grounds' (Elias and 

Merriam 1995: 5). 

When some one speaks of development, he requires reflecting not only on what 

it is that he wishes to develop, and how is to do it, but also towards what he wishes the 

process to lead. To this reason the question of goals arises in any discussion on 

fundamentals of development. Any choice of goals reflects a vision of values. These 

values concern the very conception of man, the place of the individual in society and 

the structure of society. The role of philosophy in the unraveling of concepts and 

issues of this nature is evident (Unesco 1988: 9). Development raises anew the 

classical query about the nature of the good society, as well as the problems of who is 

to decide on society's content and course. This is why the ethics of development is 

attracting an increasing attention. A good society can not be reached without. global 

justice. The philosophy of development is very much concerned with it. For hundreds 

of millions of people development is a requirement for satisfying the basic 'needs' or 

for overcoming the 'un-freedoms'. It is an imperative, therefore, to clarify the concept 

of global justice. Development cannot justify global justice without bearing its own 

philosophy. (Robin and Wilkins 1992:1). 
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The fact remains that a belief in the capacity of humans to make universal 

moral judgments is a fundamental ingredient of away project attempting to create such 

a world order where global justice world be met. The term 'development' ought to be 

reserved for value - related processes. Thus, development ought to cover those 

processes which benefits all of the world's inpatients under just, equitable, and 

therefore, humane conditions. It pointstant therefore, the question of ethics in 

exotically inter over with the development problematic. The unspoken assumption that 

development is 'right' and I or an unalloyed good which can only bring 'good' out 

comes is based on a value judgment. As Trompf argues: 

There ought to be the ethics of development both as an analytical discipline and as a mode of action, if 

only help peoples make decisions about the kind of development they need and to safe guard them 

against decision which, though they are made in the name of development, may be based more on 

corruption and political manipulation than on public interest (Trompf 1987: 103). 

Philosophy moral philosophy in particular is the cutting edge of development 

ethics. Denis Goulet argued in The Cruel Choice (1971) that development needed to 

be redefmed, demystified and thrust into the arena of ethical debate. The telos of 

development remains in favour of a good society still in the domain of development 

ethics. Goulet argues. 

Development Ethics as 'means of means' requires not that moralists pose ideal goals and pans 

judgment on the means used by others to pursue these or other goals, but rather that decision makes 

versed in the constraints surrounding vital choices promote the values for which oppressed and under 

developed groups struggle: greater justice, a decent sufficiently of gods for all, and equitable access to 

collective human gains realized in the domains of technology, organization and research (Goulet 1990: 

41). 

The Ideology of Development 
An ideology is not simply an idea or set of ideas. Ideas become ideology when they 

legitimize the existing social order or opposition to it. An ideology is directly related 

to a community; in fact it is that which makes a group of people a community 

(Fortman 1981: 94). George Cabot Lodge has put it thus: "An ideology is ... a 

framework of interrelated ideas drawn both from within and outside the society - a 

framework that is used to articulate, develop, and sustain the consensus upon which a 

community lives, acts and takes direction (Lodge 1975: 7). 

Like all other purposive activity, development is the calculus of ideology and 

strategy. The ideology of development sets the sights for political and administrative 
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strategy. The strategy specifies the exact form of the machinery for either politics or 

administration. The distinctive quality of the development ideology is the agreement 

on the desirability ofthejoint goals of nation building and material progress combined 

with a sense of movement towards, fulfillment of a long delayed destiny, underlying · 
... -·.:·.,- .. ~ '. 

which is a nagging uncertainty concerning the prospects for eventual success. 

Development itself emerged as an ideology. It empowered the state in a way 

that other ideologies could not. Neera Chandhoke Observes: 

Debates on the desirable fonns of political power, on limits, on the nature of accountability or of 

democratic participation were submerged in the di~course on development. This discourse was not only 

top down or elitist; it was one which banished the notion of power from the entire model. Narrowly 

conceived in an economistic fashion, development portrayed the state as an impersonal vehicle of 

social change. It not only ejected the power relations of the state from its discourse, it also excluded the 

power relations implicit in the model of development itself. The under lying assumption was that the 

state could develop its people and hence should be the repository of untrammeled power (Chandhoke 

1998: 32). 

Also development requires ideological confidence. This gives development a 
..... ·· 

.. ·~ ·' 

sense of direction and control. The development ideology of a society is subsumed 

under its political ideology. In case of the Third World countries, whatever their 

political ideologies, there seems to be convergence in their development ideologies 

(Bhola 1988: 29). The following definition of development, ideologically, was inwide 

acceptance in the early 1980s: 

Development is integrated: it is organic process involving a number of economic, social and cultural 

factors which overlap and constantly influence one another. 

Development is endogenous: each country carries out its development according to its own choice, and 

in confonnity with the real values, aspirations and motivations of the population. 

Development is global: its objectives and problems are detennined with relation to world problems and 

reflect the general nature of development. ••• The society in which development is carried out is not 

isolated, but fonns part of the network of relations and forces that cover the entire world, includmg the 

most economically advanced societies as well as those which, from the economic point of view, are the 

most deprived (quoted in Alechina 1982: 25). 

Each version of development has got its own ideology. The ideology of 

economic growth has resulted in development ideology that is based on the following 

values: 1) complete orientation towards productivity; 2) belief in distribution of the 

fruits of production through a trickling down process that functions automatically; 3) 

acceptance of the poor countries' dependence within the international economy; and 
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4) a bias towards modem research and development and modern technology (Fort man 

1981:105). 

This ideology of development was intended to be implemented with a strategy 

constituting following elements: (a) centralized planning, control and coordination, 

with decision-making at the top; (b) rapid industrialization and expansion of the 

modem sector; (c) partnership with the governments of the rich countries and with 

transnational companies (TNCs) in order to acquire the necessary finance and 

technology, and access to major markets (Wignaraja 1977: 41) 

On the other hand, the alternative development (another development) ideology 

is based on different values: (1) orientation towards human needs and basic needs in 

particular; (2) development from below; (3) self reliance and (4) appropriate 

technology. Its strategy has been to implement development polices at the micro level 

involving the civil society organization. 

The currently dominant neo-liberal ideology of development is based on the 

following principles: (i) fiscal discipline; (ii) use of public expenditures to promote 

both high growth and income redistribution; (iii) privatization of state firms; (iv) 

liberalization ofinterest rates, exchange rates, trade, and foreign direct investment; (v) 

deregulation of barriers to free competition; (vi) tax reform, with lower marginal rates 

and broadened tax base; and (vii) secure property rights (Makinson 2000: 439). The 

strategies for implementing· this ideology are structural a_~]4stment programmes, 

stabilization measures etc. 

It is obvious, therefore, the ideology of development gives the direction for 

development practice. It is not that ideologies of development come one after another; 

rather they vie with each other for dominance. The hegemony is always there in the 

Gramscian sense 

The Theory of development 

The theory of development is an organized reflection on development. It largely 

belongs to the level of grand theories, broad explanatory frameworks. This breadth of 

the theory of development indicates its limited character. There are a lot of things that 

it does not talk about. Many actual development problems are addressed by mid-range 

or micro theories - questions of rural development, industrialization, urbanization, 
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trade policy, etc. The theory of development as such concerns the larger explanatory 

framework. Moreover, the theory of development usually refers to the leading theories 

and many rival and subsidiary theories do not quite make it to the limelight (Pieterse 

2001: 2). 

The theory of development is the critique, revision and summing up of past 

knowledge in the form of general propositions, the fusion of diverse views and partial 

knowledges in general framework of explanation. Framing, defining the field, the 

parameters of development problems is the business that it deals with. It is the 

meeting place of ideology, politics and explanation (ibid). 
. ' 

_ Some writers treat the theory of development primarily as part of social science 

and thus emphasise the influence of classical economic and social thought (for 

example Preston 1996; Martinussen 1997). Some others implicitly view this theory 

mainly as ideology. They consider political leanings as more important in shapingJhe 

theory of development than theoretical considerations (for example Frank 1971). In 

between these views is a middle position that recognizes the intellectual as well as 

political elements in the theory of development. 'It does not make sense to isolate 

development theory from political processes and treat it as ivory-tower intellectual 

exercise; but neither can one simply reduce it to ideology or· political propaganda' 

(ibid: 3). In such a contextual approach both political contexts and influences from 

social science are taken into account (such an approach has been adopted in Corbridge 

1995; Leys 1996). 

Adopting such a contextual approach Jan Nederveen Pieterse aptly summarizes 

the position of the theory of development: "For a development theory to be 

significant, social forces must carry it. To be carried by social forces it must match 

their world view and articulate their interests; it must serve an ideological function. 

However, to serve their interests, it must also make sense and be able to explain 

things. By the same token explanation is not a neutral function. There are as many 

ways of explaining things as there are positions from which to view realities. 'The 

explanation that satisfies a peasant is not the same as one that satisfies a landlord, a 

banker or IMP official' (Pieterse 2001: 3). 
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Operationally development is the organized intervention in collective affairs 

according to a standard of improvement. But, what constitutes improvement and what 

is· appropriate intervention obviously vary according to class, culture, historical 

context and relations of power. The theory of development is the negotiation of these 

issues. Policy orientation is both its strength and weakness. This is part of its vitality 

and inventiveness (ibid). 

The theory of development does possess various dimensions or layers. It begins 

with the historical context and political circumstances. Each perspective unfolds in a 

particular historical setting. Understanding the theory of development in context 

means understanding it as a reaction to problems, perspective and arguments at the 

time. Another dimension is explanation or assumptions about causal relationships. 

This implies epistemology or rules of what constitutes knowledge. In addition it 

involves methodology, or indicators and research methods. Also the theory of 

development performs a role of representation, of articulating and privileging 

particular political and class interests and cultural preferences. Further more it reflects 

images of improvement or desirable change. Another element is the agenda setting 

role ofthe theory, as a set of policy implications and a future project (ibid: 7-8). 

Reading the theories of development is also a reading of a history of hegemony 

and political and intellectual Eurocentrism (Amin1989; Mehmet 1995; Pieterse 2001). 

Notable exceptions are dependency theory, alternative development and human 

development thinking, which largely originate out side the West. 

The Agency of Development 

The theory of development presupposes development strategy and development 

strategy implies an actor (Hettne1995:16). Thus the practice of development brings 

one to the notion of 'agency'. By agency is meant the network of institutions, actors 

that through their actions and 'interactions' produce development. The analysis of 

agency is crucial because it allows one to capture the complexities of the process by 

which ide~s are mediated into objectives and translated into practice. It helps to 

understand in a better way which ideas and objectives prevail over others, and why 

they do so. The. analysis of development agency is most valuable in revealing the 

'open secret' of development, that its character and results are determined by relations 
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of power, not by rhetoric of fashionable populist labels such as 'participation', 'civil 

society', social capital' or 'poverty reduction' (Kothari and Minogue 2000: 13). Korten 

(-1990:114, 214) says: 'The heart of development is institutions and policies .... The 

most fundamental issues of development are, at their core, issues of power'. The 

common approach to throw light on the interaction of development agency with 

development ideas is through a triad or triangle, representing the crucial components 

as state, market and political community or civil society. Development is the 

collaboration and interaction between these three sets of institutions. The three 

alternatives might then be labeled 'state-led', 'market-led' or 'community-led', 

indicating alternative models for development practice. In a crude way these would 

correspond to traditional state planned modernization, neo-liberalism and economic 

globalization and alternative populism. 

Conclusion 

The idea of development has at every stage - conception, theorization, and 

implementation - been contested. This was also incipient in the evolution of the idea 

in the course of history. The various conceptions, approaches, ideological currents 

summarised above, in their many combinations, underlie policy declarations. Their 

degree of real influence on what happens and the degree, to which they enter into the 

survival strategies of peoples in the Third World, are different matters. That is hardly 

practicable to generalize. Development conceptions and ideological appeals interact 

with and sometimes camouflage interest-group pressures and bargaining or 

technocratic policy approaches, external dictates and constraints and voluntarist or 

opportunist leadership. The contenders in a struggle for power or a charismatic 

dictator seeking readymade justification for his role, may take up one conception or 

another almost arbitrarily (Wolfe 1996: 89). Therefore, development in its critical 

perspectives always involves politics. 

Development, however is conceived, requires the production and distribution 

· of surplus. Surplus is generated through production in excess of what is required to 

sustain society from day to day and from generation to generation. This surplus must 

be consumed, redistributed and reinvested. The productive reinvestment which 

sustains the system is known as accumulation. Accumulation in tum does not take 
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place in social and political vacuum but in a mesh of institutions. These social, 

political, and economic institutions (such as class, ethnicity, religion, gender, locality, 

market and regulations of the state) interact in a complex way to sustain and 

sometimes to threaten the process (Harris-White 2002: 175). All kinds of distribution 

and redistribution have a built-in conflict potential, no matter how trivial the 

distribution or redistribution seems to be. Development therefore is contested. 

Development, thus, is a form of struggle. It is the struggle over the shape of the future. 

Korten in this context asserts: The heart of development is institutions and politics, not 

money and technology, though the latter are undeniably important' (Korten 

1990: 144 ). The most fundamental issues of development are, at their core, issues of 

power' (ibid: 214). 

The orthodoxy of neo-liberalism reinvented development not as a form of 

resistance to the logic of capitalism, but as a programme for surrendering to it. 

Advocates of alternative strategies of development are now faced with a new and 

powerful doctrine for capitalist development. This new . doctrine . overturns the 

assumption from which development strategies emerged-that domestic and 

international policies that worked against market forces were essential to bring about 

development. It virtually abolishes the idea of development as a specific concern, in 

favour of a universal set of prescriptions applied to developing and developed 

countries alike (Cammack 2002:159). 

In the twenty-first century the dilemma of development has been 'the ten~! on 

between our concentration on the great structural liberations and movements meant to 

produce massive changes and resolve the perennial troubling issues of our times, and 

the concern with improving and changing the more concrete conditions of the ordinary 

persons and the relationships in which they are embedded in identifiable groups, 

communities, and institutions (Aina 2003: 77). Tade Akin Aina, however, points out 

that the struggles with the 'greater' injustices will never be won unless struggles 

against 'lesser' injustices are well attended (ibid). Amartya Sen in a similar view 

argues: Development requires the removal of major sources of unfreedom: poverty as 

well as tyranny, poor economic opportunities as well as systematic social deprivation, 

neglect of public facilities as well as intolerance or over activity of repressive 
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states(Sen 1999:3). This is why it is important to interrogate whose agenda 

development carries at any given time and to weigh its scales of suffering and their 

distribution. Ignacy Sachs observes that the rhetorical commitment to the idea of 

development has come of age during the second half of the twentieth century. It will 

be up to the next generations to bridge the gap, as wide as ever, between words and 

deeds, advancing from the idea of development to political economy of development 

(Sachs 2000: 1). 

Finally, development in the Third World is less a demand from the society and 

more of a political goal which state authorities impose upon society. Indeed, 

fundamental socio-economic changes are set into motion within the Third World 

primarily as a consequence of politically defmed goals and decisions. A state oriented 

focus is therefore important for interpreting some of the patterns of development in 

the Third World (Kohli 1987:28). 
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Notes 

1. Robertson (cited in Goldsmith 1991) points out that the 'buzz words' which are used in the name of 

development can be combined in almost infmite permutations and still 'mean' something. By listing 56 words 

which he arranged in four different columns of 14 words as under: 

A B c D 

Centrally Motivated Grass-roots Involvement 

2 Rationally Positive Sectoral Incentive 2 

3 Systematically Structured Institutional Participation 3 

4 Formally Controlled Urban Attack 4 

5 Totally Integrated Organizational Process 5 

6 Strategically Balanced Rural Package 6 

7 Dynamically Functional Growth-oriented Dialogue 7 

8 Democratically Programmed Development Initiative 8 

9 Situationally Mobilized Cooperative Scheme 9 

lO Moderately Limited On-Going Approach 10 

11 Intensively Phased Technical Project 11 

12 Comprehensively Delegated Leadership Action 12 

13 Radically Maximized Agrarian Collaboration 13 

14 Optimally Consistent Planning Objective 14 

A B c D 

One world can be selected at random from each column to compose a four word, typical development phrase. 

For example, A3, B6, C9 and D12 make 'systematically balanced cooperative action'. A12, B9, C6 and D3 

constructs anther fme sounding phrase, 'comprehensively mobilized rural participation'. None of these phrases 

mean anything. Yet they are typical of the seductive language which fills the countless speeches, plans, project 

proposals and glossy pamphlets of the development 'industry' (Goldsmith 1991: 15- 16). 

2. Kiely succinctly summarized the nature of post-development position. According to him post-development 

theory offers an ostensibly more radical alternative to development theory - a complete break with the idea of 

development. Influenced by various strands of post-structuralism, environmental feminism, post colonial theory 

and romantic populism, this theory argues that the idea of development constitutes a specific way of thinking 

about the world, a particular form of knowledge. Development is, in· the Foucauldian sense, a particular 

discourse which does not reflect but actually constructs reality. In doing so, it closes of alternative ways of 

thinking, and so constitutes a form of power (Kiely 1999: 31). In this way the 'Third World' is produced by the 

discourses and practices of development since their inception in the Second World War period (Escober 1995: 

4).Commenting on 'post-development' Marshall Berman pointed out that it represents reformulations of 

skepticisms and alternatives that have long been evident. He cites an example of the myth of Faust, which crops 

up repeatedly in European cultures. Faust is a man who would develop the world but himself, but must also 
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destroy all that lies in his path to this goal and all who would resist. The myth of Faust, who sells for the earthly 

power to develop, bears witness to a long history of critics of progress and modernity (Berman 1988). 

3. Parfitt's critique of post development centres around five points: (i) it glorifies traditional societies and 

vernacular knowledge; (ii) it often falls in the 'relativist trap' by rejecting any meta narratives, but never less 

constructing its own; (iii) it is inconsistent in its rejection of development as it appreciates some of its 

expressions (such as reduction in infant mortality); (iv) it leads to nihilism, and is unable to distinguish between 

acceptable and unacceptable development interventions; and (v) its critique of development is based on the 

construction of a 'development straw-man', often failing to distinguish between development, capitalism and neo 

liberalism(Bull2003: 199). 

4. There are eight Millennium Development Goals: 

1. Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger. 

2. Achieve universal primary education. 

3. Promote gender equality and empowerment. 

4. Reduce child mortality. 

5. Improve maternal health. 

6. Combat HIV I AIDS, malaria and other diseases. 

7. Ensure environmental sustainability. 

8. Develop a global partnership for development. 

As many as 18 targets have been fixed around these goals to be achieved by 2015 (UNDP. 2003. 1-3). 

s. The groups of dichotomies examined by Streeten are: (i) Unity in diversity; (ii) Mutual benefits vs. conflict; 

(iii) Formal vs. informal intellectual sectors; (iv) Flat earthers vs. round earthers; (v) Hedgehogs vs. foxes; (vi) 

Linear vs. non-linear paradigms; (vii) Big vs. small; and (viii) Utopians vs. pedants. These dichotomies range 

from the meaning of 'developed' and 'developing' countries, to different approaches and methods of economists 

and 'policy makers', to policy issues, such as concentration of heavy capital goods versus 'small is beautiful' 

approaches. He ·fmds that in many of those arguments a synthesis of the two views can resolve the apparent 

contradictions. 
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Introduction 

Chapter- III 

The Idea of the State: 

The Third World Perspective with Reference to India 

The idea of the state as a moderate political organization was known to all societies of 

all times. Although history does have witness of stateless society, modem societies 

exist with the state. The modem state came into being in the European landscape only 

after the treaty of Westphalia in 1648. In this context Ashis Nandy (2003: 2) observes: 

Though a contractual element between an apparatus of power and the general public had already 

entered civic space by the thirteenth century in parts of Europe, the treaty of Westphalia gave formal 

institutional status to the emerging concept of a state in Europe. But even then the concept would never 

have attained the power it latter did if the French Revolution had not underwritten it by linking the state 

or statehood, with nationalism. 

The idea of the state that emerged through such historical processes possessed 

some distinguishing features. First, the new concept assumed a closer fit between the 

realities of ethnicity, nation and state. Secondly, it gave a more central role to the state 

in the society than the ancient regimes had done. Thirdly, it redefined the state as the 

harbinger and main instrument of social change, which in the European concept meant 

being the trigger for and protector of modem institutions associated with industrial 

capitalism. Finally, the concept of the nation state not only marginalized all other 

concepts of the state in Europe but also began to enter the interstices of public 

consciousness all over Asia, South America and Africa - the Third World. Thus, in 

most of the world today any reference to state usually means the modem nation state. 

All political arrangements and all state systems are now judged by the extent to which 

they serve, the needs of, or confirm to, the idea of nation state (ibid: 3, 5). The 

formation of modem state involved a kind of 'caging' process since it meant that, 

'social interaction networks that started out largely as transnational or local in scope 
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became increasingly regulated at the national level' (Weiss 2001:11 ). Michael Mann 

argues that by nationalizing much of social life, nation states thus provided a sort of 

'social caging' device that existed along side and gave structure to transnational 

networks. Taking into account a larger time frame contrasting pre-industrial and 

modem states, he says: 

The 'Power' of the modem state principally concerns not "state elites" exercising power over society 

but a tightening state-society relation, caging social relations over the national rather than local, 

regional or transnational· terrain, thus politicizing and geo-politicizing far more social life than the 

earlier states (Mann 1993: 61 ). 

Thus the state became a focal or coordinating point for social activity. But this 

coordinating role of the state in social life has been put to questio~ by the closing 

decades of the twentieth century. According to Linda Weiss, 

The key political issue today is whether that state-society relation is dissolving, paving the way for 

global forms of government. Globalization theorists cite a number of tendencies-- largely economic, 

but also to some extent environmental, social and military - held to be displacing the domestic power 

of the nation state. But, much depends on whether, in general , the new transnationalism - in contrast to 

earlier forms - remains embedded in the system of nation states, or - as globalists would claim - by

passes it altogether (Weiss 200 I: II). 

However, many scholars argue that, a gain in power for non-state actors is not 

necessarily at the expense of state power. 'Rather than 'escaping' the territorial cage, 

much new transnational activity appears to be sustained by it. The state and the 

international system have come to provide not merely the stimulus for global 

competition and global co-operation, but also the structure that both enables and 

encourages it' (ibid: 12). In other words, the state persists. 

The persistence of the state 

Modem state has grown increasingly important in all societies and in every aspect of 

social life - politics, economics, ideology and maintenance of order. Given this 

increasing importance of the state, Martin Camoy highlights the increasingly central 

role of the state in social and economic transformation. 

The state appears to hold the key to economic development, to social security, to individual liberty and 

through increasing weapons "sophistication", to life and death itself. To understand polities in today's 

world economic system, then, is to understand the national state and to understand the national state, in 

the context of the system is to understand a society's fundamental dynamic (Camoy 1984:3 emphasis 

original). 
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The role of the state in socio-economic transformation has remained significant 

in course of the capitalist development in the West. The state's role in developed 

capitalist societies, while remaining significant, was limited in the nineteenth century. 

This was a reaction to the strong mercantilist state that preceded the industrial 

revolution and as a result of great dynamism of private capitalism. However, writers 

like Allan Cochrane argues that although the new industrialists opposed the continued 

existence of 'irrelevant' and 'unnecessary' state activities, they did not meant a weak 

and powerless state. 

Certainly, they turned a jaundiced eye on the state machine with a view to making its operation more 

rational and more efficient but they still had important work for state institutions to perform. In the 

nineteenth century, the state became a better organized, centralized and coherent force (Cochrane 1986: 

71). 

In the opening decade of the twenty-first century, it is argued that the sovereign 

state is unlikely to remain the main source of political authority in future. The 

globalists of different sheds seem to argue on the decreasing economic, political and 

cultural importance of nation states. The central role of the state, it is said, is being 

hollowed out from above as well as from below (Schuurman 2000:12). From the 

above the increasing importance of international political organizations which 

interfere politically and militarily in particular states relegated the state to weakening 

position. The national state is hollowed out from below by the growing phenomenon 

of local government, which seems to have become the example of what 'good 

governance' should be about. Globalization theorists point to a number of tendencies 

- largely economic, but also to some extent environmental, social and military - held 

to be displacing the domestic power of the nation state. All these have encouraged 

writers like Jens Bartelson to observe that the nation state is 'challenged by new forms 

of authority and community which transcended the inherited divide between the 

domestic and the international, and it will therefore ultimately be replaced by new 

forms of political life which know nothing of this distinction and what once followed 

from it. As a result of the corrosive effect of globalization, the state will eventually 

enjoy a fate similar to that of the tribe, the city republic, and the empire (Bartelson 

2001:1). 
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The theory and the practice of modem industrial states in a globalized world 

clearly reveal that laissez faire doctrine (the motivating ideology behind the process of 

globalization) has been a pure rhetoric and every state has regulated the market and 

individual and collective social interest has always been the concern of the theorists of 

political economy and actual praxis of the Western states. Referring to Britain, where 

the 'rolling back of the state' thesis appeared in early 1980s, Andrew Gamble and 

Tony Wright (2004:1 emphasis added) unequivocally assert: 

The state has not expanded very much, but neither has it contracted. Despite, the rhetoric of 'rolling 

back of the state' in the Thatcher years and New Right dreams of a return to the minimal state of 

Victorian times, the actual size of the state has remained remarkably constant. It proved much easier to 

return public utilities from state ownership to private ownership than it did to make real inroads into 

the core spending programmes of modern state, and therefore to reduce the over all tax burden. 

Deepak Nayyar (1997) finds it naive to write off nation-states as important 

players in the globalization game despite the fact that, in the imperial phase of 

globalization, nation state played a more important (economic and political) role than 

currently. According to him nation states still remain important in political and 

strategic terms. Linda Weiss, on the other hand, has found that the emerging regional 

arrangements have enhanced state capacity. 

Thus rather than relinquishing their distinctive goals and identity, states may use collaborative power . 

arrangements to create more real control over their economies (and indeed over) security. As such, it 

seems unfruitful to view these new coalitions through the lens of conventional win-lose logic. Viewed 

thus one sees merely gambits for shedding or dividing sovereignty. In many cases, however, such 

power sharing arrangements offer states greater infrastructural reach over their external environment; 

hence, in this sense an organizational means for building or enhancing state capacity (Weiss 200 I: 16 ). 

It can be argued, therefore, that in spite of claims that the state shall cease the 

capacity to claim political authority, there is no sign of the state being eclipsed in 

favour of non-state entities determining decisions regarding the public goods. Prakash 

Sarangi ( 1996: 1) argues in this context: 

It is true that, the nature and role of the contemporary state are vastly different from what these used to 

be in the wake of the emergence of modem nation states. Some large states have disintegrated into 

smaller ones. Occasionally, smaller states have integrated into a large federation. Several issues 

traditionally decided by the states have become transnational in character. In spite of these 

developments, identity, the legitimacy and functioning of a political conununity are still determined by 

the characteristics of its state system. The role of the state has grown during last few decades instead of 

getting reduced. 
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This persistence of state may be ascribed to its association with the whole code 

of civilizational behaviour. Evans, Rueschemeyer and Skocpol highlight the fact that 

states share historical persistence and continuity with many of the societal structures 

with which they are intertwined. 'That is, basic patterns of state organization and of 

the relationships of states to social groups often persist even through major periods of 

crisis and attempted reorganization or reorientation of state activities' (Evans et al 

1985: 348) .. Indeed, state activity directly or indirectly influences a country's 

economic activity: 'Who produces, what is produced, how much is produced, how 

goods are distributed etc. The over all thrust of the developmental activity is 

determined by the state's policies. The law and· order machinery, like the police or 

military, has expanded rapidly over the years .The state also sets the agendas of the 

countries value system through the media and the school system (Sarangi 1996: 2). 

Andrew Vincent argues that, the idea of statehood is wide enough and this involves 

the essence of state persistence. 

Statehood not only represents a set of institutions but also a body of attitudes, practices and codes of 

behaviour, in short, civility, which associate correctly with civilization. Certainly there are some 'State 

sceptics' from various ideological positions, who have tried to formulate ideas on stateless societies, but 

on a more immediate level the state subtly penetrates much of our lives. We begin and end our lives 

within its confines. Thus, as well as being a complex concept; it is also an every day reality that we 

cannot ignore (Vincent 1987:2-3). 

Despite this imposing role of the state, it is not a neutral institution. This has 

made the understanding of the state more complex and elusive. Thus, given the 

contemporary reality what the state should be like is an important facet of inquiry. 

Conceptualizing the State 

The term 'state' in its modem sense emerged in the course of sixte.enth century as a 

normative concept focusing on the value of concentrating coercive power in the hands 

of a single public authority that could ensure order in any given territory. From this 

perspective, the state is supremely valuable and obedience to the state is regarded as 

the highest political obligation. It opposed the existing pluralism in politics - the 

strong position of church, the personal rule of kings and feudal lords (Watkins 1968: 

150). With the emergence of capitalism in association with nation states in the late 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the normative concept of state gradually 
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eroded. The values of individual happiness, equality, intellectual freedom, social 

justice and laissez-faire economy undermined the idea of obedience to the state as the 

highest form of political obligation. Thus, by the end of eighteenth century a 

descriptive concept of state gained prominence. It emphasized the unique character of 

the state as an institution and signed it out 'as the only one that is distinctively 

'political' (ibid). 

John Degnbol-Martinussen has identified four analytical dimensions of the 

concept of state in order to describe it as an institution. A particular conception of 

state may correspond to one of these dimensions or to a combination of two or more 

of them. These four dimensions are: 

a) The state as a product of conflicting interests and power struggles, possibly 

also a reflection of a many-sided dominance which make it an agenda and discourse 

setting institution. 

b) The state as a manifestation of structures which lay down the framework for 

its mode of functioning and impose a certain order on both the state and the rest of 

society and thus to some extent determine the behaviour of citizens. 

c) The state as an actor in its own right, which by its form of organization and 

mode of functioning exerts a relatively autonomous influence on outcomes of 

conflicts and other processes in society. 

d) The state as an arena for interaction and conflict between contending social 

forces (Degnbal-Martinussen 2001 :28). 

The first two dimensions resemble each other in that they both focus on the 

state as a product of the surrounding society. But they also differ in the sense that the 

first puts great emphasis on the role of social and political factors, while the second 

pays more attention to the economic structures' direct determination of the form and 

mode of functioning of the state. However, these four dimensions may be used to 

describe and compare different conceptions of state. 

It follows, thus, that the modem state can not be taken to mean a single type of 

state - modem states come in a variety of shapes and sizes and they arrived by 

different routes. Their rise involved a long and complex series of processes, full of 
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twists and turns and paradoxes and subject to conflicting interpretation (Anderson 

1986: 1). James Anderson has identified four historical processes and forms of politics 

which in various combinations underlie the rise of modem states. These processes are: 

1) The emergence of modem democracy; 2) The spread of industrialization; 3) The 

evolution ofnationalism; and 4) The growth of socialism (Anderson 1986: 4). 

In stead of absolutism of different forms, most states now feel it at least 

necessary to claim to be democracies, what ever may be the reality. Modem states 

claim to be nation states in the sense that they represent a culturally distinct 

community- the 'nation'. Even while the notion of nation is contested, 'nation-state' 

is widely accepted as a synonym of 'modem state'. Modem states now preside over 

industrialized societies or ones they are attempting to industrialize. Finally, most 

modem states have been influenced by socialism either as a threat or promise (ibid). 

Anderson claims: 

All the four processes and forms of politics may not be prominent or present in particular cases, but 

some of them must be for a state to be considered 'modem' .... All four processes have to be 

considered in defming the meaning of modem, and their different combinations and interactions go a 

long way towards explaining the diversity of modem state forms (ibid). 

Bert A. Rockman (1989: 177-178) observes that one ofthe difficulties with the 

state as an organizing concept is that its taxonomic possibilities seem virtually 

boundless. Different concepts of the state are useful to shed light on particular 

theoretical and practical problems, though it is not completely clear just precisely 

what comparative advantage the state as a concept provides. One problem around 

which these various concepts seem to converge, however, is that of state capability. 

He emphasized on three conceptions of the state to address the issue of state 

capability. 

a) The state as an authoritative policy making system has to do with the internal 

configuration of authority relations between the agents of the state - its decision

making capability. This capability may be thought of as the political capability of the 

state and it most obviously reflects the_ formal constitutional order and the 

organization of institutions and behaviour that develops around it 

b) The state as provider of collective and distributional goods has to do with its 

commitments - its scope, functions, size of activities and the way they are organized. 
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It is precisely this aspect of the state that is at the heart of the belief that the state is 

receding, that is, the notion that the scope of the state in producing social goods has 

reached its upper limit. 

c) The state as a repository, creator, and mediator of societal interests performs 

the intermediary function, that is, defines the bargaining and control milieu for state 

society relations. These are interlocking yet causally ambiguous linkages between the 

first two conceptions and the third one (ibid: 178 -179). 

Hall and Ikenberry put forward an institutional-functional concept of state 

which includes three elements. 

First, the state is a set of institutions; these are manned by state's own 

personnel. The state's most important institution is that of the means of violence and 

coerciOn. 

Second, these institutions are at the center of a geo-graphically bounded 

territory, usually referred to as a society. Crucially the state looks inwards to its 

national society and outwards to larger societies in which it must make its way; its 

behaviour in one area can, often only be explained by its activities in the other. 

Third, the state monopolizes rule making within its territory. This tends 

towards the creation of a common political culture shared by all citizens (Hall and 

Ikenberry 1997:1-2). 

Biersteker (1990:480) has conceived the state 'as consisting of those 

institutions of governance- the bureaucracy, the police , the military, the judiciary, 

the legislative assemblies - ordinarily identified as the apparatus of government and 

the system of order or domination they enforce, either through coercion or appeals to 

legitimacy'. The system of order enforced by the institutions of governance is not 

altogether unchallenged or unchallengeable, even though the modem state is 

associated with the capability or legitimacy of administration and control of a given 

territory through its monopoly over the legitimate use of force and over the extraction 

of taxes within the territory. Thus the state is not a unified, fixed or static entity, but 

rather it is territorial and it is partially constituted by the international system within 

which it resides (ibid). 
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Stuart Hall (1984: 1) argues that as the state is a historical phenomenon, it can 

be conceived more clearly in comparison with 'stateless' societies. There had been 

time, when 'the state' as it is known today did not exist. Order and social control were 

maintained by many means, other than that of a centralized authority or governmental 

organization. In this context the conception of the state provided by K. Roberts may 

be cited. He conceived the state in terms of 

... the presence of a supreme authority, ruling over a defined territory, who is recognized as having 

power to make such decisions and generally maintain order within the state. Thus, the capacity to 

exercise coercive authority is an essential ingredient: the ultimate test of a ruler's authority is whether 

he possesses the power of life and death over his subjects (Roberts 1979: 32 cited in Hall 1984: 1). 

The idea of the modem state is hard to date precisely since the word 'modem' 

is open to different interpretations. The most useful definition is not in terms of a 

chronological time scale, but rather in terms of when particular features of the state 

which are still recognizable in contemporary societies first appeared. Those features 

include states in which: (1) power is shared; (2) rights to participate in government are 

legally and constitutionally defined (3) representation is wide; (4) state power is fully 

secular; and (5) the boundaries of national sovereignty are clearly defined. A state 

form of this type emerged very unevenly across Europe (Hall1984: 9-10). 

Following Skocpol (1985:7) and Migdal (1988:4) in using a definition of the 

state Jeff Haynes favoured the Weberian view. The state is 'compulsory association 

claiming control over territories and the people within them. Administrative, legal 

extractive and coercive organizations are the core of any state.' The state has two 

distinctive functions, one is internally oriented, and the other externally focused. The 

first is to maintain political order, the second to deal with state and other external 

actors, such as the internal organizations like the United Nations (Haynes 1996:27). 

Everywhere, the states are made up of sets of institutions employing large 

numbers of people to run their affairs. The state, however, theoretically has six 

attributes: (a) it commands, or at least aspires to command, a monopoly of the 

legitimate use of force within its domain; (b) it has territoriality, that is, rules over 

discrete geographic area; (c) it is administratively and politically centralized, that is, 

national control is co-coordinated exercised from a national centre, almost invariably 

the country's capital; (d) it seeks, or strives to retain, a monopoly of sovereignty, that 
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1s, no other native centres of power will be allowed to challenge the state's 

centralized predominance;( e) it tries to extended or to maintain the rule of law over 

the entire area of its jurisdiction; (f) it desires to regulate and over see economic 

development; both within its boundaries and in relation to the international economy 

(ibid). 

With all these attributes, it seems that the state is a homogeneous entity with 

common purpose at all times and under all circumstances. Still it is often an entity 

riven by international tensions which serve to reduce its capacity for presenting a 

united from to out side forces both at home and abroad. 

Following Alfred Stephen (1978: xi-xiv) and Theda Skocpol (1979: 29), Atul 

Kohli (1987: 21) conceived of the state 'as a set of administrative and coercive 

institutions headed by an executive authority'. According to him, this common view 

of state is not only consistent with the widely accepted Weberian position but also 

helps focus attention on those elements of the state - coercion, institutional identity 

and leadership authority - that enable political actors to play a significant role in civil 

society ( ibid ). 

Nordlinger (1981), however, argues that to think of the state as ari institutional 

arrangement is to rei:f:Y the problem at hand. In his view it is preferable to conceive of 

the state in terms of individuals occupying public offices. However, his formuhition 

leads to think of the state as little more than a collection of individuals with distinctive 

preferences and rules- the public as distinct from the private roles (Kohli 1987: 22). It 

detracts analytical attention from the quintessential political resource - coercion - the 

successful control of which enables state authorities to impose their preferences upon 

societies, while the conception of the state is clearly an abstraction, aimed at 

analytically distinguishing the structure and dynamics of political rule from that of 

civil society; it also refers to empirically identifiable institutions. When one talks of 

the state, therefore, one generally refers to _the government, the bureaucracy and the 

armed forces, as ·having a collective interest, a unified goal and a specifiable rule vis

a-vis civil society. The state's interests and goals may or may not be co-terminus with 

those of social actors (ibid: 23). 
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Considering the historico-cultural width of the concept of state Hall and 

Ikenberry concluded that fully-fledged 'stateness' has been an aspiration for every 

state in history: 'Some states have moved a considerable way from aspiration towards 

achievement; this was especially true of European states at the tum of the century, as 

is evidenced by the fact that this composite definition is based upon statements of their 

social scientists. But to them this has not happened to the Third World states. 

Most states of the contemporary Third World, in contrast, comprise, hope more 

than reality: their citizens often do not belong to a single culture, that is, they are not 

yet nation states, and they are only in the earliest stages of creating an apparatus of 

state machinery (Hall and Ikenberry 1997: 2). 

The state and its role in socio-economic development 

It is meaningful to discuss the role of the state in society because it refers to the role of 

identifiable political institutions and actions. Reification of the state is therefore 

minimized by keeping in mind that the concept of the state refers to identifiable 

institutions and that state actors do not always work as a cohesive force vis-a-vis civil 

society (ibid). 

Taking into account the role of the state in socio-economic transformation of 

society, James A. Caporaso (1982: 105) has identified four major conceptions of the 

state. 

The liberal conception 

The liberal conception sees the state as a provider of goods the markets will not 

produce- defense, roads.and public health- as well as the arbiter of the interest group 

process; it is not an interest group itself, nor does it serve the interest of any one social 

group. While all liberal thinkers agree on a concept of limited state, there is no 

unanimity among them as to whether such a limited state should necessarily be a 

minimum state. Indeed, the liberals are tom between their need for the state and their 

fear of it. They define the authority of the state and the liberty of the individuals as 

opposites, only to find that they can not dispense with either of them. It is upon the 

task of extricating themselves from this dilemma that the liberals have presented 

widely diversent version of the concept of state (Sarangi 1996: 9). 
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Thus, there are a number of possibilities of notions of state which portray 

liberal values. Prakash Sarangi (1996:170) has summarised some of them. Rawls's 

liberal egalitarian state provides several institutional mechanisms to protect 

individual's right to liberty and equality. These institutions, however, are shaped by 

the rational choice of individuals. Kothari's decentralized humanist state aims at the 

creation of a human polity which responds to the needs of the masses who have 

ultimate control over its functioning. Hayek's limited state based on spontaneous 

order is the closest to the classical liberal type of state. Though his state does not 

abdicate its responsibility in welfare activities, his position is that any expanded role 

in this sphere would compromise individual freedom. N ozick is a libertarian and his 

minimal state would almost accept no responsibility for providing income security 

expect in case of past injustices. 

The Marxist conception 

The Marxist conception of the state provides a stark contrast to that of the liberals. To 

the Marxists the state is a historical category. To the extent the social division of 

labour develops and society is divided into classes, the state appears and its nature is 

defined; the members of the collectivity as a whole are denied the exercise of a certain 

number of functions; a small minority alone takes over the exercise of these functions 

(Mandel 1969:9). However, the view that the state is not simply part of the super 

structure and instrument of the dominant class has obvious sources within Marxist 

thought, especially the work ofGramsci (Calvert and Calvert 1996:86). 

Thus Bob Jessop (1977:354-357) has identified at least six different concepts 

and approaches in classical Marxist texts on the state. These are: a) Marx originally 

treated the modem state (at least that in 19th century Prussia) as a parasitic institution 

that played no essential role in economic production or reproduction; b) Marx also 

discussed the state as epiphenomena, that is, simple surface reflection of the system of 

property relations and the resulting economic class struggles; c) A third approach 

treats the state as the factor of cohesion in a given society. As such it regulates class 

conflict predominantly in the interests of the dominant class; d) The state is also seen 

as an instrument of class rule, as captured by a dominant class ;e )A fifth approach 

treats the state as a set of institutions. No general assumptions are made here of its 
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class character. This approach focuses more on the empirical manifestations of the 

state apparatus; and f) the last approach examines the state as a system of political 

domination. This approach shifts the attention to the farms of political representation 

and state intervention. 

Since the 1960's a number of scholars have tried to remedy this lack of a 

powerful analytical frame work for the analysis of modem state. Neera Chandhoke 

(1994:190) in this context has identified three theoretical moments of the Marxist idea 

of state. 

Thus , the three moments of Marxist theory of the state are marked by a shift from the state as the 

representative of the dominant class, to the idea that the dominant class is not homogeneous and 

therefore the state has relative autonomy in managing the conditions between the dominant classes and 

between the dominant and dominated classes, to the comprehension that the state is penetrated by 

contradictions in society and therefore its tasks in reproducing the conditions of capitalist accumulation 

and controlling the class struggle can not be seen unproblematic. 

John Martinussen (1991:17 has identified four major approaches to Marxist 

idea of state that have proliferated since the 1960's: 

a) Ralph Miliband (1969) does not conceive of the state simply as an instrument 

of class rule. Rather, he draws attention to the complex links between the ruling 

classes and the state elites. Such an approach may be regarded as instrumentalist but 

in a form different from the classical conception. 

b) The structuralist approach aims at explaining the state's form and mode of 

. functioning using a number of categories of structural causality or modes of 

determination. Poulantzas emphasizes the societal determination in terms of class 

interests and class power but he also includes references to the structural limitations 

and the determination by the economic structures in the last instance. Eric Olin 

Wright (1978) among others has elaborated on this. The over all position here is that 

the main features of the class relations generate specific forms of state. Different 

types of class relations and of class power generate corresponding foirns of state 

organization as well as corresponding mode of state intervention. 

c) The capital logic school tried to forge a link between, on the one hand, the 

nature and development of capital and on the other hand, the forms and the functions 

of the state. This approach emphasizes the economic-structural determination of the 
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capitalist state's forms and functions. It constitutes the overwhelmingly German 

Marxist analyses. 

d) The statist Marxism focuses upon the state apparatus and the autonomy of the 

state. The approach taken by Clark and Dear ( 1984) may be taken as the 

representative of this approach. They basically try to strike a balance between what in 

their view is a society-oriented reductionist approach and the approach which assumes 

complete state autonomy. In other words, the state is a lot more than an entity which 

concentrates and exercises class power that is located outside its apparatuses as in the 

structuralist approach. 

Taking into account the various Marxist concepts of and approaches to state it 

may be said that their basic frame of reference is historical materialism. Thus, the state 

is not merely an entity or a set of institutions. But as the institutions - the state 

apparatuses- are conceived as integrated parts of the societal formation in its totality, 

the concept of state must comprise also the interrelations between the state 

apparatuses and societal structures and forces. Thus, the state concept here not only 

covers the state apparatuses but it also comprises two other analytically distinct but 

interrelated aspects, the societal determination of state forms and functions. and the 

impact of state interventions and actions. What distinguish the concepts of different 

approaches are their emphases with respect to state autonomy and the ways in which 

they conceive of the societal determination (Martinussen 1991: 18). 

The Statist Concept 

The 'Statist' concept provides 'the state for itself interpretation. The state is 

conceived neither as an impartial arbiter of group claims nor as a vehicle of ruling 

class but rather as combination of individual careers and organizational interests that 

primarily self serving (Caporaso 1982:105). Indeed, the statist view conceives of the 

state 'as an actor that, although obviously influenced by society surrounding it, also 

shapes social and political processes' (Evans etal 1985: vii). According to this view, 

the state can be accorded analytical priority. Peter B. Evans et al (1985: viii) 

succinctly presented the statist position: 

Clearly, the time has come to move beyond highly speculative theoretical debate, about whether the 

"modem state" or the "state in capitalism " has an independent impact on the course of social change. 

Heuristically, at least, it is fruitful to assume both that states are potentially autonomous and 
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conversely, that socio-economic relation influence and limit state structures and activities. The· 

challenge for researchers is to identify, conceptualize precisely and explain variations through time and 

space. Well focused hypotheses must be formulated about the determinants ofthe effectiveness of state 

interventions, about unintended consequences of state activities and about impact of state policies and 

structures on social conflicts. 

The advocates of statist view assume a significant degree of state autonomy. 

Eric Nordlinger (1988:881) has described 'the core of the statist perspective' as 

featuring: 

a) Public officials forming their own policy preferences ; and 

b) The state acting on these (and its own) preferences despite their divergence 

from those of the most 'powerful' private actors. 

Nordlinger emphasies that public offcials are minimally influenced by social 

preferences. This is partly due to the ways in which they were educated and socialized 

as a separate group with its own norms etc. But it is also due to the manner in which 

the civil bureaucracy, in particular, functions. He further argues that government 

officials prefer policies that help structure and heighten their autonomy. And he is of 

the opinion that, they have sufficient resources and skills to translate their preferences 

into authoritative actions some of which will enhance the autonomy of the state. The 

chief reference groups for government officials are other officials 'whom they tum to 

for information, cues and guidance when considering opinions in the formulation, 

adoption and implementation of public policies' (ibid). 

From the statist perspective Gordon L. Clark and Michael Dear have identified 

several points to be considered as requirement for a theory of state: a) The form of the 

capitalist state must be analysed in terms of its relationship with the political and 

economic structure of the wider capitalist social formation. b) Any theory should fully 

account for the appearance of and the necessity for a distinct political sphere in 

society, separate from the economic, social and cultural spheres. c) The necessity of 

state inventions should be examined particularly to identify the range of state 

production and reproduction functions needed for the maintenance of capitalist social 

relations, as well as the origin and purposes of supposedly "non-necessary" functions 

.d)Any theory should be able to describe and explain diverse functional arrangements 

of the state apparatus, in terms of both it, sect oral and spatial organization .e )It should 
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be possible to anticipate and analyze the historical evolution of concrete historical 

forms, functions and apparatus of state. t) Finally our theory should permit the 

generation of tractable analytical positions about the state is the real world (Clark and 

Dear 1984: 124). In this context, John Martinussen has suggested the addition of one 

further requirement. g) The analysis should locate the state in both national and global 

system and context (Martinnussen 1991: 32). 

The nationalist conception 

The nationalist conception sees the state as an organization where institutions 

mobilize social resources exclusively for national concern. Originally the term nation 

state was employed to distinguish modern states from earlier forms of political 

organization covering relatively small areas, such as tribes or city states. But now 

most ,modern states claim to be nation states - to represent a culturally distinct 

community, the 'nation ' and while this claim is often contested, 'nation state' is 

widely accepted as a synonym of'modern state' (Anderson 1986: 4). 

However, in most cases the term 'nation state' is misleading one, for there is no 

exact correspondence between state and nation (Calvert and Calvert 1996:141). There 

are states with more than one nation (Britain), nations with more than one states 

(ethnic Albanians, Hungarians, Serbs etc), states with no definite national identity 

(Chad ) and nations with no definite state ( the Palestinian Arabs ). The reason why 

the concept of nation state is so popular is that in nineteenth century Europe there 

emerged, with the concept of nationalism, the belief that the only appropriate basis for 

a state was the nation (ibid). Thus, 'nation state' may be seen as simply designating a 

unit approximating to the ideas of statehood as described by Michel Smith; 

'Sovereign, territoriality, authority and legitimacy, control of citizens and their 

actions' (Smith 1992: 256). The elements express the international as well as the 

national aspect of nation statehood. Indeed, at its simplest, full penetration of the 

national area and the capacity to act as a single unit ori the world stage might be taken 

as a starting point for some kind of definition and I or classification (ibid). As Boris 

Frankel observes, 'Many societies or territories are recognized as being nation states' 

but have no internal social unity, while others have unity but little or no independence 

( Frankel 1983: ix ). 
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According to the nationalist conception , as the permanent expression of a 

national political community , the state demands the loyalty of members of the 

community, acts as final arbiter of class and group conflicts , monopolizes the 

legitimate use of force etc. Attempts to mobilize the 'nation' behind the state have 

contributed to populism and the aggrandizement of the military as symbol of the 

nation and guarantor of the state. The nationalist conception also confirms the 

affirmation of the enhanced power of the nation state as a central value and objective; 

insistence on the nation state as final arbiter and focus for allegiance, reliance on 

national symbols and traditions for the mobilization of popular support for 

development objectives (Wolfe 1996: 3,82). 

Four models of twentieth century state 

Pradip N. Khandwala has outlined four principal models of the state that have gained 

currency in the twentieth century: the interventionist welfare state; the 'reinvented' 

entrepreneurial state; the developmental state; and the World Bank model of the 

humane market friendly state. 

(a) The interventionist welfare state emerged in the West after the Great 

Depression of 1929. Incomes and employment declined so much and so rapidly that 

there was fear of mass starvation even in such affluent countries as the United States 

and the United Kingdom. The prevailing governmental philosophy changed from 

laissez fair to state interventionism, in which government resorted to pump pricing to 

bolster aggregate demands during recession, promotion of economic activities 

including investment in infrastructure, various market correcting interventions and 

regulation, resort in some cases to price and wage controls and welfare measures. In 

the west, the idea of the welfare state took root after the Second World War, initially 

in the Scandinavian countries and the United Kingdom, and after 1960 in the United 

States and several others western nations. People wanted to the insured against the 

financial hardships of unemployment, illness, and old age, and it was found expedient 

therefore to adopt one welfare measure after another (Khandwalla 1999: 27). 

(b) The critique of the welfare state paved the way for the entrepreneurial state 

in the West. The welfare state has come under attack. But it is not easy to scale down 

government spending - it means large loss of employment in the public sector, and 
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where welfare spending is proposed to be cut, political action against it by those who 

are poor, disadvantaged, and insecure those are the prime beneficiaries of the welfare 

state. This encouraged the thinking of the entrepreneurial state so as to eliminate 

waste, cut costs, increase efficiency, and give the customer - and the citizen - better 

value for money. Given the vast resources expended by the state and perceptions of its 

low productivity, making the state's operation business-like may have potential for 

enhancing productivity as well as accountability and service quality. Beginning in the 

1960s, bringing corporate management into government, 'reinventing' the 

government, and the 'entrepreneurial state' have become the rallying cries of many in 

the West (ibid: 30). 

David Osborne and Ted Gaebler (1992) enunciated some principle of 

'entrepreneurial state' the government of such a state should: concentrate on 

catalyzing various social and economic activities; empower communities to serves 

themselves rather than itself get involved in community service activity; create 

competition in public service delivery so that customers get the best value of money; 

be transformed from being rules driven to being mission driven; be result oriented; 

concentrate on prevention, rather than cure; decentralize its operation; harness 

incentive and markets rather than controls and regulation to bring about desired 

changes etc.(ibid: 33-34). 

(c) Many Third World countries that became independent in the 1940s and 

1950s thought the socialist ideas of East Europe provided a better means of escape 

from poverty, inequality- and inferiority vis-a-vis the West then laissez faire 

capitalism, and adapted these ideas to their circumstances even if they did not fully 

embrace doctrinaire socialism. Economic growth to raise living standard standards 

from abysmal poverty was a goal with wide appeal in these countries and since the 

private sector was not perceived to be strong enough, or trusted enough, the state 

became the main engine of economic growth. Thus, emerged the developmental state 

in the Third World. South Korea provides the best example. Basic features of such a 

state are: central planning; commitment to growth; import substitution and export 

promotion; control of the economy; public enterprise; promotion of big business and 

centralized government decision making etc. 
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(d) Since the early 1980s the World Bank and International Monetary Found 

have been principal external shapers, especially in the Third World countries. The 

conditionality attached to 'structural adjustment' adjustment loans have been based on. 

a market friendly state. This stressed deregulation of markets, reduction of physical 

deficit to control inflation, lowering of taxes and tax 'reform' to reduce tax evasion 

devaluation to make exports competitive, lowering of tariff barriers to increase 

competition, incentives for foreign private investment, privatization of public 

enterprises, greater investment in infrastructure and human resource development, 

land reforms, safety net etc. The 1997 World Development Report entitled, The State 

in a Changing World outlined the latest World Bank vision of the good a state in a fair 

detail, and buttressed it with much anecdotal and some research material. The major 

premises and prescription of the World Bank articulated in this report were many: An 

effective state is vital of the provision of goods and services as well as the rules and 

institutions that permit markets to flourish. Without it sustainable development, both 

economic and social, may be impossible. For economic and social development, the 

state should not be a direct provider of growth but be a partner catalyst, and facilitator. 

This rules out centralized and comprehensive direction of . economic activity 

characteristic of statist economies. On the one hand there is need to narrow the gave 

between demand on the state and its capabilities to meet these demands, on the other 

the state offload the rest, and involve citizen and communities in the delivery of basic 

public goods and services. It requires the enhancement of state capability, by 

providing incentives for public official to perform better while keeping arbitrary 

action in check by subjecting the state services to increased competition. Devolution 

of authority from the central government to regional and local government can be yet 

another affective route (Khandwalla 1999: 35- 44). 

The ideological base of state concept 

Taking into account, the multiplicity of the idea of state Boris Frankel highlights that 

'the very concept of 'the state' is a highly loaded and ideological concept' (Frankel 

1983: 1 ). States are often qualified or disqualified by a wide variety of adjectives: 

national, multinational, terrorist, rogue, poly-ethnic, theocratic, authoritarian, welfare, 

capitalist, socialist, develop mentalist, democratic, bourgeois and others. These 
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adjectives connect four different things: territoriality; the socio-cultural background of 

state's population; the ideological orientation of states; and the roles performed by 

them. These are not mutually exclusive. Therefore, it is the nature of the state which is 

at issue, not the entity called state as such. A state could be democratic, responsible 

and responsive. Conversely a state may be authoritarian and impervious to the needs 

and aspirations· of its citizens (Oommen 2004: 1 08). This very nature of the state is 

expressed through state intervention in socio-economic transformation. 

State Intervention 

There is a broad consensus both popular and scholarly that the role of the modem state 

in the overall development process is considerable and that is has expanded since the 

Second World War. The variety of forms of state intervention is considerable and has 

become more elaborate over time. Thus, the conception of state intervention in 

development is closely related to the conception of the state itself. Atul Kohli, 

observes in this context, 

State intervention is an important variable for the study of political and social change; the logic of state 

action in society can not be fully explained by reference to social conditions; political actions, 

especially patterns of state intervention, partly reflect political interests and goals; and political interests 

and goals are not always . synonymous with the interests and goals of social actors . . . . . . . The 

understanding of how and why state intervenes is thus inadequate as long as it remains tied primarily to 

the conditions of society and the economy (Kohli 1987: 18-19). 

The idea of state intervention in the economy is not exclusively a contemporary 

one. Indeed, the idea that the state should emerge to ensure the safety of people, 

including the protection of their property, is one of the fundamental purposes for 

which it was constituted and its existence is justified in modem political thought (Held 

19 83: 4- 14). Utilitarians elaborated on the legitimacy of state intervention; also Marx 

challenged the impartiality of state intervention (Biersteker 1990: 479). The 

proposition that 'capitalism can not be counted on to provide full employment or even 

socially adequate capital utilization without state intervention .... is at the heart of all 

Keynesian analysis' (Schott 1982: 294). Liberal and Marxist theorists obviously differ 

on the degree of volition or autonomy they allow the state in its intervention, but the 

idea that, it chooses to intervene in the economy is common to both (Biersteker 1990: 

479). 
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In the context of the Third World some more reasons are frequently adduced 

for state intervention in the development process. According to Hazma Alavi (1972) 

the post independence inheritance from the colonial state provided both the 

institutions and a historical justification for extensive state intervention in the 

economy in many parts of the developing world. In addition developmental 

performance has been virtually equated with legitimacy of the regime in many 

developing countries and has frequently made state intervention in the economy 

necessary for regime preservation. More over, the widespread concern with the issue 

of control that fueled economic nationalism in the immediate post-war decades 

simultaneously reinforced the expansion of state intervention. 'The pattern of state 

intervention is largely determined by the ideology, organization and class basis of the 

regime that controls state power' (Kohli 1987: 9). Biersteker has identified as many as 

six distinguishing forms of state intervention: 

a) The state can attempt to influence the behaviour of private entrepreneurs 

positively through fiscal, monetary, investment and trade policies designed to 

promote, maintain or accelerate their activity. 

b) It can attempt to regulate or constrain their behaviour (to influence them 

negatively) and direct their activity into socially acceptable production through 

consumer or environmental protections, worker safety programmes and wages 

legislation. 

c) It can attempt to, mediate conflicts among capital and labour through 

corporatist or less structured forms of intermediation. 

d) It can attempt to distribute (or redistribute) the social and economic product 

of capital through the use of substitutes, transfer payments, or industrial location 

policies. 

e) It can attempt to produce goods and services itself, either by subsidizing the 

infrastructure necessary for an expansion of national production or by embarking on 

high risk or high capital projects through the financing and creation of state 

enterprises. 
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f) In some cases the sate can attempt to plan and therefore rationalize the entire 

process through the establishment of a comprehensive planning process (Biersteker 

1990: 480). 

Biersteker argues that these six different forms of state intervention in the 

economy are not mutually exclusive and should be viewed more as a partial inventory 

than as a strict typology. They are also mutually exclusive in the sense that given 

policy packages or newly introduced economic programmes regularly combine 

several of them. The coherence of a given state's economic programme is contingent 

on the extent to which these forms of interventions are complementary. 

Despite these difficulties, many disagreements and theoretical confusions over 

the nature of state and its intervention in the economy can be made clear by 

highlighting the different aspects of intervention across time and space. However, 

Biersteker has attempted to classify the national political economic regimes on the 

basis of forms of intervention in the economy into two broad categories: 

1. The minimalist state regimes; and 

2. The state capitalist regimes. 

The minimalist state regime employs limited fiscal or monetary instruments 

and modest regulatory policies and distributing programmes, but tends to avoid 

corporatist mediation and eschews both production and planning. It describes well the 

post war economic regimes prevailing in the United States, Britain and other members 

of the organization for economic co-operation and development (OECD). In the Third 

World 'one is hard pressed to come up with any historical examples of this regime, 

with the possible exception of territories like Puerto Rico and Hong Kong (Biersteker 

1990: 482 emphasis added). 

The state capitalist regime is consistently interventionist which extends the 

classical Keynesian synthesis into extensive regulatory controls on production, 

elaborate corporatist structures, extensive distributive programmes, formal planning 

mechanisms and a major state role in production and capitalist accumulation. Forms 

of state capitalism can be found in many parts of the Third World during post-war 

period, most notably in Brazil, Mexico, Nigeria (after 1970), India and Indonesia. 

These are the countries in which import substitution industrialization was most 
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vigorously pursued; development strategy combined inward looking statism with 

populist social reform. It can be noted an infmite variety of forms and degrees of 

intervention can be found in between the minimalist state and state capitalism 

(Biersteker 1990: 482). 

The nature of state intervention depends to a large extent on autonomy the state 

enjoys vis-a-vis society. The discussion of state autonomy productively leads one in 

the direction of making connection to the system 'above' the state and the society 

'below' the state. This discussion rests on the assumption that states are very 

important institutions for the promotion of socio-economic development. Indeed, 

states are important for development and therefore it is important to discuss the 

parameters of state autonomy (Sorensen 1999: 87). 

Rueschemeyer and Evans (1985: 68) argue that: (i) In order to undertake 

effective interventions, the state must constitute a bureaucratic apparatus with 

sufficient corporate coherence. (ii) A certain degree of autonomy from the dominant 

interests in a capitalist society is necessary not only to make coherent state action in 

pursuit of any consistent policy conception possible, but also because some of the 

competing interests in economy and society, even structurally dominant one's, will 

have to be sacrificed in order to achieve systematically required 'collective goods' that 

can not be provided by partial interests. 

State autonomy 

'State autonomy' ·as a concept describes a relationship- the state's relationship with 

society-- and is most clearly comprehended by focusing on the state's capacity to 

restructure social relations and mobilize social resources. As this is a concept that 

makes sense primarily in terms of the consequences of its presence - state autonomy 

is what it does - there is a real danger of treating state autonomy as an explanatory 

variable, while the proposed relationship may simply be true by definition. It is 

important, then!fore to define, when a state will be deemed autonomous and to 

identify the resources and conditions that enhance or shrink a state's autonomy vis-a

vis society (Kohli 1987: 27). 

According to Georg Sorensen (1999: 88) state autonomy is freedom of 

maneuver for state elites and their bureaucratic machineries. As noted by Skocpol 
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( 1985: 9) a minimum of such autonomy means that states may formulate and pursue 

goals that are not simply reflective of the demands or interests of the social groups, 

classes or society. Sorensen has added: 'Goals that are not simply reflective of the 

demands of external actors, such as the International Financial Institutions'. Maximum 

autonomy is a situation where states are completely independent of internal and 

external interests. Such a possibility is purely theoretical. But there have been 

situations approximating it (Sorensen 1999: 88). It is sometimes said that the state 

autonomy required for development is especially autonomy from classes and groups 

involved in zero-sum activities, that is, speculation, corruption, usury, and the like. 

That is, 'classes which derive wealth from unproductive activities or which are 

otherwise hostile to industrial development' (Hamilton 1987: 1243). 

State autonomy from society, thus, refers to macro political-sociological 

condition whereby state authorities can i) insulate themselves from social demands in 

general, but specifically from the demands of propertied classes, and ii) utilize state 

power to consciously alter socio-economic conditions. An autonomous state thus 

contrasts with a reflexive or captured state, where state actions are largely controlled 

by social forces. Patterns of leadership and ideology, and the organization of state 

power, as well as control over productive property, are some of the important varying 

conditions and resources that affect state's capacity to act autonomously vis-a-vis 

society. As these variables are all continuous and vary in degree, so does state 

autonomy (Kohli 1987: 27). 

Using the concept of the 'policy elite' offered by Marilee S. Grindle and John 

W.Thomas (1989; 1991), John Martinussen (1999: 4) highlights the complexity 

involved in describing actual degrees and types of state autonomy. The policy elite are 

the actors involved in formal policy making who act with some degree of 

independence from social pressure. But, the options available to them are constrained 

by external factors. The policy elite interact with these societal pressures in three 

components of the policy making: agenda setting, decision making and 

implementation. 

From this perspective of the 'policy elite', there are four points that are 

involved in identifying the complexity, degree and type of state autonomy: 
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a) States differ considerably with regard. to their societal embeddedness; the 

powers and interests that shape their mode of functioning; their legitimacy and 

authority; their capabilities and capacities and therefore with respect to their degree of 

autonomy. Policy elites act with varying degrees of independence from societal 

pressure and thus in different ways affect policies and outcomes; some policy elites 

play important independent roles, while others are narrowly constrained by state 

external conditions and organized interests. 

b) Autonomy itself is a very complex phenomenon, referring to such diverse 

aspects as autonomy vis-a-vis specific societal groups and actors and autonomy to do 

- to act in various fields and ways. Autonomy further takes on different kinds of 

meaning when related, respectively, to the state as a whole, to its constituent parts, or 

to the policy elites. 

c) There may be great differences from one policy area to another: A state may 

be able to act independently and effectively in certain areas, while in others it is 

unable to do so because of structural constraints or constraining influences from 

societal groups and other actors. A similar differentiation may apply to policy elites. 

d) Finally, considerable differences may occur when we talk a closer look at 

the various stages of the policy process. We may not find the some degree of 

autonomy for policy elites at all stages from agenda setting, policy formulation, 

through policy adoption, authorization and implementation to impact. Particularly at 

the impact stage, both the autonomy of policy elites and state autonomy in a broader 

sense are often severely limited in the sense that intended effects can not be brought 

about by state action (Martinussen 1999: 5-6). 

Martin Doornbos points out that two important dimensions of the concept of 

autonomy, other than its internal and ·external aspects, are autonomy to do something 

and to maintain autonomy from something. He argues, 

... as regards, the notion of 'autonomy' per se, in addition to the distinction between internal and 

external dimensions, two other aspects of the concept played a role in the perceptions concerned. These 

are per defmition still valid, namely, first, autonomy as 'autonomy of action' or 'autonomy to' and 

second, autonomy in the sense of 'autonomy from' .... Janus faced, these aspects are closely 

connected, though analysts may choose to emphasize one side or another, depending on what particular 

aspects they seek to highlight. Thus, 'prime mover' notions of the state would stress the 'autonomy of 
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action dimension', while (neo) Marxists were more likely to focus on the extent of the state's 

'autonomy from ... 'i.e., from other powerful interests within the society and economy. Yet, both these 

notions of autonomy were state-focused , one viewing the state as the central initiator and instrument of 

development strategies the other meant to explain the state's role and position vis-a-vis different class 

forces and class contradictions. Both aspects are again important when assessing the transformations 

the state has been subject to within the context of global forces in more recent years: is not a few 

instances autonomy in either sense has shrunk to a bare minimum (Doornbos 1999: 29). 

When contemplating the presence or absence of 'autonomy' or 'relative 

autonomy' of particular state, therefore it is quite likely that the phrase would be used 

to highlight different kinds of variables in different cases: external versus internal; 

autonomy from as opposed to 'autonomy to' as well as other contextually derived 

differences (ibid: 33). 

According to the Marxists, state autonomy in a class society is always a relative 

matter. They insist on the limiting condition of state capacity by only discussing the 

'relative' autonomy of the 'capitalist state', Kohli argues that a focus on limits can 

under estimate both the range and the significance of the state autonomy that does 

exist in class societies in general and in Third World cases specifically (Kohli 1987: 

27). Indeed, a review of the debate on relative state autonomy in the 1960s through the 

1980s does not produce a strong conclusion on the degree of autonomy available to 

policy makers in developing countries. Answers rely too heavily on the approach and 

the conception of the state adopted. 

The appropriate degree of autonomy in terms of max1m1zmg a positive 

contribution to development depends on historical circumstances. However, a study of 

the related works by many scholars (Evans 1995; Hamilton 1987; White 1984; 

Sandbrook 1985; and others) suggests that a very high degree of domestic autonomy 

may very well be counter productive in development terms; it can easily lead to 

predation. To be developmental states need to be embedded in society in the sense that 

it is immuned from the classes and groups involved in zero-sum activities, such as 

traditional agrarian power holders, foreign and domestic speculators. It also means 

building positive connections: 'Connections that privileged industrialists allow the 

developmental states to focus on a project of industrial transformation, to keep its 

involvement selective and to avoid having its bureaucratic capacities overwhelmed 

(Evans 1995: 234). In broader perspective, state ties to popular groups such as 
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associations of workers and peasants, are also important. 'In short, industrial ties tend 

to produce growth, broader popular ties tend to produce welfare, and both 

achievements can be counted as part of a broader development process. But, part of 

the state's problem is that there may be zero-sum groups in the state itself (Sorensen 

1999: 91). Similarly, external pressure or constraint which reduces full autonomy of 

the state is not in itself negative or counter productive. It need not lead to 

underdevelopment. It can indeed lead to development. External pressure is in itself not 

the problem. It all depends on the concrete content of that pressure (ibid). 

Embedded autonomy 

According to Peter Evans, 'embedded ness' means that on the one hand, state elites 

and their bureaucracies are able to impose decisions on groups iti society, for example 

the introduction of competition to improve efficiency and quality. On the other 

'embedded ness' means connections which provide channels of information and 

which pave the way for effective implementation: 'Efficacious states combine well 

developed, bureaucratic internal organizations with dense public ties. The recipe 

works only if both elements are present (Evans 1995). In other words, the connections 

implied in 'embeddedness' contain a special kind of state power which has nothing to 

do with coercive power. It is sooner what Michael Mann has called infrastructural 

power, that is, 'the institutional capacity of a central state ... to penetrate its territories 

and logically implement decisions. This is power through society, coordinating social 

life through state infrastructures' (Ma.ru:t 1993:59) . 

. Relative autonomy 

Marxist scholars acknowledge that a capitalist state has a certain degree of 'relative 

autonomy' .. It is free from active control by members of the capitalist class or from the 

structural requirement of the capitalist economy. Relative autonomy is assumed 

necessary for the state to act on behalf of the capitalist class as a whole rather than of a 

particular segment of this class. Thus a relatively autonomous state is viewed acting as 

a factor of cohesion for the bourgeoisie and as facilitator of the bourgeois dominance 

over the economy and society (Poulantzas 1973; Off 1975; Gold et al1975). 
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Hagen Koo (1984: 43-44) has identified some structural conditions of the Third 

World countries which seem to contribute to the relative autonomy of the peripheral 

capitalist state: 

a) The peripheral economies typically contain more than one mode of 

production, capitalist, pre-capitalist and transitional ones. Marxist scholars agree that 

the state can assume greater autonomy when the mode of production is indeterminate 

and no one class holds the balance of power (Gold et al 1975, Trim Berger 1977, 

Hamilton 1981). 

b) There is a historical condition that is related to strong state bureaucracy in 

those Third World countries that had colonial experience. In these societies as Alavi 

(1972) points out 'overdeveloped' state machinery had been created by the 

metropolitan power to control all the indigenous social classes. With independence, 

the post-colonial society inherits this over developed state apparatus and its 

institutionalized practices through which the operation of the indigenous social classes 

are regulated and controlled. 'The bureaucracy inherits that prestige of state power 

that is traditional in non-European societies and is strengthened by the experience of 

the colonial administration's power, which seemed absolute and by the fact that the 

petty bourgeoisie from which this bureaucracy stems has a monopoly of modern 

education and technical skill (Amin 1976: 345-346). 

c) A relatively riew pattern of dependent development in the periphery of the 

world capitalist economy has also strengthened the role of the states in peripheral 

nations. The most common characteristic of dependent development is a close 

collaboration of the peripheral state with both international capital and domestic 

capital- something that Evans (1979) calls a 'triple alliance'. But since the indigenous 

capital is ill developed, the state tends to assume the central role for solving bottleneck 

problems, developing the infrastructures, formulating favourable institutional 

frameworks and bargaining with multinational corporations. Furthermore, the state 

has now moved into areas traditionally controlled by private sector and has expanded 

its ownership of non-infrastructure enterprises. This has resulted in the new notions of 
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the 'entrepreneurial state' and state capitalism (Petras 1976; Berberoglu 1979; Sobhan 

1979; Duvall and Freeman 1981). 

The emergence of an entrepreneurial state usually does not repre~ent an effort 

to transform social relations of production but just an effort to correct or overcome 

inadequacies in the functioning of the private sector. In any event, the rise of the self 

consciously interventionist and entrepreneurial states indicates the strengthening of 

state power in peripheral societies - based on his Brazilian pattern of development 

Evans (1979:11) argues: 

If classic dependence was associated with weak states, dependent development is associated with the 

strengthening of strong states in the 'semi-periphery'. The consolidation of state power may even be 

considered a prerequisite of dependent development. 

It is to be noted that the nature of state autonomy in a specific country is 

constrained and defined by the dependency situations in which it is embedded. 

Further, the post colonial state was originally created by the metropolitan state. But it 

is also important to note that the formation of modem state after independence was 

largely shaped by a new imperialist state through transplantation of the latter's legal 

and ecpnomic institutions through the so called leadership trainings and through 

multitude of trade, financial , and technical assistance (Petras 1978:51-52).As Koo 

Hagen ( 1984 : 45 - 46 )notes: 

The state in the periphery of the world capitalist economy is a creature of complex social and economic 

forces, internal and external, historical and contemporary. It is certainly in correct to caricature the 

dependent state as a puppet organization set up by an imperial power. Yet, it also seems too naive to 

believe that a strong government in the periphery can transcend the structural requirement of world 

capitalist economy. But one thing is certain, the role of the state is increasingly more important in 

determining the pattern of development and the evolution of social structure in Third World countries. 

The Third World State 

A general concept presents the state in isolation from its historical and social 

contexts. It stresses the general point that irrespective of the type of society and 

economy - agrarian or industrial, capitalist or socialist, developed or underdeveloped -

all modem states share same features. 'The control of an executive authority over the 

means of administration and coercion gives the state in all societies considerable 

potential to mold socio-economic change' (Kohli 1987: 23). However, a study of 
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socio-economic change or development in particular region or country needs the study 

of specific types of states. It demands locating the state within its social and historical 

contexts. Thus, a discussion of the state in the Third World requires the specifying of 

state features in relation to Third World societies. 

Further, while dealing with concepts of state with reference to its role in socio

economic transformation two factors are considered to be crucial: (a) The actual forms 

and functions of specific state apparatuses are not determined solely by contemporary 

economic structures and social forces. They also embody to some extent the structures 

and forces prevailing in earlier stages of its development. (b) Every societal formation 

at present is part of a larger international formation and is thus influenced by process 

structures and social forces in this larger system. From the point of view of a given 

society these structures and forces are extra-social (Martinussen 1991 :24 ). 

Third world countries historically lacked political cohesion and economtc 

dynamism. Consequently, being unable to resist the onslaught of colonialism they fell 

prey to it. Their failure at development was also historically rooted in their distinctive 

social and political traits. This twin societal and political failure in tum resulted from 

two interrelated historical conditions: brittle state structures that were over centralized 

or fragmented, and control of economic resources by non-productive groups. Once 

imposed on these polities, colonialism further stifled their developmental prospects 

(Kohli 1987: 24). 

Only a theoretical formulation along such lines enables one to understand and 

explain the conspicuous discrepancy between on the one hand, colonial state 

apparatuses intervening in economic, and political and ideological processes in a 

manner furthering development and expansion of capitalism and, on the other hand, a 

colonial society dominated by pre-capitalist economic structures and characterized by 

the absence of any national capitalist class (Martinnussen 1991: 25). 

An understanding of this discrepancy has led Hamza Alavi (1972)'and others to 

describe the state apparatuses in colonial societies as over developed in relation to 

their intra-societal basis. These over developed state apparatuses were essentially 

taken over as part of the political set up in the dependent Third World countries. 

Therefore, the post-colonial states are also over developed. Alavi observes: 
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It might be said that the "super structure" in the colony is therefore "overdeveloped" in relation to the 

"structure" in the colony, for its basis lies in the metropolitan structure itself, from which it is later 

separated at the time of independence. The post-colonial society inherits that over developed state 

apparatus and its institutional .practices ..... (cited in Martinussen 1991: 26). 

According to Atul Kohli, most Third World countries can be characterized as 

having a teleological orientation - an orientation to develop their societies and by the 

fact that productive resources within their boundaries are owned by private actors. 

Both of these characteristics are historically acquired (Kohli 1987: 24). 

From the onset of state sovereignty, Third World state authorities are 

committed to planned socio-economic change. This goal of 'deliberate development' 

of one form or another is, moreover, widely accepted as legitimate by the politically 

relevant strata. It is in this sense that Third World states can be characterized as 

teleological - as having a telos, an ultimate end, namely, the end of development. 

Empirically , therefore , the role of state intervention in Third World societies tends to 

be rather large, and normatively, this is often viewed as legitimate, stemming from the 

teleological nature of these states (ibid :25). 

The existence of a private property economy IS not only a societal 

characteristics; it is also a political trait. Private property has a pro-found influence on 

the defining of the scope and the limits of state intervention in society. This influences 

also the nature of the state itself. What is central to an understanding of Third World 

states, is then, the inherent tension between the state's commitment to 'develop' and 

'transform' social structures on the one hand and on the other hand the private control 

of productive resources, limiting the scope of state intervention (ibid :26 ). 

However, Kohli argues that, the ·characterization of Third World states by 

focusing on their teleological orientation and on their relationship to the means of 

production is an ideal typical characterization. In this manner the Third World states 

may be characterized as developmental capitalist states: developmental because of the 

state's commitment to the goal of development and capitalist because this goal must 

be achieved by intervening in an increasing capitalist economy - an economy based 

on the private ownership of the means of production. This focus on the developmental 

and capitalist element of Third World states, according to Kohli, helps to direct one's 

attention to the somewhat neglected but crucial issue of developmental studies: the 
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varying capacity of states to mobilize and control social actors as an explanation of 

varying developmental outcomes (ibid). 

Neera Chandhoke (1998: 31) argues that the post-colonial state was located in a 

dual and contradictory historical legacy: (1) The first embodied the ideology and 

history of statism. This was based upon an elaborate system of control evolved by the 

colonial state. (2) The second was the freedom movement, which had challenged the 

authoritative conception of the 'political' laid down by the colonial state. The first had 

given the post-colonial elites a model of statism and the notion of the centrality of the 

state. The second gave to the people the idea that states can be challenged almost to a 

point where the existing state became irrelevant. This tension between two legacies 

constitutes the substance of post-colonial polities. However, the statist legacy came to 

dominate the political spectrum. 

Bjorn Beckman points out that the post-colonial state emerged in the context of 

global contradiction between dominant and dominated positions in the world system. 

It became the focus of national aspiration and resistance even if neo-liberal and 

accommodationist forces often gained an upper hand. Still, in most cases, post

colonial nationalism was a real constraint on the integration of the world market in the 

. post-colonial world. Nationalist aspirations were reinforced in the 1970's by the 

military victories of the national liberation movements in Vietnam, Central America 

and Southern Africa. UNCTAD and the non-Aligned movement asserted the right of 

the Third World economies to protect themselves politically against a world market 

(Beckinan 1998: 48). 

Martin Doornobs(1990: 180) has identified with reference to Africa, some 

basic features of the Third World states: (i) its post-colonial status, with all the 

implications this has for the evolution of 'civil society'; (ii) its a priori problematic 

relationship as regards its territorial jurisdiction; (ii) its heavy involvement in 
' 

restricted resource base (usually primarily agricultural);(iv) its still relatively 
; 

undifferentiated yet ethnically heterogeneous social infrastructure;(v) its salient 

processes of centralization and consolidation of power by new ruling classes; and (vi) 

its passive external context and dependency. Each of these characteristics has 

significantly conditioned the specific pattern of state formation. 
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Saul argues that, there are three points that define the Third World states: First, 

m colonizing Third World, the metropolitan bourgeoisie had to create a state 

apparatus that could control all the indigenous social classes in the colony, in that 

sense; the 'super structure' in the colony is overdeveloped relative to the 'structure'. 

The post colonial society inherits that overdeveloped state apparatus and its 

institutionalized practices. Second, the post-colonial state also assumes an economic 

role (not paralleled in the classical bourgeois state) in the name of promoting 

economic development. Third, in post colonial societies, capit.alist hegemony must 

often be created by the state itself within territorial boundaries that are artificial once 

direct colonial rules is removed (Saul1979: ch 8). 

Cristopher Clapham ( 1985) argues that the Third World state is a neo

patrimonial entity. It is based formally on rational legal universal principles, but 

functioning, in practice, as a great vehicle of patronage and personal aggrandizement 

of power holder. 'What distinguishes the Third World State from its equivalents in 

other parts of the world is the combination of its power and its fragility. Of these two. 

elements, the power is by for the more evident. What the state consists of in its most 

basic sense is a structure of control' (Clapham 1985:39). Thus, there is an inherent 

paradox in typifying Third World states. They are both strong and fragile at the same 

time. The strength of the state derives from the vast resources it has as it is to repress a 

civil society composed of a patchwork of heterogeneous cultural groups; its fragility 

arises from the fact that it is not deeply anchored in, in a cultural sense, in the society 

and is considered an alien being by many of its constitutive units. Consequently, the 

collapse of a ruling coalition and the end of a regime can severely strain the state 

system and may even bring its dissolution. 

According to Jeff Haynes, the state which emerged from the colonial period in 

the Third World was often qualitatively different from those created in an earlier 

epoch in Europe. In Europe the nation created the state, whereas in the Third World it 

was necessary for the state to try to create the nation. Because of extant social and 

cultural divisions in many Third World countries, this was by no means an easy task. 

He argues that overtime many Third World governments became in increasingly more 

authoritarian in their attempts to build nation states (Haynes 1996:20). 
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In African context Martin Doornbos (1990:188) has pointed out some factors 

contributing to the erosion of state autonomy. These may well be referred to other 

Third World states: 1) Advocacy of privatization, and of increasing involvement of 

private enterprise in aid arrangements; 2) A significant diversion of aid funds via non

governmental organization and channels; 3) The formation of donor coordinating 

consortia, with corresponding national counter part 'front' organization, which have 

begun to assume major policy roles in, for example , the planning and disbursem~nt of 

food aid; 4) The rapidly growing donor specialization and involvement in selected 

sectors I regions within African· countries, facilitating a gradual shift of policy

preparation activities to European donor headquarters away from national sect oral co

coordinating ministries or organizations; 5) Donor preferences for working with 

autonomous non-bureaucratic corporate statutory bodies, believed to combine the 

advantages of public jurisdiction and private discretionary power and considered 

attractive because external agencies can establish close working relationships with 

them, thereby gaining direct influence; 6) The detailed specification of external 

parameters and preservations in national budgetary and policy processes; and 7) The 

introduction of highly advanced and sophisticated monitoring and evaluation 

methodologies, for which the national expertise available is often insufficient to 

constitute an effective counter part in the policy discussion and implementation 

concerned. 

Joel S. Migdal (1988: 1- 41) looks at the capabilities of Third World states to 

achieve change which their leaders seek to realize in society through state planning, 

policies and actions. Strong states are those with high capabilities to penetrate society, 

regulate social relations, extract resources and appropriate or used them in determined 

ways; weak states are those lacking such capabilities. His main thesis is that Third 

World states represent a duality: whereas they are successful in penetrating society, 

they are rather ineffective in bringing about goal oriented change. The reasons for this 

in effectiveness are to be found in the fact that the values upon which the Third World 

state bases its social control are inherited from the colonial period. Only the. ruling 

elite internalize the modernist values and norms of the colonial legacy. However, the 

experience and orientation of the elite is much less spread out in society than the 
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vastly diverse sets of beliefs and recollections upheld by multifarious units of the 

larger society. Thus, social control in many Third World countries is weak because 

state and society are not sufficiently interlaced by similar cultural values (Ahmed 

1998:151-152). 

Strong, weak and intermediate states 

John Degnbol-Martinussen (1999: 17-19), using the strength of government, that is, 

the degree of autonomy has identified Third World states into three categories: 

a) Strong developmental states have a well developed, coherent bureaucracy a 

homogeneous administrative culture and strong linkages between government and 

business (Evans 1989; 1995). South Korea may be cited as an example. 

b) Weak states are those where non-institutionalized government prevails, 

where personalistic relationships and social networks take precedence over rules and 

where paramount leaders rule more in their personal capacity than in their capacity as 

office holders within the governmental setup (Jackson & Rosberg 1982; Sandbrook 

1986). Weak states are weak in several respects--essentially at every stage of the 

policy process from demand aggregation over decision making and implementation to 

achieving the intended impact in society (Migdal 1988; Evans 1989). More especially, 

weak states are characterized by: 1) Low levels of legitimacy: decisions are not widely 

accepted as authoritative and binding upon all citizens. 2) They have very little 

capacity for independent analysis of their own development problems as well as for 

designing adequate strategies. 3) They have low capabUities to collect taxes and spend 

government revenue in a planned way. 4) Their administrative capacity is insufficient 

to implement decisions taken or polities adopted by the government. 5) They have 

very limited influence on the pattern of societal development in their countries. Most 

of the sub-Saharan African countries belong to this category. 

c) The intermediate states stand in between the strong and the weak states. 

They have varymg degrees of capabilities and capacities for policy 

implementation. Examples of such states are India, Thailand and Malaysia. 
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Strengths and weakness may vary from policy area to policy area as well as 

over time, but the variation from country to country appears to be the most significant, 

at least with respect to policies affecting industrial development. 

In an analysis similar to that of Martinussen, Karen Barkey and Sunita Parikh 

(1991:534-541) present the third. world states with reference to their roles in 

development. Using state-society relations as the central criterion they have identified 

four types of role of the state in development. 

(a) Strong state and weak society 

The strong state is the 'bureaucratic authoritarian state'. It represents the ultimate 

trump of state over society. It has strength, autonomy and capacity. The initial 

autonomy of such states results from structural class conflict within society that can 

not be resolved without outside intervention, the state's capacity to carry out its 

objectives is a product of its internal institutional structure as well as its ability to 

mobilize external resources such as expertise and capital. In this case where the state 

is directing economic growth, state autonomy and capacity both must be high for 

development to succeed. And the records suggest that states were indeed able to 

embark ambitious plans and carried them through at least in part. Examples of such 

states are Latin American countries such as Brazil, Chile and Peru; East Asian 

countries like Korea, Taiwan and others. While there is agreement that these states 

dominate their societies, the specifics of the state society compact vary across cases 

and affect the states ability to carry out its projects. 

(b) Strong State and Strong society 

In this case, the state is strong but the societal group is already strong or gaining 

strength vis-a-vis the state. In some countries such as Mexico, India, and Egypt the 

state's prominent role ·in the economy is due to its political leadership during 

revolutions and independence movements; however, its autonomy is constrained by 

pre-existing societal formations. In others, such as the newly democratizing, post

bureaucratic authoritarian states, the state continues to maintain control over large · 

parts of the economy. But it is increasingly challenged by a newly recognizing society 

asserting its right to political participation. These two types of states have strong 

internal capacity but their autonomy from society is restricted. 
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All scholars agree that in such cases the state plays a prominent role in 

economic development, but it confronts strong and highly organized societal groups 

with their own economic interests. But these scholars differ on the level of autonomy 

they accord to the state. For example, Kohli (1987) denies the Indian state any 

autonomy, arguing that it is weak and 'captured', whereas Bardhan (1984) argues that 

it is able to formulate goals and policy directions independently of the interests of 

propertied classes. Rudolph and Rudolph ( 1987) eschew the category altogether, 

characterize the Indian state as semi-autonomous or 'constrained' and treat it as a third 

actor that influences economic development along with labour and capital. All agree 

however, that the state is able to formulate and implement economic strategies with 

some success; its ability to carry them out fully is hampered by the societal pressures 

generated by a pluralist open society. 

(c) Weak state, strong society 

The weak state does not come into being as a response to economic crises, but is born

out of revolution, independence movement, or abrupt transfers of power (Claghy 

1988). The society that the new state leads has been restructured by colonialism, but 

they had not usually engaged in direct state society interaction (Migdal 1988). This 

society enters the post colonial era as highly differentiated entities where traditional 

categories such as ethnicity, tribe and various cross cutting clientelistic networks 

predominate. Incipient classes based on shared economic interests have emerged 

during colonial rule, but the older categories continue to have mobilization potential 

(Kasfir 1984; Migdal -1988). Thus, the class based alliances that have facilitated 

economic development in the west are weak, while traditional social cleavages not 

usually associated with state-led, national economic growth strategies are strong. 

Scholars agree that this type of states in Africa and Asia are weak but still 

retain some limited autonomy in two ways: 

(a) It enjoys autonomy through its monopoly of force and internal societal 

divisions. Scholars point to Uganda and Chad as states that retain power through seer 

coercion, using what Mann ten:ils despotic power (Mann 1986; Jackson and Rosberg 

1986). In states, whose monopoly of force is not absolute, however, such as Ghana 

and Cameroon (Forrest 1988, Azarya and Chazan 1987) internal societal conflict often 
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provides the opportunity for an autonomous state that can mediate between wearying 

factions (Kasfir 1984; Forrest 1988; Callaghy 1984; Azarya and Chazan 1987; 

Young and Turner 1985). 

(b )The second source of autonomy is international context. The former colonial 

powers and MNC provides them with financial and political resources to enhance their 

autonomy (Kasfir 1984; Patton 1988). Moreover the international systems needs for 

state as juridical categories also provide legitimacy to particular weak African states 

that might otherwise disintegrate (Jacksen and Rosberg 1986). Finally, unexpected 

discoveries of abundant resources or the sudden market demands for particular 

commodities can boost the state's autonomy so long as the state has mechanism to 

appropriate the wealth (Kasfir 1984; Parson 1984; Azarya and Chazan 1987). 

Scholars point that in spite of possessing a degree of autonomy the weak state, 

relatively lack state capacity. The bureaucratic machineries of these states are often 

based on patronage and tend to be over developed in size, inadequate in expert 

knowledge and lacking in financial resources. The military also reflects traditional kin 

and clientelistic structures. As a result the bureaucratic and coercive apparatus of the 

state are unable to increase its capacity. 

The low levels of state autonomy and the lack of capacity make it diffict.Jlt to 

the state to direct ·economic growth. Some exceptions are the Ivory Coast, Kenya and 

Nigeria. The first two based on state directed agricultural capital and the last on oil. 

More consequently the states with little autonomy and capacity vis-a-vis their 

societies have been primarily concerned with ensuring that the ruling elite remains in 

power. 

(d) The rentier state 

The rentier state is distinguished from others by its resource structure. This state 

develops, acquires its autonomy and in tum makes economic policy as a result of the 

discovery and exploitation of a major resource. Its extractive apparatus either does not 

exist or is very weak. Neither does it have well developed administrative machinery. 

If its resource base dries up, its viability as state is severely threatened. Examples of 

such states are pre-revolutionary Iran, Qatar, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Saudi 

Arabia and the like. Economic prosperity has helped these states dominate their 
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societies. Yet periods of Economic bust demonstrate their fragile hold over societal 

groups (Barkey and Parikh 1991: 539-541). 

The Third World states in specific context 

Marcos Kaplan argues that any study of Third world sates requtres a distinction 

between the situation in Latin America and that in Africa and Asia. 

In the vast majority of Latin American countries the classic colonial period come to an end more than a 

century and a half ago, to be followed by the gradual development of the nation state. In most African 

and Asian countries (with exceptions such as China, Japan and possibly India), similar process did not 

begin until the mid-twentieth century. In addition to differences in the international context at the 

formative and initial development stage, there are also differences in the diversity of structures, the 

intermingling of systems, the types and degrees of development of classes within the nation and in their 

inter relations and links with the main actors in the international syStem These are reflective in different 

forms, stages of development, of apparatuses and actions of the state (Kaplan 1986:276). 

The study of the state in general, however, must take as its starting point those 

situations which are almost common to all countries: frequent large state intervention; 

transition from traditional colonialism to neo-colonialism; the adoption by political 

and administrative elites of a model of the state originating in the developed 

industrialized countries of the West. This external model of the state has been 

superimposed on forces, structures and process which differ from the premises of the 

original model. The local situations present the state with particular problems, without 

providing the resources and means with which to dead with them effectively. The state 

came into being and started operating under conditions of neo-colonial dependency, 

levels of growth and productivity mere low, there· was little progress towards the 

social division of labour classes hardly existed and if they did, they were fluid and 

weak; civil society and a properly organized and functioning political community 

were missing (Kaplan 1986: 276). 

Ali Kazancil observes that the position of Third World state in relation to 

'development' can be explicated with respect to its two basic functions, which are 

dialectically linked: (a) The Third World state is a relay in the process of surplus 

extraction and accumulation by the centre at the expense of periphery and (b) The 

Third World state is a structure of sovereignty, liberation and autonomy for peripheral 

societies (Kazancigil 1986: 137). 
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The chances of economic development in the Third World depend on the 

capacity of the modem state to act more as a structure of sovereignty and autonomy 

than a relay in the world economy. It requires the Third World state to overcome, to 

its own advantage, the dialectical contradiction that opposes these functions. This 

contradiction is tied to the inegalitarian world economy and may well persist for as 

long as the latter operates (ibid). 

The Indian state 

The nature of the Indian state, especially in terms of its relationship with the society, 

has remained a theoretical challenge to scholars, ever since an attempt was made to 

place the Indian state under a typology framed within western ·political economy. 

Sanjib Basu (1985:196 emphasis added) nicely summarized the.position: 

From pre-Mandan Orientalists through Marx to Barrington Moore, India has been a typological 

curiosity in Western political economy and a challenge to the gradual internationalization of the terms 

of its discourse. A major difficulty in classifying India within stages of world historical processes, or 

simply comparative social structure, has been the Indian state. The notion of a state "above" society 

dates back to Western Enlightenment idealizers of "Oriental Despotism" (Turner 1978). Over the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this idealization gave way--- along side the success of British 

colonization --- to a critical search for the roots of this elevation of the state in Indian social structure 

and material organization. The works of Hegel, Metcalf, Marx, Weber, Wittfogel, and Moore attempt 

to locate the explanatory for the asocial state and the seeming lack of historical development of civil 

society. Factors as diverse as the self-sufficient "village-republic", the presence of dynasties rather than 

classes, a tributary system of government, state monopoly over irrigation resources, and the absence of 

dynamic political alliance between significant social strata capturing state power for a specific form of 

economic modernization have been proposed as explanations. One or more of these factors were held 

to account for the retarding continuity of significant social "space" or the hiatus between state and civil 

society in India --- a gap that had been overcome through the incorporation of the state during the. 

development of Western civil society. 

Even after independence in 1947, the nature of the Indian state has remained a 

moot point, surrounding decolonization. Thus, to both internationally oriented and 

South Asian social science, the focal point of debate is the preoccupation with the 

quality of state structure before and after 1947. Basu has put this problematique within 

the notion of the state-society as a characteristic of the Indian social structure. This, 

however, has been increasingly challenged by recent scholarship (ibid: 198). 

The modem Indian state was established by the British to safeguard the class 

interest of the metropolitan capitalism. This was the basic social goal of imperialism 
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in India and this could not have been achieved without a powerful colonial state . The 

state was the only instrument to achieve development of capitalism in India, and thus 

it could not be an inert or passive state but a very active and preeminent state. The 

Indian capitalists had no one to look forward for their development except the state. 

The state in postcolonial situation was the repository of all basic tasks of capitalist 

development and these tasks were numerous which demanded a powerful sate. Thus, 

it is not surprising that the Indian capitalist classes looked towards the state for the all 

major economic decisions, and agreed to a situation where politics started determining 

economics (Bhambhri 2001: 36). 

The British Indian colonial state was not based primarily in the economic 

structures and not shaped primarily by the social forces in the colonial society. The 

conditions prevailing in British India merely modified the colonial state, the forms and 

functions of which were determined by the process structures and constellations of 

power in the British societal formation (Martinussen 1991 :25) at the time of 

independence the Indian state did have the option of following any of the two 

competing models: 

(a) one was the liberal (capitalist) democracy of the west and (b) the other was 

the socialist model of the eastern Europe (Oommen 2004:114-115). The state of 

independent India opted for what come to be referred as the 'third way' that is 

combining multiparty democracy with planned economy. However, it was the planned 

economy and associated state centrism which assumed saliency in the first quarter 

century of India's independence. The state intended to promote economic 

development with an accent on distributive justice and also initiated a series of 

measures to introduce an institutionalized people's participation (ibid: 115-116). 

Indeed, after independence India started with a nationalist-democratic regime. 

While the nationalist element generally enhances state autonomy from economic 

forces-especially economic forces under foreign control - the democratic element of 

the regime tended to lay the state to organize social interests. Thus, the state in India 

wanted to retain its centrality not only in initiating planned economic development but 

also in promoting and sustaining the civil society. In doing so it attempted to fuse 

state, market and civil society. Over time, as anti-colonial nationalism fell into the 
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background, and interest groups competed for state resources, the autonomy of the 

state governed by nationalist regime typically declined (Kohli 1987:34). 

The national state which succeeded the colonial state invariably started with 

adequate legitimacy as an agent of economic intervention and development .It had 

initiated a series of measures to achieve this objective. The two earliest measures were 

the instituting of the Planning Commission in March, 1950 and the passing of the 

Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, of 1950. The first was an instrument to 

initiate the process of long term economic development. And the second was intended 

to curb monopolistic tendencies and to avoid waste emanating from undesirable 

competition between private industrial hom~es (Panini 1995:35). 

Nature of the Indian State 

The nature of the Iridian state, for almost two decades after independence, was not an 

issue that attracted serious attention. It was in the mid 1960s, as disillusionment with 

Indian planning grew and the notion of a 'crisis of Indian planning' spread, that the 

nature of Indian state began to be seriously addressed. It has been viewed by different 

scholars from different theoretical perspectives. 

In the post Second World War decades, India virtually stood alone among the 

new nations in presenting a open system of parliamentary government, political 

stability along with economic growth. It was this remarkable 'Indian exceptionalism' 

that led Barrington Moore (1966) to devote an entire chapter to India in his influential 

study. According to Moore, agrarian societies with the entrenched 'feudalistic type' of 

social, economic, and political inequalities stood as an impediment to the rise of 

capitalist development: in contrast, a vigorous class of town dwellers or bourgeoisie 

was indispensable to democratic development. He concluded that since India lacked 

these basic requisites, 'peaceful stagnation' was the ultimate_ price of democracy in 

India. 

Gunnar Myrdal advanced a 'broad institutional approach' to the study of 

economic development in the Third World. In his magisterial three-volume study that 

is 'mainly about India' Myrdal (1970:229) attributed India's inability to reconcile 
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economic development with redistribution to the eXIgencies of the nation's 'soft 

state': 

The soft state is characterized by a general lack of social discipline. . . . signified by deficiencies in 

.. .legislation and, in particular law observance and enforcement, lack of obedience to rules and 

directives handed down to public officials on various levels, often collusion of these officials with 

powerful persons or group of persons whose conduct they should regulate, and, at bottom, a general 

inclination of people in all strata to resist public controls and their implementation. Within the concept 

of the soft state belongs also corruption. 

Thus to Myrdal the soft states of newly emergent states (India being the classic 

example) simply lacked the institutional capacity and political resolve to promote 

urgently needed economic development (Sharma 1999:40). 

Rudolph and Rudolph (1987) argue that Indian state is both weak and strong 

which has alternated between autonomous and reflexive relations with the society in 

which it is embedded. The strength of this state. derives from the institutions and 

expectations it has nourished. 

Having occupied the "commanding heights" of the industrial economy (basic and heavy industry and 

infrastructure) and nationalized fmancial institutions {banks and insurance companies) and 

monopolized long-term lending institutions, the Indian state came to dominate the county's industrial 

and fmance capital as well as employment in the organized economy. In consequence, organized 

private capital and organized labor face a third sector, the state, whose control of capital, market power, 

and standing as employer overshadow theirs in the conduct of policy, politics, and market relationships 

(Rudolph and Rudolph 1987:23). 

The result is a level of 'stateness' and administrative capacity that exceeds 

those in other Third World countries. On the other hand, the capacity of the state to 

penetrate the countryside and to influence the unorganized economy, particularly its 

agricultural sector remains attenuated. The rising levels of mobilization since the mid-

1960s impinged on the relative autonomy that characterized the state in the Nehru era. 

More over, the deinstitutionalization of 1970s has diminished the state's capacity to 

make policy and manage conflict. 

Thus, according to Rudolph and Rudolph, four particular developments have 

giVen concrete shape to state weakness: 1) governments led by Indira Gandhi 

deinstitutionalized the Congress party and sate structures; 2) increasing levels of 
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political mobilization, embodied in demand groups that press for immediate and hand

to-fulfill demands have created an over load on the state; 3) unofficial civil wars 

among castes and classes have beset the country side; and 4) a new religious 

fundamentalism is exacerbating hither to latent or low-level social cleavages, making 

it difficult for the state to accommodate them (ibid: 6-7). 

The concept of the weak-strong state has been supported by a theory of 

political economy of the 'command and demand polity' where the state is the third 

actor vis-a-vis the organized labour and capital. The state has been analyzed in terms 

of the conflict between the 'demand polity' in which social demands, expressed as 

electoral pressure dominate over the state and the 'command polity' where state 

hegemony dominates over society. The treatment by Rudolph and Rudolph of the 

state in the context of command politics goes beyond treatments of the state as 

potentially autonomous, by introducing the concept of the state as 'third actor'. Here 

the state not only provides order, justice, and security, enhances ~ocial goods and 

benefits, and reduces or eliminates social costs, but it also directly commands enough 

resources to be self determining, in a variety of policy arenas and historical contexts 

(ibid: 400). 

Rudolph and Rudolph have denied the class character of the Indian state, 

asserting that the two economic forces that might support class politics - organinized 

workers and private financial and industrial capital - are politically marginal. The sate 

is the 'third actor' vis-a-vis capital and labour. Its dominance of capital and 

employment ~n the organized sector dwarfs their influence in the conduct of policy, 

politics and market relationships (ibid: 2). 

According to Atul Kohli Indian state after independence, had been a weak and 

increasingly 'captured' state. The adoption of mixed economy, though by no means 

was inevitable, emerged as an alternative suited to the political and economic 

circumstances of India. State involvement aimed at developing a capitalist economy, 

therefore, reflected neither 'creeping socialism', nor behind-the-scene bourgeois 

control of political power. It rather reflected a tacit but mutually beneficial alliance 

of domination between political and economic forces, neither of which was strong 
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enough to mold the processes of social change in line with its own interests and ideals 

(Kohli 1987:65). Looking back at the 1950s and 1960s, Kohli asserted that the Indian 

state has been incapable of directing socio-cultural transformation in a manner capable 

of reconciling growth with distribution. As a consequence of this political incapacity 

the political authorities have entered into a tacit growth oriented alliance with the 

forces of private enterprise (ibid). Despite vocal commitments to create 'socialism', 

the Nehru years resulted primarily in the consolidation of newly won state power and 

in the initiation of industrialization by public support of the private sector. The lower 

classes did not gain much from this pattern of political intervention. The nationalist 

leadership, industrial and commercial classes, and the professional and bureaucratic 

groups were, however, all able to enhance their political and economic interests (ibid: 

61). 

This is specific pattern of state intervention resulted from the needs of nationalist-reformist leadership 

to preserve political power while presiding over a state increasingly captured by the socially powerful. 

The legitimacy of the new rulers was bound up with their promises to help India "step out from the old 

to the new". And yet the tools available to the leadership for facilitating this socio-economic 

transformation were few. Economic incentives and political compulsion are two mechanisms utilized 

by most states to involve socio-economic change from above. The INC was, however, already weak in 

its capacity to utilize the state's legitimate power as a means of social transformation. The 

compromises reached by the new leadership in the creation of a consolidated polity further weakened 

the interventionist capacities of the new Indian state (ibid). 

Rajni Kothari (1990: 122-123) argues that the Indian state, especially in the 

immediate post-war decades, enjoyed autonomy: 

We began with a model of nation-building in which the state retained a large measure of autonomy, 

intervened in the socio-economic spheres with its own agenda of social change, and was relatively free 

of class, caste and communal interests, at least at national and state levels. A concomitant of this was 

the autonomy of the political processes. Indeed, its primacy. It permeated different segments and levels 

of social reality and set priorities. If some areas were left uncovered, it was because our commitment to 

a democratic ideology and pluralistic society did not permit straitjacketing of the social order. Perhaps, 

locally, political leaders often found it expedient to operate through entrenched elites and available 

social structures. But neither of these prevented the state from pursuing its own policies (ibid: 124). 

During the fifties, sixties and early seventies, politics was not an 

epiphenomenon. The state was not just an agent of the ruling class. In fact, there was 

no homogeneous ruling class. The term makes more sense today than it did then. The 
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prime actor was not some class but the state. Both the bourgeoisie and the landed 

gentry were weak and fragmented before the state. And the people saw the state as an 

instrument of liberation from social inequity (ibid). 

Kothari, however, points out that since the early 1970s the erosion of the Indian 

state was taking root. On the one hand the elite view of setting up the 'commanding 

heights of the economy' and achieving a measure of self reliance through 'import 

substitution' was changed. Once their consumer needs were gratified through the 

setting up of an industrial infrastructure the elite had no use of state intervention in the 

economy. On the other hand, the international financial institutions like the IMF and 

the World Bank came forward with a whole package of liberalization, export 

orientation and technology transfer through collaboration with multinationals for 

modernizing the economy and enmeshing it in the global market (ibid: 123-124). 

This convergence - of the shift in local industrial capital and the national elite's 

thinking on the role of the state; the slowly growing affinity of international capital for 

India, promoted in the main by the World Bank; and the will to withstand pressures 

for distributive justice within the country - set the stage for the Indian state to be 

conceived, for the first time, as an agent and collaborator of world capitalism. Not 

only did the state lose its autonomy from dominant interests; it also was willing to 

give up its erstwhile role of ushering basic social reforms. Meanwhile, public attention 

got focused on communal and religious issues, relegating the concern for justice and 

survival of the masses to the background (ibid). 

With the decline in state autonomy there arose the problem ofdelegitimization. 

Kothari observes: 

The new elite has been discrediting the state by drawing on left and liberal criticisms of the state and its 

agencies and by invoking the trade against government, bureaucracy, judiciary, Parliament, parties -

are no longer considered efficient means for 'progress' and for the march into the 21 81 century. They 

instead have come to }?e looked down upon as impediments in that march, necessary perhaps for 

maintaining a democratic fa~ade, but to be subsumed under the dynamic thrust of modem technology 

and management. The whole process of debureaucratizing the state apparatus, the switch from the 

public to the private sector to achieve new 'commanding heights' through new technologies; the 

growing importance of autonomous corporations- in dairying, forestry, bio-technology, atomic energy, 

telecommunications - that are accountable neither to the Parliament nor to the ministries, are al part of 

this massive shift from the state to the market, as the agent of the national development. The 
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marginalization of the masses the destitution of the poor and the exploitation of natural resources for 

private industrial needs are accepted as necessary costs that the nation must pay for progress , for 

achieving national power and for 'catching-up'. 

Pranab Bardhan contends that the state is an autonomous actor in certain 

historical cases - for example Meiji Japan and India after independence. Here the 

state has been an important actor in shaping and moulding class power than vice versa 

(Bardhan 1984: 55-57). However, here Bardhan seems to be happier with Skocpol's 

concept of 'potential autonomy' than Miliband's or Poulantzas's concept of relative 

autonomy. In the first decades after 194 7, the personnel of the state elite in India 

enjoyed an independent authority and prestige that made them both the main actors in, 

and principal directors of, the unfolding socio-economic drama of Indian 

development, though class constraints existed. Over time, however with strengthening 

of main proprietary classes, (the industrial and agrarian bourgeoisies) the autonomous 

beheviour of the state became _confined more and more to its 'regulatory' rather than 

its developmental functions. Bandhan's third proprietary class is made up of the 

professionals by which he appears to mean the public bureaucracy, which he stretches 

to include public sector white colour workers. Bardhan sees the policy package of the 

Indian state as an expression of the coalition of these disparate groups. The 

government budget is seen as a gigantic mechanism for dispensing subsidies, overt 

and covert, to various sectors of the dominant coalition, whether through public 

employment, rationed credit, fertilizer subsidy or other sorts of subsidies. 

Morris (199'1) has examined the effects of the 'dysfunctional interface' 

between the state and public enterprise on the performance ofthe latter. He points out: 

If we characterize that Indian state as a coalition of various groups - the big capitalists, the small 

capitalists and the middle classes, and the farmers, then it is well known that such a state has to make 

major compromises and adjustments, not just in terms ofpolicy, but also in its implementation (cited in 

Jalan 1991: 7). 

Lipton (1980) has explained the state action in the sphere of development in 

India in terms of urban 'bias'. Again Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1975) have explained 

the state action in terms of 'rent seeking'. 
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Rasheeduddin Khan (1989: 42-45) describes the Indian state as a 'total state'. 

As compared with totalitarian state, the total state is not based on sheer terror and one 

party dictatorship. Rather, it refers to the unlimited range, extent and exercise of 

legitimate power by the state over the rest of society. In the Indian context it refers to 
' 

four characteristics: (a) unlimited state authority over group and individual life; (b) the 

decisive impact of the state in determining the direction of national life; (c) the 

preponderant coercive power of the state in relation to the aggregative civil power 

available to collectivities of people, such as classes and cultural groups; (d) the role of 

the state as unified apparatus of politico legal hegemony of the dominant classes based 

on a multi-class electoral support, obtained periodically by the ruling parties. Khan's 

emphasis is on the over whelming nature of state power in India. He also lays stress 

on the capability of the state and the political system to control society effectively 

within the bounds of class hierarchy. 

Francine Frankel (2005) looks at the historical contradiction between the 

transformative goals of development planning and the conservative forces of 

institutional democratic politics. Making a distinction on between political and social 

issues, she emphasized the difficulties confronting an accommodationist strategy of 

class conciliation in politics and a commitment to transformative goals in society 

within a democratic frame work. Frankel provides a quintessentially pluralist 

argument. She argues that the predilection of M. K. Gandhi for non-violence and an 

ideological preference for class conciliation and accommodation with the propertied 

castes and classes served to greatly limit the post independent state's capacity for 

fundamentally reform the hierarchical social structures or successfully implement 

reformist programmes. 

Zoya Hasan (1989) explains the persistence of pre modern cultural values in 

politics as not simply a reflection of weak capitalism but 'the fact that the social and 

cultural force of pre capitalist forms is much greater in the political sphere than in the 

sphere of production' (Hasan 1989: 25). Indeed, it is in the political domain that pre 

capitalist nations. have acquired the greatest salience in the recent decades, particularly 

in terms of determining national consciousness. 
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According to Barbara Harris-white (2003: 72) state intervention in the process 

of development takes place at the lower level of abstraction what she has termed as 

'the actually existing state'. From this perspective the state is a set of institutions of 

political and executive control, 'a palpable nexus of practice and institution structure 

centred on government' (Abrams 1988 quoted in ibid). Harris-white has pointed out 

some significant features of the actually existing local state: ( 1) the porous nature of 

the boundary between the state and civil society; (2) the significance of the shadow 

state; (3) the importance of the private status of the officials; (4) the consequences of 

liberalization at the local level; ( 5) the depletion of the local state's resources and ( 6) 

fraud and tax evasion. She argues that these features are relevant to India's 

accumulation process (ibid: 88). 

Niraja Gopal Jayal (2001) has identified six models of governance that seek to 

explain the nature of state intervention in India. They are unvaryingly state centred to 

the extent that regardless of whether they seek to roll back the state, reinvest the state, 

to control it or to banish it, their referent and point of departure remains the state. 

They are: (1) the rolling back of the context of economic reforms; (2) the challenge of 

social movements to the state; (3) control of the state by identity based political 

parties; ( 4) franchising the state through the contracting out of public service delivery 

to non-government organizations; (5) state-civil society partnerships, and (6) 

decentralization of state structures through initiatives such as the new Panchayat Raj 

Instititutions. These are the visions of the state as expressed in six models of state 

intervention in the development front in India. They are suggestive of he multiple 

contradictions and pressures that beset state intervention as it is presently constituted. 

According to the Marxists, the complexity of class formation, class 

configuration and class action are central elements for an understanding of the 

constraints on the state and capitalist transformation. A. R. Desai (1975) argues that 

the state which has evolved after independence is essentially a capitalist state. It 

represents the interests of the Indian capitalist ruling class and the major function of 

the state is to act as chief instrument of modernization on capitalist lines to project, 

develop, and defend a capitalist socio-economic formation. Mathew K. Kurian argues, 
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'The state in India is an organ of class rule of the bourgeoisie and landlords, led by the 

big bourgeoisie which is increasingly collaborating with foreign finance capital in 

pursuit of the capitalist path of development' (Kurian 197 5: 113 ). According to Byres 

(1998:69), this is the Marxist variant of the narrowly- instrumental view of the state. 

Sudipta Kaviraj commented: 'There has been in this literature a tendency to 

underestimate the political function of the state, and to view the state as merely an 

expression of class relations rather than a terrain, sometimes an independent actor in 

the power process (Kaviraj 1988: 2431 emphasis original). 

Michal Kalecki (1972) attempted to identify the class nature of the state, in 

order to explain the character of the attempted capitalist transformation which 

differed qualitatively from 'classical capitalism'. Kalecki pointed to 'the weakness of 

the native upper middle class and its inability to perform the role of 'dynamic 

entrepreneur' on a large scale' (Kalecki 1972:116), which distinguished the Indian 

case from classical capitalism. Hence, he presented the concept of 'intermediate 

regime'. It is- a 'regime' a 'state' or a 'government', which presents the interest of, and 

in which, therefore, 'the role of the ruling class' is performed by, two classes: the 

urban lower middle class and tl_le rich peasantry - or two fractions of the one class, if 

the rich peasantry is considered as the rural fraction of the lower middle class (Kalecki 

1972:115). It is an intermediate regime because it represents the interest of the classes 

that 'stand between' the proletariat and the bourgeoisie (Raj 1973:1191). Given this 

the basic investment for economic development must therefore be carried out by the 

state. This is state capitalism. Kalecki's idea of the Indian state in the form of 

intermediate regime is intended as a way of distinguishing the non-classical capitalism 

and of clarifying the working of state capitalism (Byres 1998:63). 

According to C. P. Bhambhri, India consciously chose the path of state 

capitalism based on import substitution, industrialization, and relative self-reliant 

development. A social consensus existed within the country that the Indian sate has to 

be the engine of growth because the challenges of an underdeveloped economy are 

quite formidable and there was no other social institution which could play the role of 

accelerating economic growth with social justice (Bhambhri 2001: 192). The Indian 
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state was expected to be more than facilitating. 'It must be an active promoter of 

change, and the central agent of the massive accumulation called for: creating a large 

public sector, geared to capitalist development. It must initiate accumulation in its 

own name, decide upon the pattern of accumulation, with capitalist transformation in 

mind; and take steps to secure sources of accumulation (Byres 1998: 63). 

Some scholars (Bhaduri 1983, Bagchi 1985) insist that India is dominated by 

semi-feudal structures. The capitalist representation is unacceptable. They stress the 

formidable obstacles to a full transition to capitalism constituted by semi-feudal 

structures and relationships. These latter are identified as being deeply entrenched in 

most of India's country side, with the exception of the prosperous areas of North

West. This argument comes nearest to the idea of a semi-feudal state. 

Scholars subscribing to a subaltern approach subjected bourgeois politics and 

the nation state to sustained cultural critique. They argued that Indian democracy was 

the outcome, not of a national popular revolution, but a passive one carried out by the 

Gandhi-led Congress that enabled the bourgeoisie to establish its hegemony over the 

subaltern groups, but without ever frontally confronting them. Dealing with the state 

as an essentially contested concept, subaltern scholars spotlighted their attention 

outside the circles of elite politics, and emphasized the potential of the subaltern 

classes (artisans, poor peasants, landless labourers) and their ideologies of resistance 

in reshaping the state (Chatterjee 1986; 1993; 1998). 

However the Indian state is conceived, over the past five decades the Indian 

state has vigorously sought to institutionalize "stateness" by expanding its power and 

reach beyond the social formation of which it is inextricably a part. Like other 

successor post colonial states it has demonstrated a formidable capacity for its own 

reproduction. The state has become a ubiquitous feature of the nation's political 

landscape, its jurisdiction and administrative-institutional presence reaching into the 

remotest rural hinterlands. Yet, the state's instrumental hegemonic trajectory and 

omnipresence have not made it omnipotent. To the contrary, the state' quantitative 

expansion has not been matched by a commensurate qualitative increase in autonomy 

and capacity (Sharma 1999:6). 
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Conclusion 

Following Degnbol-Martinussen (2001: 28-29) the different approaches to state may 

be divided broadly in two groups: society centred and state centred A society centred 

approach apriori assigns primacy to societal structures and social forces - economic 

structures, social classes or interest groups depending on the type of conceptualization 

of society. A state centred approach focuses on the actual behaviour of the state 

apparatus and its personnel. Without minimizing the importance of societal actors and 

variables, it is highlighted that the state can advantageously be accorded analytical 

priority (Clark and Dear 1984). 

However, Joel S. Migdal argues that the actual practice of states lie in between 

the two (Migdal 2001: 10-11 ). States engage in pitched battles with other powerful 

figures and groups with entrenched ways of doing things. Some times, the power of 

these other social formations is obvious, some times it is veiled. In either case, the 

struggles over revenues, other goodies, and which ideas should prevail are fierce and 

real. These are the battles among shifting coalitions over the rules for daily behaviour. 

These battles determine how societies and states create and maintain distinct ways of 

structuring day-to-day life - the nature of the rules that govern people's behaviour, 

whom they benefit and whom ~hey disadvantage, which sorts of elements unite people 

and which divide them, what shared meaning people hold. about their relations with 

others and. about their place in the world. And processes also ordain the ways that 

rules and patterns of domination and subordination are challenged and change. 

All societies have ongoing battles among groups pushing different versions of 

how people should behave. The nature and outcomes of these struggles give societies 

their distinctive structure and character. In this respect, states are no different from 

any other formal organizations or informal social groupings. Their laws and 

regulations must contend with other (ibid: 12). 

Hasnat ·Abdul Hye (200 1) argues that the traditional concept of the state has 

been undergoing changes in the cross current of globalization, localization, economic 

liberalization and privatization. Traditionally state has been defined as composed of 

only three official components parliament, judiciary and executive. The local 

government bodies, private sector and the civil society have been considered as the 
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external components of the state mechanism. Local bodies, private sector and civil 

society, on their part, either existed in their inchoate conditions or were considered to 

be simply non-existent at that stage. But the point is that the relative position of the 

different organs of the state changed with the passage of time and as a dependent 

variable of different cross cutting factors, the development of informal organs of the 

state gained impetus when the state through its formal agencies encouraged the private 

sector and the civil society to participate in governance. This process gives rise to new 

'organs' of the state in terms of their social acceptance, autonomy and the resources 

which call for a redefinition of the state itself. So, redefined governance arises in place 

of traditional governance either because of deliberate politics pursued by the state in 

an evolutionary way or through an increasingly -vibrant private sector and an 

expanding civil society including NGOs and other agencies as well. 

Peter B. Evans attempts to unravel why some states have so successfully 

treated industrial transformations of their societies while others' records have been so 

abysmal. His answer lies in the particularity of institutional arrangements: 

States are not generic. They vary dramatically in their structures and relationship to society. Different 

kinds of state structures create different capacities for state action (Evans 1979: II). 

The general views on the role of the state have swung back and forth in the 

scholarly and policy communities. There was a near consensus during the 1950s and 

the 1960s that pervasive 'market imperfections' necessitated state intervention for 

promoting growth. Over time the focus shifted to state 'imperfections' and the 

'Washington Consensus' of the 1980s argued for getting prices right, openness, and 

minimal state intervention. More, recently the pendulum has again swung back, at 

least some what: 

On the one hand there is continuing recognition of the importance of macro economic stability and of 

getting some prices rights, such as the exchange rate and food prices; on the other hand there is a 

growing recognition not only that sound policy making implementation require an effective state but 

also that effective state intervention is further needed to promote economic growth. The latter is 

important both for supporting emerging producers and for helping to build such basic economic 

capabilities as in restructured, an educated and healthy work force, and technological know-how (Kohli 

2004: 3). 

Indeed, in the early twenty-first century the state is required to be not only 

democratic but also effective. The state must have the capability to manage integration 
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into the global economy, and provide social and economic opportunity and security 

(WCSDG 2004: ix). There is a strong voice now in favour of renewed role for the 

state. In the dialogue of the Caribbean states, arranged by the WCSDG, in Barbados 

on 9th April, 2003, the Prime Minister of Barbados said, "We cannot leave people

focused development to serendipity of market forces. Rather than retreat, the state 

must forge a new smart partnership with the private sector and the institutions of civil 

society, (ibid: 18). 

According to Ignacy Sachs, the current debate on the state addresses the wrong 

questions. Its starting point is the opposition between the state and the market but the 

fact remains that any market must be regulated by the state, especially if it is desired 

that the market economy should also fulfil a social function. The criticisms against 

statism, which rightly lash out at its excesses and the weight of the bureaucracy, 

oversimplify the problem by calling for less of the state, whereas the real point is that 

the state should be more efficient and at the same time cost less. It is fashionable to 

concentrate on state failures and overlook market failures at times equally numerous, 

as the market is incapable of grasping the long term and the interests of society. It is 

legitimate to propose a reduction of the role of the 'Entrepreneurial State', especially 

when the public sector consists of firms nationalized at a time when they were 

bankrupt and when the state by intervening, furthered the particular interests of some 

private groups having close links with the establishment. However, there still remain 

the functions of the developmental state, as in the example of Japan, South Korea and 

Taiwan and also functions of the regulating state (Sachs 2000: 32-33). The real issues 

for discussion, then, may not be states vs. markets but how states and markets can 

work together to promote growth, as well as the quality of state interventions - how 

state intervention help or hurt economic growth (Kohli 2004:4). 

The theory and practice of modern industrial states clearly reveal that laissez 

fa ire doctrine has· been a pure rhetoric and every state has regulated the market and 

individual interest and collective social interest has always been the concern of the 

theorists of political economy and actual praxis of the Western states. John Echeverri

Gent points out that American state is regarded as a liberal laissez faire state and 

American policy makers are quick to prescribe 'the magic of market place' as the key 
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to economic development. 'The history of American agriculture, perhaps the country's 

most internationally competitive sector, sharply contradicts this view. The economic 

and technological vitalitt of this sector has resulted from a history of extensive state 

intervention' (Echeverri-fent 1995: 38). Amit Bhaduri observes: 

The very existence of an organised market pre-supposes some basic economic role of the state which 

economic conservativ, conservatism prefers to overlook. Adam Smith was the first economist to 

provide systematic ar!Wffients against intervention by the state in functioning the market - which still 

serve as the basis of +nservative economic ideology. At the same time, unlike modem conservative 

economists, Smith didj not ignore the essential role that the state has to play for ensuring the very 

existence of organized r.arkets (Bhaduri 1990: 261-287 quoted in Bhambhri 2000: 231). 

Neither an international order nor global governance can be envisaged without 

the participation of natiohal state. It is incumbent upon them and their governments to 

work out something in I the nature of a 'political rationale', the expression of a 

'collective compromise'! that reconciles the criteria of a broad economic formula 

developed through awareness of the human and ecological costs, and the criteria of 

values that wins the s~pport, albeit not unanimous, of the political community. 

(Bartoli 2000: 72).Thus, !despite the assault on the state from a number of directions, it 

will remain central to thd study of Third World development. 
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Chapter-IV 

The Theories of Development: 

Contexts, Basic Premises and Role of the State 

Introductfon 

A theory of development is an organised reflection on how development is to be 

conceived, analysed and implemented. It is a central concern of development practice 

of any agency. Asserting the importance of a theory of development, David C. Korten 

notes ' it is impossible to be true development agency without a theory that directs 

action to the underlying causes of underdevelopment. In the absence of a theory, the 

aspiring development agency almost inevitably becomes instead merely an assistance 

agency engaged in relieving the more visible symptoms of underdevelopment through 

relief and welfare measures. . . . an organization can not have a meaningful 

development strategy without a development theory' (Korten 1990: 113-14). Robert 

Gilpin argues that the term 'development theory' is a misnomer. Actually a number of 

specific theories of development compete with one another; these theories differ in 

their analysis of the precise causes of underdevelopment and appropriate solution to 

development problems. Moreover, development theory as a whole is a collection of 

general ideas rather than a single coherent theory (Gilpin 2001: 307). A similar 

argument has been put forward by Jan Nederveen Pieterse: 

'Development theory' is a limited notion. It would be more adequate to say 'perspective' or 'analysis', 

and thus make the point that theories are important as ways of seeing and analytics. Many 'development 

theories' are not development theories properly speaking; they are derived from other social sciences 

and are being applied to the development terrain. The singular in 'development theory' is distracting, 

considering that development issues generally require a combination of analytical perspectives 

(Pieterse 2001: 150). 

Indeed, a 'development theory' largely belongs to the level of grand theories, 

broad explanatory frameworks. This broader scope indicates its limited character. 
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There are a lot of issues that development theory does Iiot talk about 'Many actual 

development problems are addressed by mid-range or micro theories- questions of 

rural development, industrialization, urbanization, trade policy, etc. Development 

theory as such concerns the larger explanatory frames. In addition, 'development 

theory' usually refers to the leading theories and many rival and subsidiary theories do 

not quite make it to the lime light' (Pieterse 2001 :2). 

Development theorizing is a creative, complex and problematical exercise 

rather than a narrowly technical one and a measure of sensitivity to the iriherent 

difficulties of social theorizing is important for development theorists (Preston 1996: 

3). The familiar sphere of theorizing development is institutionally extensive as there 

are many groups, agencies and organizations involved in theorizing, commentating 

and acting in regard to development. It is intellectually-ideologically extensive as the 

'discourse of development' comprises a stock of ideas that informs the praxis of many 

groups. The theorizing of development has shaped the 'practical actions of the key 

players: (a) the international agencies such as the IMP, World Bank and UN; (b) the 

state regimes in the Third World with their particular linkages and agendas; and (c) 

the state regimes in the First World with their ODA programmes. It might be taken to 

have shaped rather more directly -(that is, honestly) the thinking of charities and NGOs 

(Preston 1996:151). 

The theories of development are the wellsprings of the. strategies of 

development, as development strategies are practical paths to development which are 

pursued by the agencies of development, normally the states. These theories seek to· 

account for the uneven pattern of development world wide and to recommend 

measures to over come under development (Munck and 0' Hearn 1999: xiii). They are 

problem oriented, concerned with disparities between and within countries, social 

consequences resultant of these disparities and political strategies to change them. 

They may not always have come up with the correct solutions on the policy level, but 

on the other hand the problems identified and analyzed have not disappeared either. 

Instead new problems have been added. The challenge for the theories of development 

to day has been to clarify what role national development strategy can have in an 

increasingly transnationalised world (Hettne 1995:11, 14). 
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The contested nature of the theories of development 

·A development theory can be normative, that is, it can generalize about what should 

happen or be the case in an ideal world. Because it is not made by the exercise of logic 

along, but reflects the theorists' moral reaction to a world in crisis that culminates in a 

discussion of the ethics of development (Peet1999: 16). The areas of concern in 

development ethics reflect the gradually widening scope of the concept of 

development over the past thirty or forty years (Gasper 2005:1). Although all theories 

are to some extent contestable because of differences in values rather than problems of 

logic or observation, theories of development are particularly subject to disagreements 

arising out of value differences (Toye 1993: 31 ). A development theory can also be 

positive in the sense of dealing with what has generally- been the case in the past ·or is 

in the present (Potter 2002: 61). Hettne, however, remarks that 'development studies' 

is explicitly normative and that teachers, researchers and practitioners in the field 

'want to change the world, not only analyse it' (Hettne 1995:12). 

Thus, the arena . of development theory is inherently controversial and 

contested. John Martinussen has identified three inter connected issues relating to this 

controversy. 'The first has to do with units of analysis in research. The second 

concerns the question of the scope of validity, and thereby the fundamental view of the 

nature of the development process. The third issue relates to the chosen analytical 

perspective' (Martinussen 1997: 52 emphasis original). Using the issues regarding 

units of analysis, scope of validity and analytical perspective as a framework he has 

shown that some theories emphasize on individual actors, while others on macro

structures. Some are mono economic in nature, others believe in plurality of 

· economics. While some are mono disciplinary, others are multidisciplinary (ibid: 53-

4). 

Theories of development reach deep into culture and metaphilosophy for 

explanatory and persuasive power, while the end products of such deep thinking, 

together with the dedicated practices of millions well meaning people are political tool 

with mass appeal. The theories thus, differ according to the political positions of their 

adherents, their philosophical origin, and their place and time of construction. They 
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differ also according to scientific orientation, that is, whether predominantly 

economic, sociological, anthropological, historical or geographical (Peet 1999: 2-3). 

The arena of development theory offers a good example of what Alvin Y. So 

( 1990: 11) has termed 'theory war'. Jorge Larrain argues that the theory war in the 

arena of development seems to be apparent, while theories of development do not 

emerge at random. They are closely bound with the evolution of capitalism. 

This means that one must study theories of development not only as conceptions of such and such 

author of such and such academic tendency, but also as products of a particular period of development 

of capitalism and its specific characteristics ( Larrain 1989: 3). 

Larrain has identified three main stages in the history of capitalism: (a) the age 

of competitive capitalism ( 1700 - 1860); (b) the age of imperialism ( 1860 - 1945); and 

(c) the age of late capitalism (1945 onward). Although the idea of development 

(progress as it was called then) originated in the age of competitive capitalism and 

evolved through the age of imperialism, its competing theories became more 

prominent in the age of late capitalism with the development of the Third World 

(ibid). 

Pieterse (200 1: 164) has found the development field as a field of hegemonic 

compromise that papers over the differences between the dominant stake holders. 

These can be characterized as different modernities or different capitalisms: Anglo -

American free enterprise capitalism, West European welfare capitalism (Rhineland 

capitalism), East Asian capitalism, NICs, market socialism in China, transitional 

countries, the rentier capitalism of the oil producing countries, etc. The differences 

among them reflect geographical locations, historical itineraries, the timing of 

development, levels of technology, cultural capital, institutional differel}ces and 

resource endowments. 

Indeed, each development theory can be read as a hegemony or challenge to 

hegemony. Explanation is not always the most important function of theory- agenda 

setting, mobilization and coalition building are others. Theory is a meeting place of 

ideology, politics and explanation. Reading development theory is also reading a 

history of hegemony and political and intellectual Euro centrism (Amin 1989, Mehmet 

1995). Notable exceptions are dependency theory, alternative development and human 

development thinking, which largely originate outside the West (Pieterse 200 I: 8). 
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Dimensions of a development theory 

Each development theory has got its various dimensions. Major among these are: (a) 

The context covers the historical context and political circumstances of its genesis. 

Each theoretical perspective unfolds itself in a historical setting. Understanding a 

development theory in context means, understanding it as a reaction to problems, 

perspectives and arguments at the time. (b) Theoretical assumptions include the 

explanatory power of the theory, its explanations about causal relationships. This 

implies the epistemological contribution of the theory. (c) Policy implication involves 

the representative character of the theory in favour of particular political, social, and 

class interest. It implicitly indicates the nature of the strategy and agency of 

deve~opment implementation (Pieterse 2001: 7-8). 

In the post-Second World War period (or to use Larrain's version, in the age of 

late capitalism) a series of theories of development have been advanced. The theories 

presented have different real world occasions and have drawn upon different 

intellectual and cultural traditions in order to make their arguments. However, a 

common theme amongst the diverse theories has been their preoccupation with the 

analysis of complex change in the Third World (Preston 1996: 132). In the 1950s, the 

field of development was dominated by modernization theory. In the late 1960s 

modernization was challenged by the radical dependency theory which assumed 

considerable dominance in the 1970s. In the late 1970s the world system theory rose 

up to offer an alternative perspective from which to examine the issues of 

de~elopment. By the time, important factors in the issues of political economy gave 

birth to the neo-liberal theory of development, the policy implications of which was 

overtly followed since the early 1980s. Apart from these major theories of 

development, the field of development has witnessed during this period some other 

theoretical perspectives dealing with the problems of Third World development. They 

include growth theory 1, institutional and new institutional theories 2, the human 

development perspective 3, the feminist theory 4, post-developmental theorys (strongly 

influenced by post- structural and post-modern theories), mode of production 6, and 

the regulation theory 1. 
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An understanding of the theories of development means, being aware of the 

dimensions of each theory. For the purpose of the present research only the four major 

theoretical perspectives are taken for elaboration by using the dimensions mentioned. 

The Modernization Perspective 

The modernization perspective saw development in an evolutionary view point and 

under development in terms of observable economic, politiCal, social and cultural 

differences between rich and poor nations. Development implied the bridging of these 

gaps by means of an imitative process, in which the less developed countries gradually 

assumed the qualities of the industrialized nations. The task of analyzing the qualities 

to be imitated . was shared between economists, sociologists and political scientists 

· (Hettne 1995 :50). Modernization means different things to different people at 

different times. Therefore, this great tradition is haunted by certain confusio~. The 

concept has been used in at least three senses: as an attribute of history, as a specific 

historical transitional process and as a certain development policy in Third World 

countries (Smith 1973: 61 ). Though modernization as development policy is important 

in the context of development theory, in practical usage the three meanings are 

blurred. 

Modernization policies (implying a rationalization and effectivization of 

economic and social structures) are not only seen as elements of a development 

strategy (which may succeed or fail) but as the working out of universal historical 

forces (the first sense) which bear a strong resemblance to the transition from 

feudalism to capitalism in Western economic history (the second sense) (Hettne 1995: 

50). 

S. N. Eisenstadt observed that modernization theory elaborated differences 

between societies in terms of their position on various indices of modernity or 

development that measured their similarity to the model of modem industrial society. 

The main structural characteristics of modernization were identified by him as: 

the development of a high extent of differentiation: the development of free resources which are not 

committed to any fixed, ascriptive groups; the development of wide non-traditional, "national," or even 

super national group identifications; and the concomitant development, in all major institutional 

spheres, of specialized roles and of special wider regulative or allocative mechanisms and organization, 
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such as market mechanisms in economic life, voting and party activities in politics, and diverse 

bureaucratic organizations and mechanisms in most institutional spheres (1973: 23). 

Richard Peet succinctly summarized the meaning of modernization in different 

spheres: 

More specifically, in the economic spheres modernization meant specialization of economic activities 

and occupational roles, and growth of markets; in terms of socio-spatial organization, modernization 

meant urbanization, mobility, flexibility, and the spread of education; in terms of the political sphere, 

modernization meant the spread of democracy and the weakening of traditional elites; in terms of the 

cultural sphere, modernization meant growing differentiation between the various cultural and value 

systems (e.g. a separation between religion and philosophy), secularization, and the emergence of new 

intelligentsia. These developments were closely related to the expansion of modem communications 

media and the consumption of culture created by centrally placed elites, manifested as changes in 

attitudes, especially the emergence of an outlook that stressed individual self-advancement (1999: 76-

77). 

The context 

The historical context of the construction of the modernization theory is marked by 

some crucial events in the Post-World War II era: 

(a) The first may be said to be the bipolarity and the rise of the USA in the 

Western world as the super power. The changing nature of power relationships within 

the capitalist global system is a familiar issue. In the Post-Second World War period 

the European powers are finally eclipsed. The effective removal of the major colonial 

economic blocks (e. g. of Great Britain, France, Germany, and Netherlands) leaves the 

USA as the unchallenged leader of what comes to be called the Free World, or the 

West. The United States emerged from the war strengthene~, and became a world 

leader with the implementation of the Marshall Plan to re-construct war-tom Western 

Europe. In the 1950s, the United States practically took over the responsibility of 

managing the affairs of the whole world. However, the Post-Second World War 

period also saw the parallel rise of the USSR. The dominance of the USA and the 

USSR within the international system was under- stood in terms of the notion of 

bipolarity. It is also marked by the emergence of cold war between the two super 

powers. 

(b) The second is the policy of containment adopted by the USA. In this period 

there was the spread of a united world communist movement. The USSR extended its 

influence not only to Eastern Europe but also to China and Korea in Asia. The notion 
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of containment expressed the resolution of the USA to halt the spread of communism. 

The concern of the USA was initially focused on Europe in the wake of wartime 

upheaval in particular the occupation of Eastern Europe by the USSR and the 

activities of the left in Western Europe. Subsequently the attention of the USA 

extended to the Third World. 

(c) The third was the disintegration of the European colonial empires in Asia, 

Africa, and Latin America, giving birth to many new nation-states in the Third World. 

These nascent nation states were in search of a model of development to promote their 

economy and to enhance their political independence. In such. a context it was natural 

that American political elites encouraged their social scientists to study the Third 

World nation states~ to promote economic development and political stability in the 

Third World, so as to avoid losing the new states to the soviet communist block. 

(d) The fourth element in the back ground to modernization theory involves 

aid-donor competition. In the history of aid giving it is possible to distinguish between 

two broad phases. At first aid was internally oriented and concerned· with the 

reconstruction of Europe. In the second phase, however, the attention of First World 

policy making was outwardly oriented and concerned with the development of the 

Third World. The key events which marked the change of focus were the Bandung 

conference of 1955 when a group of newly independent Third World states founded 

the influential non-alignment, and a few years later the entry onto the aid giving scene 

ofthe USSR. 

Overall these are the events that prepared political and ideological context for 

the launching of modernization theory with generous support from the US government 

and private foundations. A new generation of political scientists, economists, 

sociologists, psychologists, anthropologists, and demographers published dissertation 

and monographs on the previously little researched Third World states. An inter

disciplinary modernization perspective of development was in the making in the 

1950s (Chirot 1981: 261-262; Preston 1996: 166-169). 

Theoretical inheritance 

There were two major areas of intellectual resources in the process of construction of 

modernization theory. These were the work of economists who confront the problems 
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attendant upon the scale and complexity of the macro-economics of growth and the 

work of the broad spread of social scientists who concerned them selves in one way or 

another with the problem of analyzing industrial society (Preston 1996:169). 

Modernization adopted both an evolutionary theory and a functionalist theory in its 

effort to illuminate the modernization of the Third World countries. Since the 

evolutionary theory helped to explain the transition from traditional to modem society 

in Western Europe in the nineteenth century, many modernization researchers thought 

that it would shed some light on the modernization of the Third World countries 

furthermore, since many prominent members of the modernization school - such as 

Daniel learner, Marion Levy, Neil Smelser, Sumuel Eisenstadt, and Gabriel Almond

were schooled in the functionalist theory, their modernization studies are he(.lvily 

influenced by functionalist theory (So 1990: 18). The modernization perspective 

represents a multidisciplinary effort to examine the prospects for Third World 

development. Each discipline contributes in its own way to identifying key issues 

concerning modernization. 

Theoreflca/Assu~.npuons 

In spite of the multidisciplinary nature, the exponents and researchers in the 

modernization perspective share two sets of assumptions in their study of Third World 

development. The first sets of assumptions are drawn from the evolutionary theory. 

According to this theory, social change is unidirectional, progressive, and gradual, 

irreversibly moving societies from a primitive stage to an advanced stage, and making 

societies more like one another as they proceed along the path of evolution. Building 

upon such a premise the assumptions are: 

a) Modernization is -a phased process. Rostow's theory, for example, 

distinguishes different phases of modernization through which all societies will travel. 

Levy (1967) argues that societies can be compared in terms of the extent to which 

they have moved down the road from tradition to modernity. 

b) Modernization is a homogenizing process. It produces tendencies toward 

convergence among societies. As they modernize societies increasingly resemble one 

another. 
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c) Modernization is a Europeanization (or Americanization) process. The 

nations are viewed as having unmatched economic prosperity and democratic stability 

(Tipps 1976). They have become the models the latecomers in the Third World would 

like to emulate. 

d) Modernization is an irreversible process. Once started, modernization can 

not be stopped. Once Third World countries come in to contact with the west, they 

will not be able to resist the impetus toward modernization. 

e) Modernization is a progressive process. The agonies of modernization are 

many, but in the long run modernization is not only inevitable, but desirable. 

f) Lastly, modernization is a lengthy process. It is an evolutionary change not a 

revolutionary change. Its profound impact will be felt only through time (So 1990: 33-

34). 

The second set of assumptions is drawn from functionalist theory, which 

emphasizes the interdependence of social institution, the. importance of pattern 

variables as the cultural level, and the built-in process of change through homeostatic 

equilibrium. The assumptions are: 

a) Modernization is a systematic process. The attributes of modernity form a 

consistent whole, thus appearing in clusters rather than in isolation. 

b) Modernization is a trans formative process. In order for a society to move 

into modernity, its traditional structures and values must be totally replaced by a set of 

modem values. Modernity and tradition are asymmetrical concepts. 

c) Modernization is an immanent process. Due to its systematic and 

transforinative nature, modernization has built change into the social system. Due to 

this assumption of immanence, the modernization perspective tends to focus upon the 

internal sources of change in the Third World countries (So 1990: 34-35). 

Reframing the modernization 

The academic and political critics of the modernization school have pointed to its 

misleading evolutionary and functionalist assumptions, methodological, and 

ideological biases. Addressing these shortcomings, in the late 1970s there was a 

revival of modernization research: (1) The new modernization perspective avoid 

treating tradition and modernity as a set of mutually exclusive concepts. (2) Instead of 
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drawing typologies and anchoring their discussion at a high level of abstraction, the 

new studies tend to focus upon concrete cases. (3) They do not assume a 

unidirectional path of development toward the western model. (4) Finally, they lay 

more emphasis on external (international) factors than before. However, their research 

focus, level of analysis, key variables, key concepts policy implications remain the 

same (So 1990: 61 ).In this context some important contributions are the works of Siu

Lun Wong (1988), Winston Davis (1987), and Ali Banuazizi (1987). 

Policy Implications 

The constellation of theories under the modernization perspective is not merely 

academic exercise. The theories were originally formulated in response to the 

prevailing context and as such have important policy implications: 

(1) These theories help to provide an implicit justification for the asymmetrical 

power relationship between traditional and modem societies. As the US and Europe 

are modem and advanced and the Third World is traditional and back ward, the latter 

should took to the former for guidance. 

(2) The threat of communism has been identified as a modernization problem. 

If the Third World countries are to modernize, they should be moving along the path 

the West particularly the United States has travelled and thus should move away from 

commumsm. 

(3) Modernization theories help to legitimize the 'meliorative foreign aid 

policy' of the United States (Chirot 1981: 219; Apter 1987: 23). If what is needed is 

more exposure to modem values and more productive investments, then the United 

States can help by sending advisers, by encouraging American business to invest 

abroad, by making loans, and by rendering other kinds of aid to Third World 

countries. Although not all modernization theorists are necessarily apologists for 

American expansionism, as Tipps (1976: 72) remarks, there is 'little in modernization 

literature that would seriously disturb the White House, Pentagon, or State 

Department Policy makers'. 

Role of the State 

The modernization perspective has taken the national territorial state as its units of 

analysis. The state is of critical theoretical significance to the modernization theories, 
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even if this remains largely implicit. It may be conceptualized, whether as 

industrialization or structural differentiation, each component of the modernization 

process is viewed as a source of change operating at the national level. 

The modernization perspective implicitly or explicitly opts for capitalist 

development. It is premised . on the creation and maintenance of the basic structures 

and institutions of the prevailing society. Thus, it has accorded central role to the state 

and public policy. The state has been thought of as an entity that stands out side and 

above society, an autonomous agency that is vested with an independent source of 

rationality and the capability to initiate and pursue progrmmes of development for the 

benefit of the whole society. There is an implicit disjunction between the state and 

policy. The problematic of the state is then narrowed down to that of the efficacy of its 

public institutions and organs to achieve objectives and programmes of modernization 

focusing especially on the respective roles of 'ruling elites', political parties, the 

bureaucracy and the military (Alavi 1982: 289). 

This perspective tcikes development as modernization of 'traditional societies' 

through the establishment of networks and institutions similar to those of advanced 

industrial societies, including strategic norms of work, values of social discipline and 

beliefs about equity and motivations representing the internalization of these norms, 

values and beliefs in a manner ensuring role performance through appropriate 

behaviour. The political dimension of development under this modernization scheme 

involves how to create the nation by means of the state and how to in corporate within 

the state social networks that generate development (Apter 1987: 16-17). 

The Dependency Perspective 

In the early 1970s the dependency perspective emerged as a dominant theoretical 

perspective in the field of development. It originated in the extensive Latin American 

debate on the problems of underdevelopment, and became a significant contribution to 

modem social science. Not only did it contain a devastating criticism of the 

Eurocentric modernization perspective, it also provided an alternative intellectual 

perspective, rooted in the Third World, and it also functioned as a catalyst in the 

subsequent development theory. This new perspective implied a self-reliant approach 
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to development thinking as such, an indigenization of development theory (Hettne 

1995: 87) in the Third World. 

Dependency treated development and underdevelopment simultaneously. 

Generally the dependency perspective holds: 

The most important obstacles to development were not lack of capital or entrepreneurial skills, but 

were to be found in the international division of labour. In short, they were external to the 

underdeveloped economy - not internal. 

The international division of labour was analyzed in terms of relations between regions of which two 

kinds - centre and periphery - assumed particular importance, since a transfer of surplus took place 

from the latter to the former. 

Due to the fact that the periphery was deprived of its surplus, which the centre instead could utilize for 

development purposes, development in the centre somehow implied underdevelopment -in the 

periphery. Thus development and underdevelopment could be described as two aspects of a single 

global process. All regions participating in this process were consequently considered as capitalist, 

although a distinction was made between central and ~eripheral capitalism. 

Since the periphery was doomed to underdevelopment because of its linkage to the centre it was 

considered necessary for a country to dissociate itself from the world market, to break the chains of 

surplus extraction, and to strive for national self reliance. In order to make this possible a more or less 

revolutionary political transformation was necessary. Politics would take command. As soon as the 

external obstacles had been removed, development as a more or less automatic and endogenous process 

was taken for granted (Hettne 1995: 97). 

Richard Peet (1999:107) summarizes the basic message of dependency 

perspective: 

The basic message of the dependency school was that European development was predicated on the 

active under development of the non-European world. For dependency theorists, Europe's development 

was based on external destruction, brutal conquest, colonial control, and stripping of non-western 

societies of their peoples, resources, and surpluses. From historical processes like these came a new 

global geography of European First World center and Non-European Third World periphery. The 

relationship between center and periphery assumed, ... the spatial form of dependence, in which some 

countries (the dominant) achieved self sustaining economic growth, while others (dominated and 

dependent) grew only as a reflection of changes in the dominant countries. 

According to Ankie Hoogvelt, the essence of dependency theory is the 

contention that as a result of penetration by colonial capital a distorted structure of 

economy and society had been created in the colonial countries which would 

reproduce over all economic stagnation and extreme pauperisation of the masses for 

all tithe. A distorted structure of economy implied two things: (a) The subordination 

of the economy to the structure of advanced capitalist countries, and (b) External 
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orientation which meant an extreme dependency on overseas markets both for capital 

and technology sourcing and for production out lets. A distorted structure of society 

meant again two things: (a) A class alliance between foreign capital and comprador 

(mercantile and landed elites); and (b) The evolution of extreme patterns of social in -

equality which in tum restricts and distorts the domestic markets (Hoogvelt 1997: 38-

39). 

Thus, dependency was thought to generate a structure of internal social 

relations which corresponds to and is created by the way a country is inserted into the 

structure of international economic relations. This imposed specialisation of 

production and the continued coincidence of interests between the imperial states and 

ex-colonial elites, even after independence, blocked any attempt at industrialization 

and internal social transformation. It was this that resulted in over all economic 

stagnation and pauperisation (ibid: -39). 

The context 

The historical context of the emergence of the dependency perspective is marked by 

some important events in the Third World particularly Latin America in 1960s. 

(a) The dependency perspective first emerged in Latin America as a response to 

. the bankruptcy of the programme of the United Nations Economic Commission for 

Latin America (ECLA) in the early 1960s. Many populist regimes in Latin America 

tried out the ECLA developmental strategy of protectionism and industrialization 

through import substitution in the 1980s, and many Latin American thinkers had high 

hopes for· a trend toward economic growth, welfare, and democracy. However, the 

brief economic expansion in the 1950s quickly turned into economic stagnation. In the 

early 1960s, Latin America was plauged by unemployment, inflation, currency 

devaluation, declining terms of trade, and other economic problems. Popular protests 

were followed by the collapse of popular regimes and the setting up of repressive 

military and authoritarian regimes. Many Latin American thinkers were disappointed. 

They became disillusioned with both the ECLA programme and the American 

modernization development theory, which proved unable to explain economic 

stagnation, political repression and the widening gap between rich and poor countries. 
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(b) The crisis of classical Marxism in the early 1960s also contributed to the 

emergence of the dependency perspective. From the point of view of classical 

Marxism, the Latin American countries had to go through the stage of 'bourgeois' 

industrial revolution before they could wage a proletarian socialist revolution. 

However, the Chinese Revolution in 1949 and the Cuban Revolution in the late 1950s 

showed that Third World countries could skip the stage of bourgeois revolution. 

Attracted to the Chinese and Cuban models of development, many radical Latin 

American thinkers thought whether their own countries could also move into the stage 

of socialist revolution. 

(c) The crisis of late capitalism itself was another factor that contributed to the 

emergence of dependency perspective. The decline of ECLA' s approach in the 1960s 

coincided with the end of the almost uninterrupted expansion of post war capitalism. 

A new phase opened up world wide, the showing down of economic growth, a falling 

rate of profit and more frequent recessions and trade crises. The economic situation of 

Latin American countries in particular took a tum for the worse: terms of trade 

deteriorated for primary products and the import-substituting industrialization process 

lost its dynamism. Hence the new wave of pessimism which led to trenchant criticisms 

of modernization theories and ECLA's policies. These critiques were at the centre of 

the new dependency theories which emerged in the mid sixties as a radical challenge 

to the optimism of the old established theories. (Larrain 1989:111). 

Theoretical inheritance 

G. Palma (1981: 42-43) has identified three distinct intellectual trends within the 

dependency perspective. First, he distinguishes a tendency which seeks to construct a 

'theory of underdevelopment; whose principal tenets are that underdevelopment is 

directly caused by dependency on central economies and that capitalism itself in the 

periphery is unable to bring about a process of development. Here Palma locates the 

work of A. G. Frank, followed in Chile by dos Santos, Caputo, Pizarro, Marini and 

others. A second tendency, represented by Sunkel and Furtado, seeks to reformulate 

ECLA's analyses and emphasises the obstacles to national development stemming 

from external conditions. But they stop short of any generalization which may either 

put in doubt the developing capabilities of capitalism or seek to outline a general 
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theory of underdevelopment. Finally, there is a tendency which seeks to study 

'concrete situations of dependency' and stresses the internal processes of class 

struggle which necessarily mediate the influence of external factors. This approach 

rejects the formal and abstract attempts to construct a general theory which applies 

like a blanket to all underdeveloped countries and simply pins on external factors all 

the blame for their underdevelopment. This tendency is represented by the works of 

Cardoso and Faletto. 

The theoretical premises of dependency perspective flowed from two 

intellectual sources: 

The first was the development ideas of ECLA, which was created in 1948 to 

examine the potential for economic development in Latin America. ECLA suggested 

that the way forward for Latin America was to reduce imports of manufactured goods 

through a process of inward-oriented development known as import substitution 

industrialization (lSI). lSI involves the substitution of foreign manufactured imports 

with locally produced manufactures. In this process tariffs are essential to protect 

infant industries from competition with the already industrialized countries. The state 

thus plays a significant role in planning and organizing the industrialization process. 

lSI was to be facilitated by foreign capital used to purchase imported capital goods. 

ECLA did not question the assumption that development would take place within 

capitalism. Indeed in seeking (like Rostow) to reject Marxism ECLA incorporated the 

belief that capitalist development is possible in the periphery, but through inward 

oriented policies (Dickson 1997: 37-38). 

The second is neo-Marxism s. The neo-Marxist view prescribed immediate 

revolutionary activity, based on guerilla tactics, instead of the 'two-stage strategy'. 

Both theoretically and practically, t~e neo-Marxists favoured a new line which at the 

time seemed to be better in agreement with the political realities than the classical 

Marxist one. Neo-Marxism was thus the academic expression of that for which the 

guerilla struggle stood at the practical-political level (Blomstrom and Hettne 1984: 35-

36).This tradition of neo-Marxism has provided many key concepts for the 

dependency perspective's criticism of both the ECLA programme and the 

modernization perspective in the mid 1960s. 
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Theoretical Assumptions 

Bjorn Hettne (1995:95-96) has attempted to locate vanous theoretical positions 

within a framework containing several relevant dimensions: 

a) Holism vs. particularism; (b) external vs. internal causal factors; (c) socio-political vs. economic 

analysis; (d) sectoral I regional contradictions vs. class contradictions; (e) underdevelopment vs. 

dependent development; and (f) voluntarism vs. determinism. 

This summing up of positions with the dependency perspective helps to 

construct an ideal- typical dependency position which, whatever relevance it might 

have in reality, does express a certain internal consistency. A typical dependency 

position would stress holism, external factors, socio-political analysis, regional 

contradictions, polarization between development and under development and the role 

of subjective factors in history. The contrary position on the various dimensions 

would fall outside the dependency perspective (Hettne 1995:96). 

Despite the in house heterogonous positions thinkers within the perspective 

tend to share some basic theoretical assumptions. 

1. Dependency is a general process. As a very general process it is applicable 

to all Third World countries irrespective of the national variations and historical 

complexities. Thinkers within this perspective share a common aim to outline the 

general pattern of dependency in the Third World throughout the history of capitalism 

from sixteenth century to the present. Specific experiences of a particular country are 

downplayed to build the 'ideal type' construct of dependency. 

2. Dependency is an external condition. It is imposed from the outside. Thus 

the most important obstacle to national development is to be found outside the domain 

of the national economy. Lack of capital, entrepreneurial skills or democratic 

institutions are less responsible as obstacles to national development. The historical 

heritage of colonialism and the perpetuation of the unequal international division of 

labour are the greatest obstructions to the national development of the Third World 

countries. 

3. Dependency is an economic condition. It is primarily the result of an 

economic process - the flow of economic surplus from Third World countries to 

Western capitalist countries. Thus Third World countries generally suffer from 

declining terms of trade with Western countries. 
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4. Dependency is a component of regional polarization ofthe global economy. 

On the one hand, the flow of surplus from Third World countries leads to their 

underdevelopment; on the other hand, the development of Western countries is 

benefited by this influx of economic surplus. Thus under development in the periphery 

and development in the core are two aspects of a single process of capital 

accumulation, leading to regional polarization in the global economy. 

5. Dependency is incompatible with development. Generally development is 

not possible in the periphery. During periods of isolation minor development can 

occur, as is in case of a world depression or a World War. Genuine development in the 

periphery is highly unlikely with the continual flow of surplus to the core (So 1990: 

104-105). 

New dependency studies 

The dependency perspective has been the subject of a great deal of criticism since the 

1970s. The critics are not satisfied with the methodology and the concept of 

dependency or with the policy implications of the dependency studies. With these 

criticisms in mind and taking into account the changing milieu of Third World 

development, some theorists (e. g. Cardoso 1973, 1977; Cardoso and Faletto 1979; 0' 

Donnell 1978; Evans 1983; Gold 1986) have modified the basic assumptions of 

classical dependency perspective. In stead of treating dependency as a general, 

external, economic process that leads to regional polarization and underdevelopment, 

new dependency theorists now conceptualize it as a historically specific, internal, and 

socio-political process that can lead to dynamic development. Thus they have put 

forward many original concepts, such as: dependent associated development (Cardoso 

1977), the bureaucratic- authoritarian state (0' Donnell 1978); the triple alliance 

among the state, local capital and international capital (Evans 1983) and dynamic 

dependency (Gold 1986). Moreover, the new dependency thinkers have paid more 

attention to historically specific situations of dependency than did classical 

dependency thinkers. The state in Third World is no longer perceived as a dependent 

state for foreigners, but as an active agency that tacitly works together with local and 

international capital. Also they acknowledge the coexistence of two contradictory 

processes- dependency and development (So 1990: 164 -165). 
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Policy implications 

An analysis of the different strands of the dependency perspective highlights some 

important policy implications: 

(1) The dependency perspective asserts that development should mean more 

than just more industry, more input, and rising productivity. Instead, it should be 

defined in terms of improving the living standard of all the people in the periphery. 

Thus, developmental programmes should not cater to elites and urban dwellers, but 

should attempt to satisfy the human needs of rural peasants, the unemployed, and -the 

needy. Any developmental programme that benefits only a small sector at the expense 

of the suffering majority is no good at all. 

(2) Politically the views of the dependency perspective are exactly the opposite 

to those of the modernization perspective. As modernization theory proposes that the 

Third World should receive more contacts (more aid, more technology, and more 

modem values) from western countries, the dependency perspective argues that it is 

harmful for peripheral (Third World) countries to have more contact with core 

countries. In fact, the dependency school asserts that the periphery has too much 

harmful core contact already. Since the era of colonialism, the political economy of 

the periphery has been totally restructured to suit the needs of the core, thereby 

leading to the development of underdevelopment. 

(3) The dependency perspective suggests that peripheral countries should sever 

their ties with core countries. Instead of relying upon foreign aid and foreign 

technology, peripheral counties should adopt a self reliance model-relying upon their 

own resources and planning their own path of development so as to achieve 

independence and autonomous national development. Self reliance does not mean 

complete isolation from other nation states. It means only that peripheral countries 

should not be dominated by core countries. They should trade with other peripheral 

countries on equal and mutually beneficial terms (So 1990: 105-106). 

( 4) According to the dependency perspective the old elites in the peripheral 

countries most likely would not accept a complete break from the core countries and 

their multinationals in view of their class interest. Therefore, many dependency 
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thinkers propose that socialist revolution may be necessary for a country to get rid of 

the old ruling elites. As Chilcote and Edelstein (1974: 21) observe: 

Development requires the profound alteration of economic, social, and political relationships in the 

overthrow of the market and the mobilization of domestic populations in a nationally oriented effort. 

Thus, development requires the elimination of foreign penetration, which supports the status quo and 

creation of a socialist context for development. 

Under such a situation only a new group will assume political power whose 

mission is to satisfy the human needs of the peasantry and the workers. They will 

carry out policies of total restructuring, as is revealed by the experience of the Chinese 

and Cuban revolutions (So 1990: 106). 

Role of the State in Development 

The proponents of the dependency perspective stressed: (a) the importance of 

considering both the historical experience of peripheral countries and the phases of 

their involvement within wider encompassing systems; (b) the necessity of identifying 

the specific economic, political, and cultural linkages of centres and peripheries; and 

(c) the requirement for active state involvement in the pursuit of development. 

The theorists of dependency drew conclusion in respect of the appropriate 

spread of policy for local national governments committed to the pursuit of national 

development goals. The theorists of dependency looked to foster an independent 

pattern of development. The strategic differences with modernization theory came to 

revolve around the role of the state, which was to become the key vehicle of the new 

political-cultural project of autonomous development. This was to be the overriding 

objective in the attempt to remove the damaging handicaps of dependency (Preston 

1996: 194-195) 

Some theorists (e. g. Cardoso 1973, 1977; Cardoso and Faletto 1979; 0' 

Donnell 1978; Evans 1979; 1983; Gold 1986) have modified the basic assumptions of 

classical dependency perspective. In stead of treating dependency as a general, 

external, economic process that leads to regional polarization and underdevelopment, 

new dependency theorists now conceptualize it as a historically specific, internal, and 

socio-political process that can lead to dynamic development. Thus they have put 

forward many original concepts, such as: dependent associated development (Cardoso 

1977), the bureaucratic- authoritarian state (0' Donnell 1978); the triple alliance 
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among the state, local capital and international capital (Evans 1983) and dynamic 

dependency (Gold 1986). Moreover, the new dependency thinkers have paid more 

attention to historically specific situations of dependency than did classical 

dependency thinkers. The state in Third World is no longer perceived as a dependent 

state for foreigners, but as an active agency that tacitly works together with local and 

international capital. Also they acknowledge the coexistence of two contradictory 

processes- dependency and development (So 1990: 164 -165).The argument of this 

second wave of dependency theory was that Third World societies were not merely 

products determined by the structures of unequal exchange within the world economy, 

but that their present and future possibilities in part were of their own making.· 

Specifically, under certain circumstances, Third World societies were able to achieve 

sufficient autonomy with the world system to be able to harness the dynamics of 

·global capitalism . for their own development purposes. While the economic and 

political relations of dependence remained a fact of life, and thus set the parameters of 

external limits· to what any Third World society could achieve, some form of .genuine 

development w~s still a possibility.· Central to this possibility was the action of the 

national state (Henderson and Applebaum 1992:2). 

The World System Perspective 

. The world system perspective had a spectacular breakthrough in ·the mid 1970s. In 

strict sense there is no such thing as world system theory. It is a general approach or 

rather a theoretical project an attempt to reconsider an historical social science freed 

from a number of biases which have Gripp led both history and the social sciences as 

they have been unknown for decades: biases such as· evolutionism, reductionism, 

eurocentricism, state centrism, compartmentalism. 

The world system perspective asserts that a capitalist world economy has been 

in existence since the sixteenth century. From thep. onwards this system incorporated a 

growing number of previously more or less isolated and self sufficient societies into a 

complex system of functional relations. The process of expansion had two 

dimensions: geographical broadening and socio-economic deepening. The result of 

this expansion was that a small number of core states transformed a huge external 
) 

arena into a periphery. Between these core states and the periphery the world-system 
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theorists identify semi-peripheries which play a key role in the functioning of the 

system (Hettne 1995:139). 

The core-periphery polarization implied a world division of labour in which the 

core countries took the role as industrial producers whereas the peripheral areas were 

given the role as agricultural producers. The crucial criterion for semi-peripheral, as 

compared to peripheral, status is thus an increase in the importance of industrial 

production. Further more, the rising semi-peripheries are strong and ambitious states, 

more or less aggressively competing for core status (Hettne 1995:139). 

The world system is a social system, which, according to Wallerstein, ts 

characterized by the fact that its dynamics are internal: 

What characterizes a social system ... is the fact that life within it is largely self contained and that the 

dynamics of its development are largely internal (Wallerstein 1974: 347). 

There are two historically given versions of the world system: a world empire 

and a world economy. The main difference between a· world empire and a world 

economy lies in the fact that the world economy functions without a system of 

supreme political control, which proves it to be a more viable and persistent structure 

than the world empires. As a substitute for imperial control one can see the hegemonic 

power exercised by a succession of dominant core states. A number of world empires 

have been created and destroyed, while the world economy, which has expanded 

steadily since the sixteenth century covers most of the world. It is the one and only 

world system, therefore, also referred to as 'historical capitalism'. The rise and fall of 

hegemonic powers form part of the cyclical movements of the world system, 

movements which basically are influenced by economic long waves. Thus the world 

system has periods of expansion, contraction, crisis and structural change paving the 

way to renewed expansion. Its uniqueness raises . completely new theoretical and 

methodological issues in social science. It changes the prospects for social change, 

and thus also the strategic problem in the realm of political praxis (Hettne 1995: 139-

140). 

The proposition that the dynamics of the system are internal implies an 

internalization of the external-factor. Thus, the problem of the external versus the 

internal, which caused the dependency theorists a great deal of trouble, has, 
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ostensibly, been solved. Like the dependency perspective, the world system analysis 

describes the world system as capitalist but avoids the distinctions between 

development and underdevelopment, or central and peripheral capitalism. Thus, there 

is only one kind of capitalism, namely that of the world system, although its various 

branches may manifest themselves differently. This perspective thus circumvents 

another of the pitfalls of the dependency school, the idea of two different sorts of 

capitalisms. (ibid: 140). 

In the world system perspective the process of under development started with 

the incorporation of a particular external area into the world system, that is, the 

peripheralization. As the world system expanded, first Eastern Europe, then Latin 

America, Asia and Africa, in that order, were peripheralized. This is a process of the 

world economy with its rules and its mechanisms. 

The capitalist process of expansion, which started during the sixteenth century, 

will be completed with incorporation of external areas in course of time. Thus, in the 

present stage of the world system, it is not easy to break the chains of dependency and 

initiate a process of self-reliant development on the national level. In fact the 

experiences of most Third World countries give credit to the thesis that they are part 

of the 'system' whether they like it or not, and that there are indeed 'limited 

possibilities of transformation within the capitalist world economy' (Wallerstein 1979: 

66). According to the world system theorists, development is therefore basically a 

matter of changing the structural position form a peripheral to a semi-peripheral one, a 

possibility that is open to comparatively few countries. A genuine change would 

therefore necessitate a transformation of the world system into a socialist world 

government (Hettne 1995:142). 

The context 

The world system perspective is the product of important elements of its historical 

context: 

(a) The failure of the modernization perspective's programmes in Latin 

America in 1960s led to the emergence of the dependency perspective. But it could 

not 'destroy' the modernization perspective. Also the modernization perspective was 

unable to exclude the competing views as illegitimate. The coexistence of contrasting 
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perspectives in the field of development made the 1970s a time of intellectual fertility. 

By the mid 1970s, the ideological battle between the modernization perspective and 

the dependency perspective began to. subside. A group of radical researchers led by 

Immanuel Wallerstein found that there were many new activities in the capitalist 

world economy that could not be explained within the confines of the dependency 

perspective: (1) East Asia continued to experience a remarkable rate of economic 

growth, it became harder and harder to portray this East Asian economic miracle as 

'manu~acturing imperialism' , 'dependent development' or 'dynamic dependence' -

because these East Asian industrial states had begun to challenge the economic 

superiority of the United States (2) There was a crisis among the socialist states. Many 

radical researchers began to rethink whether de-linking from the capitalist world 

economy is an appropriate model for Third World countries to apply. (3) There was a 

crisis in US capitalism. The Vietnam War, the Watergate crisis, the oil embargo in 

1975 and the combination of stagnation and inflation in the late 1970s, as well as the 

rising sentiment of protectionism, the unprecedented government deficit, and the 

widening of the trade gap in the 1980s - all signaled the demise of American 

hegemony in the capitalist world economy. 

(b) In the 1970s there was crisis of the theories of development as general 

frameworks of understanding the development problems of the Third World. 

Consequently a number of attempts were made to think of development in piecemeal 

ways. The basic needs, the women in development, another development, alternative 

development, participatory development etc were presented as solutions to analyze 

issues relating to development. In order to rethink development in terms of a general 

theoretical framework some thinkers moved forward to develop the world system 

perspective. On the one hand, the critical issues of the world economy, on the other 

hand a challenging sense of abandoning general theories of development paved the 

way for the emergence of the world system perspective. According to Chirot and Hall 

(1982: 93), this new world system perspective has 'seized the imagination of a new 

generation of sociologists' and exerted a profound impact on the discipline of 

sociology. 
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Theoretical inheritance 

The basic concepts, the theoretical arguments and assumption of the world system 

perspective are based on its intellectual heritage. The first theoretical heritage is 

literature on dependency perspective. During the initial stage of formulating the world 

system perspective, many concepts from the dependency perspective have been 

incorporated, for example, unequal exchange, core-periphery exploitation, and the 

world-market. Many basic tenets of the dependency perspective have also been 

adopted, such as the argument that the 'feudal' forms of production characteristic of 

much of American history are not 'persistent from the past' but rather products of 

Latin America's historical relations with the core' (Kaye 1979: 409). In fact, 

Immanuel Wallerstein, the main exponent of the world system perspective, has 

included the concepts of Frank, Dos Santos, and Amin as part of his world system 

perspective, on the grounds that these concepts have in common a critique of both the 

modernization school and the Marxist developmentalist perspective. However, when 

Wallerstein had fully developed his world system perspective, it seemed that he 

moved beyond the domain of the dependency perspective. Unlike the dependency 

school, which has specialised in the study of the periphery the world system 

perspective has a much broader research focus. It examines not only the periphery, but 

also the semi-periphery and the core countries. (So 1990: 230). This shift may be 

explained by the strong influence ofFernand Braudel and the French Annales School 

on Wallerstein's conception of the world system. 

The second theoretical heritage of the world system perspective is the theory 

of history of the Annales School. The school has been named after the journal, 

'Annales: Economies, Societies Civilizations' founded in 1929 by French historians 

Lucian Febvre and March Bloch. This school aimed at remaking the discipline of 

history. Dissatisfied with conventional history because it was isolated and unrealistic, 

the Annales historian used a comparative method involving long sweeps of line to 

examine differences and similarities between societies. The main themes of the school· 

were; social history, especially of the material conditions of the masses; structural 

factors, or relative constants; the long term as a common language of social sciences 

and a concern with the relations among economy, society and civilization. Feranand 
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Braudel, the most famous of the school's second generation scholars was particularly 

interested in structural limitations on material and economic life, the great slopes of 

historical change over centuries, regional histories, and the sudden breakup of ancient 

ways in nineteenth century. This view was found suited to the study of the long term 

history of the peoples of the Third World and sudden changes thrust upon them 

through contact with the First World (Peet 1999: 111-112). 

Units of analysis 

In traditional social scientific inquiry human beings are organized in entities we may 

call societies, which constitute the fundamental social frameworks within which 

human life is lived; (Wallerstein 1987: 315). In the nineteenth century, the concept of 

'society' was opposite to that of 'state'. The key intellectual issue was how to 

reconcile society and state. Wallerstein states that as time has passed, people have 

become accustomed to thinking that sovereign states are the basic entities within 

which social life is conducted. In traditional social science inquiry, therefore, it has 

often been assumed that 'we live in states'. There is a society underlying each state. 

Sates have histories therefore traditions. Above all since change is normal, it is states 

that normally change or develop. They have the boundaries inside of which factors are 

'internal' and outside of which they are 'external'. They are 'logically' independent 

entities such that, for statistic purposes, they can be 'compared' (Waller stein 

1987 :316). He, however, argues that the basic unit of analysis should be the historical 

system rather than the state/ society. For, Wallerstein this is more than a mere 

semantic substitution because the term historical system rids one of the central 

connotation that 'society' has acquired its link to 'state', and therefore of the 

presupposition about the where and when. Furthermore, historical system as a term 

underlies the unity of historical social science. The entity is systemic and historical 

simultaneously (So 1990: 177). 

According to Wallerstein, in human history there have been three known forms 

of historical systems: mini-systems, world-empires, and world-economies. In the pre 

agricultural era, there was a multiplicity of mini-systems that were small in space ·and 

brief in time. The mini systems were highly homogeneous in terms of cultural and 
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governing structures, and they split up when they become too large. The basic logic 

was one of reciprocity in exchange (ibid). 

In the period between 8000 B. C. and 1500 AD the world-empires were the 

dominant form of historical system. The world empires were vast political structures, 

encompassing a wide range of cultural patterns. The basic logic was the extraction of 

tribute from otherwise locally self-administered direct producers that was passed 

upward to the centre and redistributed to a network of officials (ibid). 

Around 1500, the capitalist world economies were born. These world 

economies were vast, uneven chains of integrated production structures dissected by 

multiple political structures. The basic logic was that the accumulated surplus was 

distribut~d unequally in favour of those able to achieve monopolies in the market 

networks. By their inner logic, the capitalist world economies then expanded to cover 

the entire globe, absorbing in the process all existing mini-systems and world empires. 

Hence by the late nineteenth century, for the first time ever, there existed only one 

historical system on the globe. 

The issue of development 

In order to explain the issues of development Wallerstein proposes a removal system 

consisting of core, semi-periphery, and periphery. The semi peripheral sector is 

necessary in the present capitalist system for two reasons: First a polarized world 

system with a small, distinct, high-status facing a low-status sector can lead rapidly to 

acute disintegration. 'The major political means by which such crises are averted is 

the creation of 'middle' sectors, which tend to think of themselves primarily as better 

off than the lower sector rather than as worse off than the upper sector' (Wallerstein 

1979b: 69-70). Second, in response to the decline in comparative costs of production 

in the core courtiers, the individual capitalists must be able to transfer capital from a 

declining leading sector to a rising sector in order to survive the effects of cyclical 

shifts in the loci of the leading sectors. 

The possibility of development in a Third World country depends upon the 

country's ability to move from periphery to semi-periphery and from semi-periphery 

to core status. According to Wallerstein, success in moving from periphery to semi-
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periphery depends on whether the country can adopt one of the following strategies of 

development: The first is by seizing the chance 

at moments of world-market contraction, where typically the price level of primary export from 

peripheral countries goes down more rapidly than the price level of technologically advanced industrial 

exports from core countries, the governments of peripheral states once faced with balance of payments 

problems, a rise in unemployment, and a reduction of state income. One solution is "import

substitution" which tends to palliate these difficulties. It is a matter of "seizing the chance" because it 

involves aggressive state action that takes advantage of the weakened political position of core 

countries and the weakened economic position of domestic opponents of such policies (Wallerstein 

1979b: 76). 

The second strategy is semi peripheral development by invitation Wallerstein 

(1979b: 80) observes: 

Direct investment across frontiers grew up in part because of the flowering of infant industry 

protectionism ·and in part because of some political limitations to growth of enterprises in core countries 

(such as anti-trust legislation). The multinational corporations quickly realized that operating in 

collaboration with state bureaucracies posed no real problems. For these national governments are for 

the most part weak both in terms of what they have to offer and in their ability to affect the overall 

financial position of the outside investor. 

The third Strategy is semi peripheral development through self reliance. 

Waller stein (1979b: 81) cites the Tanzanian experience as an example showing that 

'a clearly enunciated and carefully pursued strategy of development including economic independence 

as a goal can be consistent with an accelerating rate of economic as well as social and political 

development.' 

According to Wallerstein, the key to a semi-peripheral breakthrough is that a 

country must have a market available that is large enough to justifY an advanced 

technology and for which it must produce at a lower cost than the existing producers. 

A semi peripheral country can enlarge a market for its national products in one of the 

following ways: 

(1) It can expand its political boundaries by unification with its neighbour as or 

by conquest, thus. enlarging the size of its domestic market. 

(2) It can increase the costs of imported goods through tariffs, prohibitions, and 

quotas, thus capturing a larger share of its domestic market. 

(3) It can lower the costs of production by providing subsidies for national 

products, thus in directly raising the price of imported goods relative to the subsidized 
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items. The cost of production can also be lowered by reducing wage levels, but this 

policy would increase external sales at the risk of lowering internal sales. 

( 4) It can increase the internal level of purchasing power by raising wage 

levels, but this policy may increase internal sales at the risk of lowering external sales. 

(5) It can, through the state or other social institutions, manipula~e the tastes of 

internal consumers through ideology or propaganda. 

Obviously there are many ways to achieve a perfect combination of the above 

policies. Thus from a world system perspective, Wallerstein contributes by 

formulating a new concept of semi-peripheral states and by identifying socialist states 

as mere semi-peripheral countries (or state-owned capitalist enterprise) trying to make 

it to the core in the capitalist world economy. This new perspective is based on a re

interpretation of the history of the capitalist world-economy over the past four 

centuries (So 1990: 187). 

New studies on world system 

Since the mid-1970s critics have charged the world systems perspective with 

presenting a reified concept of world system, with neglecting historically specific 

development at the national level, and with highlighting stratification analysis at the 

expense of class analysis. Drawing upon some new studies, (So 1986; So and Cho 

1988) So (1990: 230) shows there have been some modifications in the world system 

perspective that have shed new light on national development in Hong Kong, the 

changing class structure in socialist china, and the de-industrialization and re

industrialization of the United States. The national level studies are inclined to 

highlight the intricate interactions between global dynamics and national forces such 

as classes, ethnic tensions, and state policies. 

Policy Implications 

From the point of view of policy the objective of the world system perspective has 

been to achieve a truly 'egalitarian democratic world. The basic implications are: 

1) Wallerstein argues that there is the need to substitute a new world level class 

movement for the prevailing national level popular movements. He asserts that 

national development may well be a pernicious policy objective. This is for two reasons. For most 

states, it is unrealizable whatever the method adopted. And for those few states which may still realize 

it, that is transmute radically the location of world-scale production and thereby their location on the 
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interstate ordinal scale, their benefits will perforce be at the expense of some other zone 

(Wallerstein1988: 2022). 

This has been especially true since 1945, when the geography of the whole 

world economy could no longer expand. As such development in the world economy 

was like a zero-sum game - when a new nation state comes in. an old nation-state 

must go out. Wallerstein observes. 

If in the next 30 years China or India or Brazil were in a true sense to "Catch up", a significant segment 

of the World's population elsewhere in this world - system would have to decline as a locus of capital 

accumulation. This will be true whether China or India or Brazil "Catches up" via deliking or via 

export-orientation or by any other method (Wallerstein 1988:2022). 

(2) In stead of endorsing the national movement that have prevailed in the 

movement literature since the nineteenth century, Wallerstein advocates a new world 

level strategy that requires implementation by a world level movement. In particular, 

Wallerstein calls for a world wide attack on the flow of surplus at the point of 

production. 

Suppose that anti-systemic movements concentrated their energies every where - in the OECD 

countries, in the Third World countries, and yes, in the socialist countries as well, on efforts defined as 

retaining most of the surplus created. One obvious way would be to seek to increase the price of labor 

or the price of sale by the direct producers (Waller stein 1988: 2022). 

According to Wallerstein, this strategy of surplus retention by the producers 

could be more effective in the late twentieth century than before, because the world 

economy has reached its geographic limit and is in the process of exhausting its 

reserve labor force. Thus this exhaustion will undermine the capitalist world 

economy's ability to maldistribute surplus and to continue its accumulation process. 

(3) Waller stein stresses that his world level strategy of promoting surplus 

retention by the producers is different from the former strategy of national class 

struggle. He argues that class struggle movements 'cannot afford their close links to 

the state, even to the regimes they have struggled to bring to power (Wallerstein 1988: 

2023). In stead, class struggle movements must be waged at the world level in order to 

be effective in forcing the pace of the transformation of the capitalist world economy. 

Role of the state in development 

In world-system theory, globalism itself is made the single over arching dynamic. The . 

argument of globalism is taken to the point where nation states are not units of 
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development; only the world system develops. (Pieterse 2001: 29).Even if the unit of 

analysis is the world system, this perspective does not minimize the importance of 

state: 

of course, rejection of the state as the indicated socio-geographical contaii?-er for social analysis in no 

way means that the state is no longer to be viewed as a key institution in the modem world, one that 

has profound influences on economic, cultural, and social processes. The study of all these processes 

clearly requires an understanding of the mechanisms of the state. What they do not require is the 

assumption that the state is the natural, or even the most important, boundary of social action. (Waller

stein et al 1997:85). 

According to the world system theory, it is possible for a peripheral country to 

move to the semi-peripheral status. Similarly, a semi-peripheral country can move to 

the core status. This possibility is contingent upon historical moments of 

opportunities. In Wallerstein's (1979) view at this moment the economy concerned 

extracts surplus from the periphery while at the same time yields surplus to the core. 

Thus the dependent development thesis of the new dependency thinkers was 

reinforced by ·word system perspective. Wallerstein's (1978) analysis emphasized the 

role of the national state in carving out a space for indigenous political and economic 

actors to play a role in both the global economy, and in the international state system 

(Henderson and Applebaum 1992:3). 

The neo-Iiberal perspective 

Neo-liberalism as a theoretical perspective for development is basically a reaction to 

the welfare state,· particularly the power structure constituted by nation based labor 

unions and state bureaucracies, accused of having destroyed the market system. This 

is how the neo-liberals explain the accumulation and legitimation crises of welfare 

capitalism of the 1970s. The way out was conceived to be the dismantling of the 

welfare state and move towards a global market (Hettne 1995:113). The best summary 

ofneo-liberalism is that of Milton Friedman. 

To the free man, the country is the collection of individuals which compose it .... The scope of 

government must be limited. . . . to preserve law and order, to enforce private contracts, to foster 

competitive markets. (Friedman 1962:2). 

Neo-liberalism is obviously a development doctrine. The resurgence of neo-

liberalism in development theory has been described, in no way unfairly, as a 

'counter- revolution' (Toye 1993) 'This reimposition of liberal principles - or 'neo 
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liberal revolution' -was accompanied by a restructuring of the relationship between 

capital and the state, and between the state and society, with the aim of restoring the 

unfettered operation of market forces.' (Cammack 2002: 158). 

Profound disillusionment in the North with the record of state involvement in 

economic and social life led to a simplistic and rather naive belief in 'the magic of the 

market' as the most efficient economic regulator, state involvement in the economy 

was held to be inefficient, bureaucratic and unnecessary drain on public coffers. 

Hence, by selling of loss- making and inefficient public enterprises and parastatal 

corporations, and restricting the role of the state to regulation and economic 

facilitation, taxes could be cut substantially. It is primarily an economic creed that 

seeks to deregulate markets as much as possible to promote 'free' trade. It harks back 

to the ideas of Adam Smith and David Ricardo, in other words, to the very historical 

roots of neo-classical economics - hence neo- (new) liberalism. This ideology rapidly 

became the economic orthodoxy in the North and was exported to the global south via 

aid policies and the measures formulated to address the debt crisis (Simon 2002:87). 

The neo-liberals offer a stark restatement of economic liberalism with its 

central role for the free market. An overarching claim is made that free markets 

maximize human welfare and in tum this unpacks a series of interlinked claims: 

(a) economically, the claim is that as free markets act efficiently to distribute knowledge and resources 

around the economic system, the material welfare will be maximized; (b) socially, the claim is that as 

action and responsibility for action reside with the person of the individual, then liberal individualistic 

social systems will ensure that moral worth is maximised; (c) politically, the claim is that as liberalism 

offers a balanced solution to problems of deploying, distributing and controlling power, then liberal · 

policies ensure that political freedom is maximised; and (d) epistemologically, the claim is that as the 

whole package is grounded is genuine positive scientific knowledge then in such systems the effective 

deployment of positive knowledge is maximised (Preston 1996: 253). 

The essence of this package of claims revolves round the functioning of the 

free market. 

The free market comprises atomistic individuals who know their autonomously arising needs and wants 

and who make contracts with other individuals through the mechanism of the market place to satisfy 

those needs and works. The market is neutral mechanism for transmitting information about needs and 

wants, and goods which might satisfy them, around the system. A minimum state machine provides a 

basic legal and security system to underpin the individual contractual pursuit of private goals (Preston 

1996: 253). 
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Joseph Stiglitz (2003: 229) unpacked the basic character of neo-liberalism. 

According to him 'market fundamentalism' - 'the view that markets by themselves 

would solve the economy's (and society's) problems' lies· at the core of neo

liberalism. By neo-liberal policies the US has 'pushed market fundamentalism on the 

rest of the world, both directly and through the IMF'. He points out: 

These market fundamentalist ideas were reflected in the basic strategy for development (and for 

managing crises and the transition from communism to the market) advocated, beginning in the 1980s, 

by IMF, the World Bank, and the U.S. Treasury, a strategy variously referred to as "neo-liberalism" or, 

because the major players planning it were all in Washington, the "Washington Consensus". It 

involved minimizing the role of government, through privatizing state-owned enterprises and 

eliminating government regulations and interventions in the economy. Government had a responsibility 

for macro stability, but that meant getting the inflation rate down, not getting the unemployment rate 

down (Stiglitz 2003: 229-230). 

Finally, it may be noted that neo-liberalism is one strand in the new right 

movement. But it can and should be analytically separated from it, since neo-liberals 

do not have to be domestically authoritarian or externally nationalist (Hettne 1995: 

113). Colin Leys (1996: 19) has summed up the triumphant position ofneo-liberalism 

in the field of development: 

what made possible the triumph of neo-liberalism in mainstream development thinking was material, 

not ideal: the radical transformation in both the structure and the management of the world economy 

that had begun in the 1960s; and which finally seemed to offer the possibility of creating for the first 

time in history a truly unified global capitalist economy - and one regulated, if at all, only by 

institutions reflecting the interests of transnational capital. Neo-liberalism articulated the goals and 

belief of the dominant forces that stood to benefit from this process, and pushed it forward. Social

democratic parties and labour movements tried to resist it, but the 'new right' succeeded in neutralizing 

this resistance and initiating its own market oriented project in one industrial country after another. The 

'development community' which was either part of the state apparatuses of these countries or depended 

critically on them for funding, was bound to come into line. 

The Context 

Neo-liberalism emerged as a result of a number of factors: . 

(a) In the late 1960s a new economics- the neo-liberal economics--- opposed 

to Keynesianism, structuralism, and development economics alike, began to receive 

greater attention and adherence, particularly in Britain and United States. This Neo

liberal economics came from three linked sources: (1) the monetarist economics of 

Milton Friedman, the Chicago school in the united states, and the Institute of 
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Economic Affairs in Britain, which argued that macro economic problems like 

inflation and indebtedness derived from excessive government spending driving up 

the quantity of money circulating in a society; (2) the neo-classical liberalism of 

economists like Friedrich von Hayek (1956), who argued that even dalliance with 

'socialist ideas' would lead to disaster and that classical Smithian and Ricardian 

economic principles should be relied on in stead; and (3) conservative political and 

economic ideas glorifying laissez-faire and rugged individualism, long propagated by 

authors like Ayn Rand (1957) and disseminated widely by the American Heritage 

Foundation and similar right wing organization. These ideas began to be taken 

seriously again in the context ofthe economic crisis of 1970s (Peet 1999: 48-49). 

(b )The dramatic oil price increases of 1973 and 1979 triggered a slowdown and 

then severe recession in the North and the world economy as a whole, and precipitated 

the so-called 'debt crisis' in the South in 1981-82. In late 1981, Brazil and Mexico

soon followed by Poland - announced that they could no longer service their official 

debts, triggering panic among Northern creditor governments and the transnational 

banks that had advanced the enormous commercial loans to the debtor countries. They 

feared that if rapid counter- measures were not taken and strict penalties imposed, 

there could be a domino effect among debt ridden countries that would drive 

individual banks into bankruptcy and undermine the entire international financial 

system. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) assumed the lead role in addressing 

the debt crisis. Its analysis hinged on neo-liberal principles, put forward in favour of 

Northern self interest and a determination to protect the international financial system. 

The new policies adopted were known as Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) 

(Simon 2002: 86-87). 

(c) By the late 1970s and early 1980s there emerged a counter revolution in 

development theory as part of a more general neo-liberal or even conservative reaction 

(Peet1999: 47). This counter revolution was opposed to keynesianism, structuralism 

and radical theories like dependency in the name of renewed faith in classical, 

Smithain economics (Dorn et al 1998). The story of this counter revolution has been 

ably told by John Toye (1993). This counter revolution in the theory and praxis of 

development must be understood against the back ground of the general anti-
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Keynesian neo.:.liberal wave in the West and the rise of the market ideology in the 

East. Thus, the counter revolution formed part of a changing political climate affecting 

both domestic economics and politics in the industrialized countries and Euro-South 

relations. 

At a deeper level the counter-revolution reacted against and rejected the 

western guilt-complex which lay behind the 'third wordlist posture so characteristic of 

both reformist and radical underdevelopment theory. The poor countries are poor 

mainly because of mismanagement' (Hettne 1995:4 7). 

The counter revolutionaries rejected the 'limitations of the special case' and 

argued for the unity of theory as well as policy, that is, the unity of the orthodox 

approach. Their arguments do not rest on any analysis of the broader social and 

political situation in the Third World countries by a criticism of departures from the 

right economic path. Their aim was to restore confidence in the market mechanism 

and the free trade policy. They certainly do not lack arguments, drawing on all 

mistakes, distortions, white elephants and examples of corruption which have been too 

visible in development practice in three decades. 

(d) Another contributing factor was the deterioration of the Pax Americana. Its 

roots lie in the restructuring of a global economy that began in the mid 1960s and 

reached fruition towards the end of 1980s. The political movements and parties of the 

new right, promoted by corporate leaders who funded the think-tanks and participated 

in the crafting of their strategies, provided the ideological framework for the 

restructuring of the global economy (Marchak 1991: xii). The restructuring had 

several dimensions. 

Cristobal Kay (1994:10) has briefly presented the major factors contributing to 

the emergence of neo-liberalism as a development perspective with strong policy 

implications: 

First, the crisis of Welfare State and Keynesianism in the developed countries which spawned 

Thatcherism' in the UK and 'Reganomics' in the USA epitomizing this neo liberal discourse. Second, 

the failure of self reliant development strategies and Third World socialism (of sorts) - witness the 

cases of Tanzania, Mozambique, Kampuchea, Chile, Nicaragua, and so on. Third, the success of the 

newly industrialising countries (NICs) in South East Asia. Fourth, the debt crisis and the new 

vulnerability of many Third World countries which drives them to accept or submit to structural 
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adjustment programmes (SAPs). This reveals the new power of the World Bank and of the IMF which 

are key exponents of the neo-liberal message. Fifth, and last but not least, the collapse of 'real existing 

socialism' in Eastern Europe and their embrace (for how long?) of the neo liberal message. 

Theoretical inheritance 

Neo-liberalism provides a radically different,perspective on development. In returning 

to neo-classical economics, it eliminates the foundation of development economics: 

the notion that Third World economies represent a 'special case'. According to the 

neo-liberal view, there is no special case. What matters is to 'get prices right' and let 

market forces do their work. Development in the sense of government intervention is 

anathema for it means market distortion. The central objective, economic growth, is to 

be achieved through structural reform, deregulation, liberalization, privatization- all 

of which are to rollback government and reduce market distorting interventions, and 

in effect 'development'. In other words, one of the conventional core meanings of 

development is retained, that is, economic growth, while the 'how to' and agency of 

development switches from state to market (Pieterse 2001 :6). 

Milton Friedman (1962), one of the key figures in the theoretical heritage of 

neo-liberalism, argues that Laissez-faire capitalism is a necessary condition of 

political freedom. In a competitive capitalist society individuals freely enter into 

exchanges in the market place and in society. The role of the state is minimal: 

economic power is dispersed in a competitive capitalist economy and political power 

must also be dispersed. The separation of economic power from political power lets 

the former act as a check on the concentration tendencies in the latter: the proper role 

of the latter, the state, is in setting the rules of the social game and arbitrating disputes. 

This position is taken to rule out not only the historical objective of socialism but also 

the social democratic welfare states of the Post-Second World War First World 

(Preston 1996: 254-255). 

The theoretical position of neo-liberalism has clearly been argued by Deepak 

Lal (1980; 1983) and Bela Balassa (1981), the two important exponents of 'counter 

revolution' in development theory. Lal argued that the demise of development 

economics would promote the economic health of economies (and economics) of 

Third World countries. Development economics, according to Lal, had perverted 

standard economic principles, such as efficiency of price mechanisms or true trade, 
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in the belief that Third world countries were special cases rather than examples of 

universal rational behaviour. He argued that the fundamentals of growth in the 

developed countries applied equally to the Third World countries (the position of 

mono economics). In a necessarily imperfect world, imperfect market mechanisms 

would do better in practice than imperfect planning mechanisms. On the grounds of 

individual liberty, Lal argued against income redistribution from rich to poor people. 

On standard, classical economic grounds, Lal was against all economic controls or 

government interventions and for 'liberalizing' financial and trade controls in a return 

to nearly free trade regimes (Peet 1999: 49). 

Lal's ideas were complemented by the work of Bela Balassa on commercial 

policy in Third World countries. For Balassa, free trade did not mean the total absence 

of government intervention, nor complete acceptance of the pattern of production 

dictated by free operating world market forces. There were, for Balassa, permissible 

government interventions, such as protection of infant industries, and indeed choice of 

policy was key to understanding developmental success (Peet. 1999: 50). Neo-liberal 

development theorists argued that the success of NICs confirmed their view that sound 

development policies could be based on conventional neo-classical economic 

principles: 'growth and development in the NICs are viewed as natural, inherent 

properties of open capitalist economies in which market forces are allowed to operate 

with little state-interference' (Brohman 1996a: 107). 

Theoretical assumptions 

The theoretical assumptions of neo-liberalism revolve around the model of the pure 

market economic system. Preston has summarized the core elements of this model of a 

satisfaction maximizing automatic S<JCial mechanism as follows: 

(a) in respect of goods and services there is a fundamental underlying naturally given situation of 

scarcity; (b) there is legally guaranteed private ownership of the means of production; (c) there is 

pervasive perfect competition amongst suppliers who operate in a complex division of labour and who 

are aiming to meet the demands of consumers, all ordered via the market; and (d) there is a defmite 

politics attached to this model - thus the free market is taken to underpin human freedom in general. 

This model represents the essential character of all human economic activity in society (Preston 1996: 

256). 

The general pro market position of neo-liberalism has in formed the policy of 

international financial institutions in the 1980s. The argument has been unpacked in 
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terms of a series of principles which guide policy advice for Third World countries: 

(a) any regulation of the market is to be avoided, save for crises and the removal of 

malfunctions or inhibitions to full functioning; (b) any intervention in the market is to 

be avoided, save to remove causes of price distortions, so subsidies should be 

abolished, tax rates adjusted to . encourage enterprises, tariff barriers removed along 

with other non-tariff barriers or disguised restrictions; (c) any government role in the 

economy should be avoided, as private enterprise can casually do the job better, and 

when governments do become involved it should be both market conforming, short

term and involve a minimum of regulations; (d) any collective intervention in the 

market should be avoided, so labour unions must be curbed; and (e) international trade 

should be free trade with goods and currency freely traded (Clements 1980: 16). 

George De Martino (2000) observes that neo-liberal development ideology 

deserves attention as a cultural formation. It presents claims about a few universal . 

core features of human societies: Specially that they consist of rational individuals, 

with given and very largely selfish desires, which always exceed what is available and 

motivate a never-ending thrust for more production. It includes an equally unnuanced 

normative basis. First, an extreme version of the doctrine of consumer sovereignty: 

that there is no other normative criterion than what consumers want. The never ending 

thrust is justified. Second, neo liberalism operationalises this criterion in the form of 

market values. Third, intercultural relativism: if one country allows industrial work 

without health protection for workers and without environmental safe-guards, that is 

'its' own lifestyle choice, and provides no grounds for others to impose barriers to 

trade. Gasper (2005: 194) calls this a form of fundamentalism. 

Faith in a set of simplistic fixed assumptions, and reasoning from these supposed essential truths to a 

system of definite and empathetic prescriptions, down- grading all else, can be called fundamentalism. 

In this context it may be said that neo-liberals do hold some popular ideas -

that states are inherently predatory, bureaucrats inevitably rent-seekers, and politicians 

always venal pursuers of power-in-order-to-secure profits - then the notion that 

'citizens' could so much better look after themselves through association in civil 

society. Thus, the enthusiasm for 'constraining social capital' and 'building civil 
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society' is consistent with ne0-liberal agenda of reducing the role of the state and 

making possible large cuts in public expenditure (Harriss 2001: 122). 

According to Nava.rio Vincent (2006: 17), neo-liberalism holds a theory that 

posits the following: (1) The state (or what is wrongly referred to in popular parlance 

as 'the government') needs to reduce its interventionism in economic and social 

activities; (2) labour and financial markets should be deregulated in order to liberate 

the enormous creative energy of the markets; and (3) commerce and investment 

should be stimulated by eliminating borders and barriers to allow for full mobility of 

labour, capital and goods, and services. The adherents of neo-liberal tenets argue that 

the world wide implementation of these three tenets has led to the development of 

new' process: a globalization of economic activity that has generated a period of 

enormous economic growth world wide, associated with a new era of social progress. 

It is told that for the first time in history a world wide economy has been noticed, in 

which ·states are losing powers, and are being replaced by a world wide market 

centered in multinational corporations, which are the main units of economic activity 

in the world today. 

Jeffrey Sachs (1991) summarized the neo~liberal approach to development in a 

simple way - "liberal" in the classical sense of lack of state control and reliance on 

markets and the price mechanism, "liberal" in the contemporary sense of concern for 

victims, but "neo" in the sense that suffering was accepted as an inevitable 

consequence of reform and efficiency. 

Rethinking neo-Iiberalism 

A search beyond the initial set of neo-liberal inspired reforms was started in 1990s. 

The financial crises that routinely disrupted the economies of the Third World 

countries and, to a lesser extent those of the industrialized countries, called into 

question the neo-liberal system founded on globalized market principle. 'This system 

is incompatible with both sustainable and equitable development, as it is with genuine 

democracy' (Bartoli 2000: vii). 

Henri Bartoli argues for a dispassionate reassessment of the dominant thinking 

on economics and the type of governance imposed through the G-7, the Bretton 

Woods institutions and the World Trade Organization. This economic and financial 
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system exacerbates inequalities, poverty and unemployment, imposed a debt burden 

on poor countries and negates development and democratization efforts. (ibid: viii). 

Since 1994, the World Bank has been invoking the 'permanent' but 'different' 

role the state must play. In 1997 it confronted those, who going to extremes called for 

a 'minimum state'. Through out the world, it claimed, it was necessary to embark on 

new thinking on the state and to spell out its functions: maintenance of economic 

stability, guarantee of basic social services and infrastructure, protection of 

environment and vulnerable social groups. The role of the state needs to be adapted to 

its capacity for action and its limits recognized, as must be the fact that it cannot 

aspire to monopolies, especially in the provision of collective equipment and social 

services. The need was also felt to revitalize the institutions and fight corruption 

(Bartoli 2000:12). One lesson learnt was that the market driven, private sector 

development agenda was more complex than initially anticipated. 

While initial reform proposed the rolling back ofthe state to the most basic functions of law and order, 

the contemporary view stresses the importance of the state both as a nurturer and a regulator of private 

sector and markets. A well functioning private sector requires a well functioning state; just as the state 

needs a well functioning private sector (Lindahl2005:41). 

An important driver of the change process that took place in side the World 

Bank in the 1990s was Joseph Stiglitz, the Bank's chief economist at that time, who 

over time became a strong critic of the Bank's and IMF's structural adjustment agenda 

(Stiglitz 2002).Another agent of change in the development thinking has been the 

'discovery' by economists, such as Douglass North, institution~ in the sense of formal 

and informal rules of the game-and their role as determinants of the growth of 

western wealth (North and Thomas 1973; North 1990).This learning is reflected in 

concepts such as good governance, institutions and transparency which have entered 

the development vocabulary. 

Policy implications 

According to Jeffrey Sachs (1991) these are three main policy implications in the neo

liberal development approach: (1) economic liberalization, the broad rubric for legal 

and administrative changes needed to create institutions of private property and 

market competition; (2) macro economic stabilization, including measures to limit 

budget deficits, reduce growth of money supply and create a convertible currency with 
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stable prices; and (3) privatization, transferring ownership of state property to the 

private sector. 

The policy implications of the neo-liberal development perspective can best be 

understood through the policy recommendations of what John Williamson (1990) has 

called 'Washington consensus'. Since early 1980s this was the standard form ofpolicy 

recommendations based on neo-liberal ideas. The 'Washington Consensus' dismissed 

the conclusions reached in the development literature and relied instead on classical 

economic theories to reach the following policy recommendations: 

1. Fiscal discipline: Government budget deficit should be no more than 2% of 

GDP. 

2. Public expenditure priorities: expenditures should· be redirected from 

politically sensitive areas toward neglected areas like primary health care, education, 

and infrastructure. 

3. Tax reform: incentives should be sharpened and equity improved. 

4. Financial liberalization: interest rates should be market determined as far as 

possible. 

5. Exchange rates: rates should be sufficiently competitive to induce rapid 

growth in non-traditional exports; 

6. Trade liberalization: quantitative restrictions on imports should be replaced 

with tariffs in the range of 10% over a period of3-10 years. 

7. Foreign direct investment: barriers to the entry of foreign firms competing 

on equal terms with domestic companies should be abolished. 

costs. 

8. Privatization: state enterprises should be returned to private ownership. 

9. Deregulation: government should abolish regulations restricting competition. 

10. Property right: the legal system should secure property without excessive 

As Williamson (1990: 18) put it: 'The economic policies that Washington urges 

on the rest of the world may be summarized as prudent macro economic policies, 

outward orientation, and free market capitalism'. The consensus was subsequently 

widely interpreted by critics as the essence of neo-liberal development policy package 

(Williamson 1997). The list reflected a conviction that a consensus had grown up, that 
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the key to rapid economic development lies not only in a country's natural resources, 

nor even its physical or human capital, but also in the economic policies that it 

pursues. More specifically, it was 'an attempt to distill which of the policy initiatives 

that had emanated from Washington during the years of conservative ideology had 

inclusion in the intellectual mainstream, rather than being cast aside once Ronald 

Reagan was no longer on the political scene' (Williamson 1999, quoted in Makinson 

2000: 439). The aim of its policy reach thus became 'one-world consensus' (Makinson 

2000). 

Indeed the policy implications of neo liberalism have been pervasive. The neo- liberal 

development policy came: 

to consist in withdrawing government intervention in favour of the rationalization of an 

economy through disciplining by the market and be self- interested individuals efficiently choosing 

between alternatives in the allocation of resources. In the external sector, neo-liberalism entailed the 

devaluation of currencies, convertible monetary systems, and the removal of restrictions on trade and 

capital movements. In the internal sector, markets were to be deregulated (including de-unionizing) 

while price subsidies on food were to be reduced and then eliminated. Government spending was 

reduced, and private consumption restricted (by higher prices) so that in come flowed into private 

investment, stimulating growth (Peet1999:52-53: Brohman 1996). 

In respect of the Third World, neo-liberalism has governed the major 

institutions of capitalist development efforts since the early 1980s. The IMF and the 

World Bank have pressed for economic liberalization and proposals involved: 

(a) the elimination of market imperfection, thus the removal of controls on 

private sector, the privatization of state assets, the liberalization of foreign investment 

regulations and so on; 

(b) the elimination of market inhibitory social institutions and practices, thus 

curbing trade unions and professions, abolishing various subsidies, liberalizing 

employment regulation and so on; 

(c) the elimination of surplus government intervention, thus the imposition of 

restrictions on government spending, the reduction in government regulative activity, 

the reduction of government planning activity, the abolition of tariff regimes and so 

on; and 

(d). it might be noted that such programmes of liberalization have usually 

required parallel programmes of political repression (Preston 1996: 259-260). 
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The neo liberals have argued 

... that the 'Third World' only exists as a figment of the guilty imagination of First World scholars and 

politicians. They argue that the idea should be set aside in a return to analysis conducted in the light of 

market principles (Preston 1996: 260). 

Role of the State 

For the free marketeer neo-liberals the relationship of state to economy is one of 

subordination and rule protection. The self regulating maximizing market may be 

minimally assisted by the state to better realize its potential: a framework of law to 

protect that self generating and regulating market (Preston 1996: 267). State 

involvement in the economy is held to be- inefficient, bureaucratic and unnecessary 

drain on public coffers. Hence by selling off loss-marketing and inefficient public 

enterprises and parastatal corporations, and restricting the role of the state to 

regulation and economic facilitation, taxes could be cut substantially (Simon 2002: 

87). The neo-liberal onslaught and its relentless anti-statism, was directed at advanced 

capitalist countries, less developed countries and socialist countries alike. All of these, 

it was postulated, were infected by the virus of state intervention. As Terence J. Byres 

observes: 

It made a determined onslaught on the interventionist state: which was portrayed consistently as a 

predatory state; and one that inevitably, through its intervention, imposed crippling inefficiencies of 

resource use (allocative efficiency), and spawned pervasive rent-seeking. It presented a virulent 

critique of planning, which was represented as simply the institutionalised means whereby the state 

pursued its predation, extended and reproduced its Il1assive inefficiencies, and gave rise to growing and 

deeply~entrenched rent-seeking. It advocated, as essential to economic health and economic 

development, the unfettered operation of the market. Its detailed policy prescriptions were summed up 

in its watch word, liberalisation (Byres 1998:1). 

Bjorn Beckman argues that economic nationalism is the principal ideological 

rival of neo-liberalism. In an effort to delegitimise economic nationalism, neo-liberals 

seek to delegitimise state, the main locus of nationalist aspirations and resistance to 

neo-liberal project. In order to undercut the claims by the state its alien nature is 

emphasized. Its retrogressiveness is explained in terms of its separation from the civil 

(Beckman 1998:46). Thus, neo-liberals seek to transform the balance of power 

between state and civil society. They believe that the economic institutions of civil 

society are more effective in creating order and distributing resources than is the state. 
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Human potential is best realized not through power being centralized in the state but, 

by the promotion of a free economy, where power is dispersed through out civil 

society (Faulks 1999:71). 

Conclusions 

It is enormously important to arrive at a scientifically based theory of development, 

since on it depends, in no small measure, the socio-economic advancement of Third 

World countries and the material and · cultural well being of present and future 

generations ( Alechina 1982: 9-10). According to Preston a common contribution of 

the theories of development in the post Second World War period has been their 

responsiveness to· the process of complex change which can be compared with classic 

social science theories of the nineteenth century (Preston 1996:132). Preston observes: 

In the post-Second World War period a series of approaches to development have been advanced. The 

theories presented have had different real world occasions and have drawn upon different intellectual 

and cultural traditions in order to make their arguments. However, a common theme among the diverse 

theories offered has been their preoccupation with the analysis of complex change. This common 

preoccupation has called forth a second common factor in the routinely multi disciplinary, prospective 

and engaged nature of the work. In the post-Second World War period development theorists have been 

concerned with the ways in which dynamic global structures have placed demands on local agents in 
. . 

the process of drawing these territories into the global industrial-capitalist system. In this way 

development theory has recalled the work of the nineteenth century classical social theorists (Preston 

1996:132). 

During the last five decades, the field of development has been dominated by 

four-major theoretical perspectives: the modernization, the dependency, the world 

system and neo-liberalism. They rose up under different historical contexts and were 

influenced by different theoretical traditions. The studies based on them have been 

based on different theoretical assumptions. These theoretical perspectives offered 

different solutions to the problems attached to the Third World development. In this 

context, it is important to note that the theories of development did not surface in 

order as they are often presented. Rather some of theni co-existed and competed for 

legitimacy. However, it may be noted that 4evelopment being a form of social 

imagination, 'its theories are as much persuasive ideologies as they are models of 

understanding' (Peet 1999: 65). 
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In twenty-first century there seems to be pluralism in the development 

literature. Some scholars have observed that the field of development is moving in the 

direction of synthesis. For example, Evans and Stephans (1988: 759) have dubbed this 

synthesis the "new comparative political economy'. Portes (1980: 224) notes that there 

is a possible convergence . betWeen the 'culturalist' moderation perspective and the 

'structuralist' dependency and world-system .perspectives. And Hermassi (1978: 255) 

suggests that 'disciplined eclecticism' is a better guide than over reliance on 

paradigmatic thinking by 'liberal, managerial, new Marxist' approaches to 

development. However, it may be noted that the development theories are 'persuasive 

ideologies' as well. In the real world of development 'eclecticism' in development 

takes different form. With reference to the role of the state in development Marshall 

Wolfe (1996:3-4) observes that the explorer of development may find himself or 

herself in an uneasily eclectic position for many reasons. The state in its real 

manifestations in the world is obviously far from being the rational, benevolent, 

autonomous entity that international deliberations and development practitioners seem 

to assume. 'Development', under whatever interpretation, is not necessarily a central 

preoccupation of the forces controlling states or contending for power. At the same 

time in a good many n~tional societies, the state is asserting a degree of autonomy and 

an apparent capacity to determine the direction of social and economic change that 

could not have been predicted the prev~ous balance social forces or the country's place 

in the international order. This tendency· becomes more pronounced as the 

international order itself falls into crisis after crisis and the previous ties of dominance 

and dependence are strained and broken. 
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Notes 

1. The growth theory puts emphasis only on economic growth of a country measured in terms ofGDP, that is, 

the total amount of goods and services produced per head of the population. Total amount of goods and services 

produced per head of the population added with per capita income from abroad is called GNP. The economic 

growth of countries refers to the increase in output of goods and services that a country produces over an 

accounting period, normally one year (Thirlwall 2002:41-42). 

2. According to institutionalism, economics should be understood to be social economics. Economies are 

simultaneously social systems and have their own distinct socio-cultural patterns and histories. This institutional 

takes them to be complex social phenomena which have to be analysed in appropriate terms-using the 

materials of sociology, politics, anthropology, history and so on (Preston 1996:200). New institutional school of 

development studies economic phenomena within a wider societal context. It reaches beyond the economic 

production processes and beyond the market mechanisms. It brings in no just other economic institutions, but 

also social and political institUtions (Martinussen 200 I :50-51). 

3. The human development has been briefly described in chapter II under the section meaning of development. 

4. The feminist positions with respect to development have been many and varied. They have been briefly 

sketched in chapter II under the section meaning of development. 

5. The post-development position is also known as 'beyond development' and 'anti-development'. This position 

has been briefly described in chapter II under the section contested terrain of development. 

6. Theory of mode of production argues that the Third World is no longer seen as being an underdeveloped 

social form but as comprising very many modes of production. Each of these modes of production represents a 

particular historically generated pattern· of life; an arrangement of social relations around a particular sort of 

production. So to analyse any particular part of the world one is faced with two problems: (a) to specify the 

character of local modes of production, indicating how they reproduce themselves and how they interact with 

one another; and (b) to detail the way in which these local modes of production interact with the incoming mode 

of capitalist mode of production. This complex set of circumstances will have its own dynamic and this will 

condition the chances of development (Preston 1996:226-229). 

7. Based on the Gramscian ideas on hegemony, the neo-structural French regulation school thought that the 

overall social framework of capitalism contained several historical and geographical variants. This school 

divided the history of capitalism into regimes based essentially on the prevailing labour process: manufacture, 

dominant in the capitalist countries between 1780 and 1870; machinofacture, dominant between 1870 and 1940; 

scientific management (Taylorism) and Fordism, beginning at the tum of the century and dominant from 1940 

to the late 1970s; and flexible accumulation, or post-Fordism, beginning with the economic crises ofthe 1970s 

and was expanding rapidly in the late twentieth century. The regulation school theorized society in terms of 
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development models, their parts, and their transformation: regimes of accumulation described the main 

production consumption relationships. Modes of regulation described cultural habits and institutional rules (Peet 

1999:116). 

s. Following Aiden Foster Carter (1973) Alvin Y So highlighted some differences between classical Marxism 

and new Marxism. 

(1) While orthodox Marxists see imperialism in a "centre's" perspective as a stage of monopoly capitalism in 

Western Europe, neo-Marxists see imperialism from the peripheral point of view, focusing on the indictments of 

. imperialism on Third World development. 

(2) Orthodox Marxists tend to advocate a strategy of two stage revolution. A bourgeois revolution has to take 

place before a socialist revolution occurs. Since most Third World countries are backward, orthodox Marxists 

have hopes for the progressing bourgeoisie to carry out the present stage of bourgeois revolution. Neo-Marxists, 

on the other hand believe that present situation in the Third World is ripe for socialist revolution. They want 

revolution now. They perceive the bourgeoisie as the creation and tool of imperialism, incapable offulfilling its 

role as the liberator of the forces of production. 

(3) If socialist revolution occurs, orthodox Marxists would like it to be promoted by the industrial proletariat in 

the cities while neo-Marxists are attracted to the path of socialist revolution taken by China and Cuba. Neo 

Marxists have high hopes for the revolutionary potential of the peasantry in the country side, and guerilla 

warfare by the people's army is their favorite strategy of revolution (So 1990: 95). 
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Chapter- V 
Role of the State in Theories of Development: 

The Indian Experience 

Introduction 

The state has been the central player in the whole historical traject,ory of development. 

It was and is the focal point in the theories of development whether its role has been 

viewed positively or negatively. The practice of any theory of development gets 

translated through the policy frameworks of the state. Especially in the Third World, 

an understanding ·of any theory of development cannot be complete without a 

reference to the position it takes vis-a-vis the state. Martin Doornobs and Sudipta 

Kaviraj have noted this primacy of state in understanding development of any country: 

The study of the state must form a general back ground to the deeper understanding of what is possible 

in development and what are its historical conditions and limits. For the state is such a central player in 

the whole historical drama of development, its succe:ss, its deformations, its internal inequalities, that 

none of these can be adequately appreciated without a proper understanding of the phenomenon of the 

state itself. But it is also an important subject for analysis because under the general category of the 

state hide very different kinds of histories. Although states are relatively modern constructions, their 

institutional forms and trajectories differ greatly not merely between the West and the Third World, but 

also within these areas (Doornbos and Kaviraj 1997:11 emphasis original). 

In the context of the Third World the whole development project was couched 

in what Olle Tornquist has designated as the radical nation state project. 'It proceeded 

from the view that social, economic and cultural modernization was needed to prepare 

the way for political development. But it also argued that tradition and backwardness 

could not be eliminated unless imperialism and neo-colonialism were combated, and 

replaced with genuine national and economic independence' (Tornquist1999:50-

5l).The object was to promote those social forces which were believed to have lain 

behind western modernization, including dynamic capitalists, farmers and workers. 
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Trade, investment and development aid were welcome to the extent that they did not 

undermine the policies of 'nation-state'. All this required political organization and 

forceful state intervention (ibid). 

This was basically a statist project. Its premise was that social and economic 

development had taken so uneven a form that neither the bourgeoisie nor the workers 

could direct along its favoured course. Neither a capitalist nor a plainly socialist 

course was possible. In stead it was argued that there was room for something in 

between under the leadership of progressive politicians and officials. They had the 

opportunity to use the state in the fight against neo-colonialism and despotism, and for 

land reform, the nationalization of foreign companies and rapid industrialization. 

These national democratic states formed most of the Third World countries including 

India (ibid: 60-61 ). 

Role of the State .in Theories of Development 

In the real world of socio-economic policy role of the state has remained a matter of 

debate. This has not escaped the theories of development. Tom between the 

ideological poles of totalitarianism, etatism, and dogmatic liberalism, the debate on 

the role of the state has occupied centre stage in development theories (Sachs 

2000:147). According to Ha-Joon Chang, since the end of the Second World War the 

role of the state in development has gone through three stages: 

the age of regulation (1945-70), when most countries saw an increase in government intervention, in 

the forms of increased government expenditure, nationalization, extension of regulation, with 

accompanying developments in interventionist economic theories; 

the transition period (1970-80) when the post war regimes of intervention began to be exposed to 

significant political attack, helped by the rise of anti-interventionist economic theories; 

the age of deregulation (1980-the present), when many countries attempted to reduce government 

intervention, by privatization, budget cuts and deregulation, often drawing justification from the 

theoretical extensions of the anti-interventionist theories that originated in the 1970s and were 

elaborated in the 1980s (Chang 1997: 724). 

The theories of development are not merely academic exercises of esoteric, 

ivory-tower thinkers. They embody an agonized search for evolving profound laws 

governing social reality. They express endeavours to work out appropriate 

methodologies to study and to construct techniques and produces for proper 

explanation. These theories are rooted in fundamental philosophical presuppositions 
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involving ontological and epistemological issues. They in fact are competing gestalts 

that diversely define crucial problems, provide alternative methods and propose 

diverse policies for the solutions of the problems of development (Desai 197 5: 17 -18). 

Thus, the theories of development have got their own ways of seeing and explaining 

the role of the state in development. How far have these theories been followed 

remains to be explicated by further probing. A theory of development aspires to 

generality, even universality, but it must deal with particular cases, with development 

practices on the _ground, as it is known and practiced in history under discrete and 

changing circumstances. 

The modernization perspective has taken the national territorial state as its units 

of analysis. The state is of critical theoretical significance to the modernization 

theories, ·even if this remains largely implicit. It may be conceptualized, whether as 

industrialization or structural differentiation, each component of the modernization 

process is viewed as a source of change operating at the national level. 

The modernization perspective implicitly or explicitly opts for capitalist 

development. It is premised on the creation and maintenance of the basic structures 

and institutions ofthe prevailing society. Thus, it has accorded central role to the state 

and public policy. The state has been thought of as an entity that stands out side and 

above society, an autonomous agency that is vested with an independent source of 

rationality and the capability to initiate and pursue progrmmes of development for the 

benefit of the whole society. There is an implicit disjunction between the state and 

policy. The problematic ofthe state is then narrowed down to that ofthe efficacy of its 

public institutions and organs to achieve objectives and programmes of modernization 

focusing especially on the respective roles of 'ruling elites', political parties; the 

bureaucracy and the military (Alavi 1982: 289). 

This perspective takes development as modernization of 'traditional societies' 

through the establishment of networks and institutions similar to those of advanced 

industrial societies, including strategic norms of work, values of social discipline and 

beliefs about equity and motivations representing the internalization of these norms, 

values and beliefs in a manner ensuring role performance through appropriate 

behaviour. The political dimension of development under this modernization scheme 
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involves how to create the nation by means of the state and how to in corporate within 

the state social networks that generate development (Apter 1987: 16-17). 

In terms of economic growth, within modernization perspective, it was widely 

assumed in 1950s and 1960s, that market failure was the norm in Third World 

countries. The state would have to mobilize domestic and foreign savings to create an 

investment pool from which it could fmance a programme of directed industrial 

development. Direction usually came in the form of state development plans and by 

means of the controls that most development state exercised over scarce foreign 

exchange reserves. The state would also protect infant industries by means of tariff 

and quota policies (hence import substitution industrialization)and would encourage 

investment in heavy industries like steel and engineering - the commanding heights of 

the economy according to India's Second and Third Five Year Plans (1956-1966)- by 

running such industries themselves. The state alone was credited with the ability to 

think and act in the long term interest of all its citizens. Markets would play a 

supporting role in all capitalist developing countries, and the state would embody all 

that was most modem and disinterested in the changing cultural and political make up 

of a developing country. The corporatist state, then, was a matter of pride and not a 

source of dismay and distrust (Corbridge 1995: 3-4).It is to be noted that even Walt 

Whitman Rostow argued for an efficient public sector. Stuart Corbridge observes: 

Rostow' s work is now m9re often cited than read, but his discussion of the stages of economic growth 

(Rostow 1960) argues that development will best be served by a dynamic (and free) private sector that 

is suitably supported in the short run by an efficient public sector (Corbridge 1995: 3 emphasis added). 

The proponents of the dependency perspective stressed: (a) the importance of 

considering both the historical experience of peripheral countries and the phases of 

their involvement within wider encompassing systems; (b) the necessity of identifying 

the specific economic, political, and cultural linkages of centres and peripheries; and 

(c) the requirement for active state involvement in the pursuit of development. 

The theorists of dependency drew conclusion in respect of the appropriate 

spread of policy for local national governments committed to the pursuit of national 

development goals. The theorists of dependency looked to foster an independent 

pattern of development. The strategic differences with modernization theory came to 

revolve around the role of the state, which was to become the key vehicle of the new 
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political-cultural project of autonomous development. This was to be the overriding 

objective in the attempt to remove the damaging handicaps of dependency (Preston 

1996: 194-195) 

Some theorists (e. g. Cardoso 1973, 1977; Cardoso and Faletto 1979; 0' 

Donnell 1978; Evans 1979; 1983; Gold 1986) have modified the basic assumptions of 

classical dependency perspective. In stead of treating dependency as a general, 

external, economic process that leads to regional polarization and underdevelopment, 

new dependency theorists now conceptualize it as a historically specific, internal, and 

socio-political process that can lead to dynamic development. Thus they have put 

forward many original concepts, such as: dependent associated development (Cardoso 

1977), the bureaucratic- authoritarian state (0' Donnell 1978); the triple alliance 

among the state, local capital arid international capital (Evans 1983) and dynamic 

dependency (Gold 1986). Moreover, the new dependency thinkers have paid more 

attention to historically specific situations of dependency than did classical 

dependency thinkers. The state in Third World is no longer perceived as a dependent 

state for foreigners, but as an active agency that tacitly works together with local and 

international capital. Also they acknowledge the coexistence of two contradictory 

processes- dependency and development (So 1990: 164 -165).The argument of this 

second wave of dependency theory was that Third World societies were not merely 

products determined by the structures of unequal exchange within the world economy, 

but that their present and future possibilities in part were of their own making. 

Specifically, under certain circumstances, Third World societies were able to achieve 

sufficient autonomy with the world system to be able to harness the dynamics of 

global capitalism for their own development purposes. While the economic and 

political relations of dependence remained a fact of life, and thus set the parameters of 

external limits to what any Third World society could achieve, some form of genuine 

development was still a possibility. Central to this possibility was the action of the 

national state (Henderson and Applebaum 1992:2). 

In world-system theory, globalism itself is made the single over arching 

dynamic. The argument of globalism is taken to the point where nation states are not 

units of development; only the world system develops. (Pieterse 2001: 29).Even if the 
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unit of analysis is the world system, this perspective does not minimize the importance 

of state: 

of course, rejection of tne state as the indicated socio-geographical container for social analysis in no 

way means that the state is no longer to be viewed as a key institution in the modem world, one that~ 

has profound influences on economic, cultural, and social processes. The study of all these processes 

clearly requires. an understanding of the mechanisms of the state. What they do not. require is the 

assumption that the state is the natural, or even the most important, boundary o(social action. (Waller

stein et al1997: 85). 

According to the world system theory, it is possible for a peripheral country to 

move to the semi-peripheral status. Similarly, a semi-peripheral country can move to 

the core status. This possibility is contingent upon historical moments of 

opportunities. In Wallerstein's (1979) view at this moment the economy concerned 

extracts surplus from the periphery while at the same time yields surplus to the core. 

Thus the dependent development thesis of the new dependency thinkers was 

reinforced by world system perspective. Wallerstein's (1978) analysis emphasized the 

role of the national state in carving out a space for indigenous political and economic 

actors to play a role in both the global economy, and in the international state system 

(Henderson and Applebaum 1992: 3). 

For the free marketeer neo-liberals the relationship of state to economy is one 

of subordination and rule protection. The self regulating maximizing market may be 

minimally assisted by the state to better realize its potential: a framework of law to 

protect that self generating and regulating market. (Preston 1996: 267). State 

involvement in the economy is held to be inefficient, bureaucratic and unnecessary 

drain on public coffers. Hence by selling off loss-marketing and inefficient public 

enterprises and parastatal corporations, and restricting the role of the state to 

regulation and economic facilitation, taxes could be cut substantially (Simon2002: 

87). The neo-liberal onslaught and its relentless anti-statism, was directed at advanced 

capitalist countries, less developed countries and socialist countries alike. All of these, 

it was postulated, were infected by the virus of state intervention. As Terence J. Byres 

observes: 

It made a determined onslaught on the interventionist state: which was portrayed consistently as a 

predatory state; and one that inevitably, through its intervention, imposed crippling inefficiencies of 

resource use (allocative efficiency), and spawned pervasive rent-seeking. It presented a virulent critique 
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of planning, which was represented as simply the institutionalised means whereby the state pursued its 

predation, extended and reproduced its massive inefficiencies, and gave rise to growing and deeply

entrenched rent-seeking. It advocated, as essential to economic health and economic development, the 

unfettered operation of the market. Its detailed policy prescriptions were summed up in its watch word, 

Jiberalisation (Byres 1998c: 1 ). 

Bjorn Beckman argues that economic nationalism is the principal ideological 

rival of neo-liberalism. In an effort to delegitimise economic nationalism, neo-liberals 

seek to de legitimise state, the main locus of nationalist aspirations and resistance to 

neo-liberal project. In order to undercut the claims by the state its alien nature is 

emphasized. Its retrogressiveness is explained in terms of its separation from the civil 

society (Beckman 1998:46). Thus, neo-liberals seek to transforin the balance of power 

between state and civil society. They believe that the economic institutions of civil 

society are more effective in creating order and distributing resources than is the state. 

Human potential is best realized not through power being centralized in the state but, 

by the promotion of a free economy, where power is dispersed through out civil 

society (Faulks 1999:71). 

The nature of development in India 

The idea of development in a particular country is _shaped by its own historical 

development. Jorge Larrain aptly observes: 'Any study of the concept of development 

must take into account its historically determined character. Although it can be argued 

that some forms of economic development and social change have existed in most 

societies throughout history, consciousness of the fact that societies develop and the 

conception that economic development should be promoted are relatively new 

phenomena which arise in precise historical circumstances' (Larrain 1989:1 ). 

After independence in 194 7, the Indian state undertook to implement a 

Herculean task. It was to transform democratically a hierarchically institutionalized, 

overwhelmingly agrarian order of great antiquity and heterogeneity, burdened with the 

problems of extreme scarcity and what Ashis Nandy (1983) evocatively termed 

'pathological anxieties of post-colonialism' into a modern India. 'Seeing itself as an 

exemplar and the legitimate custodian of social order and the repository of public 

good - indeed as the only authentic embodiment of universality and progress - no 

jurisdictions were to be beyond the reach of this interventionist democratic state. In its 
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assumed role as modernizer, mediator, reformer, and nation builder, India's 

democratic state inaugurated a series of ambitious national development plans ... ' 

(Sharma 1999: 2). The development path of the Indian democratic state was 

apparently to benefit the disadvantaged and promote equity and social justice. 

Ironically, it is argued that India's democratic development agenda was subverted by 

dominant forces that appropriated the benefits of development to the disadvantage of 

the marginalized, who had suffered social and economic vulnerability in the past and 

who the development project was designed to benefit (Kothari 1986; Bardhan 1984; 

1988; Kohli 1987; 1988; and Dhanagre 19_87). Not only did the development project 

not benefit the disadvantaged, it added in new dimensions to their disadvantaged 

positions. It is no surprise, then, that in many cases they have resisted the policies to 

bring them benefit (Mohanty 2003: 17 5). Thus, while resistance to the colonial state 

was prompted by an understanding that it was alien and oppressive, post-colonial 

assertions are against the Indian state, whose development logic is legitimized in the 

name of the people (ibid). This indicates that the development project launched by the 

Indian state was impregnated with inner conflicts. This was the inherent nature of the 

essentially capitalist development project. 

The constitutional vision of development 

The constitution of India does possess a vision of development which has been 

couched in the ideas of 'right' and 'justice'. It defines development as a series of 

governance obligations: the progressive implementation of policies, programmes, and 

measures that disproportionately benefit and empower the impoverished masses .of 

India (Baxi 2002:38). Thus the constitution clearly established a policy framework for 

a very activist and interventionist Indian state (Bhambhri 2000:278). The Directive 

Principles declare that: 'the state shall, in ·particular direct, its policy towards securing 

-(a) that the citizens, men and women equally, have the right to an adequate means of 

livelihood; (b) that the ownership and control of the material resources of the 

community are so distributed as best to subserve the common good; (c) that the 

operation of the economic system does not result in the concentration of wealth and 

means of production to the common detriment ... '(Art. 39). Indeed, the Directive 
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Principles are meant to represent basic values of· the political community with 

reference to which power and authority should be exercised. 

Upendra Baxi (2002:38-41), however, has highlighted several trends that have 

negotiated the achievement of developmental goals through various enunciations of 

development. 

(a) Development planning has since its inception been heavily concerned with 

a sustained rate of economic growth. While the Five Year Plan documents remain 

suffused with the rhetoric of equitable social development, there has been very_little 

actual progress towards the fulfilment of the minimal obligations of the Directive · 

Principles, and the fundamental rights enshrined in articles 17, 23 and 24. 

(b) Development design moves back and forth between model of land reforms 

and agrarian reforms. Land reforms aim at enhancing expansion of agricultural 

productivity. Deyelopment here is conceived of in terms of efficient management of 

agricultural production. The agrarian reform model, by contrast is primarily directed 

at state sponsored equitable land distribution, debt relief, protection of the rights of 

agricultll;ral workers, and elimination of practices of agrestic serfdom. 

(c) The planned economy casts the state in the role of inventor of forms of state 

regulated capitalism. This implicates . the state and law heavily in tasks of quite 

comprehensively monitoring economic enterprise. 

(d) Development planning unfolds the role of the state, requiring not just to 

function as allocator and regulator but also as the producer of economically valued 

resources. The 'commanding heights' of the economy thus remained captured by the 

state industrial monopolies. 

(e) The 1970s simultaneously mark the discovery of mass impoverishment 

manifested in the 'Garibi Hatao' programmes. This has led to the greening of Indian 

economic theory .. Anti-poverty programmes began to fashion the vocabulary of 

development activities. 

(f) This period also witnesses the growth of state finance capitalism with the 

nationalization of banks and insurance industries, making every significant 

transformation of rural economy, at least in terms of access to credit. 
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(g) With the disparities in regional development, economic federalism began to 

emerge in terms of greater regulatory autonomy for states and equitable allocation of 

federal revenues through the renovation of normative approaches by the Indian 

Finance Commission. The governance formats for development began to undergo 

significant transformations. 

(h)The new social movements began to contest the hegemonic notions of 

development. They sought to redefine development in terms of greater people's 

participation in governance. Movements for social empowerment of the educational 

and social backward classes redirected development, in the early 1990s, towards 

explicit commitment to egalitarianism. Feminization of development definitions and 

paradigms began to occur with the rise of women's movements. Environmental 

movements began to orient the logic of practices of planned development. 

(i) The ·1990s also mark a much deferred decentralization and devolution of 

power to Panchayati Raj Institutions in ways that eventually foster the flow of 

redefinition of development as justice from the grassroots to national levels. 

G) The contemporary economic globalization creates many sided impacts, 

principal among which is the transformation of the notion of responsibility. The 

Indian state is placed in a situation where internationally assumed obligations to 

facilitate the flows of global capital, trade and investment command a degree of 

priority over the order of constitutional obligations owed to Indian citizens and 

peoples. The three Ds of economic . rationalism (deregulation, disinvestment and 

denationalization), for example, favour many development policies that threaten, and 

at times nullify achievements of rights and justice discourse. 

According to Baxi, these trends mark the history of the consolidation of the 

hegemonic practice ofplanned development, with simultaneous contestant notions of 

development ~ more people oriented, participatory development. 'Even as violent 

protest de-legitimates the ruling paradigms of development as justice, its 

'management' by constitutionally insincere and insecure classes leads to militarization 

of the Indian state' (Baxi 2002: 40). 
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Capitalist development 

India consciously chose the path of state capitalism based on import substitution, 

industrialization and relative self-reliant development. A social consensus existed 

within the country that the Indian sate has to be the engine of growth because the 

challenges of an underdeveloped economy are quite formidable and there was no other 

social institution which could play the role of accelerating economic growth with 

social justice (Bhambhri 2000: 192).The consent of dominant social classes facilitated 

the emergence of a powerful state apparatus during 1947-1964. The leading Bombay 

based capitalists who authored the Bombay Plan {Thakurdas et al 1944 ), supported the 

idea of economic planning for industrialization of the country: 

We contemplate that under the central government there will be a national planning committee in 

which the various interests concerned will be represented and to which responsibility for drawing up 

plans will be delegated. The actual execution of the plans will be the function of supreme economic 

council working along side the national planning committee under the authority of the central 

government. (quoted in Bhambhri .2000:279). 

A. R. Desai unequivocally asserted that the Indian development project was 

capitalist in nature: 

... unless the scholars recognize that the Indian state is a class state of Indian Bourgeoisie and Indian 

society as being developed on capitalist path of Modernization , the understanding of the implications 

oflndian Development will be incorrect. Nay it would be misleading. Further, eschewing this approach 
-

will consciously or unconsciously transform academicians into defenders of policies which are pursued 

to buttress and strengthen a historically outmoded exploitative capitalist society which can only 

aggregate exploitation and oppression ofthe Indian toiling masses (Desai 1975: ix). 

At the time of independence the Indian state did have the option of following 

any of the two competing models (a) one model was that of the liberal (capitalist) 

democracy of the West and (b) the other was the socialist model of Eastern Europe 

(Oommen 2004:114-115). 

The liberal democratic model evolved gradually on the principle of separation 

between the state, market and civil society. The underlying assumptions of this 

separation were: (1) the state is an agency of coercion and is motivated by power. 

Thus the process of acquiring and exercismg power should be well defined and 

checked through legal mechanisms; (2) economic activity is motivated by material 

incentives and is to be regulated by the market mechanism in terms of free exchange; 
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and (3) civil society is the space for free voluntary activity for the citizens, between 

the state and the market, the zone in which a variety of political actions could be 

initiated to moderate the potential authoritarianism of the state and the likely rapacity 

of the market. In the West, therefore, state, market, and civil society emerged 

successively and each of these spheres acquired a certain level of autonomy (ibid: 

115). 

The socialist model evolved on the institutional principle of fusion of the state, 

market and civil society in contrast to the separation principle of liberal (capitalist) 

democracies. The party state monopolized all powers and regulated the market and 

civil society (ibid). 

The state of independent India opted for what came to be referred to as the 

Third Way; that is, combining multiparty democracy with planned economy. 

However, it was the planned economy and the associated state centrism which 

assumed saliency in the first quarter century of India's independence. The state 

intended to promote economic development with an accent on distributive justice and 

also initiated a series of measures to introduce and institutionalize people's 

participation in the context of planned development (ibid: 115-116). The state in India 

wanted to retain its centrality not only in initiating planned economic development but 

also in promoting and sustaining the civil society. In doing so it attempted to fuse 

state, market and civil society (ibid: 117). 

The national state which succeeded the colonial state invariably started with 

adequate legitimacy as an agent of economic intervention and development. The 

Indian state had initiated a series of measures to achieve this objective. The two 

earliest measures were (1) the instituting of the Planning Commission in March, 1950 

and (2) the passing of the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act of 1950. The 

first was an instrument to initiate the process of long term economic development and 

the second was intended to curb monopolistic tendencies and to avoid waste 

emanating from undesirable competition between industrial houses (Paninil995: 35). 

The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956 sectoralized Indian industries into 
r 

public and private, reserving investment in basic and heavy industries for the public 

sector, which eventually come to occupy the 'commanding heights' in the economy. 
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The Company's Act was amended in 1956 to reduce the control of family members 

over industrial corporations. This was followed by the abolition of the Managing 

Agency System and the nationalization of commercial banks in 1969. Following close 

on its heels was the passing of the Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices 

(MRTP) Act of 1970 which prescribed that big business needed to obtain permission 

from the government to expand their enterprises. The share of foreign investment in 

Indian companies was restricted to 49 percent of the equity capital. Stringent roles for 

repatriation of profits and on foreign exchange transactions were introduced through 

the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act(FERA) of 1973 (Oommen 2004:124). 

The rural economy was moulded by the state basically through land reforms 

and the 'green revolution'. Land reforms sought to abolish absentee landlordism and 

intermediaries between the land owner and the actual tiller of the land, the idea being 

to make those who worked on the land were its real owners. The 'green revolution' 

provided for the subsidization of agricultural inputs and ensure the marketing of 

agricultural produce at an agreed and often agreeable prices (ibid). 

Thus, the state was a decisive actor in the affairs of the Indian economy from 

194 7 onward. The announced aim of this involvement was to bring about economic 

development and distributive justice. But neither of these goals has been achieved 

(ibid). The failure in achieving these. goals goes deep into the nature of the Indian 

development project. 

In order to dispel any analytical confusion Terence J. Byres argues that the role 

of the state and its nature in India has nothing to do with an attempted socialism: 

To suggest, for example that there was ever the remotest of Indian state collectivizing agriculture - an 

act which might, indeed have suggested socialist intent- is to court derision. To argue that the creation 

of a large public sector is evidence of 'socialism', and a socialist state, is to ignore the existence of a 

state capitalism. The invoking of 'socialism' by Indian state we take to be no more than empty political 

rhetoric increasingly empty we move forward from the 1950s. Our concern is with a state intent upon 

dissolving economic backwardness via capitalism (Byres 1998b: 42). 

This capitalist development includes capitalist industrialization, and a 

resolution of the agrarian question via development planning. Development through 

capitalist transformation entails an unleashing of the productive forces. 'This, in tum, 

requires an acceleration and intensification of the process of capital accumulation on 
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the unprecedented scale; and that cannot proceed without an appropriate tapping of 
' 

relevant domestic sources of accumulation. Foreign sources of accumulation (private 

foreign investment and foreign aid) may be contemplated, but there can be no 

escaping the task of domestic resource mobilisation'. The state's intervention is 

potentially critical that needs to be examined and assessed. The state may act in a 

variety of critical ways: as an agent of technical change, in its fiscal role, as an arbiter 

and setter of prices; and otgers (Byres 1998b: 43). 

Development strategy in India 

The debate surrounding development strategy in India has reflected a general debate 

of the time as prevalent in contemporary development literature. Indeed, it provided a 

synoptic outline of the world wide debate. J ayati Ghosh ( 1998: 165) argues that this 

debate continued throughout the second half of the twentieth century, 

from the controversy between 'nationalist' and 'imperialist' positions on the causes for the lack of 

development of the colonial Indian economy, to the elaboration of a state led planning strategy in a 

mixed economy during the Nehru era, to the later moves towards 'liberalization' and greater market 

orientation that have marked the past decade. 

This debate on the development strategy has been characterized 'by -sharply 

drawn theoretical and ideological positions, which have found expression in a much 

more muddy, confused and complex reality' (ibid). 

India started with a nationalist democratic regtme. While the nationalist 

element generally enhances state autonomy from economic forces - especially 
. ' 

economic forces under foreign control, the democratic element of the regime tends to 

lay the state to organize social interests. Thus development strategies adopted by 

nationalist democratic regimes are based on the following premises: as national 

sovereignty is valued, attempts are made to minimize foreign dependencies; a 

developmental alliance between the regime and national capital forms the state core 

'pact domination'; but in order to sustain a some what open polity, redistributive goals 

are held to be of legitimate political concern. In this way an attempt was made to 

reconcile the goals of national sovereignty, economic growth and a modicum of 

redistribution in overall development strategies. Over time, as anti-colonial 

nationalism fell into the background interest groups competed for state resources, the 
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autonomy of the state governed by nationalist-democratic regime typically declined 

(Kohli 1987: 34 ). 

Planned development 

At the time of independence there was a near unanimity on the need for planning in 

some form. Also it was reflected in the fact that the Indian National Congress setup 

the National Planning Committee in 1938. So persuasive was the felt need for 

planning across the ideological spectrum that the industrialists went on to author the 

Bombay Plan in 1944 which embodied their conception of the strategy for 

development in post independence India and asked for substantial public investment. 

A People's Plan authored by M. N. Roy represented left position. A Gandhian Plan 

was authored by Sriman Narain that visualized a self sufficient village economy. So in 

the immediate preceding years of independence the debate on planning in India was 

not about whether there should be planning, but about what sort of planning (Patnaik 

1998:159). 

The debate on Indian planning started before 194 7, proceeded around the 

formulation and course of the First Five Year Plan and reached a peak intensity over 

the Mahalanobis strategy which underlined with a debate over liberalization. The 

debate initially was not about the desirability but nature of planning. There were 

mainly three positions (1) Planning as an aid to capitalist development, without 

property redistribution (as exemplified in the Bombay Plan); (2) Planning as the 

agency of state capitalism, with radical; redistribution of assets, especially land (the 
1 

left position); (3) The official view, vtith its socialist rhetoric and its vision of the 

public sector as permanent, but which n~ver took seriously the goal of radical land 

redistribution (Byres 1998a: 15). As mentioned, the official position took with it 

inherent contradictious. There were at least two fundamental contradictions at the 

heart of the official position: (1) while radical land reforms constituted the raison d' 

etre of the plan strategy they did not figure in the official agenda. (2) There was a 

contradiction between aspiring for autonomous development and eschewing radical 

land reforms (Patnaik 1998: 162-163 ). 

According to Atul Kohli, the failure of democratically planned economy 

committed to 'socialism' is the political failure of ruling alliance: 
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... the failure of the Indian state to facilitate social reforms has resulted from a tacit ruling alliance 

between a loosely organized ruling nationalist elite and those property owners who are in a position to 

stimulate economic growth. The loose and heterogeneous nature of the ruling coalition has made it 

difficult for the political authorities to intervene in a rigid, hierarchical society so as to benefit the poor. 

Political and social-structural char~cteristics are thus both crucial for understanding distributive 

outcomes in India (Kohli 1987: 51). 

In the context of planned development in India, there is no denying the fact that 

the state had been the central actor in any programme for development, its role in 

development was not for that reason any less problematical. Partha Chatterjee has 

identified the main problem as the problem of reconciliation of accumulation and 

legitimacy. The development ideology 

was a constituent part of the self definition of the post colonial state. The state was connected to the 

people-nation not simply through the procedural forms of representative government; it also acquired 

its representativeness by directing a programme of economic development on behalf of the nation. The 

former connected, as in any liberal form of government, the legal political sovereignty of the state with 

the sovereignty of the people. The latter connected the sovereign powers of the state directly with the 

economic well-being of the people. The two connections did not necessarily have the same 

implications for a state trying to determine how to use its sovereign powers. What the people were able 

to express through the representative mechanisms of the political process as their will was not 

necessarily what was good for their economic wellbeing; what the state thought important for the 

economic development of the nation was not necessarily what would be ratified through the 

representative mechanisms. The two criteria of representativeness, and hence oflegitimacy, could well 

produce contradictory implications for state policy (Chatterjee: 86-87). 

Sukhamoy Chakraborty (1987: 2-3) argues that in the specific context in which 

planning was taken up in India, accumulation had to be reconciled with legitimation. 

'Adoption of representative forms of government based on universal adult suffrage 

did have an effect on the exercise of political power, and so did the whole legacy of 

the national movement with its specifically articulated set of economic objectives'. 

These objectives - accumulation and legitimation - produced two implications for 

planning in India. On the one hand, planning had to be 'a way of avoiding 

unnecessary rigours of an industrial transition in so far as it affected the masses 

resident in India's villages'. On the other hand planning was to become 'a positive 

instrument for resolving conflict in a large and heterogeneous subcontinent'. 

Partha Chatterjee (1998:84) identified some significant aspects of the whole 

exercise of planning. These are: 
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(a) Planning emerged as a form of determining state policy, initially the 

economic policies of the provincial Congress ministries, but almost immediately 

afterwards the overall framework of a coordinated and consistent set of policies of a 

national state that was already being envisioned as a concrete idea. 

(b) Planning as an exercise in state policy already incorporated its most 

distinctive element: its constitutiJn as a body of experts and its activity as one of the 

technical evaluation of alternative policies and determination of choices on scientific 

grounds. Nehru found this technical exercise to be 'a pleasant contrast to the 

squabbles and conflicts of politics' (Nehru 1946: 405). 

(c) The appeal to a 'committee of experts' was m itself an important 

instrument in resolving a political debate which, much to the irritation of the 

emerging state leadership of the Congress, was still refusing to go away. 

Thus, the very institution of planning process became a means for the 

determination of priorities on behalf of the 'nation'. The technical aura around the 

planning became possible by creating the Planning Commission as a unique institution 

away :from the normal functioning of the government. It became the exclusive theater 

where economic policy was formulated. The subject was removed from the Cabinet 

and Parliament which were merely informed of decisions taken by the small cohort of 

experts. Sunil Khilnani (1997:86) cites the Second Five Year Plan as an instance 

where political decisions were camouflaged in technocratic terms so that they could be 

insulated from public deliberations. 

Therefore, planning was the domain for the rational determination and pursuit 

of the development goals. 

It was a bureaucratic function, to be operated at a level above the particular level of the civil society, 

and institutionalised as such as a domain of policy-making out of the normal processes of 

representative politics and of execution through a developmental administration. But as a concrete 

bureaucratic function, it was in planning above all that the post colonial state would claim its 

legitimacy as a single will and consciousness - the will of the nation - pursuing a task that was both 

universal and rational- the wellbeing of the people as a whole (Chatterjee 1998:88). 

Sugata Bose and Ayesha Jalal (1998:211) note that India's early development 

plans borrowed more from the work of the colonial state's development and planning 

department set up in 1944 than that of the national planning committee of 1938-40. 
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From the mid-1950s India pursued a strategy of capital-goods-led import-substituting industrialization. 

While it was able to build the heavy industrial base that the planners had envisioned, little progress was 

made in the direction of combating poverty, illiteracy and disease. Indian development planners had 

become engrossed in the task of improving instrumental variables, such as the savings ·rate, but had 

quite forgotten the idioms and the intrinsic values that had initially inspired the project of national 

development (ibid). 

Lawrence A. Veit in a similar vein points out that 'the stark reality of the actual 

Indian economic conditions stands in marked contrast to the relative sophistication of 

Five- Year Plan documents (Veit 1978:7). 

Influence of the theories of development on Indian development 

The vast mass of development literature has long been fraught with different views on 

the role of the state. These have been duly reflected in the policy debates in_ India as in 

other Third World countries. These debates have continued down to the dramatic 

announcement of liberalization, first in the early days of Rajiv Gandhi rule and again 

more recently since 1991(Bardhan 2003: 286) 

The debates on the influence of the theories of development on development in 

India do not exist is an historical vacu\Jm. The contrast between the political economy 

in India before and after independence usually has been seen as striking, with the end 

of foreign rule taken as a natural dividing line. After 194 7 India based its development 

strategy on import substituting industrialization, in a mixed economy with a large 

public sector and guided by central planning. But the early fifties, the formal structure 

of government and political and economic institutions seemed to be very different 

from anything that had gone before (Tomilson 1992:274). A strict control regime was, 

in a real sense, inevitable in the late forties and early fifties because of the 

fundamental economic and political changes that took place in those years. The events 

of post war years also provided an historical context against which the actions of 

Indian planners in the late fifties and beyond must be set. Also the legacy of 

international economic environment was no less responsible for adopting such a 

policy. The strains between 1929 and 1945 first ofthe great depression and then of the 

Second World War, followed by the strains of the transfer of power and partition ,all 

circumscribed the action that could be taken to foster economic growth and 

development. The Second World War had a devastating effect on economic life in 
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India. While India has been spared the material destruction that has befallen many 

countries, she has suffered in full measure, and in some directions in greater measure 

than others, the economic consequences of the War. Between 1939 and 1945 the 

economy was subject to enormous strains, leaving fundamental imbalances in many 

areas lasting long after the end of the War (ibid: 276). 

Further the contemporary milieu of international economy also reflected in the 

near unanimity on the necessity of planning. The Great Depression had destroyed any 

faith in the virtues of the free market, and Keynesianism, a product of Depression, 

advocated not just state in.tervention in the demand management in the capitalist 

. economies, but the necessity of socializing investment directions (Patnaik 1998: 160). 

Within India, it was generally understood that laissez fa ire was the modus operandi of 

economic imperialism. In the decade prior to the inter war years, India had perhaps 

been more of a 'free-trade-free-market' regime than any other country has ever before 

or since (ibid). 

In the early fifties, development thinking for the Third World was itself at its 

early experimental stage. The Keynesian analysis of the determinants of the level of 

activity as extended by Harrod-Domar was being taken up by economists for 

elaboration to Third World countries. This analysis laid heavy emphasis on increase in 

capital stock as the key element for economic growth. There were of some 

modernization thinking dwelt on sociological and cultural aspects of the development 

process. But ·there was not much empirical data available on which to test these 

hypotheses, predominance, was therefore, held by the idea that underdevelopment as 

the result of deficiency of capital and consequently there was need for the government 

to promote capital formation and allocate it according to priorities (Dhar 1988: 4). 

Since the low level of per capita income acted as a constraint, the need for 

mobilizing domestic savings and supplementing them with foreign aid became major 

· requirement for filling savings gap in order become major requirements and generate 

the desired rate of growth. In these circumstances the concept of Big Push and 

Balanced Growth gained wide acceptability, underscoring the need for planning and 

investment programme on a closed economy basis. The major aims of this 
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development strategy were: a high_ growth rate, national self reliance, full employment 

and reduction of income inequalities (Dhar 1988: 5). 

Within such an international and domestic socio-economic and intellectual 

milieu, the nationalist leadership in India was acutely aware of the need for 

industrialization to modernize the country and was convinced that government support 

and involvement were essential to the task. As P.N. Dhar observes: 

They were impressed more by Friedrich List and Alexander Hamilton than by Adam Smith (Dhar 

1988: 3). 

According to Bimal Jalan (1991:5), the vision ofthe state in early development 

literature was fully shared by India's post-independence leadership. Political freedom 

was, in fact, viewed as an indispensable means to overcome mass poverty and to 

industrialize economy through diverse state action. Thus, the Second Five Year Plan 

(1956) was clear that 

the pattern of development and the structure of socio- economic relations should be so planned that the 

result not only in appreciable increases in national income and employment but also in greater equality 

in incomes and wealth. Major decisions regarding production, distribution, consumption and 

investment - and in fact all significant socio-economic relationship - must be made by agencies 

informed by social purpose (P.22 quoted in Jalan 1991:5). 

There was a remarkable unanimity among the pioneers of development 

economics in the forties and fifties on the positions that industrialization was not 

feasible in underdeveloped economies without and active role assigned to the state 

(ibid: 27). Reviewing the literature of 1940's and 1950's Datta Chowdhuri (1990:26) 

concludes that 

the success of Keynesian activism in fighting the Great Depression in the Western countries, the 

success of plan in engineering the quick reconstruction of the war-damaged economies of western 

Europe and the achievements of the Soviet industrialization drive of 1930's had created a virtual 

intellectual consensus in the world on the power of the 'visible hand'. 

The early development literature was also sanguine about the need for the state 

to exercise its regulatory and fiscal power to alter colonial patterns of trade. 

The conclusion ofPrebisch (1950) and Singer (1950)- on the secular tendency 

of the terms of trade turning against countries exporting primary products and im

porting manufacture ~ had an important impact on the thinking of planners in 

developing countries. Prebisch and Singer attributed the tendency of terms of trade of 
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primary producers to decline the power of trade unions in advanced coun.t~ies, and to 

conditions of under-employment in· the periphery. Equally influential was Lewis's 

paper on the implication for development strategy of 'unlimited supply of labour' 

(Lewis 1954). Lewis-argued that under conditions of an unlimited supply of labour, 

the gains from ·productivity increases in the export sector were likely to accrue 

importing countries. Singer, Prebisch and Lewis's work thus provided a powerful case 

for import substitution and protection (J alan 1991 :28). · 

According to Jalan these perceptions were widely ·shared· by political leaders 
i ' 

and Indian intellectuals of the time, and the business of choosing an economic strategy 

responded to these perceptions. The neglect of economic development by the state in 
' 

the colonial period had an inevitable consequence. The conviction grew that 

development was not possible without guiding hand· of the state: the state was 
i . 'I 

required to take on the role of planner, saver, investor, and manager in order to 

quicken the pace of development (ibid). 
. . 

The colonial experience was sufficient .to reinforce the belief that the free-trade 

, regime was biased against India and other developing . countries and could not . be 

relied· upon to generate growth and improve living standards. The call for Swadeshi 

therefore became an important element in the political strategy against colonial rule. It 

was inevitable- that, after independence the building of an indigenous manufacturing 

. \ base should become an important objective of e<?onomic policy. This strategy was also 

an aspect of the struggle for economic and political independence from the U.K. and 

other Western powers. The apparent success pf the Soviet Union in building up a 

strong manufacturing base, . and its emergence as a super power within a relatively 

short period of time, strengthened belief in the efficacy of the state as the primary 

agent of accumulation. Thus~ while the contemporary intellectual and historical 

context encouraged India to adopt the . import substituting state led model of 

development, it remains to be unraveled what has the experience been with the major 

theories of development in the actual development process in India. 

Modernization and Indian Development 

The idea of development in the modernization Perspective 'grew out of certain 

historical events, such as the Industrial Revolution in Europe and the United States, 
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the colonial experience in Latin America, Africa and Asia, the qualitative empiricism 

of North American social science, and capitalistic economic/political 

philosophy'(Rogers 1976a: 121). Rogers distilled four essential elements in this 

conception of development: ( 1) Economic growth through industrialization and 

accompanying urbanization was the key to developm~nt. It was approximately passing 

through the Industrial Revolution. It was assumed that development performance. 

could be.quantified in economic terms: GNP, per capita income etc.; (2) In order to 

guide and speed up the process of development planning should be centralized and 

controlled by economists and bankers ; (3) The choice of technology was to be capital 

intensive and labour extensive- mainly imported from more developed nations; ( 4) 

Underdevelopment was mainly due t~ the problems within the developing nations 

rather than in their external relationships with other countries (Rogers 1976b: 49). The 

modernization theory prescribed a model of development which underlined the 

importance of economic growth through industrialization, capital intensive and 

machine intensive technology, a top-down structure of authority with economists in 

charge, and a certain attitude, and mind set among individuals (Melkote 1991: 62). 

Thus, modernization theory is also a theory of capitalist development. 

According to Sukhamoy Chakravarty (1987:14) the development model first 

adopted in India was a variant of Lewis's model, with a 'modem' sector breaking 

down and superseding the 'traditional' sector, the two significant variations that the 

modem sector itself was dis aggregated into a capital goods and consumer goods sector 

the major role was assigned to a development bureaucracy. Baldev Raj Nayar (2001: 

53-54) points out that the Harrod-Domar model was employed in the formulation of 

the First Five Year Plan (1951-56) though only redundantly, for the First Plan had in 

essence little to do with serious economic planning since it was essentially an 

aggregation of projects already under way or readily available on the self. 
'. 

Modernization theorists point to India as basic confirmation of their arguments. 

Capitalist economy prevails, industrialization is stressed, technological innovation 'is 

spreading, education is a priority, and western foreign aid is contributing to economic 

growth. India has not sat idly and played 'victim' in the global economy. To the 

contrary India has· devised planning and other economic policies that improve 
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economic development within its border. Economic, dynamism has simultaneously 

produced a stable democracy. 

However, despite all these, modernization theory cannot explain all 

developments in India. The core of its arguments - the dichotomy of tradition and 

modernity has not found its way in India. Rather development project in India has 

combined the two. Subrata Kumar Mitra, for example, argues that the resilience of the 
I 

Indian state is a proof to that. 

'the resilie11ce of the state in India can be attributed to its success in incorporating some of the key 

features of the Indian tradition while retaining the essential features of modernity. Primordial 

sentiments have been balanced with those of economic interest and· ideology. The edge is taken off the 

potential for authoritarianism through the division of power and wide spread participation. By co

opting traditional centres of power and creating new ones the modem state has found a niche for most 

, interests and norms with a support base in society (Mitra 1990: 91) . 

. Rudolph and Rudolph (1969: 10) argue that the examination of internal 

variations within traditional and modem societies draws attention to those features of 

each that are present in the other. 

. --

If tradition and modernity are seen as continuous rather than separated by an abyss, if they are 

dialectically rather than dichot9mously related, and if internal variations are attended to and taken 

seriously, then those sectors of traditional society that' contain or express potentialities for change from 

dominant norms and structures become critical for understanding the nature and processes ?f 

modernization. 

With these variations, the Indian capitalist development with planning as the 

mam development strategy remained very much close to the modernization 

perspective. This has been more particular with respect to the economic dimension of 

modernization. 

Dependency and Indian development 

The basic assumption of dependency perspective · IS that development or 

underdevelopment processes in Third World countries cannot be understood 
I ' 

separately from development processes in advanced capitalist countries. Development 

and underdevelopment are partial and interdependent structures of one global system. 

Dependency structures this interlocking development-underdevelopment relationship. 

This dependency has been defined as 'a conditioning situation in which the economies 
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of one group of countries are conditioned by the development and expansion of 

others' (dos Santos 1970: 231). 

Prior to 194 7, both the Congress party and business circles in India had agreed 

in principle on the need to exclude foreign capital from the economic development of 

free India. Even official pronouncements by the interim government ( 1946-4 7), 

reflecting this view, had been made at the Washington conferences leading to the 

formation of the International Trade Organization in 1947 (Basu 1985: 199). Even 

,after independence, the first Industrial Policy Resplution of 1948 promised legislation 

to regulate foreign capital 'in national interest' so that 'as a rule, the major interest in 

ownership and effective control should always be in Indian hands, (Kidron 1965: 97). 

The Second Five Year Plan aimed at introducing a dynamic of state-led import 

substituting industrialization that would develop a basic capital-goods sector within 

the country. This, in tum, would direct the post-colonial economy inward, with a self 
i 

sustaining growth pattern based on an expanding domestic market (Hansen J966; 

Bhagwati and Desai 1970; Nayar 1972; Bettleheim 1968:145-175; Frankell978: 113-

135). 

Aditya Mukharjee and Mridula Mukharjee (1990: 91) argue that dependency 

theory in all its variations was not being applicable to Indian development. They 

highlighted the sharp contrast between the paths followed by India and those taken by 

most of the developing countries of Latin America, Africa and West Asia. They 

observe: 

One of the striking features of the Indian economy since Independence has been its extremely low 

dependence on foreign trade. The total foreign trade as a proportion of the country's GNP remained 

around 10-13 per cent only between 1953 and 1977. Unlike most of the post-colonial Third World. 

countries, especially the NICs, the export sector in India has not been crucial, accounting for only five 

to six per cent of the GNP over this period (Kelkar 1980: 23). The Indian economy was thus·no longer 

typically extroverted as it had become under the impact of ~olonialism, which had destroyed the 

traditional balance between agriculture and industry, turning the country into an exporter of raw 

materials and food and importer of manufactured goods. Indian production since Independence has 

been primarily dependent on the home market and inter-sectoral exchanges within the economy. The 

Indian economy is thus to an extent not crucially conditioned by or dependent upon the changes 

occurring in the metropolitan economies. For example, India's performance in the seventies, when 

. there was a world depression, was much better than that of the other Low Income Countries on the 

whole (Varshney 1984: 1512). 
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The development model adopted in Nehru's India was the well known model 

of state led, import substitution industrialization (lSI). Although significant efforts 

have been made in the recent years to move away from this model, India's economic 

policies exhibit a fair amount of continuity. Thus, the political nature of India's early 

economic choices can be discerned. Nehru's political preferences reflected in the 

development model and it stressed the following: a) the importance of maintaining 

national sovereignty; b) a belief in state's superior capacity to steer. progressive 

capitalist development; c) the need to incorporate India's poor in the endowments of 

the fruits of development (Kohli and Mullen 2003: 198). The language 'of Nehruvian 

model of development was 'th~ language of self reliance and power through 

industrialization directed by a benign and wise state acting for the common good and 

social justice' (Rudolph and Rudolph 1987: 395). 

Even foreign capital did not acquire a dominating position m the national 

economy: 

Immediately after Independence, India, with plans for rapid industrializati<;m, needed and allowed 

direct foreign investments, though under strict controls laid down by the independent national state. 

Foreign capital was severely curtailed in the traditional areas preferred by it during colonial rule, i.e. 

extractive and other export industries, plantations, foreign trade, banking, insurance and consumer 

goods industries for the home market (areas relatively easily substituted by indigenous private and state 

enterprise). It, was on the other hand encouraged to come into high-technology areas, especially capital 

goods industries producing for the home market. Here, too, restrictions were placed on the exporting of 

the multiplier effects of foreign investments through the use of foreign raw materials and intermediate 

goods and the attempt was to encourage the progressive use of indigenous materials. The new foreign 

capital that came after Indepen~ence in fact did go into 'modern technologically advanced sectors of 

industry and that too increasingly not in branches of European companies but in subsidiaries, or more 

frequently in ventures involving minority foreign participation [Patnaik 1975: 61]. As Arun Bose, in 

his excellent study, concluded: the 'slogan' at Independence was "foreign capital must either flow into 

manufacture for the home market using indigenous materials or 'dry up'" [1965: 525] (Mukharjee and 

Mukherjee 1990: 92). 

Indeed, the crucial feature of the Indian economy since independence has been 

its movement in the direction of structural reorientation - the slow and steady 

dismantling of a typically disarticulated colonial or peripheral economic structure in 

an attempt to generate an inward oriented, self-centred development. (Mukherjee and 

Mukherjee 1990: 96). Thus, unlike in several countries of Latin America in India the 
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attempt to advance import substitution first to consumer durables industries and then 

the capital goods sector did not lead to increasing dependence on foreign investments 

and imports. On the contrary, the extension of Horizontal lSI and the launching of 

vertical lSI in India instead of leading to 'internationalization of the domestic 

mar~et' through large scale entry of TNCs (~yans 1979: 31), as happened in Latin 

American countries, achieved what it was meant to: 'an expansion of the indigenous 

in industrial base and a decline in external dependence' (Mukherjee and Mukherjee, 

1990: 97). India appears to be a backward but independent capitalist country at the 

edges of the core rather than a typical dependency of the peripheral type. Indian 

development was not internally disarticulated, that is, based primarily on export sector 

and a luxury consumption sector both articulated to the centre in terms of markets, 

import of capital goods and foreign investment. Even the luxury goods sector, kept 

relatively small in the total economy, was basically articulated with indigen<;ms capital 

goods sector. Similarly, the colonial situation, where both Indian agriculture and 

industry were articulated with the metropolis, was now reversed: the two sectors being 

basically articulated with each other (ibid: 97-98). Mukharjees did not deny India's 

dependence on core countries in matters of high technology, basic science research 

and 'machines to produce machines' still they asserted the non-applicability of ( 

dep,endency theory in the Indian case. 

But though in the Indian case this dependence is greater,. this kind of dependence exists even among 

backward countries of the core vis-a-vis the advanced core countries, though in broad structural terms 

they remain within the core. India's dependence is also that of a backward capitalist country on 

advanced capitalist countries, it is not the dependence of a neo-colony on the metropolis, or of a 

'd~pendency' or periphery on the core (ibid: 98). 

They argue that apart from the size, strength and nature of the Indian 

bourgeoisie and the Indian economy at independence, there were certain . other 

historico-structural factors which go towards explaining the specific developments 

India has seen since independence. These are the ·legacy. of the Indian national 

movement guided by a sophisticated anti-imperial ideology, political democracy and 

ant-imperialism, the balance of class forces in India since Independence, the 

autonomy of the Indian state vis-a-vis the advanced in its foreign relations, the central 
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role of the state in India's development and the size of the Indian market (ibid: 98-

104). 

Rudolph and Rudolph argue in the same vein. The depep.dency theory was 

found by its exponents so helpful in explaining bureaucratic authoritarian regimes and 

'the development of underdevelopment'. They often generalized it to the political 

economies of all peripheral countries. But it has not proved helpful. Foreign 

investment in India has been marginal and controlled commercial debt has been low, 

and trade diverse. India can feed itself and has developed basic and heavy industries, 

mainly with its own capitaL Moreover, Indi~ is not heavily dependent on for its 

security on one or more foreign powers. As a founder and leader of non aligned 
I 

movement, it shapes its international environment as much as it is shaped by it 

(Rudolph and Rudolph 1987: 395). 

Even if the new dependency theorists conceptualize dependency as a 

historically specific, internal and sociopolitical process that can lead to dynamic 

development, the Indian experience does not correspond· to their findings. As 

mentioned, the basic assumption of the theory that some how development is related . 

to a dependent relationship to the core remains attenuated with the Indian case. 

Word system and Indian development 

The world system. perspective stresses the independent significance ·of the world 

capitalist system and its impact on socio-economic processes in all nations: core, 

periphery, or semi-periphery. The primary concern, here, is not with the unilateral 

relations of a peripheral nation with a core nation, as in the case of dependency theory, 

but with the multinational structure of capitalist relations, or more specifically, with 

the world wide division of labour, the movement of advanced capital and the cycles of 

global capitalism. The primary explanatory variable in this perspective is therefore, 

the world capitalist system (Koo 1984: 36). It is the overall character of the world 

capitalist system that specifies the ways in which a peripheral economy is integrated 

into the world economy, and it is the cycle of world capitalism that defines the 

mobility chances (from periphery to semi-periphery or from semi-periphery to core) 

for a particular economy within the world system (Wallerstein 1974; Hopkins and 

Wallerstein 1977; and Chase-Dunn and Rubinson 1977). Consequently, much of what 
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goes on in a peripheral or semi-peripheral nation can be explained by the nature of the 

world capitalist economy and the specific position that a particular peripheral or semi

peripheral economy occupies in this world economy. Accordingly. understanding the 

contemporary characteristics of the world capitalist system must precede the analysis 

of the concrete dependency relations or specific development processes in a p_eripheral 

or semi-peripheral country (Koo 1984: 37). 

The world system admits the competence of semi-peripheral state such as that 

of India within structural parameters of the capitalist world economy. But these 

parameters are more than simply a given level of involvement in the world capitalist 

economy. They stretch to cover geo-political limits on choice and oppm1unities for 

economic gain provided by, pursuing certain strategies within an existing interstate 

system (Basu 1985: 19 5). Referring to the concrete examples of the Second and Third 

Five Year Plans Basu questions the efficacy of world system perspective in the Indian 

context. He points out that it was no mean achievement for Indian government to 

secure large quantities of hard currency on soft terms for the Second and Third Five 

Year Plans. 

A mercantilist success such as this, in a period of dominance by the free trade regime, is inexplicable 

using simply the capitalist world systemic model; it clearly requires an equal appreciation of the 

interstate system (ibid: 207). 

Indeed, the complementary relations between Indian economic plans for 

industrialization under stringent protectionist controls and American aid liberalism 

· were the product of a delicate balance between political strategy and economic interest 

at both ends. When this arrangement toppled in mid-1960s, both aid-flows declined 

and the. inward looking industrialization programme went awry (ibid). Indeed, the 

subsequent crises of Indian development and its gradual move towards liberalization 

remained more controlled by India's domestic factors than by the conditioning of the 

world capitalist economy. 

Neq-liberalism and Indian Development 

Neo-liberalism is generally explained as the confluence of the economic ideas of the 

Chicago School and the policies of Ronald Regan and Margaret Thatcher. Another 

strand presents it as the 'Washington Consensus'; the economic orthodoxy that guided 

the IMF and the World Bank in theil'" policies through 1980s and 1990s and turned it 
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into a global developmental policy. Tracing the evolution of neo-liberalism in detail, 

Adam Tickell and Jamie Peck (2003) highlight its three important phases: an early 

phase of proto neo-liberalism from 1940s to 1970s in which the main ideas took 

shape; a phase of roll-back neo-liberalism in the 1980s when it became government 

policy in the US and UK; and roll-out neo-liberalism in the 1990s which became 

hegemonic in multilateral institutions. This account focuses on economic ideas (for 

example, of Mont Pelerine society; Friedrich von Hayek and Milton Friedman) and 

the policies of Regan and Thatcher. However there is the need to identifY the basic 

trait of this dev~lopment perspective that shapes the real development policies of the 

Third World. 

The prefix 'neo' i!) justified in neo-liberalism in order to distinguish current 

liberal strategies from those which have dominated the agenda of international 

development institution since the decolonization phase. The World Bank was involved 

since the 1950s, in support of market forces, foreign investment and local 

entrepreneurial classes. Because of the weakness of the domestic bourgeoisie, state 

sponsored development schemes were treated nurseries. The state was expected to act 

as a trustee of budding capitalism. State . enterprises and parastatal undertakings 

proliferated not so much from a commitment to public ownership. as from the absence 

of alternatives. Partnership with the state gave national legitimacy and necessary 

political protection to foreign capital and international development agencies. 

The new strategy is therefore 'nee-liberal', not because it promotes capitalism, 

commercialization and market, which all liberal strategies do, but because of the 

redefinition of the role of the state in this process. It is nee-liberal not in an abstract 

orthodox sense, but in a specific and regional context. This redefinition has taken 

place, not just because of the failure of the previous strategy but because a shift in the 

balance of forces, undermining the bargaining power of post-colonial nationalism. 

Indeed, economic nationalism is the principal ideological rival of nee-liberalism .. 

(Beckman 1998: 46- 47). The ideal state for nee-liberalism is the minimalist state. The 

state, any state that 'interferes' in economic activity on anything other than a minimal 

basis, far from having the capacity to secure desirable economic transformation, 

simply creates and protects vested interests, spreads inefficiency and distortion, 
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prevents markets from working properly, generates rent seeking rather than productive 

activity, denies the transforming role of out-ward looking export-led growth, and so 

on. That is so by the very nature of the state (Byres 1998b: 45-46). 

The development experience of India since independence was based mainly on 

economic nationalism and therefore state led. The neo-liberal arguments cannot be 
' 

matched with such an experience. However, the development strategy adopted in 

India since 1991 has been mainly influenced by neo-liberal ideas. The policy of 

economic liberalization launched in 1991 often appears as a dramatic act that 

suddenly catapulted India in a paradigm shift from the state led nationalist 

development path, which had been sustained for some three and a half decades since 

1956, to a liberal marl~et oriented course that integrated India into the global 
. . , I 

economy. The reality, however, is that the nationalist state led development model 

was in trouble from the very beginning. Indeed, the history of that path is marked by a 

series of recunent crises, the resolution of which was attempted initially through 

oscillation between economic liberalization and economic radicalism and then 

. through progressive increases in economic liberalization (Nayar 200 I: 126). 

The theoretical assertions of neo-liberalism in India have grown out of the 

findings of Bhagwati and Desai (1970) and later work by Bhagwati and Srinivasan 

(1975). These works, however, offered narrow political analyses of contemporary 

development in India. As Toye argues, their treatment of the issue was both brief and 

naive. Their focus was on political influences inhibiting economic liberalization 

programmes. Rather the origin of the neo-liberal ideas in India was in the implications 

that were drawn out of their economic analysis of the consequences of bureaucratic 

controls (Toye 1993: 157). Jag dish Bhagwati sums up the genesis of the application of 

neo-Iiberal economic reforms in India, while he designated the I 991 reform as 'reform 

by storm': 

'Reform by storm' has supplanted the 'reform by stealth' of Mrs. Gandhi's time and the 'reform with 

reluctance' under Rajiv Gandhi (Bhagwati 1993:3). 

The initial impetus for the economic refonns came as a result of an acute 

balance of payments crisis in mid 1991, making it necessary to seek an IMF loan and 

accept certain terms of a stabilization and structural adjustment programme. 
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However, the Indian state was to an extent able to make a virtue out of necessity by removing the many 

barriers to the entry of firms in the industrial sector. An elaborate system of licensing the use of 

industrial capacity was virtually abolished, and many of the bureaucratic logjams in the path of 

economic development removed (Bose and Jalal \998: 229). 

The reformers concentrated on redressing the negative effects of over-

intervention by the state in certain sectors and removing the more stifling bureaucratic 

controls on industry. 

They moved tardily, if at all, to rectify state negligence of critical social sectors, notably health and 

education. Neither the economic free-marketeers' attack nor the cultural trag-mentalist onslaught on 

development has been sensitive to the potential role state and public action can play in these areas. 

Amartya Sen and Jean Dreze (2002) have therefore made a powerful case for taking 

the Indian development debate 'well beyond liberalization' to focus on 'expanding 

social opportunities'. The'liberalization debate in its present form is too nan·ow in at 

least three respects:(l)over concentration on the negative roles of government; (2) 

over preoccupation with narrowly 'economic' reforms; and (3) neglect of the role of 

cooperative action in economic and social reform (Dreze· and Sen 2002:63). But the 

failed institutions of state have yet to be refashioned (Bose ·and Jalal 1998: 229). 

However, the most remarkable aspect of the endeavour at Indian economic 

liberalization was that not only did India make a quick recovery, with minimal 

economic pain and political turmoil, but also that it took to a higher growth path. This 

performance is quite unlike the experience of many Third World countries undergoing 

economic liberalization. This performance is partly related precisely to the self reliant 

development base built over three and a half decades (Nayar 2001:261 ).Thus, it 

cannot be denied that the current phase of economic reform and the concomitant 

development strategies have been influenced by neo-liberal ideas. This has been the 

experience of many other Third World countries. Still the Indian experience with neo

liberalism has been, as mentioned, dit1erent 

Role of the State and the theory of development in India 

The role of the state in the development of any country is determined by the particular 

'development pattern' it adopts. A development pattern has been considered to have 

three dimensions: (1) the kind of industries accorded prominence; (2) the orientation 

of these industries to the world economy (whether they are oriented inward or 

outward); and (3) the economic agents chosen for development (Gereffi and Wyman 
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1990: 17). In the lndian development pattern, firstly, the emphasis was placed on 

.capital goods, metal making and heavy engineering industries, also referred to as 

heavy, basic or investment goods industries in Indian planning; secondly, these 

industries were inward oriented and were expected to make the Indian economy self 

sufficient as well as self reliant for future sustained growth: and. finally, they were to 

be both owned and managed by the state. While this development pattern was 

executed with full force only between 1956 and 1965, it can be considered to have 

lasted in its broader dimensions, at times in intensified form and at others in 

attenuated form, until 1985 and i1ideed until 1991 (Nayar 200 I :51). 

Ashok Mehta·(l970: 101) described India's development effm;t as the 'second 

revolution', the first being. the freedom movement. 

The nation would have lost its soul, if we had not accepted our responsibility. during the freedom 

movement. So also today let the nation shoulder its responsibilities for development (ibid. emphasis 

added). 

After independence it seemed evident in India that the need to free the 

economy from domination by metropolitan capital and provide for a measure of 

economic autonomy required the active intervention of the state m a planning 

framework 

So widespread was this perception among ruling elites as well as in mass consciousness, that it· 

achieved the status of national consensus. Thus, the group of industrialists representing large capital 

who were responsible for the 'Bombay Plan' of 1944 were insistent upon the need for a mixed 

economy in which the state W()uld take the responsibility for the provision of infrastru~ture as well as 

large and heavy industrial investment. The more radical approaches also emphasiz~d the crucial role of 

government, not only in redistribution and reduction of poverty, but in providingla ·pattern of growth 

which would provide for a diversified industrial economy catering to mass consurhption needs as well 

as mitigate the usual market failures (Ghosh 1998: 166). 

The development literature of 1950s and 1960s, ]1owever, ignored the 

possibilities of internal conflicts and competing claims for resources in the mechanics 
·, . 

of state action, and concentrated instead on the matter of rapidly increasing production 

a~d incomes. 'The macro-economic literature of the tift.ies, fon example, was 

completely 'technocratic' in its discussion of state involvement' (Ghosh l998: 171). 

Such an explanation does leave the picture incomplete, since many of the constraints 

which appear to be 'external' to the· state are actually related to the nature of the state 
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itself. 'This tends to ignore the point that it was the nature of the state itself and the 

other political, social and institutional realities which created a certain role for 

government in the first place, and meant that this role had very definite implications 

for growth and distribution quite separate fi·om its stated designs' (ibid: 172). Pointing 

to the empirical literature dealing with the Indian state Barbara Harris-White (2003: 

73) highlights three major contradictions in its developmental role. The first has been 

identified as a contradiction between planned development and an accommodative, 

formally democratic kind of politics that leads politicians to adopt populist measures 

favouring current consumption at the expense of investment and future consumption. 

The second is between democratic politics and the politics of not-quite-big-enough 

bourgeoisie proper, who I~.ave to co-opt other important classes. This means continual 

policy negotiations and compromises, and a ragged process of policy implementation, 

leading invariably to policy-dilution and the proliferation of benefits. Third is between 

planned development and the interests of private capital. This is complicated. The 

state provides the infrastructure that supports private capital, but also regulates private 

capital and even substitutes for it where capital will not or cannot go, or where it 

cannot be trusted. 

Indeed, the subsequent evolution of the economy as well as both the successes 

and failures of state intervention, have tempered the idealistic vision of the 

developmental state untainted by the dominance of class interests and above the fray 

of social antagonism (Ghosh I 998: I 72). 

The idea that the state can play significant role in development is located in the 

idea of the 'national economy'. This idea of the national economy has remained 

significant even to day. Prabhat Patnaik observes: 

Whether we talk of Keynesian demand management, or of socialist planning of democratic welfarism, 

or of Third World state intervention and planning, and the point of reference of all these different 

conceptions of interventionism is that the national economy constitutes the ·control area' of the state. 

Within which, subject to whatever political economy constraints it muy face, the state can act in order 

to achieve objectives more or less in conformity with its intention. True, the national economy is linked 

to the larger international economy, but his link it is supposed , can be adjusted through instruments 

such as trade policy, leaving the 'control area' amenable to control as before ( Patnail< 1998: 184). 

But the 'control area' ceases to be amenable to control by the state if it gets 

caught up in the vortex of international capital, especially of hot money flows. State 
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intervention can hardly achieve its objectives in a manner not anticipated by it, and 

since its expectations play a crucial role in this behaviour, exchange role policy (trade 

policy disappears with 'trade' liberalization) can not insulate the economy from 

speculation- engendered balance of payments cdses (ibid). 

Within this broader view of domestic and international perspective, the Indian 

state occupies a central place in analyzing development in India. This has been more 

significant with reference to current phase of liberalization and globalization in India. 

The state as the locus of nationalism confronts new challenges or face of acceleration 

of globalization. Intensified globalization is assumed to decree wider role for markets 

and greater openness of the economy, and thus a shrinking role for the state. 

Since the Indian state is located in representative democracy and is therefore 

intimately linked to Indian society, state-development interface in India involves the 

Indian society as well. Because no state is an economic island, the international 

system occupies an important place in this context. 

The immediate post-colonial literature on Indian development assumed a broad 

consensus in favour of industrialization, a mixed economy and certain obvious 

development goals for the state. The immediate intellectual basis for the economic 

strategy that led to the Indian development pattern had been the plan frame for the 

Second Five Year Plan (1956-61) and the underlying economic model, both having 

been put forward by the eminent economic planner P.C. Mahalanobis, and accordingly 

characterized as the Mahalanobis model (Nayar 2001: 52). 

Not only was the necessity for state intervention taken for granted (along the lines of development 

literature of that period throughout the world). but it was also assumed that the state was (unlike its 

colonial predecessor) inherently benevolent in its desire for the material betterment of the people, and 

essentially oriented to the development of the whole economy rather than favouring particular classes 

or groups .... The Nehru-Mahalanobis strategy that became the hallmark of the fifties and sixties 

assumed a 'developmental state', so much so that even in the ti·aming of the five-year plans themselves 

it was taken for granted that successful land reforms and other state-directed institutional changes 

relating to agriculture would increase output in that sector without additional expenditure by the 

government (Ghosh 1998: 171-172). 

The Mahalanobis model belongs to the general family of economic models 

encmnpassed under the rubric of what is known as the Harrod -Damar model. 

However, Mahalanobis had deveJ.oped the conceptual foundations of his model 
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independently without any awareness of the Han·od -Domar model. The Harrod

Damar model is focused on capital accumulation as the engine of economic growth; 

its aim was to determine for developed economies the rate of investment necessary to 

assume such increase in national income as to provide full employment. The 

Mahalanobis model went further, however; going beyond the aggregate requirements 

of investment, it specified the various sectors within the economy in which 

investment ought to take place and in what measure in order to make the structural 

leap from an agricultural underdeveloped economy. The model was none the less 

focused on the operational requirements specifically of the Indian case without any 

larger claim in. economic theory (Nayar 2001: 53-54). The Mahalanobis model was 

critical to the determination oflndia's development strategy, for it not only settled the 

contours of the Second Plan bi.1t more generally for the Indian approach to 

development over the long term. Mahalanobis did not hide his penchant for self 

sufficiency and independence from the world economy. He states: 

India's present dependence on imports of capital goods is a fundamental structural weakness which 

must be corrected as quickly as possible. It would be obviously more economical from national point of 

view to produce in India as much as heavy machinery as possible because this would ensure a supply of 

capital goods which would make India increasingly independent of imports and would strengthen 

India's position in the world market ( 1963: 69). 

Of the three components constituting India's development pattern, the 

Mahalanobis model definitely determined ( 1) the inward orientation of the economy 

and (2) the power thrust of the basic investment goods industries. In so far as the 

former was concerned, the closed nature of the economy was simply assumed. No 

balance of payments considerations entered into the calculations of the model. There 

was some reference to foreign trade but foreign trade as such did not figure either the 

architecture of the model or in its details. More imp011antly, one aim of the thrust for 

· investment goods industries was not just to assure long term development but also to 

cut down, indeed eliminate dependence on the outside world. It may be noted that the 

third component of the Indian development pattern, (3) state ownership and 

management of major industry, with the public sector seizing the 'commanding 

heights' of the economy, stood on a different footing as it did not necessarily stem 

from the Mahalanobis model. However, Mahalanobis (1963 :69-70) himself endorsed 
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that choice, and indeed advanced instrumental economic reasons for placing the 

heavy industries in the public sector. 

India was the first contemporary Third World country to employ planning 

theory and techniques and develop them actively in its attempted planning of 

economic development. Terence J. Byres ( 1998a: 14) argues that India's contribution 

in this field have been in advance of contributions made any where else. Ashok Rudra 

in this context observes: 

Planning models constitute an area in economic model making where India has the distinction of 

having made the contributions at per with work done any where in the World. The development of the 

subject in India has been almost entirely autonomous and independent of developments on parallel or 

similar lines which took place in other countries. This took place in response to demands arising out of 

the essential problems of the society which of course, precondition for the genuine and autonomous 

development of any branch of science (Rudra 1985: 758 quoted in Byres 1898a: 14). 

All these clearly indicate that the theory of development in India has been 

f;haped by its own political economy and specific historical contexts. The growth 

oriented modernization was adapted to a planned development model. While planning 

was presented in India as a soCialist rhetoric, the prevalent development project was 

capitalist in actual practice. Nationalism, political as well as economic, fostered during 

the freedom movement was translated in a self reliant idea of development. However, 

this idea evolved through a continuous interaction with pressures for adopting a model 

-of development that is based on the liberal open market policies. The initial adoption 

of liberal policies through the 1980s culminated in the 1990s. The acute balance of 

payments of 1991 combined with a congenial international political, economic and 

ideological milieu provided the necessary incentives. 

Conclusion 

The development experience in India provides an interesting case among the Third 

World countries possessing their respective ways of achieving development. India 

sought to shape a developmental state through an ambitious strategy of economic 

pl;mning wherein the state was assigned a central role. A certain amount of autonomy 

to economic decision making was facilitated by establishing the Planning 

Commission. The problem of development came to be perceived and was largely seen 

as a problem of correct policy formulation and design. The Nehru-Mahalanobis 
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strategy that became the hallmark of the 1950s and 1960s was dominated by the 

discussion of prioritization of investment allocations, trade and industrial strategies, 

etc. Indian development strategy was remarkable in its early use of Planning models, 

the sophisticated development of those which planning engendered, and the extensive 

utilization of such models with respect to formulation (Byres 1998a: 14). Thus, the 

development strategies followed by India cannot be strai~jacketing into a particular 

theoretical perspective. Aditya Mukha1jee and Mridula Mukhm:jee observe: 

... the Indian experience does not fit into the neat models put forward by a wide range of 'dependency 

theorists', nee-Marxist World system analysts or the current 'liberal' reincarnation of the post Second 

World War 'modernization theorists' (Mukharjee and Mukharjee 1990: 77). 

In a similar vein Lawrence A. Veit (1978: 5) points out: 

Intellectually, a model w,ould have been a far more satisfying way to describe the economic process in 

India, but, as well understood by Gunnar Myrdal, the macro dynamics of Indian society defy the 

simplifications necessary for meaningful model building. 

The inward oriented development strategy was part of a much larger 'grand 

strategy', the principal aim of which was to ensure the economic, political and foreign 

policy independence of India anp its acquisition of a m~jor power role in the world 

over the long run. The economic part of that grand strategy was designed to equip 

India with the necessary economic and milita1y capabilities (Nayar 2001 :261). Selig 

Harrison ( 1978 :326) observed 

The Indian development experience cannot be meaningfully judged in a narrowly economic context. 

For the implicit rationale underlying Indian policies has been a nationalist rationale, a readiness to bear 

inordinate costs, if necessary, to maximize the independent character of the industrialization achieved. 

The contemporary development thinking definitely influenced the logics of 

Indian planning and development strategy. At the same time contemporary 

development thinking was greatly influenced by the Indian, case (Chakravarty 1987). 

Bimal Jalan focuses on several aspects of India's development strategy: the emphasis 

on industrialization and the con·esponding neglect of agriculture, the inward 

orientation of the strategy and its relationship to export pessimism, and the activist 

role of the state as entrepreneur. His multifold explanation is that 'initial choice of the 

strategy was a response to the prevailing intellectual perceptions of the initial 

conditions and the role of the state in development. India's own political and social 
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history also supported the case for an inward looking strategy of industrialization with 

the state in command' (J alan 1991 : 13 ). 

The development strategy of the Second Plan was not the power of 

development theory. It was a theory of power that was given fullest expression by the 

contemporary leadership. With the Second Five Year Plan the Indian state launched 

in 1956 on a development strategy that was breath taking in its vision aiming at 

nothing shm1 of transforming India ultimately into an industrial country characterized 

by national self reliance. Not with understanding the later modifications, that strategy 

largely defined the economic course during the turbulent development history of the 

three and a half decades that followed its adoption (Nayar 200 I :71 ,86). The foreign 

policy of nonalignment 'Yas an assertion of Indian nationalism on world affairs. But 

its domestic strength was provided by the model of economic planning which was 

based on relatively self reliant state capitalism (Bhambhri 2000: 71 ). The national 

freedom struggle was itself source of inspiration for undertaking a development 

strategy under the pivotal role of the state. 

The experience with neo-liberal scheme of development has not been one of 

fast and blind imitation of others. It has been gradual, and with minimal economic 

pain and political turmoil. Such an experience is quite unlike other Third World 

countries. 

Of the major theories of development, the modernization theory with its growth 

· oriented economic core has remained influential in Indian development experience. It 

is argued that the influence of neo-Iiberal development ideas in India, manifestly 

since 1991, is the continuity of the modernization perspective. Indeed, neo-Iiberal 

development perspective is the reincarnation of modernization with changing position 

of the state in development. Uma Kothari and Mat1in Minogue are justified when they 

asse11: 

In response to the question of whether neoliberalism is simply a reformulation of modernization theory, 

then, we would have to answer 'yes', even though we recognize that they propound different roles for 

the state and the market and view the relationship between theni differently (Kothari and Minogue 

2002: 7). 

Whether the state led development project or development under neo-liberal . 

globalization, the basic nature of the Indian development project remains the same. It 
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IS essentially capitalist. Capitalist modernization perspective IS insulated in the 

capitalist neo-liberal perspective. Modernization continues through neo-liberalism in 

India with the continuity of capitalist development. 
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Chapter-VI 

Summary and Conclusions 

Introduction 

Development is an organized intervention· in collective affairs of a country according 

to .a standard improvement. It is a comprehensive economic, social, cultural and 

political process which ahns at a constant improvement of the wellbeing of the entire 

population and of all individuals. What constitutes improvement and what is 

appropriate intervention obviously vary according to class, culture, historical context 

and relations of power. The process of development is, indeed, the negotiation of these 

issues (Pieterse 2001 :3).The theories of development are reflections on this 

negotiation. Emergence ofJifferent theories of development suggests that altemative 

theories and principles of development are possible and are likely to gain force in 

periods of crisis and transition. The context specificity of the theories of development 

implies that these theories are not made by the exercise of logic alone, but reflect the 

theorist's moral reaction to a world crisis (Peet 1999: 16). However, a theory of 

development as an intellectual response to a society's demand is not enough. The 

theory must be joined to an effective practice (Byres 1998: 14). In the practice of'the 

theories of development the role of the state comes in a big way. 

In the 1950s and 1960s there was a broad consensus that states must intervene 

directly and play an activist role in development. Early theories of development 

showed unquestioning faith in the ability of the state to correct market failures, 

in~perfections and direct effectively the process of development. Talking of the 

provision of the basic requisites for economic development in India even Milton 

Friedman, one.of the piont~ring advocates of neo-liberalism, observed as early as in 

1955: 
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The government of India is doing much, and much that is highly effective, to bring these requisites into 

being. There is much more to do that at least in Indian conditions can be done only by the government 

(Friedman 1992: 164 emphasis added). 

In fact even the World Bank, a capitalist institution with a development 

mission was reluctant to lend to countries that did not have a government sponsored 

'development plan'. By the beginning of 1980s there was a sharp swing away from · 

this opinion in international financial institutions. Development theorizing was not far 

behind. Neo-liberal theory of development emerged. It saw the state as the main bottle 

neck in the development process of the Third World. Getting states out of the business 

of development become an important element in the policy advice given by the 

international institutions, economic experts and donor agencies. Along with 

Thacherism and Reganomics another important factor contributed to the rise of neo

liberal prescriptions. This Is thc- increasing economic difficulties of many Third World 

countries and failures of their governments to take timely corrective action. Partly in 

response to their own experience and partly in response to international pressure, 

several Third World countries started questioning the role of the state in their 

development process (Jalan 1991: 61-62). As one looks to development in the twenty

first century, the old and enduring issues relating to role of the state in development 

have not subsided. But the creation of a near hegemony of pro-market development 

ideas in the 1990s brought the issues to be uncovered in new ways. 

Summing up the thesis 

The inter-face between the state and development is a multidimensional problem 

having theoretical as well as practical dimensions. In the Third World countries this 

has been more important due to the debates on the 'stateness' of their states on the one 

hand and the prevalence 11f acute development problems on the other. Since the 

Second World War state directed development in these countries was not only 

imitative but also local circumstances demanded so. On the side of the new political 

elites, the idea of state led development was attractive: it apparently offered a way of 
•. 

satisfying popular expectations and demonstrating a concern with social justice. 

However, this agency of the state for implementing development programmes has 

been an issue of debate increasingly since 1970s. On the one hand there were attempts 

tc5 highlight the role of the civil society organizations and on the other the market was 
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counterpoised to be the sole agency for solving development problems. Neo

liberalism ushered in globalization through liberalization, deregulation and free 

market economy. Arguably, central role of the state in theory and practice of 

development became unsure. 

Under these theoretical and on the ground circumstances, the present work 

attempts to explore the role of the state in development in the Third World with 

reference to theories of development. The research problem, however, is closely 

related to the meaning and nature of development in the Third World, the nature of the 

development theories, the political economies of the theories of development, the 

actual practice of the theories of development, the nature of states in the Third World 

and the contribution of thy theories of development in understanding the nature of the 

state-development interface in the Third World. 

Development is not a simple concept to be amenable to single meaning. It 

involves its essence, goal, and strategy. It is complex as well as contested. Thus there 

have been many interpretations of the idea of development. The beginning was 

marked by economic growth and subsequently came modernization, elimination of 

dependency, redistribution with growth, another or alternative development 

emphasizing that development ought to be indigenous, self-reliant, need oriented, 

environment friendly and open to institutional change, meeting basic needs, 

participation, sustainable development, Washington Consensus or market 

fundamentalism, human development, fulfillment of human rights , fulfillment of 

freedom, empowerment, reduction of poverty and others. Despite these notions and 

their concomitant paradigms, the persistence of poverty and inequality, particularly in 

the midst of economic affluence continues to be one of the most problematic issues in 

development to day (Hamner et al 1997). The object of the study of development that 

is 'social, economic and political inequality with respect to the Third World, has made 

it to this century rather effortlessly' (Schuurman 2000: 7). There is, therefore, a serious 

need to 'explore ideas about what development constitutes and the important 

relationship between theory and practice (Kothari and Minogue 2002: 7). The present 

study attempts to perform this task with reference to the ideology and philosophy of 
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development. An exploration of the theories of development is of great help in this 

context. 

· The, notions of developme-nt are the products of overarching development 

thinking - development strategy, philosophy, ideology and theory (Hettne 1995: 15-

16). The search for new theoretical conceptualizations· of development has been 

mirrored by changes in the practice of development in the iield. The period since the 

Second World War has seen the promotion and application of many and varied 

theories of development - the economic growth theory. modernization theory, 

dependency theory, world system theory, alternative development perspectives, the 

neo-Iiberal theory, and the sustainable human development school of thought. The 

political economy of the emergence of these theories clearly indicates the basic 

purpose of a particular theory. It involves the whole gamut of development thinking 

related to a particular theory. 'Theoretical perspectives on development have changed 

~n response to the changing historical reality of the developmental process and of 

relations between developing and developed countries. They have also changed in 

response to the dialogue and debate among those engaged in theory building' (Evans 

and Stephens 1988: 739). From ·this point of view the present study focuses the 

position of the major theories with respect to the role they assign to the state as an 
\ 

agency for translating development strategies. 

The arena of development theory is inherently controversial and contested. 

John Martinussen has identified three inter connected issues relating to this 

controversy. 'The first has to do with units of analysis in research. The second 

concems the question of the scope of validity, and thereby the fundamental view ofthe 

nature of the development process. The third issue relates to the chosen analytical 

perspective' (Martinussen 1997: 52 emphasis original). Using the issues regarding 

nnits of analysis, scope of validity and analytical perspective as a framework he has 

shown that some theories emphasize on individual actors, while others on macro

sfi·uctures. Some are mono economic in nature, others believe in plurality of 

economics. While some are mono disciplinary, others are multidisciplinary (ibid: 53-

4). 
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Thus, the arena of developme?t theory offers a good example of what Alvin Y. 

So (1990: II) has termed 'theory war'. Jorge Larrain argues that the theory war in the 

arena of development seems to be apparent, while theories of development do not 

emerge at random. They are closely bound with the evolution of capitalism. 

Pieterse (200 I: 164) has found the development field as a field of hegemonic 

compromise that papers over the differences between the dominant stake holders. 

These can be characterized as different modernities or different capitalisms: Anglo -

American free enterprise capitalism, West European welf~u·e capitalism (Rhineland 

capitalism), East Asian capitalism, NICs, market socialism in China, transitional 

countries, the rentier capitalism of the oil producing countries, etc. The differences 

among them reflect geographical locations, historical itineraries, the timing of 

development, levels of technology, cultural capital, institutional differences and 

resource endowments. 

Indeed, each development theory can be read as a hegemony or challenge to 

hegemony. Explanation is not always the most important function of theory- agenda 

setting, mobilization and coalition building are others. Theory is a meeting place of 

ideology, politics and explanation. Reading development theory is also reading a 

history of hegemony and political and intellectual Euro centrism (Amin 1989, Mehmet 

1995). Notable exceptions are dependency theory, alternative development and human 

development thinking, which largely originate outside the West (Pieterse 2001: 8). 

However, in the Third World theories of development are adapted to changing 

situations. Despite their different origins and concomitant political economies, the 

theories of development hold some assumptions on the role of the state. Thus state's 

nature remains an important factor in theorizing and implementing development. 

The term 'state' in its modern sense emerged in the course of sixteenth century 

as a normative concept focusing on the value of concentrating coercive power in the 

hands .of a single public authority that could ensure order in any given territory. From 

this perspective, the state is supremely valuable and obedience to the state is regarded 

as the highest political obligation. 

John Degnbol-Martinussen has identified four analytical dimensions of the 

concept of state in order to descri~e it as an institution. A particular conception of 
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state may correspond to one of these dimensions or to a combination of two or more 

of them. These four dimensions are: 

a) The state as a product of conflicting interests and power struggles, possibly 

also a reflection of a many-sided dominance which make it an agenda and discourse 

setting institution. 

b) The state as a manifestation of structures which lay down the framework for 

its mode of functioning and impose a certain order on both the state and the rest of 

society and thus to some extent determine the behaviour of citizens. 

c) The state as an actor in its own right, which by its torm of organization and 

mode of functioning exerts a relatively autonomous influence on outcomes of 

conflicts and other proces~es in society. 

d) The state as an arena for interaction and conflict between contending social 

forces (Degnbal-Martinussen 2001 :28). 

It is meaningful to discuss the role of the state in society because it refers to the 

role of identifiable political institutions and actions. Reification of the state is 

therefore minimized by keeping in mind that the concept of the state refers to 

identifiable institutions and that state actors do not always work as a cohesive force 

vis-a-vis civil society (Hall and Ikenberry 1997: 2). 

A general concept presents the state in isolation fi·om its historical and social 

contexts. It stresses the general point that irrespective of the type of society and 

economy - agrarian or industrial, capitalist or socialist, developed or underdeveloped

all modern states share same features. 'The control of an executive authority over the 

means of administration and coercion gives the state in all societies considerable 

potential to mold socio-economic change' (Kohli 1987: 23 ). However, a study of 

socio-economic change or development in particular region or country needs the s~udy 

of specific types of states. It demands locating the state within its social and historical 

contexts. Thus, a discussion of the state in the Third World requires the specifying of 

state features in relation to Third World societies. 

Neera Chandhoke (1998: 31) argues that the post-colonial state was 

located in a dual and contradictory historical legacy: (1) The first embodied the 

ideology and history of statism. This was based upon an elaborate system of control 
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evolved by the colonial state. (2) The second was the freedom movement, which had 

challenged the authoritative conception of the 'political' laid down by the colonial 

state. The first had given the post-colonial elites a model of statism and the notion of 

the centrality of the state. The second gave to the people the idea that states can be 

challenged almost to a point where the existing state became irrelevant. This tension 

between two legacies constitutes the substance of post-colonial polities. However, the 

statist legacy came to dominate the political spectrum. 

Martin Doornobs(1990: 180) has identified with reference to Africa, some 

basic features of the Third World states: (i) its post-colonial status, with all the 

implications this has for the evolution of 'civil society'; (ii) its a priori problematic 

relationship as regards _its territorial jurisdiction; (ii) its heavy involvement in 

restricted resource base (usually primarily agricultural); (iv) its still relatively 

undifferentiated yet ethnically heterogeneous social infrastructure; (v) its salient 

processes of centralization and ~onsolidation of power by new ruling classes; and (vi) 

its passive external context and dependency. Each of these characteristics has 

significantly conditioned the specific pattern of state formation. 

Saul argues that, there are three points that define the Third World states: First, 

m colonizing Third World, the metropolitan bourgeoisie ·had to create a state 

apparatus that could control all the indigenous social classes in the colony, in that 

sense; the 'super structure' in the colony is overdeveloped relative to the 'structure'. 

The post colonial society inherits that overdeveloped state apparatus and its 

institutionalized practices. Second, the post-colonial state also assumes an economic 

role (not paralleled in the classical bourgeois state) in the name of promoting 

economic development. Third, in post colonial societies, capitalist hegemony must 

often be created by the state itself within territorial boundaries that are artificial once 

direct colonial rules is removed (Saul 1979: ch 8). 

Cristopher Clapham (1985) argues that the Third World state is a nee

patrimonial entity. It is based formally on rational legal universal principles, but 

functioning, in practice, as a great vehicle of patronage and personal aggrandizement 

of power holder. 'What distinguishes the Third World State from its equivalents in 
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other parts of the world is the combination of its power and its fragility. Of these two 

elements, the power is by for the more evid~nt. What the state consists of in its most 

basic sense is a structure of control' (Clapham 1985:39). Thus, there is an inherent 

paradox in typifying Third World states. They are both strong and fragile at the same 

time. The strength of the state derives fi·om the vast resources it has as it is to repress a 

civil s·ociety composed of a patchwork of heterogeneous cultural groups; its fragility 

arises from the fact that it is not deeply anchored, in a cultural sense, in the society 

and is considered an alien being by many of its constitutive units. Consequently, the 

collapse of a ruling coalition and the end of a regime can severely strain the state 

system and may even bring its dissolution. 

According to Jeff ljaynes, the state which emerged from the colonial period in· 

the Third World was often qualitatively different fi·om those created in an earlier 

epoch in Europe. In Europe the nation created the state, whereas in the Third World it 

was necessary for the state to try to create the nation. Because of extant social and 

cultural divisions in many Third World countries, this was by no means an easy task. 

He argues that overtime many Third World governments became in increasingly more 

duthoritarian in their attempts to build nation states (Haynes 1996:20). 

In African context Martin Doornbos ( 1990: 188) has pointed out some factors 

contributing to the erosion of state autonomy. These may well be referred to other 

Third World states: I) Advocacy of privatization, and of increasing involvement of 

private enterprise in aid arrangements; 2) A significant diversion of aid funds via non

governmental organization and channels; 3) The formation of donor coordinating 

consmiia, with corresponding national counter part 'front' organization, which have 

begun to assume major policy roles in, for example , the planning and disbursement of . 

food aid; 4) The rapidly growing donor specialization and involvement in selected 

sectors I regions within African countries, facilitating a gradual shift of policy

preparation activities to European donor headquarters away from national sectoral co

coordinating ministries or organizations; 5) Donor preferences for working with 

a:atonomous non-bureaucratic corporate statutory bodies, believed to combine the 

advantages of public jurisdiction and private discretionary power and considered 

attractiye because external agencies can establish close working relationships with 
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them, thereby gammg direct influence; 6) The detailed specification of external 

~arameters and preservations in national budgetary and policy processes; and 7) The 

introduction of highly advanced and sophisticated monitoring and evaluation 

methodologies, for which the national expertise available is often in~ufficient to 

constitute an effective counter part in the policy discussion and implementation 

concerned. 

Joel S. Migdal (1988: 1- 41) looks at the capabilities of Third W?rld states to 
' 

achieve change which their leaders seek to realize in society through state planning, 

!c policies and actions. Strong states are those with high capabilities to penetrate society, 

regulate social relations, extract resources and appropriate or used them in determined 

ways; weak states are those lacking such capabilities. His main thesis is that Third 

World states represent a duality: whereas they are successful in penetr~ting society, 

they are rather ineffective in bringing about goal oriented change. The rdsons for this 

ineffectiveness are to be found in the fact that the values upon which the [Third World 
' 
' 

state bases its social control are inherited from the colonial period. On~y the ruling 
I 

elite internalize the modernist values and norms of the colonial legacy . .ijowever, the 
I 

experience and orientation of the elite is much less spread out in soci'ety than the 
! 

vastly diverse sets of beliefs and recollections upheld by multifarious I units of the · 

larger society. Thus, social control in many Third World countries is weak because 

state and society are not sufficiently interlaced by similar cultural val;ues (Ahmed 

1998: 151-152). 

Ali Kazancil observes that the position of Third World state in relation to 

'development' can be explicated with respect to its two basic functions, which are 

dialectically linked: (a) The Third World state is a relay in the process of surplus 

extraction and accumulation by the centre at the expense of periphery 'and (b) The 

Third World state is a structure of sovereignty, liberation and autonomy for peripheral 
: 

~9cieties (Kazancigill986: 137). 
' 

The chances of economic development in the Third World depend on the 

capacity of the modern state to act more as a structure of sovereignty aJd autonomy 

than a relay in the world economy. It requires the Third World state to qvercome, to 
' 
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its own advantage, the dialectical contradiction that opposes these functions. This 

contradiction is tied to the inegalitarian world economy and may well persist for as 

long as the latter operates (ibid). An analysis of the nature of the Indian state helps in 

identifying the specificity of Third World states. 

The nature of the Indian state, for almost two decades after independence, was 

not an issue that attracted serious attention. It was in the-mid 1960s, as disillusionment 

with Indian planning grew and the notion of a 'crisis of Indian planning' spread, that 

the nature of Indian state began to be seriously addressed. It has been viewed by 

different scholars from different theoretical perspectives. However the Indian state is 

conceived, over the past five decades the Indian state has vigorously sought to 

institutionalize "stateness" by expanding its power and reach beyond the social 

formation of which it is inextricably a part. Like other successor post colonial states it 

has demonstrated a formidable capacity for its own reproduction. The state has 

become a ubiquitous feature of the nation's political landscape, its jurisdiction and 

admir1istrative-institutional presence reaching into the remotest rural hinterlands. Yet, 

the state's instrumental hegemonic trajectory and omniprese1ice have not made it 

omnipotent. To the contrary, the state' quantitative expansion has not been matched 

by a commensurate qualitative increase in autonomy and capacity (Sharma 1999:6). 

In the real world of socio-economic policy role of the state has remained a 

matter of debate. This has not escaped the theories of development. Torn between the 

ideological poles of totalitarianism, etatism, and dogmatic liberalism, the debate on 

the role of the state has occupied centre stage in development theories (Sachs 

2000:147). According to Ha-Joon Chang, since the end of the Second World War the 

role ofthe state in development has gone through three stages: (a)the age qfregulation 

(1945-70), when most countries saw an increase in government intervention, in the 

forins of increased government expenditure, nationalization, extension of regulation, 

with accompanying developments in interventionist economic theories; (b )the 

transition period ( 1970-80) when the post war regimes of intervention began to be 

exposed to significant political attack, helped by the rise of anti-interventionist 

economic theories; (c) the age of deregulation ( 1980-the present), when many 

countries attempted to reduce government intervention, by privatization, pudget cuts 
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and deregulation, often drawing justification from the theoretical exte~sions of the 

anti-interventionist theories that originated in the 1970s and were elaborated in the 

1980s (Chang 1997: 724). Such a change in the role of the state in deyelopment is 

marked in the assumptions of the theories of development. 

The modernization perspective has taken the national territorial state: as its units 

,of analysis. The state is of critical theoretical significance to the modernization 

theories, even if this remains largely implicit. It may be conceptualized, whether as 

industrialization or- structural differentiation, each component of the modernization 

process is viewed as a source of change operating at the national level. 

The modernization perspective implicitly or explicitly opts· [9r capitalist 

development. It is premis~d on the creation and maintenance of the b~i6, structures 

and institutions of the prevailing society. Thus, it has accorded central role· to the state 

and public policy. The state has been thought of as an entity that stands' qut side and 
':: 

above society, an autonomous agency that is vested with an independerit. source of 

rationality and the capability to initiate and pursue progrmmes of develoJ?W-~nt for the 

benefit of the whole society. There is an implicit disjunction between the state and 

policy. The probl~matic of the state is then narrowed down to that ofthe efr~acy of its 

public institutions and organs to achieve objectives and programmes of modernization 

focusing especially on the respective roles of 'ruling elites', political parties, the 

bureaucracy and the military (Alavi 1982: 289). 

In terms of economic growth, within modernization perspective, it ,was widely 

assumed in 1950s and 1960s, that market failure was the norm in T~ird World 
1 -\ . 

countries. The state would have to mobilize domestic and foreign saving~ fb create an 

investment pool from which it could finance a programme of directed industrial 

development. Direction usually came in the form of state development plf:ins and by 

means of the controls that most development state exercised over s·carbe foreign 

exchange reserves. The state would also protect infant industries by metths of tariff 
: ,1. 

arid quota policies (hence lSI )and would encourage investment in heavy<industries 

like steel and engineering - the commanding heights of the economy :acCording to 

India's Second and Third Five Year Plans (1956-1966) - by running such~industries 

themselves. The state alone was credited with the ability to think and act iii the long 
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·term interest of all its citizens. Markets would play a supporting role in all capitalist 

developing countries, and the state would embody all that was most modern and 

disinterested in the changing cultural and political make up of a developing country. 

The corporatist state, then, was a matter of pride and not a source of dismay and 

distrust (Corbridge 1995: 3-4). 

The proponents of the dependency perspective stressed: (a) the imp011ance of 

considering both the historical experience of peripheral countries and the phases of 

their involvement within wider encompassing systems; (b) the necessity of identifYing 

the specific economic, political, and cultural linkages of centres and peripheries; and 

(c) the requirement for active state involvement in the pursuit of development. 

The new dependency thinkers have paid more attention to historically specific 

situations of dependency than did classical dependency thinkers. The state in Third 

World is no longer perceived as a dependent state for foreigners, but as an active 

agency that tacitly works together with local and international capital. 

In world-system theory, globalism itself is made the single over arching 

dynamic. The argument of globalism is taken to the point where nation states are not 

units of development; only the world system develops. (Pie terse 2001: 29).Even if the 

unit of analysis is the world system, this perspective does not minimize the importance 

of state. According to the world system theory, it is possible tor a peripheral country 

to move to the semi-peripheral status. Similarly~ a semi-peripheral country can move 

to the core status. This possibility is contingent upon historical moments of 

opportunities. 

For the tree marketeer neo-liberals the relationship of state to economy is one 

of subordination and rule protection. The self regulating maximizing market may be 

minimally assisted by the state to better realize its potential: a framework of law to 

protect that self generating and regulating market (Preston 1996: 261). State 

involvement in the economy is held to be inefficient, bL1reaucratic and unnecessary 

drain on public coffers. l-Ienee by selling off loss-marketing and inefficient public 

enterprises and parastatal corporations, and restricting the role of the state to 

regulation and economic facilitation, taxes could be cut substantially (Simon 2002: 

87). The neo-Iiberal onslaught and jts relentless anti-statism, was directed at advanced 
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capitalist countries, less developed countries and socialist countries alike. All of these, 

it was postulated, were infected by the virus of state intervention. 

· The theories of development, thus, have long been fraught with different views 

on the role of the state. These have been duly reflected in the policy debates in India 

as in other Third World countries. These debates have continued down to the 

dramatic announcement of liberalization, first in the early days of Rajiv Gandhi rule 

and again more recently since 1991. The debates on the influence of the theories of 

development on development in India do not exist is an historical vacuum. The 

contrast between the political economy in India before and after independence usually 

has been seen as striking, with the end of foreign rule taken as a natural dividing line. 

However, the developmegt strategies followed by India cannot be straitjacketing into 

a particular theoretical perspective. The inward oriented development strategy was 

part of a much larger 'grand strategy', the principal aim of which was to ensure the 

economic, political and foreign policy independence of India and its acquisition of a 

. major .power role in the world over the long run. The economic part of that grand 

strategy was designed to equip India with the necessary economic and military 

capabilities. The contemporary development thinking definitely influenced the logics 

of Indian planning and development strategy. At the same time contemporary 

development thinking was greatly influenced by the Indian case (Chakravarty 1987). 

India's own political and social history also supported the case for an inward looking 

strategy of industrialization with the state in command. 

The experience with neo-liberal scheme of development has not been one of 

fast and blind imitation of others. It has been gradual, and with minimal economic 

pain· and political tmmoil. Such an experience is quite unlike other Third World. 

countries. Of the major theories of development; the modernization theory with· its 

growth oriented economic core has remained influential in Indian development · 

experience. It is argued that the influence of neo-liberal development ideas in India~ 

manifestly since 1991, is the continuity of the modernization perspective. Indeed, 

neo-liberal development perspective is the reincarnation of modernization with 

changing position of the state in development. 
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. The theory of development in India has been shaped by its own political 

economy and specific historical contexts. The growth oriented modernization was 

adapted to a planned development model. While planning was presented in India as a 

socialist rhetoric, the prevalent development project was capitalist in actual practice. 

Nationalism, political as well as economic, fostered during the freedom movement 

was translated in a self reliant idea of development. However, this idea evolved 

through a continuous interaction with pressures for adopting a model of development 

that is based on the liberal open market policies. The initial adoption of liberal policies 

through the 1980s culminated in the 1990s. The acute balance of payments of 1991 

combined with a congenial international political, economic and ideological milieu 

provided the necessary in9entives. 

Conclusions 

Role of the state i.n development has remained a matter of debate ever since the Third 

w·orld countries embarked on the project of rapid socio-economic transformation in 

the post Second World War era. The freedom struggle and the process of 

decolonization induced the newly independent states in the new role of taking the 

responsibility of managing the entire society. However, the immediate debates centreq 

on the nature of the state, state building and nation building processes .. Since the 1970s 

these debates included also the state's role in development itself. In the twenty-first 

century this debate has not been laid to rest. On the contrary it has assumed new 

dimensions under neo-liberal globalization. A clear ui1derstanding of the current 

debate on the role of state in development requires explications of the undercurrents of 

the idea of development, its theories and the nature of the Third World states. The 

state's role in development inherently involves their theoretical and practical 

interactions. 

Development is essentially political 

The idea of development has been shaped by different views of different thinkers 

under different theoretical and ideological perspectives. These views form a whole 

constellation of a comprehensive economic, social, cultural and political process 

which aims at a constant improvement of the entire society and of each individual. 
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Thus the object of the study of development in the Third World is to study social, 

economic and political inequality which exists well in the twenty-first century. 

Development, however is conceived, requires the production and distribution 

of surplus. Surplus is generated through production in excess of what is required to · 

sustain society from day to day and fi·om generation to generation. This surplus must · 

be consumed, redistributed and reinvested. The productive reinvestment which 

sustains the system is known as accumulation. Accumulation in turn does not take 

place in social and political vacuuni but in a mesh of institutions. These social, 

political, and economic institutions (such as class, ethnicity, religion, gender, locality, 

market and regulations of the state) interact in a complex way to sustain and 

sometimes to threaten the. process (Harris-White 2002: 175). All kinds of distribution 

and redistribution have a built-in conflict potential, no matter how trivial the 

distribution or redistribution seems to be. Development therefore is contested. 

Development, thus, is a form of struggle. It is the struggle over the shape of the future. 

Korten in this context asserts: The hemi of development is institutions and politics, not 

money and technology, though the latter are undeniably important' (Korten 

1990:144):The most fundamental issues of development are, at their core, issues of 

power. This is why it is impmiant to interrogate whose agenda development carries at 

any given time and to weigh its scales of suffering and their distribution. Ignacy Sachs 

observes that the rhetorical commitment to the idea of development has come of age 

during the second half of the twentieth century. It will be up to the next generations to 

bridge the gap, as wide as ever, between words and deeds, advancing from the idea of 

development to political economy of development (Sachs 2000: I). 

Decisions relating to development are primarily political. This is more so in the 

Third World where development is less a demand from the society and more of a 

political goal which state authorities impose upon society. Indeed, fundamental socio

economic changes are set into motion within the Third World primarily as a 

. consequence of politically defined goals and decisions. A state oriented focus is 

therefore important for interpreting some of the patterns of development in the Third 

World (Kohli 1987:28). 
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A balanced view of state's role in development is in the mali.ing 

By the close of the twentieth centmy a more balanced view of the agency of 

development has emerged. A direct criticism of neo-liberalism has resulted in a more 

balance'd approached with an out line of options available to decision makers in Third 

World countries (Killick 1989; Streeten 1993; Toye 1993; Weiss and Hobson 1995). 

Current thinking about the state has exposed the neo-liberal dichotomy - state or 

market, public or private - as false in two respects: (a) There is no clear borderline 

between the 'pure' cases of public and private enterprises. There are in most countries 

several types of overlapping ventures like joint-owned companies, public companies 

with hired in private sector management; private firms operating publicly licensed 

franchises and cooperatives. (b) Markets require a legal and regulatory framework 

which only governments can provide. Legal entitlements and liabilities are just as 

impmiant as the market system of commodity exchange. Thus, the central issue 

.9ecomes more complex than just _choosing between state or market. The overriding 

concern is to determine the most appropriate division of labour between state and 

the market with a further view to avoiding or compensating for both state. failures and 

market failures (Martinussen 200 I: 55). When considering the desirable role of the 

state, there are essentially two different issues involved (Killick 1989): (a) How large 

should the state be in relation to total economic activity? (b) What types of policy 

instruments should the state employ? 

Development scenario in the Third World is context based 

Within common global conditions, it is also clear by now that Third World countries 

appear to exhibit not common outcomes but development patterns that are distinctive 

by regions. These patterns not only raise questions about the uniform significance of 

global constraints but also points to some other determinants of development as 

varying roles of states. East Asia, for example, is broadly characterized by 'strong 

states' and rapid, export oriented economic growth, Sub-Saharan Africa, by contrast, 

has been plagued by 'failed states' and poor economic performance. Latin American 

countries appear to move through political and economic transition in unison, from 

democracy to authoritarianism and back to democracy and from severe debt crisis to 

modest economic growth. Security .. threats and 'rentier' states have provided broad 
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parameters of development in the Middle East. Finally South Asian countries seem to 

muddle along a common path of fragmented politics and middling economic 

performance. 

Thus, whereas the Third World countries share some common problems, 

critical development issues vary from region to region. The pressing need in many 

African countries is for coherent states and resumption or economic growth; East 

Asian countries by contrast face the challenge or maintaining their high economic 

growth rates under conditions of 'globalization'. Similarly, Latin American countries 

need to manage their international economic links but under conditions of low 

domestic savings, sharp income inequalities, fragile democracies; South Asian states 

must some how 'insulate' their economies from nearly excessive politics so that the 

challenges of growth and poverty can be met head-on; and the countries of the Middle 

East must find ways to reform their antiquated state systems so that a more 

inclusionary pattern of development may unfold. In between the two extremes· of 'all 

countries are different' and 'one cookie-cutter development model fits all' regional 

variations within common constraints provide a .useful organizing focus for discussing 

development issues (Kohli 2003:2-3). 

Understanding of state's nature is important in understanding its role in 

development 

The state's role will continue to be pivotal to implementing development. For, in the 

ultimate analysis, markets cannot regulate themselves; they need an agency outside of 

them with legitimate authority to set the rules of the game and to enforce compliance. 

That authority is the state. The state and market are, however. not alternatives; both 

are needed, in proper measure, to manage development in cooperation rather than in 

contention in a harshly competitive world. A strong state remains a prerequisite for a 

strong market. Besides, markets, whether internal or external, cannot be left to their 

own devices; they can have destructive consequences f01; society. Also, domestic 

e~~nomic players in any developing country need to be assured of an even playing 

field in a fundamentally unequal world, and they need to be assisted in world 

competition by an adequate social and economic infi·astructure at home. Accordingly, 

for all these reasons, any project for development must go beyond economics and 
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have as an essential component the enhancement of the regulative and transformative 

capacity of the state. Herein lays the importance of understanding the nature of the 

state. 

In a nan-owly instrumental sense, the state is viewed as the source of 

development, validating it, and then embracing it with the avowed aim of securing, 

'development'. It is the architect of development plans; their agent; and it is the arbiter 

of development. 'There is an assumption in all this that the slate is, in effect neutral, 

and even transcendental. If the state bureaucracy is not exactly a 'universal class', 

with the necessary and objective function of realizing the universal interest, the state is 

:tssumed to be essentially neutral, and to be capable of being a kind of Olympian 

arbiter ofthe interest of all' (Byres l998b: 47). 

Moreover, the state is viewed as unproblematically sensitive to questions of 

social justice, responsive to rational argument, and able and prepared to act upon its 

. 'judgments' in these respects. There may be a perceived conflict between, for 

example, reducing poverty and securing more equal distribution of income on the one 

hand, and accumulation and growth on the other. The state may opt for the latter, at 

the cost of the former. But that is seen as a conscious and rational decision, in favour 

ofthe general interest. Byres argues that such an instrumental view provides a 'tunnel 

vision' of the state. But there is the need to theorize the state: to capture, in abstract 

terms, something of its full variety and plentitude. This broad view of state requires 

the distinction between state and civil society: the public and the private in the social 

formation. It is the relationship and mediation between the two that is central to 

development. Development is one form of mediation, w~ich cannot be seen in 

isolation. There are many other mediations which bear decisively upon its operation 

(ibid: 47-49). 

Power of development theory is counterpoised by the theOIJ' of power 

Market economy and command economy are ideal types. Even among the advanced .. 
industrialized democracies what exists is not an unregulated market system, but a 

'mixed economy'. The very rise of such a mixed economy has beeri a result of the 

operation of politics within modern state, specially the democratic state. This politics 

has positioned the theory of power as a countervailing factor against the power of 
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development theories. This is obvious because development never takes place 

independently of the specific socio-cultural, political and historical context. That is 

true for development in the Third World as it was true for development experiences in 

the West. Therefore, no general pattern of development is given. Rather the challenge 

is to identify a multitude of development pathways or trajectories, each of which is 

embedded in the national socio-cultural and socio-political context. This embedded 

ness of development is shaped by the prevailing cross-currents of power. However by 

means of an analysis within a broad framework it is possible to come up with 

generalizations on· the role of the state in development with reference to different 

theories. 

The praxis of develop1?1ellt is marked by the eclecticism of the theories of 

development 

The countervailing position between the power of the01y and the theory of power in 

~he praxis of development has resulted in a kind of eclecticism in the practice of the 

theories of development. In twenty-first century there seems to be pluralism in the 

development literature. Some scholars have observed that the field of development is 

moving in the direction of synthesis. For example, Evans and Stephans (1988: 759) 

have dubbed this synthesis the "new comparative political economy'. Partes (1980: 

224) notes that there is a possible convergence between the 'culturalist' moderation 

perspective and the 'structuralist' dependency and world-system perspectives. And 

Hermassi (1978: 255) suggests that 'disciplined eclecticism' is a better guide than over 

reliance on paradigmatic thinking by 'liberal, managerial, new Marxist' approaches to 

development. However, it may be noted that the development theories are 'persuasive 

ideologies' as well. In the real world of development 'eclecticism' in development 

takes different form. 

Theories of development contribute to understanding stale-development interface 

. There is no simple or special way to analyze the realities in development in the Third 

World and therefore there is no simple or special set of instructions that can be given 

to change those realities. It means that there is no arcane form of development theory 

that has to be mastered before one can begin to think about development. But it does 

not mean that the theories of development are mere esoteric exercises. The theories of 
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development are the wellsprings of the strategies of development, as development 

strategies are practical paths to development which are pursued by the· agencies of 

development, normally the states. These theories seek to account for the uneven 

pattern of development world wide and to recommend measures to over come under 

development. They are problem oriented, concerned with disparities between and 

within. countries, social consequences resultant of these disparities and political 

strategies to change them. They may not always have come up with the correct 
. . 

solutions on the policy level, but on the other hand the problems identified and 

analyzed have not disappeared either. Instead new problems have been added. The 

challenge for the theories of development to day has been to clarify what role national 

development strategy cap have in an increasingly transnationalised world. The 

contributions of development theories are reinforced by their con·esponding political 

economies too. 
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